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WHEN THE YEAR IS OLD.

Poem, by William Grant Brooks.

PREFACE
If the reader has sufficient patience to turn the leaves of this book, he
will find a gathering of addresses delivered, or papers read, some of them
in the long ago; and some of them in more recent years; but all of them
we believe, bearing on current topics. Most of them on the great National
questions of the day, and still partially unsettled.
1. The Author's eighty-three years have witnessed the elimination in
the United States of that long continued local—National, International,
curse once known as the "Louisiana Lottery."
2. Polygamy of the Joseph Smith—Mormons, Utah's variety with
aspirations for a world-wide dominion, has become a corpse with but few
mourners.
3. Slavery with its four millions of Africans including the Mulattos
whose white fathers were proud of their offsprings only because of the
superior price they brought when sold from the auction block, expired
with the progress of the Civil War in A. D. 1863, and thousands of the
ex-slaves now grown to twelve millions, fill places of trust in every depart
ment of church and State.
4. The legalized Liquor Traffic, after thousands of years of murderous
existance, finds its death warrant since 1920 in the constitution of the
United States, and though still struggling, is doomed; and brave reformers
are justified in their rejoicing over the defeats of the worlds deformers, and
so let us thank God, take new courage and continue our well begun work
in solving the problems of the worlds betterment.
We reproduce here, a few lines written on the fly-leaf of "Stories in
Song," a one hundred and seventy-five page volume published by Mr.
William Grant Brooks, the Saco, Maine, Poet, and presented to Mrs. S.
and myself recently.

"Presented to one who has nobly done his share toward the realisation
of that greatest boon of True Liberty—A saloonless Nation—Rez>. Silas
C. Swallow and to Mrs. Swallow his faithful companion of many years
(55) residing at Harrisburg, Pa. In friendship, in love, in truth.
August 17, 1021.

WILLIAM GRANT BROOKS,
SACO, MAINE.

On page 148 of Mr. Brooks volume of Poems is one we especially
like and hence reproduce. It is entitled, "When the Year Is Old." S. C. S.
11

APPRECIATION
The author of "Four Score, and More" desires
herewith to express his high appreciation of the
contents of the following note sent him recently
by his multitude of friends, members of Ridge
Avenue M. E. Church, corner of Sixth and Herr,
Harrisburg.
SILAS C. SWALLOW.

"With much love and kindest wishes to the Rev.
Dr. Silas C. Swallow, who for more than thirty
years has been our kind and sympathetic pastor
and brother, our constant guide—our helper and
friend when in need; and who, by his untiring ef
forts has been the means of freeing old Ridge Ave
nue Church from her $15,000 bondage of debt.
May Heaven's richest blessings fall on you and
yours."
Signatures
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THE OLD AND THE NEW, OR SPECIAL PRIVILEGE, THEN
AND NOW.
(Written by S. C. S. and read by him at Dauphin County Historical Society,
A.D. 1912.)

We have been and are now living in the 'most rapidly moving age of
the world's history. This is as really the electric age as was the last half
of the last century, the iron age. Locomotives are as common on our high
ways as are horse vehicles, and flying machines "well lived up to," would
be as destructive of human life as was tuberculosis a half century ago. So
that, in the matter of dying in the interests of science and in vindication
of the sanity of Darius Green, we are living in a fast age. The new of
yesterday is the old of today. The new of today will be old tomorrow.
Science, art, literature, statesmanship, law, agriculture and religion are
all in the race for the distant goal; and are impatient with delays and
with the standpatter promoters of delay as well.
ONE BLOOD.

This Historical Society was formed by distinguished citizens of
Dauphin County, forty three years ago; four years after the close of the
greatest civil, and most uncivil, war of any age or country. We had a
casual acquaintance with some of these men, from coming in touch with
them on our way to and from the battlefield; and honored them as
gentlemen of the old school, alert however for the adoption of whatever
was deemed worthy in the new school. Most, if not all, of them though
dififering on non-essential in political economy, were firm believers in
the Pauline teaching that "God had made of one blood all the nations of
men for to dwell on all the face of the earth." They were therefore
staunch advocates of the immortal declaration that "all men are created
equal, endowed by their Creator with the inalienable right to life and
liberty."
HIGH AND LOW LIVING.

These beliefs prompted many of them at least to indulge in a tear
ful and intense interest in the overthrow of the ownership of man in
man, that lay as an ever-present menace at the very foundation of the
war of I86I-'65. A war that slaughtered a million of men, and at the
same time furnished the opportunity for planting the seed of special
privilege in business and in finance, that have ripened into a new sort
13
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of slavery. A binding of the masses by the grasping classes and a counterbinding of the classes by the grasping masses, resulting in the high cost
of living to the poor, and the cost of high living to the rich.
Well we hear much these days concerning this "Special Privilege."
The political, financial and even the ecclesiastical air is vibrant and
resonant with the complaint of the oppressed against the oppressor, of
the individual against the corporation, of the borrower against the lender,
of the tenant against the landlord, of the employee against the employer,
of the layman against the clergy and of the poorly-paid minister against
the plethoric episcopos. And of course it goes without saying that the
ten millions of the negro race whose fathers our forebears bought or
stole and imported from the jungles of darkest Africa, are not silent
regarding the assumption, presumption and compulsion practiced by their
more fortunate white brethren.
It might be startling to many to affirm that not only has some form
of slavery existed in every age of the world, but that it exists in these
United States today. The first proposition is easily proven from the
pages of history, the second proposition is not so easily established.
SLAVERY PERPETUATED.

The slave, as some one has said, "Is the property, chattel or real, of
his master, and cannot participate in the civic right of personal freedom,
though in strict Roman law, he may enjoy limited personal rights."
Slavery always and everywhere represents an abnormal, unjust, and
frequently criminal stage in social or industrial organization and develop
ment. It probably coincides with the beginnings of settled agricultural
tribal life, but its ultimate origin is a fancied or real dependence resulting
from inequality of capacity or of opportunity between indivduals or
sets of individuals brought into competitive relations.
Whether recognized by common, statutory, or international law.
slavery may be a developing, or it may be a degenerating status depend
ing on the intellectual and moral virility, or if you please on the other
hand senility of the mastering class.
Slaveiy, either by historic contract slave trade, or independent origin,
existed anciently among Babylonians, Assyrians, Egyptians, Hebrews,'
Persians, Phrenicians, Greeks, and Romans, and in India, China, and
.Africa. It is interpreted in ancient monuments and literature and locally
defined by law. Philosophic justification of slavery ancient and modern
is attempted by defenders upon natural and necessary subjection for the
mutual protection of mastering slaves. It generally, however, has its
origin in difference of race or creed or both, buttressed bv selfishness
and greed of the strong in its dealing with the weak.
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Nationals, as well as barbarians, heathen, Christian, and heretics,
have in turn been enslaved by all races. Classical philosophy, Hebrew
and other ancient religions, Brahmanism, Buddism, Mohammedanism,
and even Christianity, have here or there sanctioned the institution of
slavery, but its essential sanction rested in law defining the status and
its incidents.
OUR DECLARATION.
Even in our own nominally Christian America where in the language
of our Declaration of Independence, we at the very outset of our selfasserting government recorded, and for nearly one hundred and fifty
years reasserted, the doctrine that it is an axiom or self evident truth
that "all men are created equal endowed by their Creator with certain
inalienable rights among which are life, liberty and the pursuit of happi
ness," with the accent on liberty, and yet during a hundred years of that
time and for one hundred and fifty years prior to that time American
Christians held slaves in the North as long as it was profitable, and in
the South long after they ceased to be profitable. And we defended the
institution through the press, the platform and the pulpit; the latter
contending that the Bible sanctioned it and hence that God approved it.
BRITAIN'S GUILT.
Every nation on earth, I feel safe in asserting, has at some period
in its history either had its subjects enslaved, or has itself sanctioned and
practiced slaveholding. Think of Christian Great Britain employing in
one year a hundred and ninety-two ships, carrying nearly fifty thousand
slaves, some stolen, some purchased, a fourth of whom perished in the
overcrowding of the middle passage, and possibly as many more dying
during the process of seasoning or becoming acclimated in their new
home.
TELL THE CREDULOUS BOY.
Sit down today and tell a child the simple truth without coloring
concerning the horrors of the slave tradey and of the institution as it
existed here less than three-score years ago. Tell him of the auction
block where slaves were sold at public outcry to the highest bidder,—
husbands sold and separated from their wives, wives from husbands,
parents from children, and children from parents,—as dumb animals are
sold in the shambles. Tell him of the slavedrivers' whip visited upon
the slave by cruel masters and slavedrivers, and he is as slow to believe
it, as will be the boy of a hundred years in the future, to credit the
story that will then be told, viz., that time was when the general govern-
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ment of the United States, and nearly every state and municipal gov
ernment was in profit-sharing partnership in the manufacture and sale
of a liquid poison that sent to premature death more than a hundred
thousand of our people annually. I hat the fraud, the crime, it was
never a business,—shortened life, separated families, starved children,
filled to crowding jails, penitentiaries, almshouses, and insane asylums.
That the business of poisoning the people for money was so enervating
to public conscience, so corrupting to public morals, so destructive to all
the higher impulses of*a noble manhood and womanhood, so subversive
of the Golden Rule in its well understood application to the rights of
others, as that it made politicians and statesmen its advocates or apolo
gists, made the public press the purveyor of its advertisements for pay,
rendering that press dumb to its horrors; and that it even sealed the lips
of the minister in his pulpit, lest he offend the boss and booze-seller in
his pew, or other patrons of his members. Yes, tell the boy of the year
of your Lord 2012 all this, when our country shall have been redeemed
either by prayers and votes, or as was slavery in tears and blood, and
he will listen in open-eyed wonder and amazement, as does the hoy of
1912 listen to the tales of cruelty connected with American slavery.
"is SLAVERY REALLY ABOLISHED?"
But stop and answe'r this question. Has slavery been abolished de
facto, or only de jure in America. Abraham Lincoln, as President of
these United States, issued a proclamation on the twenty-second of
September, 1862, saying, not to all slave sections but only to those in
rebellion against the government, you have one hundred days in which
to lay down your arms and cease hostility to the government, or refus
ing to do so suffer the freeing of your slaves. I want to emphasize the
fact that the proclamation applied only to the slaves within the Con
federate lines, and not to those within the Federal lines. It left those
slaves living in Missouri, Maryland, Kentucky, Delaware, and West
Virginia in slavery. It tried to free the slaves over which it had no
physical control, and left in slavery all those over which it had physical
control. It was the Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution which
took effect December 18, 1865, that really freed the slaves. Why, the
fugitive slave law made it a crime for a man even in the free States
to teed a hungry runaway slave and a greater crime to refuse to help
catch such a slave and return him to his master. Yes, the fugitive slave
law was not repealed until June 28, 1864, near the close of the war,
twenty-one months after President Lincoln's first proclamation, and
nearly five months after the issuing of his final proclamation.
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SLAVERY STILL FLOURISHES.

And now we answer our question by stating that a certain form of
slavery, as I saw it in Mississippi, still exists in these United States.
The slaves are the men and women known as freedmen and their descendents who have remained in the Southland. In most of the foimer
slave states they have laws to the effect that a colored man in debt to
an employer is forbidden to leave his employ till the debt is paid, and
if he does leave, he can be forcibly captured and brought back and com
pelled by force and, if need be, corporal punishment to labor till the debt
is discharged. Now that looks both innocent and equitable. But let us
see how it works out in practice. As a rule the employee is paid from
eight to twelve dollars a month, on which to feed and clothe himself and
family. This wage is generally paid in cornmeal and flitch, not bacon
nor ham, nor shoulder meat, nor yet that succulent and to the southern
Pennsylvanian indispensable accompaniment of sauerkraut called the
chine, or to be more specific the backbone of the hog; no, his wages are
not paid in any of these parts of that omniverous suidae mammal popu
larly known as the hog, for these valuable parts must be barrelled and
sent to market; if not consumed by the southern privileged class of fair
complexion.
The field hand gets with his cornmeal the purely fat saddle or cover
ing of the back bone with its three or four inches on each side, of the
fattest kind of fat meat, lard it is in embryo. And he who eats it in
large quantities becomes a greasy Grecian without the Grecian's distin
guished culture. Such diet is not a celebrated contingent of music,
poetry, art, oratory or literature. It is no promoter of independence,
or energy or perseverance or decision of character, or high ideals.
THE NATURAL PRODUCT.

The principal product of such diet is animalism, animalcule, animad
version with the accent on mad, and also scurvy. The Southern cure
for all these ailments is not found in the materia-medica, and does not
yield to the treatment of the allopath, the homeopath, the hydropath, the
electropath, the osteopath, or even the treatment of Christian science.
For imagination, peace, joy, hope, love, faith and hog fat do not really
coalesce, unless the latter is taken in homeopathic doses, accompanied
by liberal portions of strawberries and cream. The only cure thus far
discovered in most of the plantations of the southland for the lassitude
produced by lard, is a hyperdermic injection of the virus of the blacksnake,—a heavy, pliable, durable whip, made of braided cowhide and
tapering regularly from handle to snapper. This remedy for the farm
hands' lassitude produced by lard generally hangs by a loop on the pom2
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mel of the superintendent's saddle, and is freely applied to the hacks,
arms, legs of the lassitudinous blacks, for both sins of commission and
sins of omission, imaginary or real.
THE DOSE.

It is given in allopathic doses, though on the homeopathic theory of
In other words, a
blacksnake for a black skin.
But he dare not run away from this treatment, even though he may
learn of employment five miles to the south where he can get so much
better wages than he is now getting, that in a month he could pay the
$3.20 which he owes the Knight of the Blacksnake. And if he does
run away he is followed by the stalwart bosses, and at the pistol's point
made to climb onto a mule's back without a saddle, and gallop back
ahead of the driver's carriage, back to the arms of his affectionate em
ployer, who lays awake nights to study plans for keeping, not only this
particular negro, but the fifty others occupying his cabins in debt and
thus to keep their service indefinitely at such wages as he sees proper
to pay.

"Similia Similibus Curantur" or "like cures like."

THE SOUTHERN NEGRO STILL A SLAVE.

Settlement is made in the autumn, and if an employee is out of
debt, the owner is kind enough to loan him a little for his immediate
pressing necessities, and they are always present and pressing, and thus
he holds him in duress vile for another year. If in the meantime he
sells his plantation, the indebted negroes, together with their debts, go
with the plantation, the new owner having bought their services by pay
ing the old owner the aggregate amount of their indebtedness. If they
run away from the new owner they can, under the law, be brought backby the process I have described. If in enforcing his claims a white
man shoots and kills a negro, he is not as a rule arrested, while on the
other hand if a negro is even suspected of a crime, especially against
women, or is impudent to his master, he is hunted, frequently with
blood hounds, and if caught is killed, or sometimes burned to death,
after the fashion of Coatesville, Pa.; Springfield, Illinois, and many
other barbarous localities having Christian leanings.
But I must not pursue this subject further. It furnishes material
T°m'S Cabi"'" and if Mrs- Harriet
BeecherT edlt'°n ^
Beecher Stowe were alive it would doubtless be forthcoming
The hundreds of thousands of negroes who have been educated or
are now being educated in the church and other schools of the country
are somewhat better off than the laborers of the South, but they too
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are the victims of unjust discrimination, of prejudice and intolerance
that renders their lives pitiable in the extreme. They are practically
excluded from learning trades by being excluded from labor and trade
unions. They must confine themselves to the duties of waiters and
porters. Thousands of them are entering the professions such as the
ministry, law, medicine, teaching, etc., and many are becoming merchants.
LANDOWNERS NOW.

Andrew Carnegie is authority for stating that notwithstanding the
hardships to which the race has been subjected in America, they are
rapidly becoming landowners, having now in their possession an aggre
gate territory equal to that of Belgium and Holland combined.
Charles Reid's "put yourself in his place" prompts me to quote at
length from a negro correspondent of the Christian Republic, in its last
month's issue, in which he describes the woes of his race, by describing
the status of himself, an educated and sensitive as well as sensible indi
vidual of the race. Hear him
Eet us not, dear friends, get the swelled head over the greatness of
the new man with his automobile and 'death-dealing aeroplane, but let
us still reverence the Knight of the ox team and the stage coach, for in
their self-sacrificing zeal for equal rights for black and white, for em
ployer and employee, for the Northern Yankee, and the Southern wearer
of the gray, they set us an example worthy our imitation.
Most of the brave men who forty-three years ago organized this
Historical Society have passed away; but we cherish their memories,
and may paraphrase Mr. Lincoln's saying at Gettysburg: "Dauphin
County will little note nor long remember what we say here, but it should
never forget what they did here. It is for us, the living, at the end of
these forty-three years of our Society's history, to be dedicated anew
here to the unfinished work which they then inaugurated. That from
these honored dead we take increased devotion to the cause for which
they gave the last full measure of their devotion."
As the millions of colored people have been freed from the auction
block and the slave driver's whip, so America is destined to be freed
from the licensed liquor dealer's goad, sooner or later. Oh, may it be
soon!!
A leader of one of these hyphenated groups is just now receiving
great publicity of a character which certainly does not contribute to his
reputation with thinking, patriotic Americans. So far as we can see, this
man is simply a cross between a hyphen and a cipher and yet he has had
every opportunity to be an American of the real old-fashioned type.

Number 2.

"MONEY MAKES THE MARE GO" IN PARTISAN POLITICS.
On being introduced to the Prohibition Convention, of 1900, Rev.
Dr. Swallow delivered an address which was in part as follows:
We are in the midst of the most pronounced materialistic age, as
well as the most rapidly moving age of the world's history. Muscles,
not mind or morals dominate the schools. Edifice building, not char
acter building characterizes the Church. Many of our great newspapers
must echo the voice of their millionaire owners. School, church and
press must have money. And too often they sell their conscience to
him who can by any means make the money and give it.
The current philosophy is epitomized in "Money makes the mare
go;" "To the Victor belongs the spoils;" "Get money; honestly if you
can, but get money!' "Get there Eli." Courts, legislatures, congress
and the senate, it is alleged, are open to the highest bidder.
A poor man must be run for President in order to get that indis
pensable requisite to supreme power, the poor man's vote; but his debts
have been paid by the millionaires and they own him and the man is
subservient for a second term. It was their boast, that the thousand
men, composing a recent convention, represented over fifteen hundred
millions of dollars and had enough men in their employ whose votes as
employers they could control to elect their candidates. The President
incumbent has not been President. If elected again he will not be
President. He has been, and will continue to be, in the hands of the
men who largely own the monopolists of the country and can dominate
his will. It is, and evidently has been, our President's purpose to be
passively a good man. He has gathered around him in all departments
o Government many good men. He is supported and will be voted for
by many good Christian men and he may or may not be re-elected.
he Philadelphia Republican Convention was dominated by one
man as was the Democratic Convention, each representing the trusts
•syndicates and monoply millionaires of the country. He was larger than
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of Congress, passed on demand of the moral elements of the country,
and through this, an anarchistic act, he has debauched our citizen soldiers,
the final arbiters in a nation's destiny. He has violated the Monroe
Doctrine of non-intervention by grasping the Islands of the Sea, and
plunging the nations into the interminable strife of Colonial dependencies.
He has by force of arms, at an immense cost of life, and of the hard
earnings of the taxpayers, thus acquired additional territory, when we
already possess enough to house our natural increase and the probable
foreign influx for hundreds of years to come. He has brought with that
territory many millions of quasi citizens to be educated by us in the
science of democratic government, the pure basis of which is Christian
culture. And that too at a time when the millions of the undigested
populations of the old world who have in the last quarter of a century
come voluntarily to our shores are the chief menace to our civil institu
tions, forcing upon us the question how to prevent our country from
becoming heathenized? The ostensible aim has been the feeding of the
hungry, the defense of the weak and the propagation of the gospel of
Christ. The real object has been to feed the greed of his millionaire
owners who have already grabbed the franchises of light, heat, power,
and means of transportation in these new possessions thus chaining the
natives to their golden chariot wheels and subjecting them to an intermin
able social and business bondage, ^.s commander-in-chief of these new
possessions, he has permitted the money king to flood them with an
American Intoxicant, that is fast destroying these peoples to whom he
professes to carry the gospel. However, his evangelistic schemes are
still carried on like those of Mahomet, by the edge of the sword.
Did the world ever witness such an incongruous medley of grace
and greed, of benevolence and bloodshed, of sin and syndicates, of
religion and revelation, of wealth for the millionaire and hard-earned
livings for the millions, of Sunday psalm singing and Sabbath desecra
tion, of beer and boodle, as has characterized the last four years?
It has not been a quadrennium of full churches, increase of mem
bership, revivals and missionary zeal; of restored family altars, conse
crated manhood, of incentives to moral courage, of wholesome ambitions
and high ideals in character buildings, but a quadrennium of monopoly
forms of money getting, of land grabbing, of class legislation, of inter
national intrigues, of incentives to breed courage for heathen killing
instead of heathen converting. Enough money has been expended in
this war to have carried the printed and preached gospel of peace on
earth and good will to men to every individual of the millions we are
striving to subjugate at the point of the bayonet.
Sometimes, comparatively small effects are the unfailing indices
of far-reaching causes. The masses of the delegates and many of the
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visitors to the Philadelphia Republican Convention spent the previous
• Lord's Day en route, when they might have started in time to arrive on
Saturday night, or in most cases been in time for the convention had
they started early on Monday morning. By using the Sabbath as they
did they demonstrated to the world their contempt for the Holy Day
and for the rights of railroad employees, who should be permitted their
day of rest. With other travelers they thus compelled hundreds of
thousands of laboring men to work on that day. Many of the trains
were stocked with liquors and drunkenness, gambling, and singing ribald
songs on some of the trains was quite prevalent. Many clubs arrived 011
the Sabbath and headed by bands playing dissipating tunes and carrying
banners and engaging in a boisterousness far out of harmony with the
sanctity of the day, proceeded to their hotel headquarters which resembled
the celebration of a high carnival. Meanwhile the owner of the con
vention was in caucus most of the day with his lieutenants, transacting
for the delegates on God's day business for which they were to meet in
convention on the subsequent Wednesday. These men and their sup
porters and those in touch with them claim to be the largest owners of
factories, mines, lumber-lands, railroads, and trolley and steamboat lines
in this country. If so they have long since blotted out the American
Sabbath, and put in its place the Continental Sabbath, from the curse of
the violation of which the downtrodden millions of the old world are
seeking asylum amid the benevolent institutions established by our Sab
bath-observing forefathers. That pre-convention Sabbath desecration
failed to excite comment from pulpit, platform, or press, even the religious
press. It was expected. American youth has'had so many object lessons
of this kind that familiarity with them has induced first surprise, then
regret, afterward asquiescence and lastly imitation.
These conventions, Law makers and President makers though they
be, thus openly and habitually defy the laws of both God and of man
The godless business men, not the God fearing business men of this
country are in the government saddle, and accepting the philosophy of
galls their one-time leader, declare by their acts that the Ten Com
mandments have no place in politics.
worthvlH °n ^/i Te" Commandments has been based all the law
orthy the name of law, whether domestic, common, statutory national
°~.°nal that the g„»er„„,e„,s of
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the larger money of the Republican party. And remember, third, that
in most municipal, and in many state organizations, the Democratic party
is today but a parasite of the Republican party, joining its fortunes for
the crumbs thrown to it by the local Republican bosses, and not scrupling
to sell its representative and best man for a mere mess of pottage.
The rallyihg cry of this campaign should be "Back fellow citizen,
to the law; back ye Sabbath desecrators to the law; back ye land-grabbers
to the law; back ye covetous money sharks; back ye saloon-debauching,
law-nullifying lawmakers; back ye red-nosed promoters of insanity,
poverty, crime, suicide, murder, death and hell; back ye ballot corrupters,
overthrowing the will of the sovereign people; back to the law, the only
law, God's law. The law to God and man. The law of Sinai made
sacred by the blood of Calvary. Back to the law that says "All things
whatsoever ye would that men should do to you do ye even so unto them."

And still men give their God the lie—"Peace on earth, good will to men,"
When ? and the echoes answer: When ?

—H. Thompson Rich,

There is no duty we so underrate as the duty of being happy. By
being happy we sow benefits upon the world, which remain unknown to
ourselves.—Stevenson.
Do the work that's nearest
Though it's dull at whiles,
Helping when you meet them,
Lame dogs over stiles.

—Kingsle y.

The only way to make war impossible is to stop getting ready for war
—the only way to forefend the abysmal waste and woe of war is to quit
making guns.—Frank Crane.
Don't spurn to be a rush-light
Because you are not a star;
But brighten some bit of darkness
By shining just where you are.

God bless the good natured for they bless everyone else.—Beecher.

Number 3.

IS THERE ANY PLACE FOR REGENERATION IN MODERN
PSYCHOLOGY?
Read before the Harrisburg General Ministerium. Also before the Methodist
Ministerium. The latter Jan. 3, 1922.

The subject allotted me by the committee is the very last one I would
have attempted to discuss if left to choose. It is venturesome in me to
attempt in so learned' a presence to discuss so profound a subject. First—
because the word "Psychology" is a larger word, and has a larger meaning
than harmonizes with my very limited vocabulary. You see the first five
letters are all consonants, or at least four of them, and the first one of
the five is silent. If the second letter instead of the first were silent, and
it were pronounced pychology, especially if in the first syllable there were
an ie instead of the y, I would then feel perfectly at home in talking about
it, for being of Yankee antecedents; pie, that is, pumpkin pie, had much
to do with my bringing up. But psychology has to me, been much as was
metaphysics to the colored man. ' Metem, physics," "metem physics ?"
Why ef yohu heah a preacher a-talkin' what the hearers done know nothin'
'bout, and he don know nothin' 'bout hisself, why dat am metem pysics."
And all the same, I fear that if I discussed this subject, in a very
learned way, as I am abundantly incapable of doing, neither speaker nor
hearer would know anything about it by the time I got through.
BRAWN V S . BRAIN.

For relief in my embarrassment, I went to good old Noah Webster—
"May his shadow never grow less;" and he helped me out. The question
seems to be this: "Do modern materialistic writers, on the origin, char
acter and possible mutations of the human soul, advocate or even recognize
Christ s doctrine of the new birth, viz: A mysterious, God-wrought
change of the individual s feelings, desires, hopes, tastes, longings, antfciations, and destiny ?
Modern writers, of the materialistic type as a
rule are prone to canonize, if not deify man; the same being concerning
whom the psa mist inquired as he contrasted his insignificance witi the
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easier to find a god in Athens than to find a man. And these games we
are now trying to imitate with all rude and nude and other heathenish ac
companiments and accoutrements. When 30,000 people can sit in the
rain as they did on last Thanksgiving day till they are soaked, watching a
couple dozen half dressed fellows wallowing in the mud for two hours,
in breaklimb and breakneck effort to get or keep an eggshaped rubber ball,
the participants deserve the sympathy accorded to idiots. And of course,
the assumption is that such a great being as is man has no need of any
help to be good, or do good outside of his own skill, and wisdom, and
prowess and power. In the estimation of the twentieth century rationalist
the omnipotent and omniscient, twentieth century man, is now doing for
himself, what God would do if He only knew as much as does the very
wise man.
PELAGIANISM.

Well now, these o'er smart guys of our day, called by some, Pelagians,
are only wicked imitators of the followers of Pelagius and Celestius of the
fifth century; squelched beyond recognition by the protesting fathers of
that far off period, though coddled by some of the pontiffs for diplomatic
greed. These imitators would spurn the thought, of being Pelagians, but
they advance the doctrine, and the arguments to sustain them, advanced
by Pelagius, and why not call them Pelagians?
AN EMASCULATED THEOLOGY !

RESULT.

Darwin, the originator, and Huxley, the advocate of evolution, were
simply extreme Pelagian psychologists; carrying man's independence of
God, not simply to his evolutionary ability to restore himself, if de
generated, but carrying it to his original creation by the force of selfexecuting natural laws coupled with man's natural selection. And so,
Stanley Hall in his Adolescence, and Prof. Coe of Union Theological
Seminary, and Prof. Bowne, recently deceased of Wesleyan University,
and Prof. Mitchell, and a hundred others more or less, and ten thousand,
more or less, of their self-sufficient theological students, who in the last
twenty-five years, have gone to the pulpits of all denominations saturated
with this Pelagian theology, do either directly or indirectly, argue against
the indispensable intervention of the Divine in the restoration of the divine
nature in the human. Or, if you please, the regeneration of the man.
Nor, do they do less than this when they deny the possibility of miracles,
the greatest among which is the conversion of a soul? Or when they
deny the fall of man, which alone can account for his present lack of har
mony with God ? Or deny the future punishment of the wicked? Or when
they deny the miraculous conception of Christ ? Which robs Him of His
deity, if not of his'divinity, or when they deny the potency of prayer, ex-
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cept as it prepares the suppliant for his disappointment in not getting
what he asked for? Or when they deny the sonship of Christ and His
divinity, except in the same sense in which we arc all sons and all divine.
Or when they deny the possibility of man's having positive knowledge that
he is accepted of God, and that continuing therein he shall be ultimately
and eternally saved ?
YES, RESULTS.

And what has been the effect of this teaching and preaching in
America, of an emasculated theology, this nineteenth and twentieth century
Pelagianism, borrowed largely second-hand from the rationalistic, beerdrinking, pipe-smoking, card-playing, Club-worshipping, Bible-rejecting
world war inaugurating tutors of German universities ?
Why this has been the effect among the other effects. This Pelagian
theology has innoculated, with its virus enough American Christians, who
by it have been put out of harmony with the plain simple teachings of the
Word of God, so plain indeed that the "wayfaring man though a fool need
not err therein." So plain that a child Samuel cannot misunderstand it;
yes, enough American Christians have been poisoned to give them the
balance of power in most of our American churches and schools in op
posing our old-fashioned, Martin Luther, John Wesley, Jonathan Ed
wards, Charles Finney, Jesus Christ, Day of Pentecost revival.
It is popular now for people to psychologize themselves into the king
dom of God. Multitudes join the church as they would join a civic societv;
and frequently cannot be present to pass an examination in Scripture pre
paratory to being received into the church, because they are passing the
chair in some of the several hundred kinds of lodges or chapters or commanderies or clubs, that have sprung up like mushrooms or toadstools
and steadily multiply.
CHRIST MISREPRESENTED.

Their associates in business, in society, and in politics, can see no
difference in their lives. They eat, drink, smoke, dance, gamble at bridge
and euchre and pool and baseball, or football, especially the latter where
hundreds of thousands of dollars change hands at a single game. Yes just
the same as before they joined the church. Old things have not passed
away. They do not read their Bibles now, nor do their associates; but
these associates do read these psychological Christians professing to be
Christ s hying epistles "known and read of all men"; and then deliberately
say If these men and women represent Christ and His philosophy then
so do I, for we are still just alike and what is the use of my joinfng the
church and playing the hypocrite?" And so the church is failing to reach
the great ma5^5 of the people who rightfully think themselves just as
good as their church-going associates.
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And all this is the product of modern Pelagianism misnamed modern
psychology, and Dr. Munhall was right in calling it a humbug. The
college boys who glued the wings, legs, bodies, and smellers of a half
dozen bugs together in one conglomerate bug, and then demanded of the
near-sighted professor the name of this composite animal, were knocked
silly, when he adjusted his glasses and said solemnly, "Gentlemen, this is
a bug, yes it's a 'Humbug.' "
Well, those wise professors who from many sources have gathered
numerous theories which they claim are improvements on the fathers'
understanding of the old book, have produced the most striking and pe
culiar theological creature, the world has ever seen. Its body is higher
criticism. The neck and the head are evolution. The antennae are skepti
cism and rationalism. The legs are liberalism, unitarianism, agnosticism,
and infidelity; the tail is Christian science, more properly called Christless science. It follows higher criticism naturally and hence should be
called the tail of the animal. Mrs. Eddy says "It depends upon nothing
that is written" and higher criticism says that nothing written can be
depended upon, so there you are. The wings of this rare bird are spirit
ualism and theosophy. That which gives life and movement to the
creature are its inward parts. Vanity stands for brain; pride for heart;
conceit for lungs; selfishness for liver; will for kidneys; sensuousness
for loins; and worldly pleasure for the intestines. It has but just one of
the latter and it runs straight through, it don't even have a transverse
colon or a vermiform appendix.
THE NEW BIRTH INDISPENSABLE.

Jesus said, "Except a man be born again he cannot see the kingdom
of God," that is, born of the spirit which gives him a new nature as com
pared with the nature given him by his parents by his first birth, and born
of water, which is the outward sign to the world of the inward change.
Or if you please the profession to the world that "Old things have passed
away and all things have become new."
Now, in so far as psychology eliminates the supernatural from re
generation, she denies the fundamentals of Christianity, and so denies
Christ, who gives us Christianity, for He says "Ye must be born of the
Spirit" and the process is as inexplicable as is the origin and destiny of
the world.
There is no fructifying or, if you please, life-giving agency or power
in the man himself; it must come from without and it must come from
above; for man by nature is spiritually dead except in his power to choose
or reject the life-giving agency. And the power of choice is God-given.
All life must come from the higher to the lower. There is no life, for
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instance, in the mineral world, and no power to produce life in itself, but
it can, by accepting from the vegetable realm above, that has in it the
element of life, though hidden in the dormant seed. It can, we say, be
come the theatre of life.
So man's soul "dead in trespasses and sin," can be fertilized ; but by
the only agency of spiritual life, viz, the Holy Spirit of God. We too
often mistake the outward acts of a sinful nature, that have a name and a
number, for the sinful disposition and nature behind these acts, and it is
this latter for which the Holy Spirit is the only panacea. Jesus taught
that covetousness is idolatry; that lust is adultery; that hate is murder;
and that these are soul maladies that come to all by heredity, and being
the product of generation, can be eliminated only by regeneration; and
that regeneration can come only from a source that is incapable of covet
ousness, lust and hate; and is the only source of spiritual life, viz, the
Holy Ghost.
Now, there are no two people exactly alike amid the teeming millions
of earth; and, the operation of the Spirit on these different individuals
is as diversified as are their personal characteristics. That was a striking
example in the conversion of Saul of flarsus.
He thought he was a good
man doing God's service in killing Christians, which only showed that his
conscience had not been properly educated, or he would not have been so
self-deceived. Riding along there came a flash of blinding light. He
was stricken to the earth and he heard the accusing voice. He arose a
convicted man and asked the persecuted one, "What wilt thou have me
to do?' I-Ie was told where to go and from whom to get instructions and
obeyed and the scales fell from his eyes and he was a new-born man. lie
now hated what he had before loved, and loved what he had before hated
even the Christians, whom he had but one hour before been murdering.'
his was not an extreme case, except it being a case in which Paul was
an extreme man. There have been thousands of similiar cases since •
mod,fled of course, by mental, temperamental and circumstantial limit*
Pons.
here are higher critics who affirm that Paul was an epileptic and
he simply had a fit. Let us all pray fervently that if epilepsy had aught
to do in making Paul what he was, our Heavenly Father will multiolv fbe
epileptics indefinitely and give us all fits.
AN ILLUSTRATING CONVERT.
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for personal work. For I always believed in a button-hole salvation. In
one of these homes a mile distant in the country, we found Mr. G., Mrs.
G., and three half-grown children; and the following conversation oc
curred. "My friend, have you accepted Christ as your Saviour?" "No,"
answered the wife, "But we think we are quite as good as those who have.
There are too many hypocrites among church members." We answered,
"Well, among Christ's apostles, one of twelve of them proved false"; she
replied, "About half the church members now are hypocrites." We said,
"Let us pray," and knelt and prayed, the family sitting bolt-upright.
Arising from our knees we pleaded with them with tears in our hearts and
in our eyes to be reconciled to God by accepting the crucified, but risen
Lord, and after shaking their reluctant hands, took our departure. The
next night Mrs. G. occupied a back seat in the church. The second night
three seats further front. The third night four seats from the front, and
on the first invitation, ran weeping to the altar and for three minutes
wailed out amid her sobbing, "O God, forgive me for what I said, and
forgive my many sins." She was gloriously converted and became a faith
ful worker in the church. The transition from agony to rapture was
instantaneous.
Well, as Dr. Drummond says, "All life comes suddenly." This is
the only way life can come. Life cannot come gradually. Health can,
structure can, but not life. The real moment of receiving spiritual life
and the moment one becomes conscious of it are two different things.
They may be identical at the time, or widely separated. The moment of
birth of a child, is not a conscious moment; we do not know that we are
born till long afterwards. But I think as a rule that in conversion the
witness of the Spirit comes at the moment of our justification; which is
a judicial act done for us, and our regeneration, which is a coincident work
done in us.
Mr. Wesley declared that we dare not affirm that all persons must be
able to name the place and the moment of our conversion. The all im
portant question is, Do you now know that you are saved ? and this now
brings us to the consideration of that important question.
THE WITNESS OE THE, SPIRIT.

Now, permit me to preface my remarks by saying that it is never
safe to leave the simple, sound, sane teaching of the Word of God con
cerning the personality, deity, teaching, and witnessing of the Holy
Ghost. He illuminates the word. He fructifies it. He gives it vitality.
He unseals the word. But we must never, never, never, accept our own
feelings, or imaginings as of equal authority with the Bible, lest we be
come blind to the truth, and are given over to our delusion to believe a lie.
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"Try the Spirits" is the divine injunction and there is no scale nor measure
to be used as a testing standard save the \\ ord of God; just as there is
no other standard for conscience save the \\ ord of God.
"By their fruits ye shall know them," and the word describes the fruits
of the Spirit as "love," "joy," "peace," "long-suffering," "kindness,"
"goodness," "faithfulness," "meekness," "self-control." Where these
graces are seen in the lives of people we have good scriptural grounds for
believing that they are moved by the Holy Ghost,
es, the 1 loly Ghost,
whose personality Jesus recognized and emphasized; and in whose dis
pensation as set over against the fraternal and afterwards the filial, man
kind has lived, wrought, triumphed and rejoiced since Pentecost. Yes,
the.Holy Ghost brings to you and me the positive knowledge of sins for
given and of Heaven assured to the finally faithful, through the atonement
of our crucified Lord.
"If I go away, I will send Him unto you." He was the only one who
had Him to send, for till Jesus came, the Holy Ghost had no permanent
home or temple in the earth. "He shall abide with you forever." "The
Spirit Himself beareth witness with our spirits that we are children of
God. "Hereby know we that we dwell in Him and He in us because lie
hath given us of His Spirit." "And grieve not the Holy Spirit of God,
whereby ye are sealed unto the day of redemption."
Low permit me to say that I can discover no phase of psychology as
applied to regeneration, in these and similar passages. Nor any encour
agement to the auto-suggestionists, nor to the regeneration hypnotists, nor
to the Christian scientists, nor to the hyper-critics, nor to any other phase
of modern Pelagianism, borrowed as they all are, from the long since ex
ploded vagaries of fifteen hundred years ago.
It is an alarming symptom of the present day of the heart-rot in
American religion that destroyed Babylon, and Ninevah and Carthage and
eece an Rome, and has nearly destroyed Germany and France and
threatens all nations of the earth who have imbibed German infidelity,
w en so eaily ,n our history so many theological schools and so many
pastors following in their wake, contradict or ignore the deity of Christ,
of immortalitS
^ ^ wHneSS of the Spirit, and the reality
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for, and a forsaking and hatred of sin. And, so changed these natures by
changing their hearts, as to make them new creatures in Christ Jesus.
It will be a glad day for the church when she bids an eternal adieu to all
forms of psychological conversion of hypnotic religions, and of Christian
science Ediocracy.
Permit us to illustrate from the standpoint of a life long prohibition
ist. A dyed-in-the-wool Republican political orator had in his opinion
knocked out all opposing forces, and as a climax exclaimed, "If there is a
Democrat in the audience, let him stand up." After some urging, a rawboned, lean, lank, cadaverous Yankee stood up. "Well, sir," said the
Republican political orator, "Will you be kind enough to tell the audience
why you are a Democrat?" To which he answered, "Yes, sir, My great
grandfather was a Democrat, my grandfather was a Democrat, my father
was a Democrat and so I am a Democrat." "Well! Wfell!" said the
Republican orator, "Suppose your great-grandfather had been a fool, your
grandfather a fool, and your father a fool, what would you be?" "Why,"
he responded, "I am sure I would be a Republican." I would modify
that answer somewhat, by saying "If your great-grandfather and grand
father and father were all fools, that, on the principle that the sins of the
father are visited on the children even to the third and fourth generation,
the son ecclesiastically would probably be a hypnotic religionist, or a
psychological regenerationist, or more probably all three rolled like a
balogna sausage into one triune fool. I would so characterize him because,
as the poet says,
"Whether the charmer sinner it or, saint it,
If folly grow romantic, I must paint it."

And the only appropriate ornament for the hypnotic religionist and the
psychologic regenerationist is the cap and bells.
The letter fails, the systems fall,
And every symbol wanes;
The spirit overbrooding all,
Eternal love remains.
—Whittier.

I do not think it is an exaggeration to say that a generation or two
ago, patriotism,, not only here but in other countries, was largely fed. and
fostered upon reciprocal ignorance and contempt.—Asquith.
Dost thou love life? Then do not squander time, for that is the stuff
life is made of.—Franklin.

Number 4.

THE FREEDMAN'S CAUSE AND ITS PROTO-MARTYR.
A Lecture delivered by Rev. S. C. Swallow in the hirst M. K. Church of "York,
Pa., on Sabbath, May 28, 1883.
"Remember them that are in bonds as bound with them." Heb. 13 : 3.

Decoration day annually recurring on the thirtieth of May, is de
signed to be a perpetual reminder of the real cost, in blood, in tears, and
in treasure of the unification of our distracted land by the liberation of
four millions of slaves.
It is fitting that the press, the pulpit, and the rostrum, should join
hands with the Grand Army of the Republic, under whose direction the
ceremonies proper will on Tuesday next be observed, to recall to memory
the battles fought, the heroes slain, and the victories achieved.
It is the special mission of the minister to seize the opportunity
to emphasize the moral lessons of the war, as also of its causes and
results. At the same time we should inquire most conscientiously into
our duty, not only to the dead but to the living. In honoring the dead,
we give expression to the universally implanted desire for immortality;
in providing for the living, we best honor those who, as true vicars, died
in their stead, and at the same time we obey Him, who is the God both
of the living and the dead.
While therefore we shall on Tuesday next perform with most im
posing honors the obsequies of our citizen soldiers who fell in the service
of their Country; while before our memory they stand again in serried
files, march and deploy, wheel and fire, charge and shout till the thunder
of the combat dins our ears, and blood crimson our vision, let us not
forget the republic on whose altars-they were slain, nor the crying wants
of the multiplying millions whose freedom they bought with their blood.
Our text makes it the duty of the freeman to place himself in
sympathy with the bondman, "as though actually bound with him "
Anything he would do to liberate himself, if in bondage, he should do for
those now bound: whether in physical, mental or moral chains. The
Apostle's lesson here, is but a succinct restatement of the divine philosophy
of the Son of God. It is the pith and marrow of the teachings of His
1 e, and his death. It is but the echo of the golden rule, "All things
whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you, do ye even so unto
of rT1h,S V1'r'i0US !aw haS fOUnd exPression not only amid the tragedies
S; ;T
' ^-daring' and the death 0f
true heroes
martyrs. That we may "glve honor to whom honor is due," con32
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tribute our humble part in embalming in memory the name and deeds of
One, who through a long life was the living embodiment of the sentiment
of our text, and at the same time illustrate the teachings of the golden
rule; you will please indulge me in a somewhat extended reference to
the life and character of Him, who may be justly designated "The Protomartyr of the Freedmen's Cause."
A CHARACTER AMONG CHARACTERS.

John Brown was the fifth in descent from one who landed at
Plymouth from the Mayflower in 1620. Born of Puritan parents, in
Puritan Connecticut, and educated amid the rigors of actual life in the
wilderness of Ohio, he was by lineage and discipline conscientious and
courageous, yet so tenacious of other's rights, and so sensitive to human
suffering, that he early in life resolved never to take part in any conflict
not waged for liberty.
A diligent reader of the Bible, a communicant in the Congregational
Church at the age of sixteen years, and from boyhood a careful student
of American history, it was but natural that he should conceive—with his
horror for war—that detestation of slavery that became the master pas
sion of his life.
He argued that government should protect the weak, and inoffensive,
and punish the wicked. Such a travesty of God's law as made government
the oppressor of the weak and the champion of the wicked stung his
sensitive nature to open revolt, which he ever justified by the Scripture
doctrine, that "We ought to obey God rather than man," Whether
pursuing his studies for the ministry,—which he was compelled to relin
quish because of chronic inflammation of the eyes,—or working at his
trade of tanning, in Ohio and Pennsylvania, or merchandising in Massa
chusetts and London, or colonizing fugitive slaves in Essex County, New
York, his soul seemed ever enamored with the belief that God intended
him to become at some time, and in some way the liberator of the
Southern bondman.
RECORD IN KANSAS.

His four eldest sons moved, unarmed, to Kansas in 1854. Being
outspoken in their opposition to slavery, they were plundered, harassed,
and driven from their homes by marauding bands of proslavery men
from Missouri.
They wrote to their father to bring them arms and ammunition that
they might defend themselves since the government could not or rather
would not protect them.
The father procured the arms, bid adieu to his family and hastened
to the defense of his sons. Trained by a life of toil to endure hardships;
3
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tough and sinewy of body; strictly temperate in his habits, bra\e, lcsolute
and God-fearing, he was singularly qualified to become a leader in the
rough encounters forced upon the free State men, on the lice soil of
Kansas. The chivalrous deeds of his spartan band, at Lawrence, and
Ossawattomie, gave him a national reputation; which together with the
steady encroachment of slavery on free soil, and the supineness of the
government in the defense of its loyal subjects, prompted him to try to
make real the vision of his life.
The story of his bloodless raid on Harper's Ferry ; his bloody defense
of his little garrison in the engine house, whither he had fled when driven
from the arsenal, and the excitement that throbbed through the continent
from center to circumference, are all too recent and familiar to most of
my hearers to need repetition here. In order however to correct an
erroneous impression as to the real character of one whose name the
historian of the next century will write beside the names of Howard
and Wilberforce, if not in close proximity to those of Lincoln and
Garfield, I will reproduce the testimony of two of his opponents, both
bitter proslavery men, and both in position to study carefully even his
most hidden idiosyncrasies. Colonel Washington said "Brown is the
coolest man I ever saw, in defying death and danger. With one son dead
by his side, and another shot through, he felt the pulse of his dying son
with one hand, held his rifle with the other, and commanded his men with
the utmost composure, encouraging them to be firm and to sell their lives
as dearly as possible."
Said Mr. Wise, then Governor of Virginia: "They are mistaken,
who take him to be a mad-man. He is a bundle of the best nerves I
ever saw, cut and thrust, bleeding and in bonds. He is a man of clear
head, of courage and fortitude, and simple ingenuousness. He is cool,
collected and indomitable; and inspired me with great trust in his integrity
as a man of truth. He is as brave and resolute a man as ever headed an
insurrection. He has coolness, daring, persistency, stoic faith and patience,
and a firmness of will and purpose unconquerable. He is the farthest
possible removed from the ordinary ruffian, fanatic or madman."
To a proslavery minister who visited him in prison to offer spiritual
consolation Brown said, "Go home and read your Bible." To another,
Your prayers would be an abomination to God." To another, "I would
not insult my God by bowing down with anyone who has the blood of
the slave upon his skirts."
advanced an argument in favor of slavery he
, „rT,°
epied My Dear Sir; you know nothing about Christianity; you will
have o learn the A. B. C.'s in the lesson of Christianity, as I find you
entirely ignorant of the meaning of the word. I, of course, respect you
as a gentleman but it is as a heathen gentleman"
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As an exponent of the inner life, the thought, and spirit of John
Brown, I ask your attention to his heroic utterances when, after the
verdict of the jury had been rendered, the Judge asked "if he had aught
to offer why sentence should not be passed upon him?"
JOHN BROWN SELl?-POSSESSED.

Eifting his mangled body to a sitting posture on the mattress on
which he had reclined during the trial, and with a countenance singularly
calm and unruffled, in contrast with the dense throng of human faces
gathered to witness the closing scene, and with a voice remarkably mild
and gentle, he gave utterance to sentiments, that bear unmistakable marks
of kinship with those that fell from the lips of H|ugh Latimer and
Joan of Arc.
Among other things, he said, "In the first place, I deny everything
but what I have all along admitted—The design on my part to free the
slaves. I intended certainly to have made a clean thing of that matter,as I did last winter when I went into Missouri, and then took slaves,
without the snapping of a gun on either side, moved them through the
country and finally left them in Canada. I designed to have done the
same thing again, on a larger scale. That was all I intended. I never
did intend murder, or treason, or the destruction of property, or to
excite or incite slaves to rebellion, or to make insurrection.
"I have another objection; and that is, it is unjust that I should suffer
such a penalty. Had I interfered in the manner which I admit, and
which I admit has been fairly proved (for I admire the truthfulness and
candor of the greater portion of the witnesses who have testified in this
case)-—had I so interfered in behalf of the rich, the powerful, the intelli
gent, the so-called great, or in behalf of any of their friends, either
father, mother, brother, sister, wife or children, or any of that class, and
suffered and sacrificed what I have in this interference, it would have
been regarded by you as all right, and every man in this Court would
have deemed it an act worthy of reward rather than punishment.
THE KISSED BOOK.

"This Court acknowledges, as I suppose, the validity of the law of
God. I see a book kissed here which I suppose to be the Bible, or at
least the New Testament, that teaches me that 'all things whatsoever I
would that men should do unto me, I should do even so to them.' It
teaches me further, to 'remember therh that are in bonds as bound with
them.' I endeavored to act up to that instruction. I am yet too young
to understand that God is any respecter of persons. I believe that to
interfere as I have done, as I have always freely admitted I have done
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was not wrong, but right. Now, if it is deemed necessary that I should
forfeit my life, for the furtherance of the ends of justice, and mingle
my blood further with the blood of my children, and with the blood of
millions in this slave country whose rights are disregarded by wicked,
cruel, and unjust enactments—I submit: so let it be done."
This same calmness and courage characterized him at the scene of
his execution. He swung into eternity with the sentence on his lips,
"I am ready at any time."
Now, while from the standpoint of statecraft and citizenship it is
unsafe to defend insurrection, or apologize for insubordination to law,
let it be remembered that the brighter light of the coming ages will not
only demonstrate that the course pursued by John Brown needs neither
apologists, nor defenders, but will reveal him as the God-commissioned
agent to precipitate the emancipation of a race. Nay more, human vindi
cation will find expression in monuments erected to his memory, in
institutions of charity perpetuating the fame of his chivalrous deeds.
It ought to be glory enough for any man, that in the defense of an
oppressed and injured brotherhood, he dared and suffered the penalties
of a human law dictated by wicked men, whose hearts and lives were
ever at variance with the divine law.
While we shall on Tuesday next honor the brave men, black and
white, known and unknown, who fell during four years of conflict for
the emancipation not only of the African slave, but of human thought,
on all this continent, let sweetest chaplets fall upon the graves of the pioatone ""
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acquired interest in the soil of every State in the Union, and the con
stantly increasing products of their well-tilled Southern farms, as well
as the places they are carving out for themselves in all the professions
and industries, are unmistakable indices of the fact, that they are here
to stay. And that the part of wisdom is to help them to become a factor
for good in the unsolved problem of our nation's future.
They constitute to-day more than one-tenth of our entire population,
and hold in their hands fully one-tenth of the sovereign ballots that are
to determine the future policy of the government. Self-preservation as
a nation, demands that we make such provision for their education, as
shall render them wise legislators, just judges, and magnanimous sov
ereigns. For two centuries our federal government permitted, first the
law of custom, and then the law of state, to attach penalties to any
attempt, individual or collective, to educate or enlighten them. They
have been emancipated from the bondage of human proprietorship; but
in vain does the voice of justice cry in the halls of our National Congress,
for such legislation, and such appropriation of public funds as shall
make possible the disenthrallment of their intellect, and thus qualify them
for citizenship.
True, individual and Church beneficence are doing much, yet com
paratively, how little. All these contributions combined do not give the
colored people seventy-five cents worth of educational facilities per
capita, per year.
CLAIMS OF RACES COMPARED.

It is sometimes argued that the multitudes of foreign birth now
coming to America, should receive help first; but let us remind ourselves,
that our colored brethren have claims upon us more sacred and binding
than have any other people. They are not citizens of this republic from
choice, but by compulsion. Among the tens of thousands of immigrants
that weekly debark upon our shores, to none have we shown the doubt
ful honor which we have been pleased to heap upon those of African
descent.
We loved these dusky sons of Ham so much, that we tore them
from their native heather, beneath the palms of their tropical home,
conveyed them free of charge to our own hospitable firesides, flayed their
backs with a cat-o'-nine-tails when they talked of returning to their father
land, and hunted them with bloodhounds when they made the attempt:
We lived in opulence by-the sweat of their brows for generations, and
when we thought it to our own advantage thrust upon them hurriedly
the responsibilities of citizenship. Let us, in this the dawn of our new
awakening, seek to be consistent, by helping the colored man to a proper
appreciation of, and preparation for his new found heritage.
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It is, or at least ought to be apparent, that, to our own Church, as
to no other, attaches responsibility for the education of the Negro.
Already we have, on what was slave territory, a Church membership,
largely among the blacks of 410,899, and Church property valued at
nearly nine millions of dollars. We have twenty-one institutions of
learning, planted in the principal centers of the South; six of them legally
chartered, with full collegiate powers, and all of them schools of higher
grade, intended chiefly, to do the work of educating teachers and
preachers.
Yet how little have we done compared with what we might, and
hence should have done.
Though the visible, clanking chains of slavery have been broken by
the shock of war, the masses of the South, black and white, are in the
grasp of a bondage more cruel,—if unrelieved—than that from which
they have escaped, I mean the bondage of ignorance and sin ; of intel
lectual and spiritual darkness.
LIBERAL THINGS ASKED EOR.

Love for the. lost, and especially for Him who "came to seek ar
save the lost" should constrain us to devise liberal things. This, failir
to move us, self interest, should prompt 11s to immediate effort ar
assured achievement. May I stimulate your faith, and inspire your ze
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"Is true feedom but to break
Fetters for our own dear sake,
And with leathern hearts, forget
That we owe mankind a debt?
And answer,—
No! true freedom, is to share
All the chains our brothers wear,
And with heart and hand, to be
Earnest to make others free!

Cowper sings of a truer liberty than a manumission from man's
ownership in man; even of the soul's emancipation from the galling
chains of sin. He says :
"But there is yet a liberty, unsung
By poets, and by Senators unpraised,
Which monarchs cannot grant, nor all the powers
Of earth and hell confederate take away;
A liberty which persecution, fraud,
Oppressions, prisons, have no power to bind;
Which whoso tastes can be enslaved no more.
'Tis liberty of heart, derived from Heaven.
Bought with His blood, who gave it to mankind,
And sealed with the same token."

May I now call your attention to the collection ordered by our
discipline to be taken in every pastoral charge each year. Called the
Freedman's Aid Collection. Last year we took it in June. Our Quarterly
Conference has ordered it taken this year in June, and has fixed three
weeks from to-day or June 18th as the time. Referring to your envelopes
you will find one like this.

There is a destiny that makes us brothers,
None goes his way alone,
All that we send into the lives of others
Comes back into our own.
—Edwin Markham.

Comfort the poor; protect and shelter the weak; and with all thy
might, right that which is wrong. Then shall the Lord love thee, and God
himself shall be thy reward.—Last words of Alfred the Great.
No one is useless in this world who lightens the burden of it to any
one else.—Dickens.

Number 5.

SPURIOUS OR GENUINE REVIVALS—WHICH ?
BY S. C. S.

Written, Published and widely read many years prior to this year of A. D. 1922.

Most of the churches are now trying to promote a revival. Some
must have something or die. Others are under no necessity of a revival
to keep up their outward organization; but having a name to live they
are dead. Every Church not now zealous and active, whatever its moral
virtues may be, needs a revival that it may grow in grace and save souls.
There are revivals which revive, and revivals which kill. There are
cordials which nourish, and poisons which begin by stimulating but end
by killing. So there are revivals which renew the strength of the Church,
and there are revivals which depress and deaden. Which do you prefer?
All would say, "Give us a genuine revival or none." For all that,
many have spurious revivals, and get just what they seek. Some churches
can t tell what is the matter. They say, "How is it we have a revival
every year, and yet are weaker than we were ten years ago?"
A SPURIOUS REVIVAL.

Spurious revivals are not altogether alike, but they resemble each
other in most respects. There is first a dead church. The leading mem
bers are absorbed in business. If a few are devout and spiritual men,
the majority are not so. They may be liberal or parsimonious, but they
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PREPARATION POR A SPURIOUS REVIVAL.

This is the situation: this is a good preparation for a spurious
revival. It depends largely on the minister now whether they will have
no revival, a spurious revival, or a genuine revival. If he' is a wellmeaning, consistent man, but not much stirred up, there will be no revival;
if he is spiritually roused they will have none, or it will be genuine so
far as it goes, whether it be great or small. But if the minister simply
feels that there must be a stir, and additions must be had—if his moral
nature be not moved to its depths, or if he be superficial in his make-up
or experience, a spurious revival will be kindled. Perhaps they may get
an evangelist, perhaps not. A good evangelist working in such a soil as
this might produce a spurious revival. It is not always just to blame the
evangelist. "Some good seed fell by the wayside, some in stony places."
But all evangelists are not good or wise. Perhaps there will be no evange
list, but the minister will go on. The young people have not been trained
in true religion; having thought that any time they wish they can "join
the church," and having seen many others do it without any great change,
and being susceptible and emotional, they are easily operated on. No
hymns on human depravity or guilt are in order now, but smooth, sweet
hymns to lively tunes—"Show pity, Lord," "Alas! and did my Saviour
bleed?" "Vain man, thy fond pursuits forbear." Even "Death of mercy!
can there be," will hardly do. Pathetic stories must be told, and told well;
just after the story the song must come in very sweetly, indeed. Rising
for prayers or coming forward must be made easy, nothing said about
"counting the cost." They must all be assured that it is not "hard to rise,"
"others have done it," "we are all your friends." The cross being put
entirely out of sight, then they are to be told to take it up. Soon the ice
is broken, and a wave of excitement quite pleasurable and akin to good
humor is rippling through the community. The seekers may be asked
if they do not feel better. If the question be put with the upward in
flection, many will say, "Yes." If any one says "No," or "I can't see that
I do," he is sure to be asked if he does not feel "a little better?" If the
answer be "Yes," the Doxology, perhaps, may be sung. No reference to
past history, no examination into the moral state, no careful questioning
about habits, no instruction as to things to be renounced, nor no confes
sion and restitution to be made. The name is taken, with the notice "Be
present next Sunday; I will take you on probation."
NO CLASS.

"What class would you like to attend?" "I don't know that I want
to attend any." "Well, brother, I will put your name down; do as well
as you can." "All right."
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Of such a work what shall be said? The ungodly understand it as
well as, if not better than, we. Here follows an extract from an actual
conversation: " 'Why won't Mary come to the dance to-night?' 'O, she
has been converted, and is going to join the Church next Sunday. She
won't come while the meetings last, but she says she will come next
month.' "
We do not presume to say how many such revivals there are.
the above is not a fancy sketch nor an isolated case.

But

A genuine revival—the greatest blessing God can confer upon any
people—begins in the church. It shows itself in increased earnestness in
the godly. They prayed much before; they pray more now. They felt
the burden of sins before; it is almost crushing now. From them
emanates a spirit which at first unconsciously rouses the slumbering con
sciences of those who had lost their first love. Soon they begin to see
themselves as they are. They repent, humble themselves, confess their
sins, and take their former places in prayer and exhortation. Now a
real agony of spirit possesses the godly for the unconverted. Business
men begin to think at their stores of the peril of their sons; mothers find
that they cannot sleep for thinking that those daughters so affectionate to
them are not in love with Christ, and that if separated by death there is
no ground to hope for a union in heaven. So the husband begins to yearn
over the wife of his bosom, and the wife, long traveling in the narrow
path alone, now feels this loneliness as never before. The pastor knows
what prayer and fasting means. He cannot now enjoy the social dinners,
as he could months ago. He is absorbed. A feeling akin to awe fills'
the church. The more susceptible among the irreligious begin to feel it.
An appeal is made to sinners. Nothing seems to come of it but a solemn
stillness. Those who have seen only a spurious revival are surprised;
they wonder that more do not respond. But the scribe, well-instructed
unto the kingdom of heaven, may be depressed, but is not surprised. This
work begins slowly; it is not shavings, but coal, that is kindling. The
unconverted are drawn toward, and drawn from, Christ; they see that
it is no light thing to be a Christian; that it means giving up the world,
giving up many things that many professed Christians and some ministers
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or look or inarticulate utterance that they have passed from death unto
life.
A CONVERSION THE BEST SERMON.

Every such conversion has more moral force to bring men to re
pentance than a sermon. Some cannot believe for days; they struggle
and pray, and see more to give up, and give up all, and their "chains fall
off," "their dungeon flames with light," "their soul is free." When a
genuine revival is in the pause before the mighty movements of the power
of God there is danger that some of God's people will be impatient, and
transform the genuine into the spurious revival. But the minister that
walketh wisely shall be delivered. If there be but forty converts in this
revival, most of them will be found after many days. If there be a
hundred in the other, but few of them will remain, and of the few who
do some will be tares.
Every church that has a revival has either the spurious or the genu
ine. Some have had the spurious year after year, and actually have not
"heard whether there be" any other kind.
God grant them a true revival this year.
Invitations, appeals, songs of different kinds, are common to both;
the fundamental difference is, that in the spurious the fallow ground is
not broken up; in the genuine it is. The one is on the surface ; the other
goes to the depths of the nature. The one changes the profession only,
the other the profession and the life.

For right is right, since God is God;
And right the day must win;
To doubt would be disloyalty,
To falter would be sin.

—F. W. Faber.

Give the children a true idea of war in their history books and the
next generation would no more want a war than they would want an
earthquake.—Zangwill.

Two thousand years have thundered by,

There is no middle ground as regards influence.
either helps or hinders; lifts up or pushes down.

Self control in trifles trains to self control in crises.

\ our influence

Number 6.

OUR YOUNG PEOPLE AND PRESENT DAY PROBLEMS.
Read to the Harrisburg Preachers' Meeting, in 1896, by S. C. S.

"Did you see the Alps?" was asked of a returned traveller front Al
pine scenery. "No !" was the reply. "I saw but a small section of them."
It would take a lifetime of Methuselah's longevity, to see the Alps. There
are some questions so small as to require a microscope to find them, and
a speculum to examine them. There are others too large for even the
telescope and too intricate for all the aids known to modern investigation.
The subject assigned us for this hour is of the latter variety.
PRESENT DAY PROBLEMS.

What.is a problem? It is something thrown forward, or presented
for settlement, concerning which there are differences of opinion, or at
least doubt, and concerning which, much may be said on different sides.
The mere presentation of accepted truth may solve a problem, or, it may
require the collation of truths in the form of premises and conclusions.
Thus from axioms we advance to the solution of the most difficult prob
lems. The magnitude of our subject is apparent, when you remember
that it would require all the time allotted us for the discussion of this
question to even name, as briefly as possible, all the problems pressing
for solution in this most marvelous age. There are problems gay and
grave, of society, of church, of state, of science and art, practical and
theoretical, well-defined and hypothetical. Political problems, moral prob
lems, matrimonial problems, educational problems, municipal problems,
and scriptural problems. Oh ! their name is legion.
Men have gone crazy trying to find out which was first—the egg or
the chicken. People have lost their reputation and possibly their souls,
because they could not get positive proof that Moses did or did not write
all of the Pentateuch; or, Isaiah all of the book bearing his name; or,
because they could not understand how the whale could stomach for three
days such an old kicker as Jonah.
I have known some small bipeds:
"Distinguished links in beings endless chain!
Midway from nothing to the Deity
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never been located by scientific investigation. And yet the careful ob
server can find evidence of what is down there by the black shadows
which are cast on the surface of one's everyday environments up here.
Dr. Cadman tells us that Dr. Watkinson, who visited our late lamented
General Conference as fraternal delegate from the English Wesleyans,
was placed on his first circuit as a junior preacher under a "Superintend
ent," known in this country as the "preacher-in-charge." At the passage
of young Watkinson's character at the next session of the annual confer
ence, the superintendent reported that Watkinson was not orthodox as
to the existence of hades. .The chairman of the conference frowned, and
said "Young Man, how is this?" Watkinson's only reply was "Mr.
Chairman, I have been with this superintendent one whole, long year,
and I do believe in purgatory, and I am sure that if you send me back
with him for another year, I shall believe in the other place too." The
conference collapsed; so did the superintendent, so did the charge of
heresy.
You need ask for no better evidence of the personality of the devil
than that furnished to some people by looking in a good mirror, and if
you doubt there is a hell, look into a drunkard s home, a city prison,
or a criminal court.
The most vexing national question, to some people, in this decade,
is the silver question, and the most vexing personal question connected
therewith, is, how to get enough of it.
SOME ONE WILE SAY HERE OR THERE IS A PROBLEM.

"Well! the tariff is a present day problem, used perennially by the
politicians as a football with which to kick dust into the eyes of non
partisan partisans, so as to blind them to great moral issues, and thus
give the devil perpetual right-of-way in the politics of the country.
There is a myth,—for the truth of which I will not vouch, that W ashing
ton, Jefferson, and Adams came back to this world, and to this their
native land, in whose welfare they were so intensely interested a hundred
years ago. But they soon had reason to question its identity. Forests had
been felled, mountains tunnelled, and leveled,* and such changes were
everywhere apparent that they were compelled to ask "What is this.
nC
"A locomotive," was the answer. "And that ?
A Railroad.
((^
that?" "An electric telegraph." "And that?
A telephone.
An
that?" "A typewriter." "And that?" "Marcus Aurelius Hanna, other
wise named the Republican party." "And that?
A silver mule, wit
Mr. Bryan, of Nebraska, for a driver and into which the spirit o t e
dead democracy has transmigrated." "And that.J
A saloon.
en
each looked at the other, drew a long breath, and exclaimed in concert,
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"We thought we were in America; but surely we never saw this strange
country before." By some good or ill fortune they suddenly dropped
down into Congress in Washington. Here men had their coats off
and their fighting fists on, and made frequent journeys to the cold tea
room in the basement. A wrangle was in progress, and from the in
coherent utterances of the red-nosed, perspiring, highly-scented crowd
came the words tariff, wool, iron, Jefferson, tin, Constitution, Washington,
copper, Adams, sugar, McKinley Tariff, Wilson bill, iron, wool, and,
looking at each other, the three exclaimed in concert: "The same old
Country, the same old Country as it was a hundred years ago."
POUT]CAT, PARTIES NON PARTISAN

A public speaker read to a thousand intelligent voters, about equally
divided between Republicans and Democrats, the President's message on
the tariff. It was during a Democratic administration, and they naturally
supposed it was a Democratic message. He then called upon all Demo
crats who endorsed it to rise and they arose almost to a man. He then
asked the Republicans who were opposed to the message to arise and
they in large numbers stood up. He then said, "You Republicans have
condemned a Republican tariff message, and you Democrats have endorsed
it. I leave you to your reflections." The tariff, the finance, and foreign
policy questions will take precedence of moral questions, just as long
as Christian men follow the lead of worldly men who seek first the
Kingdom of this world, instead of "seeking first the Kingdom of God."
Our late General Conference could not find one hour in a whole
month in which to deliberate on the burning questions now distracting
capital and labor. Not one hour for discussing the question: "How
save our country from the floodtide of anarchy now setting in on us
from every crime-steeped community of the old world?" Not one hour
"How save the tweive hundred ^nons 0f money,
the hundred thousand lives and souls now annually destroyed by
the government rum traffic?" Or: "How redeem our besotted citizenship
from the greatest menace to our civilization."
A GENERAL CONFERENCE GENEROUS.
Wl',iCh
|,ay C0urt "> 1
,.resi)l«^hXn,h°rS
for the
keepers of the couiitr'J 'weUJ '' " ''' brewers, distillers, and saloonand the Rebellion - the times 0| WiT T™
°' "'e Revol,,lion>
am 7 LinC0,^,
an<l of Libby
prison: b„, had „o dnmTo
being waged against A, n
of the awful conflict now
8
ged against Church and State by the legalised liqttor-dealing
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murderers of the country. No time to forge hammers with which to
break the shackles that bind millions of our countrymen in worse than
Libbian chains.
We spent more time in determining the question raised by the mother
of Zebedee's children, and relegated to the rear by the Man of Galilee
as unimportant, if not sinful, viz., "Which of us shall be the greatest
in the Methodist kingdom? Which one shall be called Bishop? Which
one Secretary? and, Which one Editor?" than in doing any other one
thing. Permit me to say just here, that, in my judgment, either the
tinsel must be torn from the Methodist episcopacy, by which it is rendered
so attractive as to be sought for half a life time by hundreds of ministers,
or by their friends for them, and it must be brought into harmony in its
duties, obligations, and sacrifices with other arms of the itinerant service,
or the glory of Methodism will in time consist largely of that episcopal
tinsel.
The "Address of the Bishops" was one of the most able and com
prehensive documents ever penned by an uninspired writer. From it
you would conclude that the Great! great!! great!!! Methodist Church
either had grappled, or could grapple, with every great problem ever
suggested by angels, men, or devils, save one only: the legalized liquor
traffic, and that one they respectfully referred to Almighty God.
CAPITAL AND LABOR.

One of the irrepressible conflicts of our time, is that between Capital
and Labor. How shall it be settled? We answer by the application of
the golden rule to the ethics of the contending armies and to the legisla
tion that seeks to adjust their differences. Let the laborer put conscience
into his work, making his employer's interest his own; striving to put as
many, instead of as few, as possible hours in a day's work; rendering
his services indispensable to his employer and the battle is half won.
Let the capitalist put himself in the place of his laborers, and the battle
is ended.
We recently heard that master of pathetic utterance, Rev. Madison
Swadener, Secretary of the Cincinnati Church Extension Society, use
an excerpt from Judge Tourgee's last hook, which we are tempted here
to reproduce as admirably illustrating the point in review. A downtown
Church, the some-time rendezvous of the sweet scented aristocracy, had
to be moved up-town, away from the greasy throngs who, by some people,
are supposed to need a different avenue to the Saviour, if not entirely
different Saviour than do the rich. They called their Church, The Church
°f the Golden Lily," and there was no smell of garlic in all its courts.
It was very exclusive. Only rich people with silks and laces and diamonds
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entered there. The pastor appeared at each service in full dress. He
parted both his name and his hair exactly in the middle, and wore a
ring on his finger, and a bouquet on his bosom. He had doubtless been
baptized out of the same tankard, with water brought from the Jordan,
that his grandfather had been christened from.
A STREET CAR CONDUCTOR PREACHER TEST.

One day at prayer, as was Peter when he got his vision of a common
humanity not to be called "either common or unclean," this young preacher
got a glorious baptism of brains and of the Holy Ghost, at the same
time. He had long heard from the Capitalists of his Congregation one
side of the controversy, and he decided to know something of the other
side. Most of his congregation went to the mountains or the seashore
in Summer and to Florida in Winter; and not having much use for a
preacher at any time gave him three or six months vacation, as he might
choose, every year. One July he started for Europe, but stopped in the
suburbs of his own city. Here he threw off his broadcloth and put on
blue jeans; replaced his silk tile with a half-worn slouch; shaved off
his moustache; exchanged gold nose glasses for steel-bowed smoked
spectacles, and with dinner bucket in hand hired himself incognito to
the street railway superintendent to drive mules.
IT TESTED.

For two months he gulped his dinner between streets, worked sixteen
hours a day for the price of ten, and got curses because he did not do
more work for less money.
1
7 CP- <'a* '1C 'laide<^
members of his own congregation, who
looked their anathemas at the driver if he failed on ten seconds notice
to stop on the crossing. Then there came a strike, and then a riot, in
neither of which did the preacher participate. In the riot, the life of
the president of the road was in jeopardy, and the mule-driving preacher
5
arbitral'10
°f ^ fight md reSCued him from the mob. An
this inco£n'to was asked by the superinLden to
hlS su^estionsdiseuise the6 T a 7 ^
Throwing off his
And when their surprise allowed
utterance U
,7
t0 SPeak"
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he did. The whole city,—men and women, babies and poodles—rode
that day, and everybody was happy and the era of strikes was ended.
Flow shall we lift up the submerged masses? A third-class boarder
at a fourth-class hotel was seen to put a huge lump of butter into his
cup of tea. The landlord demanded a reason. The boarder said it was
scriptural. Asked to prove it, he said: "The strong ought to bear the
infirmities of the weak."
Now we all accept, theoretically at least, the Scriptural injunction,
"bear ye one another's burdens," but let us not forget the equally explicit
statement from the same inspired author, viz., "Every man shall bear
his own burden." We can make it a little lighter by lending a hand, but
utterly misinterpret God's plans, and make a miserable mess of it, like
strong butter and weak tea, whenever we attempt to do for the poor
and ignorant what they can be taught to do for themselves.
For several years we have had in Harrisburg a Benevolent Society,
with annual collections, and a city missionary from whose headquarters
we have doled out to the poor such supplies as would tide them over a
tough time. Last April we gave for the season as much plowed ground
and potatoes to plant it, as each poor man thought he could cultivate;
but in June the superintendent was compelled to take these potato patches
away from nearly one-half of these rentless tenants, and give them to
the other half. Just about one-half were evidently "born tired," and
failed to kill either weeds or bugs, or cultivate the tubers. We considered
it a victory that one-half wrought well. That is just what God has been
doing to this same class of people the world over—"taking from him
that hath not and giving to him that hath." To inspire self-help in the
hitherto helpless should be the aim, not only of the mercy and help
department but of all Christians.

OUR YOUNG PEOPLE.
We mean of course those who have entered into a solemn compact
with God and the Church to obey paragraph 240 in the discipline as well
as every other paragraph. It is not a question as to whether the paragraph
on amusements is right; but a fact that we are not only not right, but all
wrong, if we fail to keep our vows and remain in the Church.
When the Catholics speak of their young people they mean every
baptised babe; and we must not forget that in order to develop the most
symmetrical character, viz., a pure soul and a cultivated intellect in a
sound body, the work must be begun as some one has said, fifty years
before the child is born. The parents, and grandparents and their parents
will give character to the offspring. More attention is given to the
pedigrees of horses, dogs and chickens, than to that of children. And
4
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yet, "blood will tell," whether in race horses, carrier pigeons, setter dogs,
or pointer Christians—I mean those who are always pointing out the
way for others, but never walk in it themselves.
A MODEL SON.

That was a precocious young man described by his mother. It came
about in this way: A good old gentleman who was opposed to the use of
tobacco asked a lady in a railway car: "Have you any children?" "Yes,
a son." "Ah! indeed, does he smoke?" "Never so much as touched a
cigarette." "So much the better, Madam. Does he frequent the club?"
"No, he has never put foot in one!" "Capital, Madam! Capital! You
have no doubt a model son, which implies a model mother; but, pardon
me, Madam, does your son drink?" "Never, Sir, except the most inno
cent and nutricious beverages!" "I congratulate you, Madam; I con
gratulate you. How old is your Son?" "Two months old!" Ah the
mother's trouble too frequently just begins when young womanhood, but
more especially young manhood, is reached.
HOW SAVE THE BOYS?

A very difficult problem is this, How can we save our young men to
sobriety, to integrity, to virtue, to Christ. I emphasize young men, for
our young women are better cared for than are the young men. We have,
be it said to our shame, one standard of virtue for young men, but quite
a different standard for young women. A young man may be a swagger
ing, swearing, Sabbath-breaking, gaming, smoking, drinking, club-loving,
lewd fellow of the baser sort, and yet be received into good society, and
fawned upon adnauseam. If a woman behaves thus she is thrust down to
the nethermost pit of social oblivion, never to rise till she comes forth at
the bidding of Gabriel's trumpet from the dust of dead centuries. Hence,
1 lepeat, it is more difficult to keep boys pure than to keep girls pure,
because of the awful penalty girls must pay if they fall." Hence, again,
jir s are graduating from our high schools, boys are dropping out when
half through. Girls are in the stores, offices, factories, Sunday school
and church work. Boys are in much larger number on the streets, at the
eatres, the races, the club rooms, and in the saloons. Three thousand
were counted entering the saloons of our Harrisburg city on a given Satur
day n>ght, and only five hundred of the same age entered the churches on
the following Sunday night.
Sweet-Tw.
baby boy •
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"He is my all, and yet it sickens me,
To think that he will grow to be a man.
Oh! if he were not a boy."

Nor do I wonder that Mary the foster sister of alien birth, as she re
membered the possibilities of boyhood, exclaims :
"Were not a boy?
That wakens other thoughts. Thank God for that!
To be a man, if aught, is privilege
Precious and peerless. While I bide content
The modest lot of woman, all my soul
Gives truest manhood humblest reverence.
It is a great and God-like thing to do!
'Tis a great thing, I think, to be a man.
Man fells the forests, plows and tills the fields,
And heaps the granaries that feed the world.
At his behest swift commerce spreads her wings,
And tires the sinewy sea-bird as she flies,
Fanning the solitudes from clime to clime.
Smoke crested cities rise beneath his hand,
And war through ages with the din of trade.
Steam is the fleet winged herald of his will,
Joining the angel of the Apocalypse
Mid sound and smoke and wondrous circumstance,
And with one foot upon the conquered sea,
And one upon the subject land, proclaims
That space shall be no more. The lightning's veil
Their fiery forms to wait upon his thought,
And give it wing, as unseen spirits pause
To bear to God the burden of his prayer.
God crowns him with the gift of eloquence,
And puts a harp into his tuneful hands,
And makes him both his prophet and his priest.
'Twas in his form the great Immanuel
Revealed himself; The Apostolic Twelve,
Like those who since have Ministered the Word,
Were men, 'tis a great thing to be a Man."

But, and if, it be a great thing to be a man, so much the more im
portant that our young men should be saved. How can it be done?
First: By keeping them from boyhood in the fountain of cleansing.
Second: By a speedy correction of two heresies, the twins of hell.
They have done more to curse American society than all others. The one
is, that what is a social sin unto death for a young woman is simply an
impropriety for a young man. The other is, that a man may be a religious
saint and a political devil at the same time. I do not wonder that fair
minded boys refuse to participate in the paradox of praying for the over
throw of the saloon, and voting for the saloon maker. So they omit the
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example of prayer set by their fathers, but imitate their voting propensi
ties. I do not wonder that these boys mount wheels on Sunday morning
and ride by the hundred, and the thousand, as far away from churches
where such double dealing is practical as they can possibly go. How
shall we reach the young men? how reach the masses? It is easily
solved: Let ministers and church members be true to God, to themselves,
to the Bible, to their vows. True in the market, true on trade, true on
Monday as on Sunday, and true on election day as on Communion day,
and he who said of himself, "I am the truth," will fulfill his own promise,
"and I, if I be lifted thus up in the lives of my followers will draw all
men unto me." True character is a mighty, irresistible magnet.
How shall we save our young people from amusing themselves to
death—physical, intellectual, and spiritual death? Happily I think the
Epworth League has tried to solve that problem for its members, but
there are many outside its folds who are yet to be saved from this amuse
ment hari kari.
AMUSING PASTORS.

The most important accomplishment in a college student is the
championship in running, jumping, rowing, and kicking. These far out
rank latin, greek, logic, physics, calculus and philosophy. Amusement has
passed from being a pleasant and timely recreation for the masses to be a
professional science for the picked nine to be gambled over by the country
at large. I asked a professional ball player what became of the members
of his profession when they run their course in that amusement? He
answered: "Most of them become cigar store, or saloon keepers. Now
and then one becomes a college president, a preacher, or an evangelist."
Where respect for paragraph 240 of the Methodist discipline prevents
some Methodists from going to the theatre and pantomime, they do some
times bring the theatre and pantomime into the church, and a large part
of the duty of the institutional church pastor, in some localities, is said
to be, to amuse his members and make money for the church at the same
time. He has been known to use his pulpit for a theatrical stage, set with
flax-wheel, hand irons, and old-fashioned furniture, made to represent a
scene of one hundred years ago. He dresses his young people who are
to take part, in the Sunday dress of the fathers, knee-breeches, lady's cap,
wig and all. He puts into their mouths the spiritual songs that a hundred
Ind'th^ V°,Ce, the.penitence' the h°Pe, the love, the sorrow, the joy,
areL,T"'V aTra"°"S 0( men antI
"h« *<•'' latchetsVe
onwc,rthy ° unloose. He drills them to imitate the inflection nro-
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mothers, under the nom de plume of "An Old Folks Concert." He thus
pays for the new ingrain carpet on the church floor. When our mothers
wanted carpets for the church floor, they prepared the material with their
own hands, and with their own hands wove it into a fabric illuminated
with the sunshine of their smiles, baptized with the dew of their tears,
keeping time to the music of the flying shuttle with sweetest voice singing,
"O for a thousand tongues to sing," set to Northfield; or, "When all thy
mercies O my God," set to Geneva; or, "On Jordan's stormy banks I
stand," set to Exhortation; or,
"Great God attend while Zion sings,
The joy that from the presence springs.
To spend one day with thee on earth,
Exceeds a thousand days of mirth,"

set to Bridgewater.
SUNDAY EVENING CHURCH THEATRES.

Brethren, the lack of reverence for sacred things is alarming. May it
not occur, that fifty years hence, the Sunday evening service, with the now
fashionable, but then quaint, clothes worn by our young men and women
of to-day, may be put upon the boards of our church theatres, and an
exhibition of our worship of Almighty God in 1896, be thus sold in 1950
for a dime or a nickel, and be laughed at, as is that of a hundred years ago ?
Some good people put a donkey on the church wall. Yes, a donkey
without a tail, and in fly time, too! Then for ten cents, a person may be
blindfolded and stab that tail, on to that donkey, and if he cannot find
the proper place at the western end of the spinal column, and stabs the
tail on the donkey's hip, or shoulder, or ear, why it makes all the more
fun, and all the more money, for the object is to raise money for the
Most High God.
At another place, they have a foot social, where the ladies stick
their feet out from under a sheet drawn to within six inches of the floor,
and the men come along, and for twenty-five cents pick out a pair of feet
that suits them, and after awhile find the woman attached to the feet and
take her to supper. This is to raise money for the preacher's salary, or
to send him on a vacation.
A preacher was asked how do you amuse your young people? He
answered, "I am not in the amusement business. I keep my young people
so busy in the King's service that they find rest and recreation in the con
stant change of duties and they never ask to be amused."
As to raising money, the divine formula is "Bring the tithes into the
storehouse and get the blessing." People generally get about what they
pay for. God's cause does not need money that cannot be secured by the
asking.
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As for myself, I set at naught paragraph 240 of the discipline. I
dance whenever I want to: go to theatres whenever I want to: play
cards whenever I want to: go to the circus whenever I want to. But
Oh! my Brother, Perhaps I should tell you that I never want to.
Let me point you to a more excellent way. There is a divine recipe
which if followed will settle for each of us, and for ever, this whole
question. Here it is: "Be not drunk with wine wherein is excess, but be
ye filled (literally drunk) with the spirit." This term wine is generic. It
covers all those outward excitants which sensualize the spirit. God's plan
is to spiritualize the senses! I saw last winter three brothers six feet high,
over fifty years old, gray with age, converted near together. Yes Jacob,
Joseph and John, were at the Camp Hill Methodist church altar on the
same evening and in close proximity as to time found Jesus as their Sa
viour, and the Holy Ghost as their Comforter, and with them we sang.
"Oh Happy day! Oh Happy day!
He taught me how to watch and pray,
And live rejoicing every day.
Yes, happy day. Happy day!
When Jesus washed my sins away."

LESS INTOXICATION IN NEW YORK CITY.
A special to the Christian Science Monitor says that July commitments
for intoxication in New York during the year 1920 numbered 541. as
against 920 the previous year, according to the report of the Department
of Correction of New York City for 1920, just made public. In 1918 such
commitments amounted to 1,449, which was a considerably lower figure
than in 1917, when there were 4,134.
A decrease of 16.21 per cent, was shown in the daily average census
of inmates of city penal institutions for 1920, statistics showing the total
to be 2,997, of whom 269 were women and 2,728 men. In 1919 the total
number was 3>57f>> a decrease of 15.11 per cent, over the year 1918, when
the total was 4,202, or 18.82 per cent, less than the year before. The 1920
figure is the lowest daily average in 10 years; the highest figure was 1915,
when 955 women and 5,461 men, or a total of 6,416 were committed, a
20.19 per cent, increase over the preceding year.

Number 7.

ENOUGH SAID ABOUT TOTAL ABSTINENCE; ENOUGH SAID
ABOUT REGULATION.
And your covenant with death shall be disannulled, and your agreement with
hell shall not stand. Isaiah 28: 18.
Address by S. C. S. in 1905.

These were God's words, through his prophet, to Samaria, which he
calls "the Crown of Pride," because it was the strongest tribe, and is
thus made to personate the whole nation of Israel. Hence what follows
is of national import. Israel is thus charged with being a nation of
drunkards, not because all drank to excess or even in moderation; but,
because they had turned their valleys and hillsides into vineyards; and
the whole country had become a great wine vat. Its revenues and its
wealth were largely dependent on the manufacture and sale of such
liquors, as could be produced from rotting the grape juice. So universal
had become the curse that in the eighth verse the Lord says "for all tables
are full of vomit and filthiness; so that there is no place clean." Thus
using the effect of excessive drinking then, as now, to characterize the
national system that made it possible. Thus too holding responsible for
the wickedness, which he calls "filthiness," such as fornication, lasciviousness, adultery, covetousness, violence, suicide and murder the direct
product of drinking intoxicants then, as now; holding responsible, I say,
not only the drunkards, and the moderate drinkers, not only the owners
of the vineyards and manufacturers and sellers of the vomit producing
beverages, but the individuals of the nation who consented to it by being
silent. Just as Saul was held responsible in some measure for Stephen's
death, though he only stood by the clothes of those who had thrown off
their coats that they might with greater facility hurl the stones crashing
in upon the brain of proto-martyr. God puts the burden of it on the
whole nation; because, doubtless, in the interests of their business, of
their social standing, of their popularity with drunken officials of the
government, in the interests of their own political preferment, there was
a general acquiescence in the general debauchery. And because the
government being implicated in the revenue of the business, every subject
of the government, who did not in every possible way protest against
drunkard making, was held responsible for all its evils. He says: "For
all tables are full of vomit and filthiness, so that there is no place clean."
If this was true in a theocracy like Israel, whose government of the
state, was by the immediate direction or administration of God, our
individual responsibility, in America, is intensified in comparison tenfold;
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lx-causc ours is a democratic theocracy, in which we recognize God, not
only in all our public documents, oaths and forms of law, but in which
every voter is a sovereign, and is clothed with sovereign duties and privi
leges : since he has a voice at the ballot box, and is eligible by virtue of
his citizenship to every office in the gift of the people. Therefore back
of all legislative, judicial and executive officers, offices, and acts, is the
sovereign voter, and if these officers' tables are filled with filthiness, it is
because the voter who elevated him to office has a filthy table, so that
"there is no place clean."
And now permit us to inquire: What are some of the "covenants
with death" and "agreements with hell" into which we have entered in
this professedly Christian country? This country, whose virgin soil was
providentially opened to the virgin virtue of the "noblest band of pioneers

JOHN It. HECTOR.

WENDELL PHILLIPS.

that ever ceded a State, or that ever cemented its foundations with their
blood" This country; whose mountains, plains, and valleys; lakes,
rivers and coasts, are a perpetual inspiration to holy thoughts and high
endeavors: whose soil is the most fertile; whose mines are the richest;
whose climate is the most varied and equable; and whose resources are
the most inexhaustible of all the countries on which the Sun ever shone.
AM I'.K 1LAJN SLAVERY.

W e introduce our reference to slavery with the pictures of: First,
the face of a son of a former slave. John Hector lectured to hundreds of
thousands on the evils of Slavery as did also Hon. Wendell Phillips, and
then perm,, us to say that our first "agreement with hell" was through the
iClTl
iUma"
^ Whkh WaS nationa1' and which
North
abandoned, not so many years prior to my birth, not on moral principles;
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but because for climatic reasons it ceased to be profitable in the North;
and which the South then monopolized, because they believed it profitable,
and it ministered to their love of semi-tropical ease and luxury, as well as
to their historic, their Castilian antecedents; a part of their growth through
long generations. Other Christian nations pointed out the wrongs of slav
ery. Philanthropists on our own soil denounced the system. Men like
Wilberforce and Wesley, and women inspired of God, raised their voices in
print, in pulpit and on platform against it; and were stoned, burned in
effigy, mobbed and murdered, for conscience sake. Those old abolition
ists were men of whom the world was not worthy. By compromises for
political preferment primarily between the drunken politicians from the
North and from the South; such for instance as the Missouri Compro
mise; the curse flourished;
was dominant; brazen; tyrannical. It made
a law compelling Northern men to hunt down and return to their Southern
owners the whip-scarred refugee, from Southern barbarism, fleeing for
refuge to Canada; on penalty of fine and imprisonment for refusing. The
system sought to spread itself over the new born states, and territories,
of the great west. This inaugurated a conflict that grew in fierceness till
culminating in the greatest fratracidal war of history. A million lives,
the flower of the nation, and hundreds of millions of treasure were put
upon the burning altar. The civilized world was convulsed with the awful
struggle; and the godless system of Africo-American was washed out in
seas of flame, mingled with blood. This national "covenant with death,
and agreement with hell" did God thus disannul by the terrible arbitra
ment of war, because forsooth primarily our drunken politicians could
find no better way. Upon the sober men like Lincoln, Sumner, Wilson,
Stonewall Jackson, Daniel S. Dickinson and many others of both parties
fell the burden of fighting the war to a finish.
The war settled, finally and satisfactorily, nothing. War never did;
it never will. It saddled us with debt, it gave us a half million of pen
sioners including children, an army of whom are with us to this day.
It raised up an army of thieves; speculators who stayed at home, who
fattened on the war that slew their brothers, and through that war laid
the foundations for many of the great individual and corporate fortunes
that in trusts and syndicates now seek to enslave the whole people.
It demoralized a large number of men who became tramps, and they
in turn begot other tramps, that forty years after the close of the war
are still a menace to our civilization. True, army discipline made men
out of some who otherwise would have been tramps. T he war did not
settle the race question; it is upon us to-day. The negroes are multiplying
per Capita three times as fast as the whites, notwithstanding by govern
ment acquiescence, they are being poisoned, hung, shot, and burned alive
without a trial. At the close of the war they were four millions, now
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there are nearly ten millions and the question now is, not what shall we
do with the negro, so much, as what will the negro do with us ?
The dominant party, forty years ago, to increase and perpetuate its
own power missed the opportunity of a century, when at the close of
the war it gave the slavery degraded negro the ballot; only to bring upon
him untold misfortunes to which that party has now abandoned him,
though his bravery gave us our victory over his master.
PARTY ERROR.

That was the golden opportunity of the party, to have so amended
the great Magna Charta of our liberties, as that only intelligent and moral
men and women who, whether native or foreign born, black, white or
yellow should be entitled to vote. This would have answered forever
the criticism of Thomas Carlyle on our form of government; who said,
"1 have but little faith in the stability of any government in which the
voice of Judas Iscariot is as potential as is the voice of Jesus Christ."
Not content with the race question we already had on hand, we have
complicated it still further, by buying ten million more, at $2 per head;
this time of Malays; whom, for greed, we have straightway begun to de
bauch by the introduction into their borders, under military protection of
the American saloon; and of its twin relic of barbarism the American
brothel.
4 jj
. Semibarbarous Russia, for whose institutions we have a universal
sneer, and in whose recent reverses we should sympathize, emancipated
nearly 20 millions of her slaves, and all she had, with one stroke of the
Czar's pen. How differently did Christian America. God's ear is ever
open to human woes and he is saying to us to-day in scenes of blood:
\ our Covenant with death shall be disannulled, and your agreement
with hell shall not stand."
NATIONAE BACKSLIDING.

Prior to the Civil war, temperance and the prohibition of the liquor
tiaffic, had made great strides in public opinion and in local legal enact
ment. The Government, through the representatives our votes elected,
entered into a covenant with the liquor traffic to furnish it protection
under the guise of regulation, and then tax it for war purposes. From
that hour it took a new lease of life; since taxation always implies pro
tection of the men and of the business taxed. Temperance and prohibition
laws were repealed by legislatures, and the two parties vied with each
other in bidding for the liquor vote; with out which no candidate could
be elected to a national office; and in fact, but few to State or municipal
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offices. The two hundred and fifty thousand liquor sellers in the United
States control an average of ten votes, each, or a total of two millions
and a half votes. This, with the church vote divided on partisan lines
and thus voting against each other because of imaginary commercial
differences, instead of as a unit on great moral issues, gives the liquor
vote the balance of power.
The liquor men vote for candidates secretly committed to favor
their business and acting as a movable unit. By now giving the election
to one party, and then to the other; it keeps them both inspired with hope,
keeps them both in the field, and prevents the success of any third or
moral issue party.
Thus the church voter takes his candidate on faith, that he will do
something, if elected, for prohibition and good morals; while the liquor
seller takes the same candidate on sight having secretly committed him,
to at least not oppose the saloon. Through the Pennsylvania Legislature
the church voter becomes an ally of the saloon, and thus the tables of
church members are "full of vomit and filthiness" as were the Israelites,
and for the same reason. As God said to Isaiah, "there is no place
clean." Yet our hope is, through God, in the Church.
Why do not the church voters of this country join hands to destroy
the liquor business, not by hymns, not by prayers to God which they
themselves could answer if they would; not by church resolutions, which
are as powerless as spitballs propelled by a breath of fetid air; but by
votes, for candidates who are openly pledged in advance of election, to
favor the enactment and execution of prohibitory laws, or at least favor
lifting from the business the protection and dignity conferred upon it by
the law. Of late years we hear much of anarchy. Three presidents have
been slain in 40 years by habitues of the government protected saloons.
There are many anarchists scattered through this great country.
An anarchist is one opposed to government, one who revolts against law
and order. There are anarchists in the family, in the church, in the state.
ANARCHISTS GALORE.

A man who takes a church vow to abstain from those things which
the church law forbids, and to do those things which it commands, and
violates his obligation, is setting an example of anarchy, and the higher
his position in the world the more pernicious and far-reaching will be
the influence of that example; and history must so record it.
The corporation, by becoming a producer of commodities for trans
portation, instead of a mere common carrier of the products of others;
thus fixing to other producers prices of transportation that drive them
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from the market and gives the corporation a monopoly of the business
through which it robs the consumer, is an anarchistic corporation.
The individual or corporation, who compels his employes to labor
seven days in the week, thus violating the laws of God and man; and the
laws of man's physical being, by which his life is shortened, and his
usefulness to the world impaired, as do nine-tenths of the carrying
corporations, is anarchistic; and while corporations are said to have no
souls, which means that you cannot locate the blame, yet God will find a
soul in the awards of the great Judgment Day.
The individual that makes the sabbath which God has said we must
remember to keep it holy, either a labor day or a holiday, is setting an
example of anarchy. The officials and stockholders of such corporations
may be seemingly pious; they may occupy seats in God's house on Sunday
morning singing "Nearer My God to Thee" and "Lead Kindly Light
to supplement it with a progressive euchre party in violation of statutory
law, held in their palatial residences on prayer-meeting night; and yet
with all their eminent respectability, covered with the glamour of wealth,
and the sparkle of diamonds they are encouraging a revolt against God's
law and Man's law, which means anarchy.
A government that wages an offensive warfare for more territory
when it already has more than it can develop in a century; to expand
its trade, foremost in which are intoxicating liquors; to feed the greed
of its millionaires, whose insatiable cry is more! more! more! even if it
takes the blood of the poor soldiers to purchase it. The government;
and the people in a republic are the governors, that will deliberately hire
some men to kill other men, except in self-defense, is violating God's law
which says Thou Shalt not Kill.' Combinations and aggregations of
individuals don't justify the killing. And a government, that thus makes
human life the cheapest commodity in the market, is surely "sowing to
the winds only to reap the whirlwind."
Sherman said "War is Hell," and God says your covenant with
death—even death by national gunpowder, and by a government bayonet
—- Your covenant with death shall be disannulled, and your agreement
with hell shall not stand." Such a government is sowing the dragon
teeth of anarchy, that will grow a harvest of desolation and death. It
goes without saying that the men who hate law, and rulers, and who
incite other men to violence, whether they be native or foreign bom
whether emanating from a saloon or from an indignation meeting where
curses are veneered with prayers; such men, should be brought to justice
and to conversion if possible. Or, if not possible, then by a system of
international comity they should be banished from all nations to a com
mon dumping ground, among the islands of the sea, where together they
may work out their ideals of "government without governors;" to the
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health or hurt of themselves alone. The men who buy legislators, bribe
voters, stuff ballot boxes, intimidate voters, and make fraudulent election
returns, and those who encourage them in it; or profit by it; or are
silent concerning it; are anarchists,' who menace our liberties equally
with those who strike with the bludgeon, the stilleto or the poisoned
bullet. And further, they are doing more to destroy government than
the assassins of rulers can possibly do.
THE GREATEST ANARCHIST.

' But to return. The greatest anarchist of the centuries is the legalized
liquor traffic.; and our government has formed a "covenant" with it, an
"agreement" with it. God's law says "Look not upon the wine when it
is red, when it giveth its color in the cup, when it moveth itself aright,"
that is, when it is fermented, "for at the last it biteth like a serpent and
stingeth like an adder." God says: "Wine is a mocker, strong drink is
raging and whosoever is deceived thereby is not wise." God classes
drunkards with thieves, and says they "shall not inherit the kingdom
of God." God says "Woe unto him that giveth his neighbor drink, that
puttest thy bottle to him and makest him drunk also." .Yes, woe unto
you, distiller, brewer, hop and barley grower, for brewing purposes, bar
and saloon owner or tender ; \yoe unto you bondsman, license signer,
judge who grants the license; lawyer who advocates it, legislator who
authorizes it, governor who endorses it, and last but not least, you voter
who standing behind them all, casts a ballot on election day that renders
them your agents in the work of drunkard making.
BRIBERY.

We have told you what God says. Now what does the State say?
What does the voter say? Why this, we will follow the laws of God
in making statutes to prohibit or punish profanity, Sabbath breaking,
lying, stealing, adultery and murder, all based upon the ten Command
ments, the foundation of all law worthy the name of law; whether
domestic, common, statutory, national or international the world over
and through the centuries. But, for a consideration we will permit or
license men to sell to other men, a substance that will produce nearly all
of the profanity, sabbath breaking, lying, stealing, adultery and murder
found in Christian lands to-day. A substance that multiplies policemen,
and courts, and fills jails, prisons, and insane asylums and almshouses.
Yes, for a consideration in the form of one hundred and eighty
millions of dollars internal revenue paid the nation, and a high license
paid the State, you may put your bottle to your neighbor's lips, to the
soldier boy's hps, to the old soldier s lips, in the old soldier s home where
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the canteen was established during the last eight years, but discontinued
when it had served its purpose in reelecting the man responsible for it;
to our son's lips, our husbands and brother's lips, yes to the lips of the
ten millions of heathen in the new possessions. Pay us for the privilege
and thus save the millionaire and the corporation, and the syndicate
from paying their share of the taxes, by putting it onto the laboring
man, forced by his poverty to live next door to a saloon which the rich
man has driven from his own aristocratic neighborhood, and you may
poison to death a hundred thousand a year, and debauch the manhood
of the nation.
Ah ha! hear the dimes and the dollars as they fall into the saloon
keepers till, ten hundred millions of them in a year, $1,400,000,00x3 last
year. Ah ha! Uncle Sam,—that is—we, get a share in the revenues.
True it costs 16 dollars for every one dollar we get; to take care of the
drunkards, paupers, and criminals made by the business, but then it
makes business for the judges, the lawyers, doctors, police, sheriffs,
jailors, hangman, coroners, and undertakers. Yes and for preachers
too, with their gruesome funeral rites over the drunkards' fate. It makes
business for grave diggers, and for the devil. Here is surely a "covenant
with death and agreement with hell." But God says "Your covenant
with death shall be disannulled and your agreement with hell shall not
stand."
ISAIAH AN "ow FOGY."

Ah ha! Isaiah; you lived twenty-seven hundred years ago. That
was a provincial, an old fogy age. Had you lived in 1905 and had the
commercial spirit of many of our prophets you would not have repeated
the message from God, but would have signalled back to the voice from
out the clouds: "Prohibition can't prohibit." "The covenant with death,
and the agreement with hell" cannot he disannulled. For look, Lord,
at the increase of 4,938 liquor dealers in 1899 alone. Look at the
$3,000,000,000. Capital invested in the manufacture and sale of liquors.
Look at the increase of more than ten millions internal revenue from
the business for the year ending June 30, 1900. Look at the increase
m wenty years from six to twenty gallons of liquor drank on an average
for every man, woman and child of our seventy millions of population.
Look Lord, at the merchants, bankers, lawyers, coal-dealers, lumbermen,
manufacturers, and corporations patronized by those in the liquor busisome of th
seutenr 1
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to the protection of the traffic, and thousands of the ministers follow the
example of the low, rum-silenced, whisky-sudsidized politicians in their
congregations. The "covenant with death and the agreement with hell"
cannot be disannulled, Lord! It can't! It can't! It can't!
Doubtless many in Israel so thought, and so said. But "God is
not man that he can lie, nor the son of man that he can repent." I need
not tell those familiar with Bible history how the drunken covenant with
death was disannulled. How Israel became a prey to war, pestilence, and
famine, how they were broken, and crushed, and led captive. It is for
us to say whether the history of twenty-five hundred years ago shall
repeat itself on American soil probably during the boasted twentieth
century.
THE REMEDY.
Wihat we need in this country to-day is less class legislation for
plunder, and a better execution of our ethical laws; less politicians and
more statesmen; less reading of sickly fiction and more of Bible history,
biography and science. Less desire to be amused, and more to be informed
and useful. Less expensive churches, with solo singing, intoned litany,
and diamond-bedecked congregations; and more plain churches where
the people wearing "plain apparel," may meet the rich in equally "plain
apparel, and both feel that God is the maker of them all." We need
less preachers whose divinity must be doctored, and who spend their
time in doctoring or amending their own divinity; and more preachers
who as a voice in the wilderness, will, as heralds of Jesus Christ, cry
"prepare ye the way of the Lord." We need, less emasculated theology
in the form of evolution, higher criticism, and a defense of war, and
more plain preaching about God, Christ, and the Holy Ghost; heaven,
hell and the judgment day; individual duty,.privilege, and responsibility;
and loyalty to government, only where government is loyal to God. We
need more soul consecration and less bodily decoration; more family
prayer and less family swearing, drinking, and euchre gambling; more
interest in our government, municipal, state and national, and less interest
in the stock exchange, the race course, the theatre, the ball game, the
Sunday excursion, and the drunkard making club house. In short, we
need to so live that what in us is the boast of our friends, while we
live, will not be regarded by them as slander and defamation when we
die. Men were threatened with violence for calling attention to the fact,
that an assassinated President in the person of Wm. McKinley was the
guest of your boss poison maker Greenhut.
The crop of anarchists is a large one. Let him that is guiltless cast
the first stone. "The poorest use you can put men to, is to hang them;"
said Horace Greeley. Let the incorrigibly bad be imprisoned at hard
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labor for the benefit, not of greedy contractors, but of the State. But
above all, let us at the polls extirpate the governnient-legalized-licensed
anarchy mills called saloons, that everywhere menace our Christian
civilization.
Then will the gospel of love have right of way and a fair field in
bringing sinners to Christ, and in hastening the day when the kingdom
of this world shall become the kingdom of our Lord and His Christ.
DRY YEAR HEALTHIEST IN AMERICAN HISTORY.
The New York Times reports the conclusion of 37 leading American
insurance companies that the year 1921 was the healthiest in the history
of both the United States and Canada.
The figures for the first ten months indicate a lowering of the death
rate among policy holders from 9.8 in 1920 to 8.24 in 1921.
Despite the absence of Rock and Rye, pneumonia decreased 50 per
cent, from 1920.
More prosperous, non-drinking Americans, however, were able to
afford automobiles, with the result of 15 per cent, increase in deaths from
automobile accidents.
The 37 companies supplying these figures transact about 80 per cent of
the life insurance business of the country.
There was a large decrease in deaths from tuberculosis.
THE RICH MAN SAW THE POINT.
That all people do not have the same slant of humor is illustrated in
the following story :
One of the wealthiest men in Y oungstown recently said to a friend:
"I had a funny dream last night."
"What was it all about?" the friend enquired. '
"J dreamed I got into a little Ford that climbed up a telephone pole,
turned a somersault on the wires, and then slid down another pole."
"Well, that certainly was a funny dream."
"Yes," the rich man exclaimed. "Imagine me in a Ford."— Youngstown T elegram.

WHAT'S A JUDGE FOR ?
"Repeat the words the defendant used," said the lawyer for the plain
tiff 111 a case of slander.
Fd rather n°t;" said the witness timidly; "they were hardly words
to tell a gentleman.

Ah, said the lawyer, "then whisper them to the judge."

Number 8.

THE BOY SCOUTS.
A writer in the Philadelphia North American praising the Boy Scout
spirit and object says:
"From out of a great and bloody war that, as Oom Paul said, "Stag
gered humanity, humiliated one nation, and wiped another out of existence,
has grown this Boy' Scout movement." When Czar Nicholas of Russia
heard of it he sent a special, commission to Baden Powell to find out all
about it, and when he reported, the Czar issued an imperial edict to the
effect, that every boy in Russia over twelve years old must join the Scouts.
The Emperor William of Germany also sent a commission to get particu
lars, and it is said will father the movement in Germany.

has Russia's czar become

America's

exemplar?

The remarkable and widely extended interest taken in the movement
by the churches of nearly all denominations in America, indicates their
zeal in following the example of the most warlike nations on the globe;
and the presidency and vice-presidency of the national organization, hav
ing been accepted by the President of the United States and an ex-President, further indicates our national zeal in emulating the example of that
humble peace-loving, and peace-promoting gentleman known as the Czar
of all the Russias.

is the scout master a czar?
Among the vows said to be exacted from Boys entering the Boy Scout
movement, is this, "To obey all orders of my parents, patrol leader, or
Scoutmaster. Without question, even if I do not like them, and to act as a
soldier or sailor does, because it is my duty." No provision is made for
a conflict between the orders of the parent and the Scoutmaster, nor for
disobedience or "questions," if the Scoutmaster happens to be a strike
leader, or strikebreaker, or an unlawful trust manipulator, or a Socialist,
or an incipient anarchist, or a marital afifinitist.
The boys are not to "question" or reason, for the commands of the
Scoutmasters are to be implicitly obeyed in demonstration of their soldierly
qualities. And even the teachings of the Bible, the pulpit and the Sunday
School are subservient to the "unquestioned" commands of that unknown
and unknowable quantity, till developed in the character of the boys, and
known by name only as the "Scoutmaster." Well if true that is militarism
with a vengeance. Such teaching would set wild the enthusiasm of Caesar
and Alexander, and the exile of St. Helena, even as it has so affected the
Nicholases and the Williams of the old world and their war-like advocates
5
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and imitators in the creating of great armies and navies, namely the
Williams and the Theodores of the New World.
MILITARY MIMICRY GENERATES WAR.

There is danger of a reflex influence on boyhood and manhood char
acter if even war-like mimicry is permitted to make of us a war-like
people, despite the teachings of the Hague Councils, and the consecration
of Carnegie's millions, and if the Church becomes through its Boy Scouts
or other agencies not only the apologist but the patron and promoter of
militarism with all of its horrible possibilities. The Church in its resolu
tions says, "Amen!" to international arbitration propositions, and in its
Boy Scout propaganda it is interpreted by some people as saying "Amen!"
to the cultivation or rather imitation of the war spirit, and this in turn
gives the W. T. Steads occasion to say, as did he of London to a New York
conference of Methodist ministers, when he was eloquently urging them to
enter the crusade for universal peace and they exclaimed vociferously
"Amen!" "Amen!!" "Amen!!!" he exclaimed! equally vociferously
"Damn your Aniens! they amount to nothing, I want you to do some
thing." He followed this with the statement in substance that it was the
almost universal opinion of the most profound thinkers of the old world
that the Church has ceased to have much of influence in the world, owing
to its failure to harmonize its practice with its creed. This being true,
there is little hope of international peace through the agency of the Church
of the Prince of Peace, the very name of which has become a misnomer
if not a paradox.
INHARMONY OE WORDS AND DEEDS.

It is well to inquire whether this inharmony between the Church's
creed and her political activities, and especially her inactivities, does not
characterize her relation to the prohibition of the liquor traffic, the con
tentions of Capital and Labor,' and the question of "Conservation"
that all of their problems were the offsprings of the pulpit, and at one
time its wards, is now asserted and generally believed, and it is further
believed that the pulpit and pew have now abandoned its children at the
crucial epoch of their struggle not only for mastery, but for very existence ;
yes, abandoned them to the cruel mercies of the self-seeking politician,
and the Scoutmaster on the plea that the Church has to do with the in
dividuals alone and not with their every-day relation to each other, to
society, to the state, to the nation and to the world at large.
ALIENATED MASSES.

The tendency, and the visible effect of such belief, has been the
alienation of the masses from the Church, and an attempt to solve the
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sorrowful question of cause and effect by platform, magazine and news
paper discussions on "What is the matter of the Church?" The pulpit
meantime is a silent listener to what the infidel hopes may be its own
obsequies. The visible symptons of the undiagnosed disease are small
congregations, pleasure-seeking, self-promoting members, a shrinking in
stead of an increasing membership, and a loss in spirituality that renders
revivals and accessions a memory, rather than a present reality.
If right to preach "Universal Peace" the "Prohibition of the Liquor
Traffic," the "Brotherhood of Labor and Capital," "the Conservation of
our National Resources," and "the necessity for an uncorrupted ballot,"
it is also right, expedient and necessary for the pulpit to lead the pew at
"the battle of the ballots" even though there be as many devils at the polls
as tiles upon the house tops."
There is at present a brighter prospect of the settlement of these
questions by the philanthropic nonreligionists and even antireligionists like
Carnegie and his sympathizers, and for economic and humanitarian rea
sons, than by the millions of Church-member-voters for purely moral
reasons. The Church is in danger, if it has not already done so, of im
pressing the masses outside its courts, with that feebleness in action that
always repels men, instead of impressing them with that heroic forcefulness that always attracts men of heroic mold. If the Church permits the
Steads and Carnegies to fling into its teeth "Damn your Amens, Do some
thing," and then fails to resent it by doing something, or is content to
pass boastful resolutions touching "Peace," "Prohibition," "Political Cor
ruption," et ah, at the General Conference and the General Assembly and
then ignominously Flunks at the General Election, the Church must not
complain if it gets a following of the weaklings of society, while those who
"Damn the Amens" have a following of reputed heroes whose Shiboleth
is "Damn the Amens," which carried to its extremes implies "Damn the
Ameners!"
Isaiah's vision was a period when Christ's Kingdom should be so
established as that "He should judge among the nations, and they should
beat their swords into plowshares and their spears into pruning hooks.
Nations should not lift up sword against Nation, neither should they learn
war any more."
RECIPROSITY IN THE HOME.

If the boys of the Nation learn war, through wearing war clothes,
the authority of the Scoutmaster may supercede that of the parents, and
the mimic soldiers' camp and bivouac taking precedence of the sanctity of
the home, and the authority of the Scoutmaster supplanting that of the
parent, then will all talk of National Disarmament be mere talk. There
is no international problem that can possibly arise that cannot be settled
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under the provisions of the Golden Rule. This is not the carnal soldier s
rule of "Do others as they would do you,' but the Christian soldier s
rule of "Do unto others as ye would they should do unto you."
In the fifties of the last century the churches of America languished
till they made moral and mortal war on slavery, then followed the greatest
revival and largest percentage of accessions in their history. Moral and
mortal war by the Church on "Carnal warfare, on the Liquor I raffic, and
on "Political Corruption," would doubtless be the signal for a great in
gathering of souls, and for a satisfactory answer to that alarming inquiry
now harassing Christendom: "What is the matter with the Church ?"

Dr. Walter F. Laidlaw, Research Secretary of the New York Church
Federation, reports that the Protestant element in American church
population (1916 figures) averages over 72 per cent, and Catholic 15F2
per cent. From 1906 to 1916, Romanism claimed an increase of 10.6 per
cent. The Protestant bodies increased from 28.2 per cent, (highest group)
to 17.4 per cent, (lowest group). The whole population increased 17.1 per
cent. It is revealed that Romanism is succeeding in holding Catholic im
migration. In ten years Romanism's English-speaking churches grew
\]/i per cent, while her foreign speaking churches increased 22.1 per cent.
Dr. Laidlaw complains very justly against the undue use of the Roman
Catholic influence, citing as an instance the bestowing of the "Freedom of
the City of New York" upon De Valera, Archbishop Mannix and Miss
MacSwiney, while there was difficulty in securing it for the Prince of
Wales.
Dr. Wilson suggests that a certain preacher who attacked the tem
perance laws in Detroit recently is trying to prove his apostolic succession
to Judas Iscariot. How can a man consecrated to the service of Christ
join hands with the murderers of children and destroyers of homes ?

Let us have faith that right makes might, and in that faith, let us to
the end, dare to do our duty, as we understand it .—Lincoln.

Such as are thy habitual thoughts, such also will be the character of
thy mind.—Marcus Aurelius.

Number 9.

DR. SWALLOW'S LITTLE JOKE.
The Ironical Argument He Offered in "Defence" of the Liquor Traffic—Lost
the Decision and Was Glad of It. How the Doctor Swapped Hobbies.
Copied from The People, Dec. 24, 1907.

At a school exhibition recently, Dr. S. C. Swallow, as briefly noted
in The People last week/was asked by the president to take the negative
on the following question: "Resolved, That absolute Prohibition would
benefit our nation." No one being found brave enough to champion the
liquor seller's side in the argument, Dr. Swallow consented, and a news
paper man noted the following among the Doctor's arguments:
A minister visiting a ward in an insane asylum where he trotted out
his anti-tobacco hobby was asked by an inmate whether he knew the
difference between riding a horse and riding a hobby. Answering that
he did not, the inmate replied, "A man who rides a horse can get off, but
one who rides a hobby never can get off." I am asked not only to do
the impossible of dismounting from the Prohibition hobby after 40 years
of continuous riding at a gallop, and, at a time when my hobby has grown
into a war horse speeding victoriously through the nation, I am asked
to trade him for a pesky, whiskey mule, sans ears, sans tail, crippled in
all fours, and able to do nothing but bray. And this is to be my hobby
to-night.
I want you Prohibition cranks to show how the 250,000 liquor dealers
and their employes are to get a living if Prohibition prevails. Do you
propose to take the bread out of the mouths of their wives and children?
Do you propose to compel them by law to give up their breweries, dis
tilleries, and beer wagons, and send those splendid horses to the farm?
It looks to me as though you would be mean enough to take the burglar's
revolvers, jimmies and skeleton keys from him if you caught him, and
thus deprive him of the tools with which he makes his living. And if
Prohibition prevails, what is to become of the 3,000 judges and their
$8,000,000 of salaries? Half their time is spent in granting licenses and
trying cases growing out of it. It would only require half the number
of judges. Would you deprive the other half of a means of livelihood?
And think of the army of mayors, burgesses, aldermen, constables and
policemen who spend most of their time in, and get most of their salaries
for, catching and punishing common drunks. Do you want to impoverish
them? Have you no feelings of sympathy for the sheriffs who imprison
and hang these drunks when they commit crime? Do you propose to
take their jobs from them? And the undertaker and grave diggers and
tombstone makers who furnish the coffins and shrouds, and dig the graves
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and cut the marble for the 100,000 drunks that you say die annually,
have they no rights that Prohibitionists are bound to respect ?
And what right has the government to interfere with man's personal
liberty? If he chooses to sell or drink milk which the milk man has
watered, milk taken from the udder of a tuberculous cow, or if he chooses
to eat her flesh, whose business is it ? What right has the government to
interfere with druggists selling arsenic or strychnine? I see the railroads
and trolley lines are getting into this prohibition business. They have
signs, big ones, printed in large letters and stuck up in their cars, "Spit
ting Prohibited," as though a man has no right to use his own mouth, 110
right to spit when and where and what he pleases. These meddlesome
railroads evidently have not heard that "Prohibition don't prohibit," and
that there is a lot more spitting done where it is prohibited than where
spitting is unrestricted. They ought to understand better that peculiarity
of human nature which irresistibly prompts a man to do what he is
forbidden to do. The Reading Railroad Company recently discharged
30 men because they drank beer when off of duty, and other railroads
are doing the same. Do these railroads suppose that they can coerce men ?
Or make them moral by discharging them?
Is not the example of Mr. Roosevelt a noble one? At St. Louis
he drank his glass empty. What a beautiful example he set to the
soldiers and sailors of manly independence, so unlike these railroad and
express and life insurance presidents who attempt to make men moral
by law. What an inspiration is the President of this great Republic to
the youth of our land to defy these exacting employers and drink what
they please and when they please. And what a rebuke he administered
to meddlesome ministers when in writing to Mrs. Storer how much he
would love to exalt the Catholics to office, he took occasion to rebuke
"Those fool Methodist preachers who wish to abolish the army canteen."
\ ou cranks think you are going to mop up the earth with the liquor
men, but you must remember that they can raise millions to your tens,
with which to buy legislators and judges and mayors. They raised $5,000
in Philadelphia alone with which to buy 20 columns of a Philadelphia
paper to show up one of your cranks in the gubernatorial fight a year ago,
and hired a man to make an oath to a statement they wrote. And they
control the courts. If the worst comes to the worst, they know how to
use firearms and dynamite bombs. Remember the fate of Haddock and
take timely warning.
Don t imagine that "the holier than thou crowd are invulnerable to
the blandishments of the liquor seller's gold." Did they not, in connection
with the state thieves fully six years ago, buy one of your number, a
preacher, a Methodist preacher, a Prohibition preacher, to turn his
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batteries on the Prohibitionists, and bring charges against one of your
number, and has he not been employed on Capitol Hill ever since at
$1,800 a year? So you see that Prohibitionists can be bought, and your
forces can be divided.
Absolute Prohibition a benefit? Who will it benefit? Well, you
haven't got it yet. You may get local option as a compromise measure
possibly, and then get beaten at the polls. Some of you cranks will get
hurt if you don't let up on this crusade. You preachers won't get all
your salaries and you politicians will lose the liquor vote, but if you let
up you will get both the liquor and the church vote, for churchmen stick
to their party always.
The Doctor lost the decision and suavely remarked to the crowd:
"If it had gone in my favor, I could not have slept for a week."
In a letter to the Board of Temperance, Prohibition and Public
Morals, Mr. George B. Christian, Jr., Secretary to the President, confirms
a statement credited to the President in support of prohibition and states
that it is a very fair representation of the President's views on the subject.
The statement follows:
"In every community men and women have had an opportunity now
to know what Prohibition means. They know that debts are more
promptly paid, that men take home the wages that once were wasted in
saloons; that families are better clothed and fed, and more money finds
its way into the savings banks. The liquor traffic was destructive of much
that was most precious in American life. In the face of so much evidence
on that point what conscientious man would want to let his own selfish de
sires' influence him to vote to bring it back ? In another generation I be
lieve that liquor will have disappeared not merely from our politics, but
from our memories."
If you want to make sure that your words carry weight—weigh
them.
A man's faith in the ideal is worth as much as he is willing to venture
upon it.
To be of use in the world is the only way to be happy.—Hans Chris
tian Andersen.

Number 10.
PROHIBITION—WHY ?
By S. C. S., Candidate of the Prohibition Party for the Presidency of the United
States in 1904.

The use of alcoholic liquors for beverage purposes has never benefited
one human being, either physically, intellectually, morally or financially,
in all the history of the world. But, on the other hand, it has injured, and
even ruined, millions of human beings for time and eternity.
Therefore, the liquor traffic, sales in which in the United States last
year it is said amounted to over $1,400,000,000, has been and is a curse to
the individual; to the family, and, especially, to that defenseless portion
known as women and children; to labor, which it cripples; and to the
taxpayers, who must pay for the support of the paupers, the criminals, and
the insane it produces.
Hence, it is not true that, "if you let liquor alone, it won't hurt you."
The innocent must suffer with the guilty. The abstaining taxpayer must
pay his own taxes and, in addition thereto, the taxes which the drinker
could have paid but for his indulgence.
The traffic is such an emeny to the church, and to the highest interests
of the race as championed by the church, that Catholicism is organizing
everywhere Total Abstinence Societies; and Protestantism, through
several of its denominational utterances, has said that "no political party
should receive the support of Christian men, so long as it fails to put itself
on record in an attitude of open hostility to the liquor traffic." Both the
Republican and the Democratic parties, having thus failed, men who vote
for either thereby vote themselves as unchristian; since a man who does
what he knows he ought not to do is not a Christian. Many Civic Societies
have excluded liquor-sellers from eligibility to membership therein. Many
liquor-sellers will employ only abstainers to handle their poison. Many
life-insurance companies make a special premium for abstainers. Pew
employers will tolerate drinking habits in their employees. Eight" hundred
thousand of the 1,200,000 employees on American railways are under
orders neither to drink intoxicants nor enter the places where intoxicants
are sold, on penalty of dismissal from service.
The Supreme Court of the United States, on December 5th, 1887, de
clared that: "It is within the discretionary police powers of a State to
protect public health, safety, and morals, even by the destruction of prop
erty ; and that the Kansas laws, providing for the destruction of property
used in connection with liquor-selling, do not violate the provision of the
Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution against the destruction of
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property." That was equivalent to saying that the machinery and wares
of the liquor-seller are not property. Again, the Supreme Court said:
"No legislature can bargain away the public health or the public morals.
The people themselves cannot do it, much less their servants."
TUB U. S. A. COPARTNER.

And yet the United States Government in 1862 entered into, and has
ever since contained, a copartnership with the liquor traffic, sharing its
profits as revenue, and protecting its interests; since taxation always im
plies protection to the man and to the property taxed. The Government's
share of the blood-money is less than two hundred millions. For every
dollar of revenue, it costs the Government over sixteen dollars to care for
the results of the business, as found in asylums, almshouses and criminal
courts. The National Government overrides State prohibitory laws, send
ing its poison into prohibition States, and there legalizing its sale in
violation of State laws.
It is estimated that three-fourths of our eighty millions of people are
total abstainers. The one-fourth drink an average of seventy dollars'
worth of liquor annually. A family of six persons would thus consume
four hundred and twenty dollars' worth, if all drank, or enough to pay
for a very comfortable home every two years. Of the twenty millions
who drink, one-half are practically homeless. They live principally in the
slums of our cities and towns. They constitute, the dangerous classes.
The politicians, from President down, in some instances knowingly,
or in wilful ignorance, depend largely on the buying of this slum vote to
carry the elections. The party managers claim that it required over six
millions of dollars to elect Mr. McKinley. Much of this money was spent
in corrupting the ballot. M. S. Quay, who managed the Harrison cam
paign, said: "As goes New York State, so goes the Union. As goes New
York city, so goes the State; as goes one ward, so goes the city; yes, as
goes one man, a boss in the ward, so goes the ward, the city, the state, the
country. Hurry on your money." And the money rolled in almost as free
ly as water; certainly as freely as whiskey. The ward was carried, so was
the city, the State, the nation. It has come to be understood that no politi
cal party which antagonizes the rum vote can elect its candidates. The
250,000 liquor-sellers vote solidly for the man they want. They know
neither morals nor politics, but only business. Each dealer is supposed to
control ten votes. Thus two and a half million of votes go with the party
that is likely to do most for their business, or, at least, that will promise
most.
The church vote of five millions, on the other hand, divides on the
question of the tariff, even at a time when the difference in the revenue
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between a Republican tariff bill and one presented by the Democrats was
less than fifty millions, while the direct cost for liquor that very year was
twenty-five times that amount. The church vote, therefore, practically
joins with that of the crime-makers, to fill jails, asylums, almshouses and
penitentiaries, and at the same time to deplete the churches. The members
of the churches do so under the stress of party spirit, for the purpose of
keeping in line with the strong parties, which are greatly in the majority
as compared with the prohibition partisan forces, and ostensibly for "sav
ing the country," just this once more, from the great calamity of having
the other party candidates elected.
When it is said that "Prohibition don't prohibit," it is meant that pro
hibition don't annihilate.
This is true of the prohibitions of arson, larceny, murder and all the
other crimes in the catalogue, and yet no one clamors for the repeal of
the laws against them on the ground, forsooth, that "Prohibition don't
prohibit."
When we remember that the national Drink Bill last year was more
than twice as much as the capital stock of all the National Banks; that it
was more than half as much as the amount of deposits in all our savingsbanks ; that it was one-third more than our entire public debt; that it was
one-half as much as the value of all our domestic animals; that it was
more than half of the value of all our farm products; that it was little
less than the capitalization of all the industrial combinations, including
the much-complained-of trusts, as they existed in 1900; that it was a
third more than our total imports of merchandise, and a twelfth more than
all of our exports; and then when we remember that the people who con
sumed this liquid poison would have been infinitely better off if they had
made a big bonfire of their money, instead of purchasing with it a sub
stance hurtful to all the interests of the individual, the family, the com
munity, the State and the nation, we have reason to lament our folly, and
wonder whether it will ever end.
As for us, we are tired of this parading over the country with torn
toms on the part of hyphenated groups. The writer is English and Scotch
111 his ancestry, which means just as much to him as if he had been Rus
sian and Esquimo. Whatever friendship we have for England and Scot
land is not based upon blood ties. The German who comes to this country
and becomes a citizen should be no more interested in Germany than he is
in Italy, and the Irishman should be no more interested in Ireland than he
is in England. Yet certain groups have clearly shown that they are willing
to bring humiliation and actual damage to the United States in order to
uitlier the interests of some group abroad.

Number ix.

THE CHURCH CEASS SYSTEM INDISPENSABLE.
Delivered to the Central Pennsylvania Conference, by S. C. S. A. D. 1895.

Our program treats it in the past tense, viz, "What was it?" "What
principles dominated it?" "What good came of it?" "What were its
excellencies and defects?" etc. We prefer to parse it in the present tense
and the potential mood. First, because the writer attends a class nearly
every Sabbath morning when in his home city, that has an attendance of
from thirty to fifty, the existence of which argues the possibility of the
class meeting as a contingent of the class system. And second, because
whatever may have become of the class meeting, the class system remains
as an integral and indispensable perquisite of successful church work. The
class meeting was peculiar to Methodism. The Church class system is held
in common with all denominations of Christians, and in fact is a determin
ing factor in the universal realm of effort and achievement the world over.
What is the Class System? First, It is personal supervision. Every
merchant, manufacturer, agriculturist, and educator, knows the im
portance of being in touch, personal or by proxy, with every clerk, em
ployee, tenant or student, every day of every year. The owner depends
on his general foreman, he on his department foreman, and they on the
gang foremen, for information as to the efficiency and sufficiency of every
wage earner in his employ. Captain, lieutenant, corporal and sergeant are
the successive links in the chain which binds the humbler private to the
commander-in-chief. He must know the strength and weakness of every
unit in order to reach a just estimate of the strength or weakness of the
aggregation of units, which constitutes the army: As well may a general
without colonels, captains, lieutenants, and corporals, drill an army and
with it conquer the enemy, as may a pastor accomplish the best results in
church work without classleaders. The classleader was first appointed
by Mr. Wesley for the purpose of collecting a penny a week from each
of the twelve members assigned him. This money was used to pay for
the Bristol church, the first Methodist church ever built. The classleader's
reports of irregularities among the members, prompted Mr. Wesley to
extend the leader's duties to a supervision of the spiritual condition, which
the leader must report to Mr. Wesley. These sub-pastors rendered it
possible for him to know every week how every member was related to
every other member, and to God. The class system continues to be a
most potential factor in English Methodism, also in the new work and
on the large circuits of American Methodism.
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WHY DEAD?

Several conditions are largely responsible for the decadence of the
class system in America. First, the abrogation of the circuit system and the
assumption of the stationed pastor that he can give personal attention to
all the members of his church. The pulpit announcement nearly every
Sunday that the pastor desires to be notified of any in the congregation
who are sick, being one of many indices to the completeness with which
the leader is ignored. The weekly leaders' meeting is the place to inquire:
Are there any sick? Do any walk disorderly and will not be reproved?
Do any need temporal relief ?
WESLEY'S TWELVE.

Second, magnifying the class meeting and minifying the class system;
resulting in enlarging the membership of the class to a number, which,
owing to their widely scattered residences, renders it impossible for the
leader in the language of the book of discipline to see each person in his
class once a week in order to inquire how his soul prospers, etc. If the
Wesley number of twelve, and they residing contiguously, was adhered to,
the leader could visit all in an hour that failed to meet him in the class
room. In a membership of a thousand, this would imply eighty leaders,
and eighty class rooms. The parlors, dining rooms, or even kitchens, of
these class members could in turn become improvised class rooms, w.ith
all the members of each family thus present as hosts at least four times
a year, and the unconverted neighbors invited as guests. Who can fathom
the good to be accomplished by one hundred and eighty meetings held
weekly in a station such as we have indicated? And eighty reports made
weekly to the leaders' meeting which in itself would become a center of
consecrated power.
INEFFICIENCY OF LEADERS.

A third reason for the decadence of the class system is our lack of
faith in the ability of our church members to become efficient classleaders.
If they have had the advantages of higher education, or even of a post
graduate course so much the better, provided their culture is ablaze with
divine fire. But these are not essential. In every church are men and
women in the proportion of one to twelve who, if appointed and trained
by the pastor in the elements of leadership, in the study of the scriptures,
in the operation of the Holy Spirit on human hearts, in the discipline of
our church and in its hymnology and doctrines as well, would, because of
the burden put upon them, seek and find equipment for their work com
mensurate with their responsibilities. Classleaders grow by what they
are fed on, and the pastor can adopt and adjust their spiritual pabulum
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to their intellectual, moral and spiritual necessities. If Methodism is to
continue to be the power among men of which its first hundred years'
history seemed an infallible prophecy, the seventeen thousand pastors
must make less of themselves and more of their members. Less of the I
and more of the we. The coming pastor will be he who can develop into
successful spiritual workers the largest proportionate number of his
members, thus multiplying his influence by the process of reproduction.
SCAFFOLDING UNDULY EMPHASIZED.

A fourth reason for the decline of the class system has been our eager
scramble for visible, tangible, material equipment for work, and then an
unwise mistaking of this equipment for the work itself. Scaffolding has
been unduly emphasized to the detriment of the Spiritual building, for the
erection of which the scaffolding, such as the church edifice, the organ
and the choir were established, building too often, beyond our ability to
pay, we have not only mortgaged a coming generation but have made as
Mr. Wesley feared, rich men a necessity to the church, too many of whom
set the example to the masses of nonattendance upon the class meeting.
Not only so, but the church fair, festival, grab-bag, fishing pond and
progressive euchre party, have sensualized the Spirit where, through the
agency of the Holy Ghost, there should have been a spiritualizing of the
senses. This raises the question: Has the multiplication of organizations
in Methodism been conductive to spirituality or the reverse? Sunday
Schools, Leagues, Clubs, Socials, King's Daughters, Brotherhoods, and all
the unmentioned paraphernalia of the modern institutional church, are
good in their way, but have they not tended to eliminate the class-system
which, properly utilized, was intended to not only be an avenue for
spiritual induction, growth, and aggressiveness, but a social, literary and
reform club; a temperance and eleemosynary society; a Bible class; a
mutual insurance company; a sick benefit organization, and, in fact, a
general cooperative community all in one. Best of all, it must be an
experience meeting. Tough, indeed, must be the physical fiber, and versa
tile the mental qualities, as well as sleepless the vigilance of the modern
Christian who can give even a superficial allegiance to all the varied
societies, orders and clubs that clamor for attention. They are all good
in their way, but are they not dissipating because of their conflicting
claims? and have they not largely eliminated the most important of all
organizations—the Methodist Class System? A woman in Germany,
reproved by an American friend of mine for knitting on Sunday, asked,
"And what do they do in America?" When told, "We first attend to
secret devotions, then family prayers, then the early Church prayer
service, then the Morning Sermon, then the Sunday School, then the
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Young Peoples meeting, then the evening Sermon,'' she answered : "There
is one more thing you should do, thank God that Sunday is ended and
jump into bed." She evidently had not learned by experience that spirit
ual activity promotes physical rest.
THE BIBLE CLASS MEETING.

The scriptural warrant for the class meeting is familiar to the student
of the Word. Amid the general backsliding of the leaden period that
preceded the birth of the world's Messiah, when men were robbing God,
and repenting of their repentance, Malachi records it as the one redeeming
condition that "they that feared the Lord, spake often one to another';
and the Lord hearkened and heard it, and a book of remembrance was
opened before him for them that feared the Lord, and that thought upon
his name;" a sort of Celestial class book. The divine provision for those
who spake out of the abundance of their hearts was generous and far
reaching; for God said of them, "And they shall be mine saith the Lord
of hosts, in that day when I make up my jewels; and I will spare them
as a man spareth his own son that serveth him." Paul enjoined the
Hebrew church and himself thus: "Not forsaking the assembling of our
selves together, as the manner of some is, but exhorting one another:
and so much the more as ye see the day approaching." There are other
passages equally specific.
THE PASTOR A PACK HORSE.

What shall we do with the class system ? Alas ! in most of our stations,
and many of our circuits this question has been answered, but we trust
not finally. The pastor, as already stated, has too frequently ignored rather
than utilized the class leader. He has, after a few futile efforts to secure
from his leaders the assistance outlined in the book of discipline, made a
pack horse of himself by adding to his own duties those of his class
leaders, and too often those of his stewards and trustees. His ability to
"serve tables" is in too many cases the pastor's pride, and his chief recom
mendation to promotion. The laity have been schooled to appreciate the
pastor according to the Greek formula, viz., By how much he can himself
do, and by how little he expects them to do. Unlike some of the settled
pastorate denominations, who carry forward church work without a pastor
almost as vigorously as with one. Methodist pastors are as essential to
the existence of the church as is steam or electricity to the moving of the
engine. Methodism has this disadvantage growing in part out of the
difference in the two polities, in one the preacher being sent, and going
ahead calling the people, in the other the people going ahead and calling
the pieacher. Once accustomed to being called, and to having the preacher
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inaugurate and execute all forward movements, the tendency among
Methodist laymen is to let the pastor do it all,-and have the lion's share of
the glory. Pastor's reports too often magnify his work, perhaps not
unduly, and in so doing minify, perhaps not untruly, the work of the mem
bership. The class system divides labor. Methodism has the decided
advantage of settled pastorate denominations in that every charge has a
pastor and every pastor has a charge. Happy the pastor who knows how
to develop his people by exercise. The class aids in this.
MINISTERS ATONE INADEQUATE.

We must return to the Wesleyan idea, that this world is not to be
converted and saved alone through the instrumentality of a few thousand
ordained men preaching twice for a half hour on the first day of the
week, with a lecture in midweek, but as the result of the bride, the whole
church saying "come" in unison with him that "heareth" saying "come,"
yes, when the church universal breaks out in an agonizing invitation to a
lost world, then will sinners flock to God's altars as do doves to their win
dows. Not by ones or twos but by myriads. The class must be the drill
room for our three million members, and the leaders' meeting must be the
drill room for the class leaders. And the pastor must, directly with the
leaders, and through them with all the members, be the drillmaster of
every Methodist man, woman and child in preparation for the great con
flict being fought under the leadership of the Captain of our Salvation.
One for every twelve would give us two hundred and fifty thousand class
leaders, who, properly drilled' and led by seventeen thousand pastors,
would shake this sin-sodden old world to its centre, as with a mighty moral
earthquake.
VARIETY.

We have already shown incidentally that God's inexhaustible law of
variety must obtain in the class system, but especially in the class meeting.
No two should be exactly alike in either form or substance. The wise
class leader, carefully drilled by the wiser pastor, must determine, as the
result of prayer, consecrated study and tact, what are the present evervarying needs of his members. Mr. Wesley learned from Peter Beehler
the Moravian the value of the conversational class meeting, as distinguish
ed from the more formal and too often more stilted and less profitable
declamation, oratorical, speech-making gathering. Early in a city pastor
ate your speaker was approached by a good-natured two-hundred-pounder,
with this information, "I'll come to class and prayer-meeting if you won't
ask me to speak or pray." To this 1 agreed and invited Bro. Joe, as he
was familliarly called, to the pastor's class in the parsonage. He came.
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Without the formalities of even an opening prayer, we raised the
question whether, "One at conversion, or in subsequent baptisms of
the Spirit, receives the more memorable blessing." Bro. Joe was among
the first to enter into the conversation and to the last did his full share of
the talking, and did it well too. We all voted him a success as a class
speaker, as he also proved to be in the prayer-meeting under the volunteer
system.
NOT SELF-GLORIFICATION.

Let the class meeting be a table spread with substantiate, which freely
eaten and thoroughly digested give spiritual bone, muscle and nerve
force with which to go forth in soul saving, the one all important work
in our high calling. Too many make the class a banquet for spiritual
dissipation, where, to change the figure, they blow off the steam of selfglorification and find the spiritual engine exhausted when the world's
reforms are to be prosecuted, the world's sins neutralized, and the world
of sinners are to be lifted into fellowship with God. There is too
frequently just ground for the irony of the old unconverted farmer, sitting
in the rear of the church waiting for his pious wife and listening to the
experiences of the little country class led by the newly arrived pastor,
who, when all the others had spoken, went back to the old farmer with
the question, "Well my good friend what has the Lord done for you?"
The farmer yawned, stretched his long arms high in the air, and growled
out, "Oh nothin' to brag on." How little perhaps had those class members
understood the real meaning of the class meeting, and still less did the
waiting husband appreciate the joyous experience of the Psalmist when
with a full heart he exclaimed, "My soul shall make her boast in the Lord :
the humble shall hear thereof and be glad." This poor man "cried and
the Lord heard him, and saved him out of all his troubles."
SHALL WE LIVE OR CONTINUE DEAD?

The pastor must determine whether the class meeting as the most
important factor in the class system shall survive or perish. It should
live till we discover something better. We have not been able to greatly
improve on the machinery which was from time to time providentally
introduced by Mr. Wesley and his coadjutors. With all the developments
in science, philosophy, literature and law, God is the same unchangeable
being. Moral obligations have not changed, nor has sin or the sinner.
Depraved human nature, not as God made it, is the same as two centuries
ago. Sin has been rendered more dangerous because more subtle, but
the purposes of the father of lies are as malignant as when "the man was
sent from God whose name was John." We need as much to repent,
watch, pray, believe, self-examine, consecrate, importune, intercede, en-
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treat, reprove, rebuke and exhort with all longsuffering as when Whit
field thundered, as when Fletcher reasoned and wept, as when John rode
and preached and Charles walked and sang, the class system aids
gloriously in all these privileges and services. It is still true that "every
body knows more than anybody," and that in a modified sense as Bancroft
said, "The decrees of the universal conscience are the nearest approach
to the presence of God in the soul of man."
The class system helps to focus the general censensus of the most
spiritual opinion. And however hard it may be for the pride of cultivated
philosophy to put its ear to the ground and listen reverently to the voice
of lowly humanity, yet the people collectively are wiser than the most
gifted individual, for all his wisdom constitutes but a part of others.
When the great sculptor of Greece was endeavoring to fashion the perfect
model of beauty he did not passively imitiate the form of the loveliest
woman of his age, but he gleaned the several lineaments of his faultless
work from the many.
And so it is that a perfect judgment is the result of a comparison
where error eliminates error, and truth is established by witnesses. An
important though not the only organ of truth is the invisible decision of
the unbiased world. It is when the multitude give counsel or pronounce
judgment as the mouthpiece of the Divine One, that right purposes find
expression in human action. The classroom should be the Council
Chamber of the Methodist World.

NO RELIGION TO SPEAK OF.
I have discovered a tale of a judge in Ulster, before whom a case
came up for judgment.
"Is this another sectarian dispute ?" he asked the plaintiff's counsel,
when he arose to open his case.
"No, my lord," replied the barrister; "there is no religion mixed up
in this case. Both the plaintiff and the defendant are Presbyterians."—
Ezra, in Methodist Recorder.
A decision by Judge Landis upholding the injunction and abatement
sections of the Volstead Act is a great victory for prohibition. The use of
these provisions is very effective against violators of the law having a fixed
place of business.
When your daughter goes down the street after dark her safety de
pends upon the law and the respect of the people for that law.
6

Number 12.

MONARCHIES—HIERARCHIES—ARISTOCRACIES—AU
TOCRACIES, AND THEIR LIKE.
An Address delivered July 4, 1913 by S. C. S. showing the partnership of both
Catholics and Methodists with the Rum Traffic.

Human nature is about the same whether found in Jew or Gentile,
Protestant or Catholic. The love of money, or what money will buy,
and the love of power, often a synonym of money, is about the same in
tribal chief and in the political boss; in the priest and the preacher, in the
millionaire and the tramp.
The copyright has not been secured on integrity, virtue or self-abne
gation by either Protestant or Catholic. No patent to the exclusive use
of unselfishness has to the best of our knowledge been either applied for
or granted.
HIERARCHIES DANGEROUS.

The dangers to our civil liberty do not originate with the great com
mon people of either Catholicism or Protestantism, including Methodists,
but they do originate with the bosses, the corporations, the propagandas,
the dynasties, the hierarchies, the aristocracies of society, and the common
people of whom Lincoln said, "God must love them, or he would not
have made so many of them," most easily become their dupes on the
promise of sharing the proceeds of honor, power, money or other emolu
ments.
Every aggregation of animals, biped or quadruped, male or female,
has its leader or leaders, or will have; and they attract to their suppor!
or excite to their resistance other would-be-leaders. And if these leaders,
to maintain their leadership, form a combination of prospective leaders,
it becomes a ring or a so-called machine. If the leader gives successful
battle to other would-be-leaders, he becomes a boss. It requires a new
machine, so called, to smash the old one, or a new boss to unhorse the
old boss. So much for republican forms of government. In limited
monarchies, where the law of primogeniture obtains and leaders are born
such and dubbed Princes, Kings, Queens, Emperors or Monarchs, though
still in their swaddling clothes, the people do not escape the tribulations
incident to the making and smashing of machines, or the elevation and
dethroning of bosses.
The religious sects through the age's have not in the very nature of
the case been without their leaders—good, bad, or indifferent. If good,
they have been content to lead as they themselves have been led, by Him
who made self-sacrificing service for others the measure of true greatness.
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If bad, they have used leadership as an instrument for acquiring temporal
power, from the throne of which they could "lord it over God's heritage."
So far as we have known, no religious organization of the past or
present has escaped the disaster to itself and others of an untoward and
unholy ambition on the part of its leaders for temporal power.
A HUMBLE CONFESSION.

I write from the standpoint of a Methodist when I state that the
recent General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, made up
of as good men and women as the world has ever produced, was humbug
ged by political bosses into endorsing the principal of majority rule in
morals, instead of accepting God's rule and striving to elect men to
public office committed to the execution of God's law. Morals are neither
local nor optional. They are mandatory. "Thou shalt not follow the
multitude to do evil." And yet a large percentage of Methodists will
endorse by their ballots the principal of morals by majorities because a
majority of their leaders have followed the lead of designing politicians
thirsting for political power. These leaders being in turn led by un
principled men whose God is mammon.
In every country and in every age of its history the Roman Catholic
Church has sought to control not only the faith, conscience, morals and
politics of its individual members and adherents, but it has sought and
frequently succeeded in dictating the policies of government. It has to
the full extent of its ability united Church and State and thrust its
hand deeply into the public treasuries for sectarian purposes.
AMERICA TILE ASYLUM OE OPPRESSED CATHOLICS.

History is full of the hierarchy's restraint of general education, of
the ignorance of the masses it controls, and of such wretched physical,
mental and moral conditions in the countries dominated by it, as to drive
its subjects for asylum to our hospitable shores, where the blight of the
touch of the Roman hierarchy is thus far but lightly felt, though the
tightening grip of its cunning hand, is more and more apparent in each
succeeding national administration. McKinley, the Methodist, became
the dupe of representatives of the Vatican through the influence of his
political advisers. Roosevelt expi'essed the desire to soon see a Roman
Catholic occupying the Presidental chair, and tilted with Taft for a
solid Catholic vote. And Taft, if Catholic laymen are to be credited, so
catered to the pontiff on the Tiber in furnishing over-generous indemnity
to the Vatican for losses to the Church in the Philippine war, as to have
earned the order from Rome for a united Catholic vote in the last
Presidential election. Such a united vote, if Mr. Taft had won, would
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have claimed as an additional reason for sectarian raids on the National
Treasury, ostensibly for the support of education, but really to pay hooded
teachers for promoting- the doctrine of Papal infallibility as unanimously
adopted by the Ecumenical Council of 1870.
True it is, that Catholics now claim that papal infallibility applies
only to question of faith and morals, but in practice they apply the moral
test to every question of National politics, and policies.
O'HARA V S . STACK
On the adjournment of the Ecumenical Council in Rome in 1870,
my good friend Father Stack, serving a Church in Williamsport, Pa.,
delivered a lecture in which he denied papal infallibility in temporal af
fairs, though admitting it in faith and morals. Bishop O'Hara, as a
punishment, removed him as priest from the strong church which for
years he had been acceptably serving, and gave him a weaker congrega
tion. Stack protested on the ground that the Catholic canon law of the
old world gave an aggrieved priest the right to demand of the bishop
that he show cause for such removal before a jury of the priest's peers.
O'Flara denied that this law applied to any of the United States, except
perhaps a part of Louisiana, as all the balance of the United States was
missionary ground to which the canon law of the old world did not apply.
My recollection is that the Pope sustained O'Hara against Stack's appeal.
Court's injunctions were appealed to, and Masters in Chancery as well,
but at the end of possibly seven years, Stack was worn out, broken in
health and impoverished in purse, and died as a charity ward of the
Catholic Church.
He had importuned me in the thickest of the conflict to write an
article for our church papers which I did, showing as he desired me to
do the danger to republican institutions of permitting a bishop to remove
a priest without the right of the priest to appeal, because thereby the
bishops could control through the priests the entire Catholic vote of the
country, and do it too with a club. And thus the politics and policies of
the nation might be put at the mercy of the pope. Stack's prophetic fear
has become historic reality.
Let the reader take notice that it was Stack's denial of the Pope's
infallibility in temporal affairs, that brought his punishment from the
Church.
THB HIERARCHY AND PROHIBITION.
About a year ago there went the rounds of the papers the following,
which was clipped from the Attleboro, (Massachusetts) Daily Sun, whose
Editor is said to be a Catholic.
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"INSTRUCTIONS TO C. T. A. U."
"NOTRE DAME, Ind., Aug. 10.—A sensation was caused at the Con
vention of the Catholic Total Abstinence Union, now in progress here,
when the president of the Union, Rev. Peter O'Callaghan, of Chicago,
announced that he had received a communication from the Pope command
ing that the members of the Union have no connection with the Pro
hibition party."
O'CAEEAGHAN'S PARTIAL CONFIRMATION.

A friend of mine, who was shown the dispatch, wrote to Rev. Peter
O'Callaghan for a confirmation or a denial as the truth might be, of the
statement, and received the following reply:
"ST. MARY'S OF THE LAKE,

PAUEIST FATHERS.

"LAKE GEORGE, N. Y., AUG. 31, 1912.
"MR. JOHN O'BRIEN,

"Dear Sir: I returned last evening from a camp where I have been
away from the mails. The newspaper story you quoted from has come
to me from various sources.
"I received no communication from our Holy Father except his
blessing which we have always received at our conventions. The story
must have started from a statement made in the report of Lu Mueller
that Cardinal Merry Del Val heartily approved of the position always
maintained by our National Union, that it was not proper that we as an
organisation should identify ourselves with the Prohibition party or any
other political movement.
"Sincerely yours in X,
"PETER J. O'CALLAGHAN, C. S."

Merry Del Val's relation to the United States Government on the
one hand and the Pope on the other hand is too well known to make it
necessary to emphasize the statement that he speaks always with authority
from his royal highness. But why not name in his communication the
Democratic party or the Republican party ? Why single out the Prohibi
tion party ? The answer is easy. The immense revenues received by the
Catholic Church from thousands of liquor-dealing members and adherents
in all countries, including our own, and the power of the dominant party
to set up and to cast down, and the efforts of the Prohibition party to
overthrow the Republican party, and all others that favor the rum power,
and the determination of the Catholic hierarchy to dominate the policies
of our government through a united vote dominated in turn from Rome,
are among the reasons why Merry Del Val, the Pope's mouthpiece in the
United States, should by commendation command the Catholics not to
identify themselves with the Prohibition party.
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MANY CATHOLICS l'ROIIIBITIONISTS AT HEART.

And so completely cowed into submission to the Vatican were these
American citizens, members of the Total Abstinence Union, that no
resolution of theirs, if any, was passed, favoring even the abstract prin
cipal of Prohibition has seen the light of day. Doubtless a large majority
of that Union are favorable to prohibiting the liquor traffic, and to
separation of Church and State, and are against the use of public money
for sectarian purposes. But to say so, would, under their system of
education, be to feel that they thereby jeopardized their salvation in time
and eternity.
The Prohibition movement has nothing to gain from catering to the
Catholic Church, though a few hundreds of conscientious priests and
laymen vote our ticket, and thousands of others would do so but for fear
of Rome.
METHODISM AND CATHOLICISM.

It is equally true that if the bishops of the Methodist Church had
kept their vow made in their quadrennial address in 1900 to "summon
and pledge all our preachers and people to a more determined struggle
against the enormous evil of the liquor traffic," instead of catering to
that same Methodist organization known as the Anti-Saloon League,
which was organized to prevent Republican voters from entering the
Prohibition party, and whose slogan has been "Stay in your own party
and vote for the best man," prohibition would be much farther advanced
than it is.
Members of the Methodist hierarchy, viz., the bishops, who have as
much power in stationing the 17,000 preachers as have Catholic bishops
in stationing priests, vie with each other in raising money for churches,
schools, hospitals, and missions. Old-party politicians and their friends
and supporters in the local churches are the most liberal supporters of
these episcopal enterprizes, and most of the bishops cater to them. Hence
they agree to local option or majority rule in motals and to the slogan
"Stay in your own party." And this is the impregnable fortress of liquor
dom. Other denominations are much in the same political role, though
managed on different lines, and thus bishops (Catholic and Protestant),
priests, preachers, brewers, distillers, saloonkeepers, bartenders, bums.
Class leaders, elders, deacons, and habitues of the slums, make their way
at every election to the polls and vote for the same candidates. Ah, what
a happy family. And this brings us back to our starting point, viz.,
Human nature is about the same whether found in Jew or Gentile, in
Protestant or Catholic."

Number 13.

THE EMOTIONAL ELEMENT IN RELIGION.
An Address by S. C. S.

The dictionary says that the word emotion is from emovere, mean
ing to move out, or move forth. And Bene Grant, rector of St. Paul's,
London, says: "It is the one word for a strong excitement of feeling
tending to manifest itself by its effects upon the body." And we add that
it manifests itself more particularly on the face where in a circle not
more than six inches in diameter focus all of the five senses. It is the
dial-plate of the human clock.
PHLEGMATICS.

Emotion is not usually strong in people of phlegmatic or lymphatic
temperament. They are not passive, but have usually the energy of
indolence which, in some people, is very stable. Emotion does not reach
its possible climax in people of sanguineous-nervous temperament; nor
yet in the sanguineous-melancholic; such persons having generally florid
or fair complexion and light hair, and are usually more energetic than
persevering.
PROFESSOR EtWOTT IN 1873.

I was a member of a little circle of five or six men for an evening
with the celebrated phrenologist, Professor Elliott. We gave him no
opportunity to study our physiognomies, for we blindfolded him. We
led in a lay brother, an editor. The professor felt his cranial topography
and then said, "This man has wonderful energy, anything he takes hold
of has to go, for a minute, and he is susceptible to moderate emotion."
A half hour later we turned the same brother's coat wrong side out,
turned up his coat collar, parted his hair in the middle, and took him
in again to the blindfolded professor. The moment his fingers touched
the bumps he exclaimed with a laugh, "O, he still emotes—for a minute."
Emotion lies between passion and sensation, and in part partakes
of, or borders on, both, just as the colors in the rainbow slide into its
neighbors on either side. Sensation begins with the body and affects the
soul; emotion begins with the soul and affects the body. Thoughts lie
at the foundation of emotions; bodily impressions are at the foundation
of sensations. All emotions are produced by thoughts or ideas, as waves
are produced by the winds, or boiling is produced by heat.
The intellect has a process all its own. It consists of premises and
conclusions, or principles and demonstrations, but the soul at the seat of
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all emotion, has a very different way of proceeding. It is thought by
some that the freest scope of the emotions lies in the language of poetry,
music, and the fine arts; the recent restoration of Leonardo De Vinci's
stolen painting Mona Lisa, attracted mobs of scores of thousands. People
go nearly crazy with excitement over some operatic prima donna, and
grow wild over renderings of Shakespeare or Milton or Dante. But
none of these compare in range of action or intensity with the emotions
stirred by religion, which is a subjective principle, and consists so largely
of affections founded on the doctrines of the Bible, a real emotion
generator as to produce the most enduring emotions.
EMOTION V S . FANATICISM.

Now the transition from a genuine emotion that is healthy and
helpful to its possessor and his associates, to a mere wild fanaticism
which is an inordinate or misplaced feeling urging to improper action is
a short and easy transition, that needs always and everywhere to be
guarded against. Such excitement has been properly characterized as
"a spurious fervor arising more from the contagion of companionship
or from transmitted animal magnetism than from enlightened views of
religious truth, applied to the soul by the energy of the Holy Ghost.
"Be not drunk with wine" says the Scripture, but be ye "filled,
(literally drunk,) with the Spirit," thus recognizing man's necessity for
being lifted out of the humdrum ruts of a work-a-day world. And its
routine, languor producing, experiences by some force or agency exterior
to himself. Wine here is a generic term covering all those outward
excitants, such as sensuality, gambling, dancing, theatrical comedies, or
imitated tragedies for all these like alcohol work on the senses and set
the imagination and feelings on fire and illustrates what that prince of
English exegets, F. W. Robertson, once said: "The law of our being is,
that; that which begins with the flesh sensualizes the spirit; whereas that
which begins with the spirit spiritualizes the senses, in which it subse
quently stirs an emotion deep and abiding. The regret is that men mis
take this law of their emotions; and the fatal error is, when having
found spiritual feelings existing in connection and associated with fleshly
sensations, men expect by the mere irritation of the emotions of their
physical being to reproduce those high and glorious spiritual feelings."
It is an attempt to transpose cause and effect.
CAUSE AND EFFECT.

That is to use the effect to produce the cause. I have seen men and
women excite themselves by vocal and other physical activity to a condi-
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tion of frenzy, evidently first, for the purpose of getting the blessing,
and second, for the good of the meeting, but such performance never
does the meeting any good. And- further, the emotion thus generated
quietly evaporates, or dies and is easily buried, sometimes by a single
sentence. It must have been in such a meeting, where the leader had
called each by name with the question, "What has the Lord done for
you?" and received a reply that would tear a passion to tatters, when
he reached a callow youth in his teens who was afflicted with a hairlip
"Well, my brother, what has the Lord done for you?" Whereupon he
arose slowly and' answered with a nasal drawl and a hairlip demonstra
tion, "Well, he nearly ruined me," Of course it broke up the meeting,
for like the stony ground hearers "there was not there much depth of
earth." And this youth must have been Cousin German to the Pennsyl
vania dutchman who in giving his experience and striving at the same
time to find a good excuse for months of absence from the meeting, told
of a sore leg with which he had been afflicted, and suiting the action to
the word by stripping up the left leg of his trousers said, "if ye don't
believe it I will show you," but failing to find the sore said, "Oh, it vas
de oder leg," but failing to find the sore on the right leg said, "Oh, it
vas my Brudder Jake vat had the sore leg." And both of these must
have been closely related to the Swede who on being asked in meeting
whether he did not want to work for the Lord? said "Nay! Nay! I got
a Job up at de Junction." All of these answers would doubtless tend
to excite the emotions, but it would be those of the vaudeville type.
Nevertheless we should be prompt to act on well-founded emotions, and
if we do not have them we should by cultivating the spiritual side of our
nature cultivate them. I think it was Oliver Wendell Holmes who said
"The Man who is never conscious of a state of feeling, or of intellectual
effort entirely beyond expression by any form of words whatsoever is
a mere creature of language." And Henry Ward Beecher once said in
a sermon, this' in substance: "Many men confound moral excitement
with those of their passions, and think it not prudent to act upon their
feelings. They are the reputed wise men who wait till excitement is
cooled. The excitement of passion should cool, but of the nobler powers
never. I should as soon think of saying to the workmen at a foundry:
"Why do you pour that liquid, scintillating iron into the mold? Why
do you not wait till it is cold before you do it?" As of asking a man if
he heeded and acted on his convictions and his judgments of moral truths
when his .intellect was roused and his heart on fire. If he waits till he
has cooled down, these judgments and convictions will be as dross and
cinders compared to what they would have been when his heart throbbed
and was alive with blessed excitement."
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MOUNTAIN VIEWS.

And now let us not forget that the soul's hours of strong excitement
are its luminous hours, its mountain of vision, from which it looks over
the landscape of life with unobstructed gaze, and the observations it then
takes, and the judgments it forms, as far transcend the scope of truth
of its ordinary sight and reasoning as the view from the seaward looking
mountain transcends the view from the pent-up valley. Well has William
M. Combic said "the true life is found in the emotional being, in what
it realizes and in what it impels to. All else—the distinctively bodily
powers, the perceptive senses, the mental faculties,—are but means which
here find their end. In a state of right emotion impelling to right action
and in that only is the true life of humanity realized."
We have not the time to dwell on the chief characteristics and phases
of emotion; such as sensation, susceptibility, mental aspects, nervous
aspects, its range of action etc., etc.; this would require a volume rather
than a fraction of a short thesis. Permit me again to quote from Dr.
Brewin Grant incumbent of St. Pauls. He says: "Religion as a subjective
principle, consists of emotions, regards, or affections, founded on the
doctrines or ideas of religion; as love towards God; faith towards our
Lord Jesus Christ, affection towards men as God's creatures, and toward
the redeemed as nearer brethren. Every doctrine or truth of religion
is to awaken the corresponding sentiment, principle, or emotion."
BIBLE CHARACTERS.

The Bible is perhaps the most matter of fact book in the world, and
yet in some respects the most emotional objective or subjective of all
books. The history of its characters whether consisting of a fragment
or a life pen portrait is largely a history of the emotional. Our first
parents, their children, the going out of Abram into a country he knew
not of, the parting of Abram and Lot, the history and experiences of
Hagar, Sarah, Isaac, Jacob, Rebekah, Ishmael, Esau, Leah, Rachel and
Joseph, as well as of the slaying of the first born, the passage of the
Red Sea, the worship of the calf, the slaying of the worshippers, and the
giving of the law. Yes, Solomon and David and Absalom and Isaiah
and Jeremiah, and Nehemiah, and Esther and Mordecai and Haman, and
Naomi and Ruth with her plaintive cry of "entreat me not to leave thee,
nor to return from following after thee for where thou lodgest I will
lodge, and where thou diest I will die, and there will I be buried; thy
people shall be my people, and thy God shall be my God." Yes, these
and a score of others were largely swayed by, or were instrumental in
swaying others in the realm of the emotional. The history of Job is an
elaborate picture of heart-rending emotion. The Psalms are an embodi-
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ment of emotion, and in them all peoples of all nations find through the
circling centuries an expression of their deepest emotions. And who
can read the story of the Virgin birth, the flight into Egypt, the massacre
of the innocents, the vagrant life of him who created all things and yet
"had not where to lay his head," and especially the pathetic, tear-generating, heart-rending story of the denial, the betrayal, the sleeping disciples
"who could not watch even one hour," when the world's Creator and
Redeemer was writhing with inexpressible anguish under the crushing
burden of a world sin, and the story of Gethsemane, the crushing cross,
the thorn crown, the nail-riven hands and feet, the pierced side, the
wormwood and gall, the taunts and jibes of his enemies, the bloody sweat,
the souls' exceeding sorrow even unto death, and the gambling for his
garments, and the borrowed grave and the weeping women. Yes, who
can read it, and think of what he reads and not weep till there is redness
of eyes and a bosom heaving with inexpressible emotion. Yes, from
Genesis to Revelation emotion like an electric current runs through all
the warp and woof of this divinely inspired weaving.
PENTECOST'S EMOTION.

But go a step further and think of the ten days and nights of sleep
less waiting, watching, longing, praying, pleading, weeping for the descent
of the promised Holy Ghost. Oh! They must have been days and nights
of intensest emotion, and when the day of the completed preparation of
the one hundred and twenty had fully come, being identical with that
solemn festival of the Jews so long observed and known as pentecost;
yes, when the day had fully come, oh! human language even when inspired
utterly fails to convey to any mind not also captivated by the Holy Ghost
the deep inexpressible emotion, that thrilled the souls and bodies, the
reason, the imagination and every sensation of the emaciated suppliants ;
who, fire crowned, "spake with other tongues as the Spirit gave them
utterance;" and as a reflex influence God gave them three thousand
converts in a single day. God in the person of the Holy Ghost could
have entered and possessed the souls and bodies of these agonizing
disciples the first moment of their asking, and it was no fault of God
that it required two hundred and forty hours for them to so clean house,
so sanctify themselves, as to become fit temples for such a royal guest.
They had to struggle against their desire and expectation of a temporal
kingdom, of being "greatest in that Kingdom," the feeling that death
ends all, and that Jesus would not arise. But when they reached a point
when they wanted the Holy Ghost more than they wanted anything else
on earth, Oh then, He cleaned house for them and took such complete
possession of them that their desire for world's emoluments and am-
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bitions and perequisites were forever buried. And please observe their
emotions so wrote themselves in facial expression and physical phenomena
as to lead observers to say, "they are full of new wine." Only another
way of saying "They are drunk."
THE GREATEST NEED 0E TO-DAY.

Is not this the one indispensable need of the Church to-day, namely
the endowment of power? Have we not nearly exhausted ourselves
with formulating, and resoluting, and organizing, and creating and
operating machinery? And now while we would not think of discussing
the emotions excited among politicians in connection with, or preparatory
to, or resulting from the disappointments of political campaigns. Yet is
it not entirely germane to our subject viz: "The Emotional Element in
Religion," to discuss the emotions excited, and the tendencies of these
emotions, regardless of whether they be good emotions or bad emotions,
whether they be heavenward or hellward, only so they be found to exist
in connection with a religious body, having for its sole object the advance
ment of the religion of Jesus Christ. Can we be justly charged with
dragging into the discussion of our subject something foreign to that
subject, when we discuss the upheavals of anxiety, of ambition, of
jealousy, of hatred, of disappointment, of bitterest chagrin all connected
with and intimately related to the proceedings of a religious body, consti
tuted for religious purposes, assembled under religious forms, and con
ducted amid religious ceremonials. Our answer is No. We are not
dragging in a question foreign to our subject, but we are discussing a
branch of our subject entirely germane to the subject. There are emo
tions leading to, or resulting in commotions, and growing out of desired
promotions, or resulting in the long continued and exceeding deep lamen
tations of deserved or undeserved demotion, so that even in religious
organizations emotion, commotion, promotion and demotion are or may
be intimately associated for good or evil, for weal or woe. Are not
some of our religious denominations in themselves great political ma
chines, and many, thank God, not all of their ministers mere clamorers
for the temporal kingdom; mere wire-pullers to be greatest in the king
dom ; to sit as Zebedee's wife's sons, one on the right and the other on
the left of the throne of ecclesiastical power, to be Missionary or Church
Extension or Freedman's Aid Secretary; or book concern agents, or
some other of half-hundred of the multiplied, connectional, high-salaried
places sought by the chronic place-hunters, as the spring-board from
which they hope to vault into the episcopacy? And have not these
hundreds of place-hunters itching ears to hear themselves called bishop;
an office filled thus far by most worthy men, but connected with a name
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foreign to our policy, inconsistent with our church proclaimed theory of
but two orders in the ministry that of deacon and elder; and offensive to
the ears of our great founder John Wesley who to the last contended for
the name General Superintendent. And who shall say that the name
Bishop is not still more offensive to our Great Master who condemned
the love of the uppermost rooms at feasts, and the Chief Seats in the
Synagogues, and greetings in the markets, and to be called of men Rabbi!
Rabbi! He said "Be not ye called Rabbi, for one is your master even
Christ; and all ye are brethren," and call no man father! upon the earth,
for one is your Father which is in heaven. Neither be ye called Masters
(only another name for Bishop) for one is your Master even Christ."
Hear me when I say that the manipulations in a Methodist General Con
ference for the election of Bishops, including the decapitation of some
of that name not yet worn out, finds its parallel only in those political
conventions where is sung, "Hail! Flail! the gang is all here; What the
hell do we' care." And why is it thus? Because while thus far in our
history the office has been filled by men abundant in labors, yet the
disciplinary duties of a Bishop can be compassed in twelve weeks while
the pastor must work 52 weeks and some of them sixteen hours a day.
The Bishop is assured a salary twelve times that of the average pastor,
and on retirement an income ten times that of the retired pastor; fre
quently in every way the equal of the retired Bishop and in addition to
all the bishop waves his episcopal wand annually over the heads of a
thousand pastors and pastorates, fixing without appeal the homes of the
former and the pastors of the latter, a power not now exercised without
appeal by even Roman Catholic Bishops. And beside all he enjoys the
high privilege of being called Bishop! Bishop! Bishop!! a name suffi
ciently offensive in view of our denominational origin, history, and pur
pose to cause the dust of John Wesley to turn over in his grave.

THE GENERAE SUPERINTENDENCY.
He is simply a general superintendent. Just as the hitherto presiding
elder is now simply a district superintendent; only this and nothing
more. Methodism will at no distant day eliminate the one man power
from her polity, become more democratic and less autocratic, or she will
become less in numbers and in influence with thoughtful men and women
the world over; for monarchial forms of government are everywhere
tottering to their fall, and democracy is everywhere on the rising tide.
The conflict between the democracy and the monarchy, the latter on the
one hand represented by our poorer pastoral charges and the pastors
who go where they are sent, and not where they are called to fill them;
and the former on the other hand represented by our richer churches
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and the pastors who are called to fill their pulpits, and compel the
acquiescence of the bishop in making the appointments; this conflict I
repeat, is a great generator of emotion. In fact the low political methods
of the place-hunters in the General Conference; the decapitation of
efficient bishops in order to give their offices to seekers who have a pull
with rich laymen, and the failure of some presiding bishops to recognize
on the floor of the General Conference any member proposing to speak
not in harmony with the autocracy, are all promotive of deepest emotion;
but, it is not the kind of emotion indigenous to pentecost, but the rather
indigenous to that torrid zone where "the worm dieth not, and the fire
is not quenched."
Has not this unholy ambition for place and power and title had
much to do with the decrease in our numbers—for notwithstanding all
our boasting there has been a decrease if we eliminate the figures from
our mission and frontier fields—and,
has it not had much to do with
our decrease in spirituality, and with the death and burial of the local
Church discipline; and with the elimination of the Godward emotional
in our religious life? If the general superintendents were elected for a
term, with the right of a re-election but only for a second term, with
salaries equal to the average of one hundred of our better appointments,
dropping back at the close of their terms into pastorates of the confer
ences whence they came, taking their chances with their brethren again
for their appointments, good, poor, or indifferent. And on retirement
as superannuates share alike with their ministerial brethren in the pas
torate instead of being allowed ten times as much, it would go far to end
this continuous scramble for the place, and for the places that lead to it,
and would end the almost universal reputation we have earned among
the millions of laboring men and their families, viz: That our Church
is no better than the corrupt political parties, and that capital tyrannizes
over labor in the Church with the same fierceness that it does elsewhere.
But again. It is alleged and sustained by some evidence that we have
promoted men as teachers and Church officers who decry an emotional
religion and who minify human depravity and the necessity for a godly
sorrow for sin, and who ridicule sanctification, which is only another
name for holiness, or perfect love. Yes, men who deny the deity of
Christ, the miraculous conception, and the literal resurrection of the
dead, and then send their theological students out destitute of the emotion
in their own hearts so necessary to move other hearts to preach this
emasculated theology, while the Church is left to wonder why the absence
of the old time emotional penitence, that in other years prostrated sinners
at the foot of the Cross with cries and groans and anguish indescribable ?
And wonder too, where are now the tears of joy, and the spirit inspired
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laughter, and the emotional shouts, that shook the rafters of the old
Churches, and the old school houses used as Churches. And at the same
moment shook to pieces the agnostics "Don't know," and the infidel's
scepticism, and the conservator's procrastination, and the scoffer's ridicule,
and brought them all down at the mourner's bench, only to soon be seen
walking and leaping and praising God, as did those made whole through
the preaching of Christ and his immediate disciples, nineteen hundred
years ago.
RELIGIOUS TEARS.

Paul in Acts xx-19 refers to "serving the Lord with lowliness of
mind and with tears." It was, I think, Joseph Parker, who once said
"We see most when our eyes are shut." So our hearts see most when
they have no eyes but tears. A ministry and membership baptized with
tears must help the world. Without the tears it might be ethical, learned,
historical, logical, theological, rhetorical, enthusiastic, magnetic, yes and
histrionic in action and delivery, and yet with all these inefficient in soulsaving; the one thing for which the Church exists. But with the tears
of self-abnegation, the tears of holy joy, the tears of heavenly anticipa
tion, but above all the tears of deep compassion for sinners, it -stoops
and lovingly condescends, and rises in rapture, and soars and with it
carries the penitent sinner from his knees to the bosom of the world's
redeemer, who himself was "a man of sorrow and acquainted with grief."
THE JOY OE THE LORD.

Oh Beloved, "The Joy of the Lord is your strength." If true that
"misery loves company," it is equally true that happiness loves company.
And the unhappy unsaved are attracted to the saved, provided they are
happily saved. Hence do not forget that the Church that rejoices
most,—all other things being equal—is the strongest Church in its attrac
tive power over sinners. The time devoted by a pastor or leader to
bringing the Church membership into a state of religious joy is not lost
time as many suppose, even though the special effort and design is to
secure the conversion of sinners. David though living under a former
and much inferior dispensation knew better. Hence his cry "Restore
unto me." Well what David? "The Joys of thy salvation, then will I
teach transgressors thy way and sinners shall be converted unto thee."
Salvation works like leaven from heart to heart. The pentecostal bap
tism must precede pentecostal ingathering.
CHRISTIAN PERFECTION.

And what shall I say of the deep abiding, inexpressible emotion that
floods the soul when one comes into the experience of perfect love.
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Every one of the twenty-three thousand preachers of the Methodist
Episcopal Church now living, and every one of the more than fifty
thousand who have in the hundred and fifty years of Methodist history
gone to their graves and to the many mansions of their father's house.
Yes, every one of them were compelled as one condition of conference
membership to answer affirmating these questions:
(1) Are you going on to perfection?
(2) Do you expect to be made perfect in love in this life? And
(3) Are you earnestly striving after it? And yet most of our
theological teachers, most of our bishops, most of our pastors, and con
sequently nearly all of our members, and most of our Church papers,
and most of our local Church officials and Sunday school workers have
either quietly ignored, or openly ridiculed, or with arguments denied the
practicability of the ministerial vow, and the doctrine itself, and the
possibility of having an experience in which every entertained thought,
every word uttered and every act performed should be prompted by love
to God and love to our fellowman. And this is the summum bonum of
"Christian perfection," of "sanctification," of "holiness" of "perfect
love," or by whatever other name it may be called. To deny its possibility
is to deny that we can love God as much as we can love him, and this is
not only a paradox, but a denial of the teaching of the decalogue which
Jesus sums up in the dual command of love to God and to man.
The very few Methodist officials and pastors and members who
have in recent years sought and found and professed and preached and
practiced the doctrine of perfect love have been forced by the general
coldness toward it, or open opposition to it, led by many of our Church
officials. Yes, have been forced to yield their convictions in the interest
of peace, or on the other hand to defend it and emphasize it, till as
compared with their opponents they have come to be extremists, and
to be regarded by their brethren as "sanctification cranks." And worse
still, we have by this double dealing lost to Methodism hundreds of
thousands of devoted members, and hundreds of able ministers who in
self-defense, but more in defense of the faith and of their ordination
vow, and with a desire to breathe a congenial religious atmosphere,
surcharged with religious emotion, have transferred to other folds, or
organized and built up other denominations. It was a diverging element
in the Methodist Protestant movement though the elimination of bishops
was the principal one. It sent off from us the Free Methodists, now
numbering many thousands and competing with us in hundreds of
localities. And the Nazarene Church, and the pentecostal Church, these
two now being united in the Pentecostal Church of the Nazarene. Indif
ference toward the doctrine of sanctification by the English Methodist
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had no little to do in influencing that heroic Methodist Wm. Booth—
recently deceased—in the formation of the Salvation Army. Had we
been alive to this doctrine, and to the preaching of the gospel to the
Pennsylvania Germans, Jacob Albright might never have led off in the
formation of the Evangelical Church.

"have ye received?"
What more important question than this. "Have ye received the
Holy Ghost since ye believed?" It is the divine plan and purpose that
our bodies shall be the temples in which the Holy Ghost shall perma
nently reside. In fact He has no other home on this earth. True
Christianity is followed always by the same effect. That which brought
the scenes and experiences and emotions of Pentecost nineteen hundred
years ago can bring it to-day. The days of miracles are not passed.
The conversion of a soul, or its sanctification is as great a miracle as I
see it as was the Virgin birth. Do not let us give way to the heterodox
plea that certain experiences were possible in apostolic times that are
impossible now. It is not so. And there is where the Church has lost
her inspiration, and largely her emotion, her weight, her spiritual philoso
phy. She must not be content to have a Christ two thousand years old.
Instead of dwelling on apologetics, and defending the Christ of the'
first century, she should be living the present Christ who is now praying
for her. What we most need in this Anno Domini 1914 is ten thousand
Pentecosts in ten thousand Churches, and in ten million of hearts, fol
lowed by a perpetual emphasis on "Holiness to the Lord." The cynic
who whines out through his nose that it is hardly worth while to mention
sanctification as a characteristic of Methodist policy, doctrine, and teaching
because it has had so many bad or unworthy or inefficient specimens
among those who profess it, must be ignorant if he does not see that
the same objection holds with equal force against justification and against
all phases of experimental religion. If we are to accept the testimony
of Wesley, and of millions since, that at conversion their hearts were
"strangely warmed," that on confessing their sins their guilt was forgiven
and the Holy Ghost bore witness to it in their souls; then what shall we
do with the testimony of the thousands who declare with equal clearness
and with far deeper and more enduring emotion, that as an after experi
ence they were cleansed from all unrighteousness as the promise had
declared; were relieved of all bent to sinning, were made perfect, not in
judgment, nor knowledge, or in exemption from mistakes but "made
perfect in love" which here is only another name for motive. Yes, what
shall we do with the testimony of Wesley, and Fletcher, and Bramwell,
and Carvosso, and Hester Ann Rodgers, and David Stoner and Drs, Fisk
7
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and Olin, and Payson, and Ghoram, and Phoebe Palmer, and Bishop
Hamlin and Bishop Hamilton and Bishop Jaynes and Alfred Cookman
and a host of others when they tell us through their tears of joy, and
between their shouts of Hallelujah! that they have experienced in their
souls and lives that perfect love which at ordination they professed to
believe in, and expected to experience in this life, and for which they
then affirmed—as did we all—that they "were earnestly striving after."
It is a perfect love that has for its background a perfect hatred of
the devil and of all his works. A love that fills the soul, that saturates
the whole being and stirs every emotion of the soul and is better felt
than told; and yet to continue to be felt must be told, for "out of the
abundance—not of the imagination, nor reason, nor memory but out of
the abundance of the heart—the seat of emotion, the mouth speaketh."
And like everything else in this world you can only keep it by giving it
away.
"Forever
Close to
This all
For me

BISHOP JAMES N. FITZ GERALD

here my rest shall be
thy bleeding side
my hope, and all my plea
the Savior died."

MISS FRANCES E. WILLARD

MISS ANNIE GORDON

This trio stood for the best things as God sees them in Church, in
State, and in the great World."

Number 14.

RIDGE AVENUE, HARRISBURG, CHILDREN'S DAY, JUNE,
SECOND SUNDAY, A. D. 1889. SERMON BY S. C. S.
Children's Day! What a beautiful conception; to consecrate a Sab
bath in June—the month of roses,—"leafy June," as it is called, because
in this month leaves reach their maturity,—to the intelligent,, cultivated
delights of childhood. It is one of the many oases in life's desert journey.
The young rejoice, and the old by mingling with them, grow young
again. Parents are happiest, because it is "more blessed to give than to
receive.'' Amid the fragrance of flowers, the soft notes of singing birds,
the sweeter notes of singing children, all awed into reverence by the quiet
and repose of God's day, we gather in God's house and shout our
hosannas to the children's King.
Just as they decorated and welcomed Christ's entry into Jerusalem
by casting palm branches in the way, so we welcome Him to our inner
hearts, by casting these plants and flowers at his feet.
A BENEDICTION.

This day is a benediction, not only to childhood but to age, for here
are the young men and maidens, the boys and girls of forty years ago.
I imagine their hairs are less gray, their step more elastic, their eyes less
hedged about with the inevitable crow'sfeet this morning than on other
mornings. Wisely and beautifully has Nathaniel Hawthorne written the
recipe for the "renewal of our youth." He says "When our infancy is
almost forgotten, and our boyhood long departed, though it seems but
as yesterday; when life settles darkly down upon us, and we doubt
whether to call ourselves young any more, then it is good to steal away
from the society of bearded men, and even of gentler woman, and spend
an hour or two with children." Well, here we are. So many of us have
stolen away from older company so as to be with the new,—the young,
the joyous,—that quite an army of our own kind confronts us, and
bearded men and gentler woman find themselves, sandwiched between
the buoyant boys and smiling girls.
HAIL !

Hail, Children's day! Hail, thou Church of God! Hail, Sabbath
day, on which our Lord conquered death! Hail, all hail, thou living,
loving Christ, the Son of God. As we sing:
"All hail the power of Jesus' name
Let angels prostrate fall,
Bring forth the royal diadem,
And crown Him Lord of all."
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Well, what shall we talk about to-day? The object of all this orna
mentation, this preparation, this joyous gathering, is first to impress upon
the youth of the Church the importance of securing a liberal education.
And, second, to take collections to be used in paying the expenses of poor
boys and girls who wish to go to school and have little or no money. I
have talked so much on this subject in the past that I am nearly talked
out; and, possibly you are tired of hearing me; but for this I am thankful,
that my talk has not been in vain. Young men in this congregation are
becoming much interested in higher education, and are coming to me
with the inquiry: How can I secure the advantages of an education?
What books had I better read? What school should I attend? Do you
think I could get a college education? These are some of the inquiries.
YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN.

I said young men are making these inquiries. I wish I could say as
much for the young women of our Church and Sunday school. Do not
understand me to speak disparagingly of the aspirations of the girls and
young ladies for they are making much better use of their opportunities
in the public schools of the city than are the boys. It is only now and
then that a boy graduates, but the girls in quite large numbers persevere
to the end and get their diplomas: six, I think, this year. I would that
they should not be content with this, but push on through the college and
prepare themselves for the higher walks of life. The colleges everywhere
are opening wide their doors to the ladies; and, what is more and better,
the ladies are competing successfully with the gentlemen, and are carry
ing off the honors of their classes. If I am correctly informed, at Dickin
son college next week the lady students will have more than their
numerical share of the prizes. So we say; Hurrah for the girls !
JESUS' THEMES.

Now, we propose to lay hold of our surroundings this morning, and
out of them draw lessons that shall help us on and up in life's struggle.
Jesus called attention to the object lessons that were most familiar to
his congregations and compelled them in turn to preach sermons to the
eyes and ears of the masses. He talked to them about houses, trees,
rocks, sand, seeds, birds, lilies, horses, cattle, sheep, wine, bottles, clothes,
dogs, fields, grass, gold, silver, eyes, ears, hands, feet, fishes, flowers,
bread, water, meat, meal, Oh! can you think of anything that he did not
use, as illustrations of divine truth.
EEOWERS PROCLAIM GOD.

What do these flowers teach us this morning? The wisdom and
power of God? None in the universe but God could make a lily, a rose,
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a pink, or a daisy. They may be imitated on paper, or canvas, or wax;
but God alone can make the flower itself. What a dreary world this would
be without flowers. How could we live in it? Riding over the prairies
of the West a few weeks since, here and there peeping up from among
the blades of wild grass were the most beautiful prairie flowers, and I was
instinctively prompted to alight and pluck them; they seemed like old
friends that had followed or preceded me and were there to greet me;
to welcome me; to assure me that I was still in God's land, and that He
who clothed the grass in such radiant beauty, would still care for me.
Did it ever occur to you, as the flowers bend and nod before the wind,
as they seem to look into each other's faces and smile, that they were
talking to each other? It may be a mere fancy, but it is surely a pretty
one. By common consent, running down to us from remote antiquity,
flowers do have a language. The Greeks understood the art of com
municating a message through the medium of a bouquet. The English
poets availed themselves of this emblematic language. Shakespeare's
writings evinced his knowledge and love of flowers.
He represents the
coronal wreath worn by the lovely maniac Ophelia as made up of iwld
flowers, showing the bewildered state of the lovely maiden's faculties.
In the wreath was the crow-flower, known in France as the "fair maid."
Nettles! you know what they are, and how they "sting you to the quick"
if you touch them. The daisy or day's eye, coming early in the year, it
is known as "The Virgin bloom," and lastly he had in it the "long purples,"
commonly called "Dead men's fingers," and so he describes Ophelia as
"A fair maid, stung to the quick: her virgin bloom under the cold hand
of death."
If flowers have a language, what is the language of this one? By
the way what is the name of this flower? Daisy. Yes. Old Ben Johnson
used to write it "Day's Eye." I suppose because it closes its petals at
night and also during a storm. It is found scattered everywhere—in the
pasture and meadow, on hilltop and in valley. When a farmer's boy, I
had no great admiration for it because it grew and multiplied so rapidly
as to crowd out the grass in the meadow, and draw away the nourishment
from the growing corn. We boys had to attack it with grubbing hoes;
and dig it out root and branch, and pile them up and when dry burn them.
Nevertheless, even then, we admired its beauty and the strong desire it
had to live. Mason Good wrote these lines:
"Not worlds on worlds in phalanx deep
Need we to prove a God is here;
The daisy, fresh from winter's sleep,
Tells of his hand in lines as clear.
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"For who but He who arched the skies,
And pours the deep-spring's living flood.
Wondrous alike in all he tries,
Could raise the daisy's purple bud.
"Would its green cup, its wiry stem,
Its fringed border nicely spin,
And cut the gold embossed gem
That, set in silver, gleams within ?
"And fling
it unrestrained and free.
O'er hill, and dale, and desert sod,
That man, where'er he walks, may see
In every step the stamp of God!"

DAISY INNOCENCE.

The daisy has been consecrated to infancy. Look at it with golden
disk, encircled with rays of silver, tipped with a delicate tint of crimson.
Waving amid the grass, in a gentle breeze, it looks like a little child
playing in a green meadow. And so, the language of this flower
is

"innocence."
These children this morning are happy because innocent. I would
you could all retain your innocence. A painter once wanted a picture of
innocence and drew one from life, the likeness of a child at prayer. The
palms of his hands were reverently pressed together, and his mild blue
eyes were upturned with the expression of devotion and peace. The
portrait of young Rupert was much prized by the painter who hung it
up on his wall and called it "Innocence." Years passed away and the
artist became an old man. Still the picture hung there. He had often
thought of painting the counterpart—the picture of "Guilt,"—but had
not found the opportunity.
Our feet must not go into forbidden paths. We must not only wash
but watch our hands, lest they do what God forbids. We must watch our
hearts lest they conceive sin, which brings forth death. Wear the daisy
near your heart, as an emblem of constant innocence. Then you can
continue to sing:
"Jesus loves me this I know.
For the Bible tells me so.
Little ones to Him belong,
They are weak, but He is strong"

THE ROSE AND EXPANSION.

Here is a flower so common that it would be a reflection on your
intelligence to ask you to name it. It is the emblem of all ages, the in
terpreter of all our feelings. It mingles with our festivities, our joys
and our griefs.
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Scripture uses it as the emblem of the joyful flourishing of Christ's
kingdom. "The wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad for them:
and the desert shall rejoice and blossom as the rose" (Isa. 35: 1).
The language of the Rose is "love," and "love" is the name of Him
we worship for "God is Dove." And love is the foundation, super
structure, and capstone of all that is best in all that is good. (Paul
places love high above all other attributes of the human soul. Read 1
Cor. 13.)
If this rosebud which I hold in my hand had been left on the tree,
and the soil had been soft, and the sky genial, it would very soon have
bursted forth a full blown rose. And why? Simply because the life
within it was so abundant that it could not long have contained all that
life, but in blossomed brightness and in swimming fragrance it must needs
have let forth its joy, and like these other roses gladden all the air, and
if when thus ripe it refused to expand it would quickly rot at heart and die.
Just so, the converted boy or girl has love in his heart and he must tell it
to others; not necessarily with his lips, but what is better, with his life,
and thus he blesses the world; but failing to shed the fragrance of the
life within on those around him, that life becomes the citadel of death,
and so we sing, "I love to tell the story of unseen things above."
CHURCHES DECAY BY NOT EXPANDING.

I wish I could tell you children how much more interest is taken in
your happiness and general well-fare than was taken in children forty
years ago, but I cannot. I sometimes think the whole machinery of the
world is run for your accommodation. Schools, books, sports, games,
clothes and holidays for the children consume a large share of the time
and attention of fathers and mothers. They are willing to die for
their children, if need be. Did you ever read of the steamer that was
coming from California a few years ago, and the cry of fire! fire! sud
denly thrilled every heart. Much effort was made to stop the flames,
but in vain. It soon became evident that the ship must be lost. The only
thought now was self-preservation. The burning mass was headed for
the shore which was not far off. A passenger was seen buckling his belt
of gold around his waist, ready to plunge into the waves. Just then a
pleading voice arrested him: "Please, sir, can you swim?" A child's
blue eyes were piercing into his deepest soul as he looked down upon her.
"Yes, child, I can swim." "Well, sir, won't you please to save me?"
"I cannot do both." he thought. "I must save the child and lose the gold."
But a moment ago I was anxious for this whole ship's company! Now I
am doubting whether I shall exchange a human life for paltry gold."
Unbuckling the belt and casting it from him, he said, "Yes, little girl, I
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will try to save you." Stooping down he bade her clasp her arms around
his neck. "Thus, child, not so tight as to choke me; there, hang on now,
and I will try to make to the land." The child bowed herself on his
broad shoulders, and clung to her deliverer. With a heart thrice strength
ened, and an arm thrice nerved, he struck out for the shore. Wave after
wave washed over them, but still the brave man held out and the dear
child held on, until a mighty mountain billow swept the sweat treasure
from his embrace, and cast him senseless on the bleak rocks. Kind hands
ministered to him. Recovering his consciousness, the form of the dear
child met his earliest gaze, bending over him with more than angel minis
trations, and blessing him with mute but eloquent benedictions. My
appeal at this moment is to the parents.
PARENTS BE ACTIVE.

You can add one hundred scholars to the primary department of
your Sunday school in one hundred days if you only had the room. You
can be instrumental in saving not one but many if you are willing to give
up your gold to-add to this building, or, clinging to your gold, these dear
ones will be lost. The lesson of the hour on this glad June Childrens'
day, A. D. 1889, is simply this : Enlarge ! Enlarge Ridge Avenue church ;
enlarge its Sunday school; enlarge its infant class; enlarge the hearts
of its people; enlarge all hearts for the occupancy of the King of kings.

THE ORIGINAL POE.
This amusing story is attributed to former President Taft, who is
said to have told it at a literary dinner. A Negro, he said, knocked at Mrs.
Brown's back door and asked for a job.
"What's your name?" Mrs. Brown asked.
"Mah name's Poe, ma'am," he replied.
"Poe, eh?" said Mrs. Brown, interested that he should have the same
name as the author of the Raven. "I suppose some of your family once
worked for Edgar Allan Poe, didn't they?"
The Negro's eyes bulged, and he struck a resounding whack on his
chest. "Why, ma'am," he said, "Ah is Edgar Allan Poe."—Exchange.

A New Jersey four-year-old likes his Sunday school, but recently he
returned from the Sunday morning session in rather a disturbed condition.
Something had gone wrong and Bobby expressed his disapproval as fol
lows : '1 hey sang suffocate the little children, but I wouldn't sing it."—
L. E. B.

Number 15.

RESPONSIBILITY OF THE STATE.
An outline of an address delivered by S. C. S. before a National Prohibition Con
vention.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Convention:
The subject assigned me is "Responsibility of The State." But
responsibility for what? For "existing evils." Some of those evils
have been outlined by the speakers who have preceded me, namely, "The
Legalized Liquor Traffic," "Sabbath Desecration," "Marriage and Social
Impurity," "Unchristian Education," etc.
What do we understand by the state? Not the state house, for, if
burned, we should cease to have a state; nor the Governor, because,
if dead, the state would be dead; nor the Legislature, else, upon its
adjournment, statehood would be adjourned. We mean something more
than the legislative, judicial and executive machinery with its divisions
and subdivisions and administrations and agencies.
Wendell Philips when a lad said to his father as he saw a riot in
the street in his native city: "Father, why don't they call out the militia,"
The father pointing to the mob said, "my boy there is the militia." And
so pointing to the voters of the state we may properly say, "There is
the state."
THE SPIRIT OP A NATION.

We mean something more than the aggregation of individuals which
constitute the state, and yet we must not forget that a state has personal
individual moral character. That the state has a birth, a life, and it may
have a death. We frequently talk about the spirit of a nation, by which
we mean something more than the habitual way of thinking and speaking
and acting of those who constitute the nation. Peculiar characteristics
attached to different nations. A nation may be rewarded or punished
according to its merits, and a state is only another name for a nation.
EVERY VOTER A SOVEREIGN.

Moral responsibility, however, accurately speaking, attaches only to
the individual, for while states are punished or rewarded in this life,
individuals may be punished and rewarded both in this life and the life
to come. In a republican form of government, such as ours, where the
law of primogeniture is unknown and where sovereignty inheres in the
elector, whether in high or humble life, every voter becomes a sovereign,
has a voice in the government and is responsible for existing evils, not
only to the extent of one vote but to the utmost limit of all the influence
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he might exert for the overthrow of those evils. The voter should be
and do as a citizen the things which if all other voters did the same would
bring the largest possible good to the largest possible number. The individ
ual voter is responsible not for the result of an election, but for the char
acter of the men and the measures for whom his ballot is cast. Senator
Ingalls has said that "the Ten Commandments and Golden Rule have no
place in a political campaign." If this monstrous assertion were true, then
the decalogue would logically have no place in the administration of those
elected in such a campaign. But we must not forget that this same
decalogue furnishes the foundation for all laws worthy the name, and for
every good government that has ever existed on the face of the earth ; and
this applies to every nation from Mount Sinai to Plymouth Rock.
NEITHER OPTIMIST, NOR PESSIMIST.

Taking this view of it, good citizenship brings good statehood. We
are not of the number who think the former day incomparably better in
every respect than the latter. We have little sympathy with the men who
grow ecstatic over the virtues of the so-called "golden age," and are
blind alike to present progress and future promise. Nevertheless, we
deem it the part of wisdom to awake to present danger, and be ever ready
to sound the alarm. The true citizen is neither optimist nor pessimist,
but a happy blending of both. To him the world is not as good as it can
be, else his vocation is prospectively useless; nor yet is it as had as it can
be, else his vocation is retrospectively a failure. lie must have eyes to
see the good and commend it; likewise the evil and condemn it. The
watchman who, to appear pure himself, affects to see only pure things
around him, and thus is wilfully blind to the approaching sword, better
seek a new calling where his romantic soul will find a more congenial
field for its optimism, without the certainty of being made accountable
for the slaughter of his people. A watchman should not only watch, but
be able to see, and quick to warn of impending peril.
RIGHTS OF PROPERTY.

The criminal statistics of today as compared with those of a century
ago, compel us to face an unsolved problem as difficult as it is appalling.
True, a large percentage of crime that culminates in violence or loss of
life is the result, direct or indirect, of alcoholism. We now refer, how
ever, to those crimes committed primarily against the rights of property,
the result of cool deliberation and frequently protected by forms of law
and yet often resulting in destruction of life.
For instance, life insurance has, as anomalous as it may seem, become
in many communities, at once a motive and a means for life destruction.
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Children being led to long for the death of parents, not only to realize on
premiums already paid, but to save themselves from the feared bankruptcy
and starvation that would inevitably follow their long continued payment
in the future.
It is an open secret that many of the officers of our great corporations
count the positions worth more than their large perquisites and sometimes
extravagant salaries. They use the money placed in their hands by over
confident stockholders to form rings within rings. Freight is carried
largely on trains owned and manipulated by these office holding stockhold
ers, and the rank and file of the stockowners must be content with five or
less per cent, paid them annually by these plethoric-pocketed officials, and
this is but one of the many methods employed to rob innocent men, women
and children.
As voters, we elect and reelect men to official position who are openly
charged with having stolen the taxpayers' money and who make no defense.
Our object being not so much to keep our thieves in office as to keep out
of office the thieves belonging to the other party, which, in our estimation,
is always so much worse than our own party. We elect members to
make laws authorizing our courts to license a business for a consideration,
when we know that for every dollar paid by that business into a state
treasury as license fee, $20.00 of the people's money must be paid out to
take care of the results of that business. They make laws through which
the trusts and syndicates bind intolerable burdens upon the masses of the
people, not least among which is their impoverishment, which corre
sponds exactly with the enrichment of the trust. Thus the people are
rapidly surrendering the light by which they see the water they drink,
the means of conveyance from one place to another, and the heat, which
if not itself life is yet the antipode of death. Since, then, the individual
voter is responsible for existing evils, he must be educated to elect men to
office who by the enactment and execution of wholesome laws will correct
those evils. The chief instrument in this educational work must be the
home, the school, the church, the platform and the press. Heroic old
John Pierpont set for himself the task of preaching liquor sellers out of
his pews. He failed.in this, but did the next best thing, namely, preached
himself out of the pulpit. It would have been a fiendish spectacle indeed,
—one to make the devils laugh and angels weep,—if Felix had been
attracted to Paul and they had become boon companions; Felix at
tending Paul's church, occupying a high-priced pew and complimenting
Paul's sermons; meanwhile dividing with Paul the spoils of his energies
and being a light to those around him through the scarlet tinted scintil
lations of his brandy-painted nose, rather than by reflecting the brightness
of the Sun of Righteousness. Fortunately the Bible has no commended
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record of such unholy compromise, but has always been "the savor of
life unto life or of life unto death;" but never the compromising word
of God. It is true there is a premium on smooth preaching, such as will
antagonize sin and sinners with an apology. The standard question of our
day concerning a candidate for any given pulpit is, "Does he get along
smoothly with his people?" "Is he popular?" Yet by these tests Elijah,
John, Jesus, Peter, Paul, Stephen, Calvin, Euther, Knox, Wesley and
Moody were miserable failures.
It is more than possible for many of our ministers to have said to
him at last, "Remember that thou in thy life time receivest thy good
things, verily, thou hast had thy rewardease, money, fame and applause.
GOD DOES EOR US ONLY WHAT WE CANNOT DO FOR OURSELVES.

"Ah! Yes!" says one, "but you must take the world as you find it."
And says another, "you cannot do all in one day." Says a third, "God
must interpose to overthrow evil, for we cannot." Hfe will raise up a
great reformer like Luther, Knox, Wesley, or Savonarola in his own
good time." Meanwhile we must "stand still and see the salvation of the
Lord." And these wise sayings are so many excuses of talk in place of
heroic effort now. Meanwhile the world waxes worse in wickedness and
the Churches of all denominations grow more lenient toward sinners and
toward criminals and toward nominal church members, all of whom
signally, not to say ornamentally, fail to fill their part of the compact as
co-partners for bringing in the millenial glory of square dealing before
God and among men. For the minister to tell his people as individuals
the unvarnished truth about their own sins, doubtless damages him in a
worldly sense, but then he claims to be imitating the example of him who,
to save others, actually lost and found himself, by giving his life.
THE MINISTER RESPONSIBLE.

Not only should the minister deal squarely with his people, but he
should see to it that those finding refuge in his church deal honestly with
each other and with the world at large. If the Levitical code prohibited
the bringing of the wages of a harlot, or the price of a dog into the house
of the Lord as an offering, because both were an abomination unto the
Lord; surely Christians, whose standard is far more exalted, should
scrutinize carefully the offerings of the stealings of her members. We
do not always know when stolen tithes are proffered, but when we do
know they should be resolutely refused.
NO DEFENSE.

What defense has the Church, if, after preaching about the demoral
izing influence of the low threatre and the dance-house, it is proven that
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the church has knowingly accepted the earnings of the threatre or dancehouse to endow a church charity, or to furnish the supplies of a church
hospital? What answer shall we make if we accept as a charity great
buildings for public use, when it is known that the money which purchased
them was stolen from the public or from the laboring classes by sixteen
hours of labor instead of ten, forcing them to exposure to the elements,
thus shortening their lives? If the church allows its members to with
hold support from the pastor, the sexton or the missionary, it will pre
pare the person withholding to cheat the merchant, the grocer, the butcher,
and the printer, and if possible the doctor, the undertaker and the tomb
stone maker.
The church is not supposed to be perfect to be sure. It is a school of
discipline, it is rather a hospital; but not for incurables, neither for con
tagious diseases. I have no doubt that the Master whom we profess to
serve and imitate, if here in person, would go through our churches as he
did through the temple, scourging out many of the tricksters and cheats,
saying: "Ye have made it a den of thieves."
THE TEACHING MOST NEEDED.

We hear much pretty talk about letting the wheat and tares grow to
gether till judgment, and the minister who takes heroic ground must ex
pect to be regarded as "out of harmony with the age," if not as a veritable
"crank."
We need to teach our people that to give stolen money—(that for
which an equivalent has not been rendered)-—to the church, to benevo
lence, or philanthrophy does not justify the theft, is like Achan's wedge,
a curse to the cause receiving it; and by no means sanctifies what remains
in the coffers of the giver.
We should, by our respectful treatment of the virtuous and deserving
poor, as well as by our pity for the dishonest rich, yes, by our own evident
contemp for his booty and its purchasing power, as also by our abhorrence
of his iniquitous methods, endeavor to correct the public estimate of men,
of money and of morals.
We should teach from the pulpit, in the school, and the family that
wealth gradually accumulated, and honestly tithed, is far more desirable
than riches suddenly acquired, because the former is accompanied by a
discipline of industry, as well as by a growing sympathy for the poor,
while the latter is of "the come easy go easy" type.
The American conscience is not dead, but seems to be in a profound
slumber, that nothing but the gospel trumpet blast can arouse. Truly
pious and intelligent men and women all over the land are weeping be
tween the porch and the altar, and crying, "How long, O, Lord, how
long?"
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A TRANSFORMED CHURCH".

If we shall convince the world that the church is not conformed to it,
but "has been transformed by the renewing of the hearts" of its individual
members, we shall find ourselves far on the road to a practical obedience
to the text, "Provide things honest in the sight of all men." The regener
ation of the individual conscience will create a demand for better news
papers, better magazines, and in fact for all kinds of reading matter.
Whitelaw Reid contends that the press of the country is not conducted in
the interest of the public morals, but for the doubtful purpose of securing
the largest possible paid patronage, thus making the largest possible profit.
The improvement of the individual will demand an improvement in
the schools and they, by reflex influence, will elevate the standard of
citizenship. Thoughtful men now contend that our schools are not on the
side of reform. It has come to pass that the college and university are
rivals, not so much in building moral character and developing intellectual
power, as in disciplining the physical forces. Having gone back 2800
years to the practices of the pagan Greeks, they are today endeavoring to
outdo the Olyrnpics in what they are pleased to call manly sports. Supe
riority in boxing, running and rowing bringing greater applause than does
skill in solving a problem in Euclid or tracing analysis in intregal calculus.
Ability to toss a ball in a hitherto undiscovered curve, or to bat it with the
force of the professional sluggard secures more attention at the average
commencement than proficiency in law or profundity in philosophy. We
do not contend against physical development as one of the prime conditions
of a symmetrical manhood, but do argue against the abuse of healthful
sports by which they become hurtful.
We have unfortunately drifted into the autocratic condition that char
acterized the reign of Louis the XIV. In his view the sovereign was
the fountain of all law, authority and justice. His theory was ex
pressed in the well-known apothegm—"The state is myself." So the
modern boss says by his actions, which speak louder than words, "the
state is myself." In place of this teaching every citizen must be inspired
to say, the state is myself. But not for myself except in a sense in which
it is for every other citizen, for we be members one of another.
Too long have our citizens been so absorbed with getting and keeping
money, as to be oblivious to the best interests of the state. Froudes
Caeser quotes Cicero as saying: "Even though I have no enemies, neither
can I boast of enthusiastic friends. If I was supported as universally as
I ought to be, success would be assured. The Knights have fallen off
from the senate. T he noble lords think they are in heaven when they have
barbel fish in their ponds, and they will eat out of their hands, and they
leave the rest to fate."

Number 16.
INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION AND THE CHURCH.
Written by S. C. S. (probably) prior to the year igoo. An argument against war,
rum, and neglected childhood.

"The true basis of patriotism in the highest sense" is found in the
philosophy of Christ, embodied in the so called Golden Rule, "Do unto
others as ye would that others should do unto you." Even pagan philos
ophy taught the same principal negatively "Do-not unto others what ye
would not that they should do unto you."
Only uncivilized, barbarous, savage peoples resort to physical force
in the settlement of differences between individuals and between families.
Among civilized peoples the principal of arbitration before juries prevails,
and he who strikes down his fellow is hailed into court and prison, and
alas for our consistency; if proven guilty of murder in the first degree he
is in turn killed, according to law," in but a little more polite, but not less
unchristian way than that employed by the murderer in taking the life of
his victim. If the individuals, the families, and the communities of
Christian nations must arbitrate their differences, why not the Nations
composed of these individuals, families and communities ? And if Chris
tian nations persist in capital punishment for murder, will they not thereby
limit the probabilities of universal international arbitration ?
NO CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.

Let the convicted murderer be confined for life, at useful employment,
the proceeds thereof to be divided on the basis of necessity or equity, or
both, between the next of kin of the murderer and his victim, and one of
the most plausible excuses for national violation of God's universal law of
"Thou shalt not kill" will be eliminated.
THE CHURCH IN POLITICS.

The churches cannot consistently advocate international arbitration,
so long as their individual members vote for candidates for public office
who favor the establishment and maintenance of great armies and navies.
Their very existence is a menace to universal peace, just as truly as is he
who carries concealed deadly weapons, a menace to the peace of the com
munity in which he lives. Constant preparation for an act, an effect, or
an event, is a constant suggestion to the one thus prepared to perform the
act or to hasten the event.
CHURCH MILITARY COMPANIES.

"The Boy Brigades" and "The Boy Scouts," in so far as they partake
of the martial form or spirit, though offsprings and wards of the church,
III
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whose Captain is the "Prince of Peace," are the conservators and pro
moters and perpetuators, of the war spirit and hence of international
strife, and according to the London Daily Express, the Boy Scout move
ment was born at Mafeking, South Africa, amid bursting bombs and
flying shells. We all know why shells were flying and bombs bursting at
Mafeking in 1900. The Boers were a peaceful home-loving people, and
the war was brought about for the purpose of conquering them and con
fiscating the valuable mines and other property of their rich country.
This was 'a fitting birthplace for an organization which, if its incipiency is
a prophecy of its future history, is to be trained in all the arts of whole
sale, though legalized murder.

Representative A. P. Nelson, of Wisconsin, member of the Board of
Managers of the Board of Temperance, Prohibition and Public Morals, in
the House of Representatives on December 21, delivered a striking address
in support of the prohibition law. The Board is circulating 30,000 copies
of this speech and you will probably receive a copy.

The National Enquirer well says that the "wet journalists" are in
general unhappy because of anything which is done to make prohibition
effective. They do not want the law to be enforced though they rvould
indignantly resent the accusation that they are allies of criminal rebels
against the law.

Frederick F. Hoffman, statistician of the Prudential Life Insurance
Company, says that there were five hundred fewer homicides in 1920 than
in 1919.

About 200 brewers have been investigated and charged with violation
of the Volstead Act.

Number 17.
RELEASED. NOVEMBER 26.

"RELIGION IN POLITICS."
AN OPEN LETTER TO PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT, CHALLENGING
SOME OF THE STATEMENTS MADE BY HIM IN HIS LETTER
TO MR. J. C. MARTIN, OF DAYTON, OHIO, ON
"RELIGION IN POLITICS."
BY REV. S. C. SWAEEOW, D. D.,
PROHIBITION CANDIDATE EOR THE PRESIDENCY IN I904.
HARRISBURG, PA., NOV. 24TH, 1908.
PRESIDENT ROOSEVEET.

My Dear Sir:—I have read your letter to Mr. Martin on "Religion"
in Politics" with a cordial acceptance of many of your unreasoned though
not unreasonable statements, but also with a cordial dissent from some
of your assumed positions; because, if generally accepted and acted upon,
they might prove a menace to the highest interests of our country.
While as you say, "our government guarantees complete religious liberty,
and the right to each man to act in religious affairs as his own conscience
dictates," it also guarantees to the citizen about to cast his ballot, the
right not only to ascertain what is the religious belief of a candidate for
the suffrage of his fellow-citizens, and because of that religious belief
to conscientiously and religiously refuse to vote for any candidate whose
beliefs, in the judgment of the voter, may, if incorporated into actions,
be hurtful to the people. Nor is it in good taste for the President of
the United States to characterize as an "outrage" such conscientious
questionings by the voter. I say this in view of your statement that
"I regard it as an outrage even to agitate such a question as a man's
religious convictions, with the purpose of influencing a political election.
It does "matter what a candidate believes," however conspicuously
he may label his belief with that word "religious." "As a man thinketh
in his heart so is he," saith the Scriptures. "Thinking in the heart"- is
only another name for belief, and, if honest, a candidate's beliefs will be
crystallized into deeds private and public; and, if not honest, he is not
worthy the support of his fellow-citizens at the polls, regardless of what
he believes or disbelieves.
Suppose a candidate "religiously" believes that he owes allegiance
primarily, not to his government, but to an .ecclesiastical potentate who
claims infallibility in temporal as in spiritual things. And believes, too,
that this potentate's claims to universal allegiance from all the rulers of
all the earth are well founded, though in every country where his suprem8
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acy has been acknowledged, it has resulted in the ignorance of the masses,
in religious, and social, and political intolerance and despotism, is it
an "outrage" for the elector about to deposit his ballot to stop and
"religiously" inquire into the "religious belief" of this candidate for his
suffrage? If a candidate's church has, on his entering it, exacted from
him a vow of primary allegiance to its ecclesiastical potentate, he must
either prove false to his vow or to his government. In either case he
is not to be trusted.
Suppose, again, that a part of a candidate's religion is a belief that
it is morally and politically right to have many wives instead of only
one wife, and that government should be so framed and conducted as
to protect him in his polygamous practices? Is it an "outrage" for the
voter to agitate the question of that candidate's religious convictions?
Saul of Tarsus' "religious conviction" was, that in imprisoning and
murdering Christians he was "doing God's service." If he had lived
with those "religious convictions" in our day, and been a candidate for
Presidency, would it have been an "outrage" for the voter to agitate the
question of Saul's religious convictions?
You say the voter "is not entitled to know matters which lie purely
between the candidate and his Maker." But there are no such "matters,"
since a man's relation to his Maker will inevitably influence him in his
conduct toward his fellowmen. It affects his citizenship, hence the right
of the voter to know a man's religious life, as also his family life, business
life, and social life.
You tentatively defend the infidel candidate from inquiry by the
voter into his unbelief, and yet the Bible is the statute book of our realm.
It embraces the moral code on which all our laws are based, in fact all
law the world over, worthy the name of law, whether it be domestic law,
statutory law, national law, or international law. They all have their
germ in the Sinaitic law; and it is found only in that book on which in
our courts we swear to the truth of our testimony, even as we head all
our public documents with Anno Domini, or "In the year of our Lord."
One of the world's most learned logicians once wrote, "Now faith
is the substance of things hoped for." Surely it is competent for the
elector to inquire into the quality and quantity of a candidate's faith,
for it is faith that makes character and crowns effort with achievement.
A candidate's faith is the substance of what the voter hopes for in the
elect's administration.
Yours Fraternally,
For a Christian Citizenship,
SILAS C. SWALLOW.

Number 18.

A HYPOTHETICAL CASE FOUNDED ON FACTS CONNECTED
WITH THIEVING FROM THE STATE TREASURY
AND POINTED OUT TO GOVERNOR TENER
BY S. C. S.
Harrisburg, Pa., January n, 1913.
To His EXCELLENCY, GOVERNOR TENER.
My dear Sir and Brother:—We believe in you as an honest man, bent
on giving the people of this great Commonwealth the best possible ad
ministration and conscientiously intent on correcting promptly any mis
takes you yourself may inadvertently make.
I desire to give you a hypothetical case that has a parallel, and in
the solving of which as a problem you solve another.
A stockholding foreman of a great department store finds ample
reason for discharging the head of one of the departments for dishonesty.
And then discovers that the said department head had participated in,
and probably profited by, the padding of the payroll of his department,
and had in this and other ways defrauded the stockholders out of
thousands of dollars annually, and aggregating in the years hundreds of
thousands of dollars. He being accused of fraudulently receiving divi
dends from such padding. It is further discovered that the said dis
charged head has also robbed his employers out of immense sums of
money by means of excessive charges for so-called "Necessary expenses"
of himself and the numerous clerks in his employ.
This department head on the eve of his discharge by the stockhold
ing foreman of the store, in the hope of covering his own tracks in the
mud, laid off the numerous "pads" on the payroll, and these were
immediately reinstated by the stockholding foreman, presumably to give
him a better opportunity for investigating and punishing the fraud.
Now the stockholding foreman innocently, and for the immediate
well-being of that particular department, appoints the chief clerk of the
thieving head of the robbed department to take the place of the deposed
head, but afterward discovered that in the nature of the case the said
chief clerk must have for years been cognizant of the thieving, and prob
ably a profit-sharing silent partner in the robbery. And not only so, but
had in the meantime been accused of committing a forgery against the
school board of his city, which at the time was "the talk of the town,"
and been guilty of other misdemeanors too numerous to mention.
H5
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What under these circumstances is the duty of the stockholding
foreman?
First.—Toward the firm of which he is a member?
Second.—Toward the chief clerk, elevated unwittingly to be the
head of the department, concerning the robbery of which he had guilty
knowledge before, during, and after the fact.
And now,—if the former "head" had divided the fruit of his rob
beries with his chief clerk, in order to shut his mouth, would not the
said former clerk be likely to divide his income with the deposed head
in order to close his mouth?
Would it not be considered a suspicious circumstance if the deposed
"head" should call upon and congratulate his elevated subordinate in
having gobbled up his former greatness and its emoluments?
And now, my dear Governor, you are a busy man and I do not
expect you to give me an answer to this hypothetical problem, but it is
worth your while to think over it in its relation to all concerned, and
especially in its mutual relation to the stock owning foreman and the
other seven million stockholders.
There are some things that are lawful but not expedient. There
should be no partiality shown in disposing of State thieves, who have
been partners in wrongdoing. A week's alliance is too long.
I trust that your administration may continue as clean as it began,
and that at its close the universal verdict may be: He is not only the
biggest man physically, but mentally, morally and in courage, and in
downright honesty in the gubernatorial chair of any State. An honor
alike to America and to Ireland, from the latter of which we both
remotely sprang.
And for your continued success, and for the complete cleansing of
every Augean stable as fast as you come to it, a large circle of Christian
voters are fervently praying.
Yours fraternally,
SILAS C. SWALLOW.

The problem of the world is how to make nations act like gentlemen,
and so be safe.—Edwin IV. Mead.
The chains of habit are generally too light to be felt, until they are
too strong to be broken.—Dr. Johnson.
He who of life makes sport can prosper never; who rules himself in
naught, is a slave ever.—Goethe.

Number 19.
THE SUBJECT OF THIS LECTURE IS EDUCATION.
If I were going to take a text it would be this—"If any man will do his will he
shall kn\oztf of the doctrine." John 7-17.
A. D. I922.

Many marvelled at the teachings of Jesus in the temple, because
he talked so wisely of divine things, and yet had never studied theology
after the fashion of the Jewish rabbis.
He explains the mystery by telling them that he that obeys God,
or wills even to obey him, gets a knowledge of him. Thus love is made
the basis of this obedience, which by virtue of its motive is cheerful.
Literally "he that wills to do his will" is the meaning of the text: "shall
have a knowledge of him." Thus their wills run harmoniously in the
same channel, and they have a community of interests, of tastes, and
desires.
• . ! ;!
>
SYMPATHY, AND DOVE.

We best know men by being in sympathy with them; by loving them;
by putting our wills in harmony with their wills for their good, as with
God's will for our own good.
So he who would be a successful student of nature, of philosophy,
of truth in all realms must love nature, love philosophy, love truth.
Thus knowledge and obedience are interdependent. We must know in
order to obey, even as we must obey in order to know. They thus become,
interchangeably, cause and effect.
Now inasmuch as law pervades the universe of mind and matter,
this definition of education, it seems to me, is alike germane and com
prehensive, viz.: Education is knowledge of, and obedience to law. Of
course I speak of law in its generic sense.
The first Adam in his innocency doubtless had a knowledge directly
communicated of all things necessary to his happiness, even as the second
Adam knew without learning. Sin is defined as "the transgression of
the law," that is, it puts the race out of harmony with law and its author,
and leaves man to grope in mental and moral darkness, seeking by human
invention alone to know much that can only be learned by a pure heart
dictating a correct life. If it be said that my definition of education
makes "sin and ignorance synonymous," I answer that so the Bible
regards them, where ignorance is willful, "Israel doth not know, my
people doth not consider," "A sinful nation, a people laden with iniquity."
II7
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EDUCATION AND PROGRESS.

Education and human progress have been inseparable through the
ages, and it is well to study them by periods. The shock of man's re
bellion against God was so all-pervading that the epoch preceding the
flood was one of such mental weakness, brutal ferocity, and moral degredation, as to repent God that he had made man.
Only one family was regarded as fit for seeding a deluged and
garnished earth, and even Noah brought over the waste of waters a
nature by no means suggestive of the original vigor and purity of Adam
from whose loins he sprang.
The deluge was probably followed by a mental and moral activity
hitherto unknown. The Assyrians were the pioneers, then came the
efforts of Egypt, Greece and Rome. Evidences multiply of such a
knowledge of mathematics, astronomy, architecture and philosophy, of
language, law, medicine, natural history, and the 'fine arts, as in some
respects to equal, and in others to excel even our own boasted age, in
this year of our Lord 1922. The men, whose names stand out in history,
as the exponents of all these, are Solon, Lycurgus, Demosthenes, Leonidas, and Socrates, Homer and Cicero.
There came a lapse, and why? Prosperity and riches engendered
idleness and vice. God's law was forgotten again; this time in venera
tion of The Church of that day. Education was neglected; not only so,
but prohibited by the then prevailing religion. So, for thirty generations
mind and morals were handicapped, and for the second time "darkness
covered the earth and gross darkness the minds of the people."
Four centuries ago a mighty revival of religion, originating in Ger
many; the now sceptical, irrational, inhuman Germany, swept in its
influence the civilized world, and like Paul fifteen hundred years before,
men began to inquire—Not what may I know?—But what shall I do?
The Bible again came to be read by the common people, as when Jews
and proselytes gathered in their synagogues to read and interpret in
Paul's time, and with it came a revival in letters, science and art, and
to-day, men run to and fro and knowledge increases. Most states of
the old world—except some not named here—as also of our own Country,
rival each other in opening to the young the highest possible mental
culture at the lowest possible cost.
CHURCH AND SCIIOOE.

Our fathers put the school beside the church, indicating the intimacy
of intelligence and religion, of knowledge and obedience, of human in
vestigation and divine authority, one the hand-maid of the other. But
sects multiplied, the government national and state, became the patron
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of elementary education, and in an attempt to render it unsectarian has
well-nigh divorced it from religion, and has correspondingly endangered
alike its utility and stability as a conserving force among men. In our
zeal as citizens, for liberty of conscience for preventing institutions
originating in and supported by general taxation, from becoming the cus
todians and promulgaters of sectarian bigotry, we must distinguish between
that bigotry and the best morality as the foundation of the highest possible
civilization. The Christian system embraces this morality, and we must
choose between it, and first infidelity and afterward paganism, for such
has been the history of the world. The teaching of the Bible in our
public schools (mark I do not say the reading of the Bible, though it may
be true) is indispensable to their permanence, and the stability of the
government that supports them.
How well was it said by Joseph Parker of Eondon, years ago, "The
world may strive to banish Jesus, because He would hold in restraint
man's baser nature in the interests of his higher and immortal nature,
even as did the swine-herders, because He sacrificed the hogs in saving
the man, but woe to the world if Jesus consent to go." And we have
experienced a taste of that woe during the last five or six years, nine
millions slain, the nations of the world about in the same condition as
when God confounded their language at Babel, and yet there are pro
fessors who say—optimistically—there never was so good a world as now.
The necessity for educating the masses finds its strongest argument
in a Republic, in the sovereignty of the people. Rulers should be wise.
The people are the rulers, hence, here, if anywhere, is compulsory educa
tion defensible. The ballot of the ignorant and vicious is as potential as
that of the wise and virtuous, hence the safety of the state demands that
its citizens should be educated. Self-preservation should prompt the
government to enact that its electors should be neither ignorant nor
criminal.
THE; CHRISTIAN HOME;, CHURCH AND SCHOOL.

If on the demand of the Infidel and the Pagans among us, and in
harmony with what some believe to be the genius of our liberty, Christian
Ethics be driven from our Common Schools, what is to save this Nation
from the destruction that came upon other Republics ? I answer, if
salvation be possible with such odds against it, viz.: Six hours a day of
negative teaching through ten or fifteen years of the most important part
of the formative period of the child's life,—it must come through the
teachings of the Christian home, the Christian Church, and the Christian
College. That the latter has an important part in this great work is
evident, when we remember, that to the Christian College is committed
the task of in some sense, finishing what was begun in the home and the
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common school, of correcting and crystalizing the characters, who, by
very virtue of their advantages, are to fill the positions of prominence
and influence, of profit and trust among men.
The College therefore should be, not only the off-spring and almoner
of the Church, being nominally Christian, but a place where love to God
and man, springing out of a regenerate heart, should be the central
thought of all teaching. A College faculty, too spiritually dead, or too
proud or too lazy to give special attention to the soul growth of its
students, is unworthy the material and moral support of the Church,
the very existence of which, as a saving power, depends on its spirituality.
It is however sufficient answer to those who claim that higher education
is becoming secularized, that the Church once claiming a monopoly of
interest in it, is fast losing its hold upon the College and University, to
state that of the three hundred and seventy of these institutions reported
some years ago, over three hundred of them are under denominational
control, and of the less than seventy reported as non-sectarian many of
thejmi are presided over by ministers of an evangelical faith. Sorry are
we to add that a large proportion of them finished their education in
what once was Christian Germany, but has since become Psycologic or
semi-infected Germany. The promulgater of a world war resulting in
eight millions of deaths, and a world-wide hate.
If to know and obey law, human, natural and Divine,—is to be
educated; then it implies, not simply a memorizing of facts, but such a
discipline of body, mind and morals, such a development of original
resources as the world itself indicates. Educo, "to flow or lead out," is
in itself a reproof to those teachers who reverse the order and make it
simply a flowing in, by which the student becomes a mere chattering
parrot, intent on repeating what has been taught him.
THE MIND NOT A HAVERSACK.

Memory, imagination, reason, affection, will and all other mental
and moral faculties are to be strengthened by exercise, by use: and that
is true education which teaches the best method of using them. The
question at graduation should be, not, to what extent have I been stuffed
with facts, figures and formulas? But what am I capable of being and
doing ? as the result of what I have already become and done. The
child's mind is not a haversack to be filled during school day£ for life's
long march, but rather a well disciplined cadet qualified by his curriculum
for life's conflict, and for seeking daily supplies for it, by foraging in
any or if need be in all the realms of nature, of science and of art.
The wealthy and doting father proposing to buy a capacity for his
simpering daughter, was not farther astray than are those who forget,
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that a symmetrical, well-rounded, capability for great achievements is
secured not by chance, nor purchase, but by the mind's struggle in the
sham battle of the recitation room, the laboratory, the society hall and
the rostrum or, deprived of these, amid the more quiet surroundings of
the home. I have little patience with those who, contending for a techni
cal education alone, such as the school of law, of medicine, of business,
or of theology secures, also congratulate themselves on being alone utili
tarian in their theories, as having a monopoly of practical sense.
AN IDLE MIND.

Surely there is utility in the study of the classics, or higher mathe
matics, though never afterward to be used, if the one produces such a
tenacious memory, and the other such vigorous reason, as could not be
obtained otherwise.
This life is a labyrinth of emergencies; the master among men is
he, who is prepared to meet these exigencies: these hitherto unknown,
and now unforseen opportunities, or responsibilities, or environments.
Not so much what he has learned of the past, but the discipline he has
acquired in learning it, qualifies him for the future, and gives him the
elements of captaincy among men.
It is sad yet true, that the trend of our times is toward such an
education that will bring its possessor the most money with the smallest
outlay. The parent or teacher, who stimulates youth to seek culture,
that by means of it he can secure a living easier than without it, appeals
to the baser instincts. "Wisdom is more to be desired than gold, yea
than much fine gold," and the love of it for the sake of its own intrinsic
pleasures, and the joy of communicating its benefits to others makes
the young man a student for life rather than for a few brief months or
years. Though material prosperity is one of the results of education,
and is not to be despised, yet the money-getting argument in its favor
would be as conclusive for ignorance, if ignorance would only bring
wealth.
KNOW SOMETHING OE MANY THINGS.

The advocates of a purely technical culture, make success in life s
chosen calling, and the necessity of concentration in order to thorough
ness, the twin arguments in its favor, seeming to forget that the present
facilities for first general, and afterwards a special training for one s
life work, put both within the reach of him who wills. Next to down
right ignorance of eve'rything, is a knowledge of only one thing, therefore
let the young men and women know something of the history of the
world, and its races, its wars, and its diplomacies: something of the
grasses, herbs and trees, the animals, insects, birds and fishes: the planets
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and stars, their size, distance, orbits, movements, and the seasons which
they control. Something of the elements, fire, water and air, nor be
ignorant of the probable mutations of the earth through the vast ages
since God spoke order out of chaos. Let them study their own bodies
and minds, their interdependence and relation to God and eternity, as
also the prominent outlines of chemistry, philosophy, common law, agri
culture, political economy, language and art, but first in order of time,
as first in importance, let them know much of God's word and will, learn
ing to recognize His hand in all the affairs of nature, of providence, and
of grace.
At every step I have indicated, the student will find law, inexorable
law, let him strive to know it, and put himself in harmony with it. It
may be said, that to secure the merest rudiments of the subjects named,
would render him, who attempts it, a novice in all, a master in none.
But let it be remembered that unless he be blind, deaf and dumb he must
come in contact with all these; he must know something of them; and
should be trained to pursue such lines of investigation, and by such
methods as will bring him to a knowledge of the truth: as far as he goes,
rather than leave him the victim of error and superstition. My thought
is, that education is only begun in the schools and is never finished.
The schools teach how to read and think and incorporate both in human
action.
THE TRUE UNIVERSITY.

Quite to the point were the words of Thomas Carlyle at his installa
tion as rector of the University of Edinburgh. After showing the origin
of Colleges and Universities to have been, "the coming together to learn
by oral instruction, what the more learned knew, says, "The true univer
sity of our day is a collection of books, and the main use of the college
curriculum in the present age, is, that after you have done with
all your classes, the next thing is a library of good books which you
proceed to study and to read." He continues, "What the universities can
do for you, what I have found the university did for me, is, that it taught
me to read in various languages, and sciences, so that I could go into
the books which treated of these things and gradually penetrate into any
department I wanted to make myself master of, as I found it suit me.. .."
Please remember, schools began with their grand aim directed on theology,
their eyes turned earnestly to heaven, asking "What is the nature of this
stupendous universe, and what are our relations to it, and to all things
knowable by man, or known only to the Great Author of man?
This suggests a better understanding of my definition of education,
viz.: "A knowledge of, and obedience to law." Things are this way and
not that way throughout this stupendous universe, and it is so, not by
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chance, but by law, "and God its Author also executes it for all power,
all force is of God. How wonderfully it enlarges our conception of the
wisdom, the power and the love of God, to remember that "not a sparrow
falls to the ground without His notice," that the very hairs of your head
are numbered, "that in all realms, organic and inorganic, from the grain
of sand to the circling earth, from the ant to the behemoth, through- all
spheres and all ages, everything is dominated by law.
NOT KNOWLEDGE BUT PRACTICE.

To know law is one thing: to live in harmony with it quite another
thing. "If any man will do his will he shall know of the doctrine."
Growing out of this is the thought that mere mental apprehension of
cause and effect, of right and wrong, is an important part of education,
but the harmonious adjustment of human will and conduct to this mental
state is the more important. Wlhat profit is it for a man to know that it
is the law of alcohol to inflame the vital tissues: if conscience and will
be not disciplined to resist the temptation to drink it? or to know that
industry and economy are conditions of thrift, if by discipline, the habit
of labor and saving be not established?
It will thus be easily inferred that the discipline of the will into
subjection to God's will, or if you please, into subjection to law, is the
most difficult part of education, and shows the necessity for a constant
recognition of Him, who has all power.
To count out God by the introduction of so-called rationalism, as
did most of the German Universities, for 50 years before the war and
as did a few feeble imitators in our own Country, is an attempt that suc
ceeds in encouraging contempt for all law, natural and moral, human and
Divine. Disregard for the Supreme will is quickly followed by ignoring
social order, statutory law and all rights of property and persons.
Then hazing in college, even to the taking of life, finds apology if
not applause, and out of college, boycotting, embezzlement, and robbery
are, as now made respectable by the magnificence of their proportions.
Nor is the introduction of a new theology multiplying probations, limit
ing future punishment, and restoring the culprit through the purgation
of suffering, at all conducive to good morals here, or a high order of
saint-hood hereafter. So far as morals are concerned, a new God would
be as admissible as a new theology. God's law is the transcript of his
mind and it is "The same yesterday, to-day and forever."
NOT EDUCATION, BUT ITS USE DETERMINED.

Many of the old objections to higher education have expired with
the objectors, but enough survive to claim passing notice.
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It is said that knowledge qualifies its possessor for evil. This is
true, unless he is influenced in the use of it by the golden rule. Knowledge
is not essentially good or bad, and material and spiritual, in its use de
pends on the animus of him who uses it. A knife may be used by the
homicide to take life, or by the surgeon to restore life: the one is a
murderer, the other is a benefactor.
That a large proportion of the thousands of embezzlers and defaulters,
and of the bank robbers and train raiders of the last five years have been
so-called educated men; is answered by the fact, that the ignorant do not
secure positions that afford opportunities for such wrong doing as be
comes conspicuous, and further that soul as well as mind education is
necessary to prevent this old world from going to the dogs.
And again the education of these criminals was but partial, being
disciplined in the knowledge of, but not in obedience to law. Their
defection doubtless began in their disobedience to domestic law, in very
early life, followed by disregard for God's law, in the cherishing of evil
thoughts and covetous desires and culminated in disgrace and sorrow.
EDUCATION VERSUS AMBITION.

It is said that education begets an inordinate ambition, and a cor
responding dissatisfaction with the common work of life: that thus the
professions become crowded, and the demand for idlers being somewhat
limited, we suffer from adventurers; whose necessities make them con
sumers, but whose pride prevents them from becoming producers.
If so, it is because practical obedience to God's law has not been
enforced, as the important part of their discipline. Hear it, "In the
sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread," "He that humbleth himself shall
be exalted," "Godliness with contentment is great gain," "Seek ye first
the kingdom of God and his righteousness and all else shall be added."
We must remember that higher education, in its true sense, does not
necessarily unfit one for common duties. This is proven by the history
of a vast army of men and women, who by means of it, have been made
better farmers, mechanics, merchants, and housekeepers. The plow, the
forge, and the kitchen afford opportunities for cultivated thought, not
less useful or important, though less distinguished, than do the ministry,
or the law, medicine or statesmanship or the profession of teaching.
Cincinnatus was the better plowman, from being able to knock the
dust from his hands, and solve a problem in Euclid, or direct the ship
of state, for he was also familiar with the soil cut by his polished share.
Every grain of it had a history involving other histories, a chemistry
whose adaptation to certain ends he delighted to study, and a possible
future, that led imagination to her loftiest flights.
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The scintillations of Burritt's anvil did but sharpen his vision for
the practical and useful, nor made it less penetrating for the discovery of
the beautiful.
The catsups and the custards, and pies and puddings of Mrs. Scott
are all the more palatable and digestible, from her ability to learnedly
discuss in the North American nearly every day their mixing and their
merits. We know whereof we speak for we sampled her cooking for
days at a time more than twenty-five years ago at Mt. Gretna, Pa.
Paul, one of the most learned of his day, could discuss Greek poetry
and mythology amid the splendors of Athens, the eye of Greece: write a
resume of his hand-to-hand debates with the Jews, on current theological
questions and send it as a letter to Rome, or, if need be, work at his
trade of tent making, contentedly saying, "I was chargeable to no man,
I have kept myself from being burdensome to you, and so will I keep
myself."
COMMON LABOR.

Common labor is rendered common, because gomingn men pursue it.
If all, or many stone masons were as intelligent as was that versatile
Scotchman, Hugh Miller, it would soon aspire to a place among the
fine arts. A highly educated bootblack would be an anomaly among men,
but his opinion, if worthy on law, or language, or science, or art, could
not be vitiated by the grime on his hands, or the sweat on his face.
Never was the problem of domestic help so perplexing as to-day and
permit me to observe here, that this very problem of domestic help in
this Country will not be solved until chemistry and cooking: hygienics
and house-keeping are made coordinate studies, and public sentiment be
set right by providing not for a smattering of education as now, but for
the liberal education of all of our youth irrespective of the vocation they
shall pursue.
Yes, an education useful and thorough in morals, as in mind, rather
than merely ornamental and superficial; and for all classes as a common
birth-right, not only provided for, but insisted upon by parental authority,
backed by the voice of the Church, and sanctioned by constitutional law.
This would soon supply our shops, factories and fields,, our dormitories
and kitchens with laborers, not only worthy of their hire, but content
with their wages and also with their place in the social scale. I his would
result from being filled with the pleasure of their own enriched thoughts
and spiritual emotions, rather than with envyings and jealousies, the
product of mistaking a full purse, for a full heart and mind, as the
principal factor in human happiness.
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EDUCATION V S . EDUCATION.

But again it is said "that many of the most successful in life are
uneducated men."
True, they may not have passed the curriculum of the schools, but
were nevertheless educated: self-taught largely; laboring under the dis
advantages of the lack of thorough culture; successful by virtue of their
own inherent force, and the help of God; and regretting through life that
what seemed to others eminent success had not been largely augmented
by early and thorough preparation for it.
And now, pardon me if I emphasize the importance of a high stand
ard of living quite in keeping with a high standard of knowledge.
To know and not do was a characteristic of Pagan education; but
the Christian system threatens with many stripes the mere theorist.
Jesus, its Author, was no mere finger-board pointing out the way, but a
living guide with staff and lamp—Himself indeed the light—saying "Fol
low me." To know the laws of body, of mind, of matter and of morals
and not be governed by them is to engender insincerity. Then follows
perversion of knowledge, reason, imagination, conscience, will and affec.tion, and you have an intellectual and moral monstrosity; an irresponsible
giant; a ship without a helm, a horse frenzied by spur and whip but with
out the guiding bit; a star out of its system, rushing wildly amid the
crash of worlds. Listen to the language of one of earth's most cultured
sons, "For what I would that I do not, for what I hate that I do," thus I
consent to the law, (mark you, not only knows but consents) "for the
good that I would, I do not, but the evil which I would not, that I do."
"Oh, wretched man that I am, who shall deliver me?" Sad condition, to
know law only to antagonize it: to wish to obey, but be too weak to
execute his wishes.
Where is the remedy £ I answer in recognizing our helplessness by
nature, and securing a new creation by the process of the new birth.
Preaching the doctrine of the new birth, accompanied by the anguish
incident to truth is education in the true sense; body, mind and soul in
harmony with each other; with nature and with God, the student exclaims,
"In all things we are more than conquerors through Him that loved us,"
"Thanks be unto God, that giveth us the victory through our Lord
Jesus Christ."
THE BEGINNING OP KNOWLEDGE.

So it comes to pass as has been said, "A loving heart is the beginning
of all knowledge." This it is that opens the whole mind, quickens every
faculty of the intellect to do its fit work, that of knowing; and therefrom
by sure consequence of vividly uttering forth. It is true that "the heart
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sees further than the head. Indeed without the seeing heart there is no
true seeing for the head so much as possible." Love prompts us to obey
the object loved, and obedience is the organ of spiritual knowledge,
without which all other knowledge is a delusion. I have endeavored to
antagonize the common error, that there can be any education in its
highest and best sense, that does not imply right living. Byron describes
the misery of the disobedient as, "A weary, worn and wretched thing, a
scorched and desolate and blasted soul, a gloomy wilderness of dying
thought."
A cordial acceptance of Jesus, and the sublime philosophy which He
taught by living it, more than by lecturing about it, is the only hope of
the individual as a condition of greatest usefulness and highest happiness
now and forever.
Let me emphasize, forever. For it is more than probable that the
highly cultured and well matured saint, who for seventy years has been
patiently disciplining head, hands, and feet, memory, reason, will and
imagination, conscience, faith, hope and love, will by the very law of
continuity, find further work in the boundless hereafter for the splendid
spiritual structure he has been building here; for the skill in well doing
developed in this seventy years of apprenticeship.
THIS LIFE MERCING INTO THE ETERNAL.

Is it too much to suppose that Abraham still goes out into countries
he knew not of; still in quest of his seed, numerous as the sands and the
stars? Too much to believe that Paul, as Prime-minister of Jesus Christ,
still takes interest in the universal spread of the Gospel ?
Can we believe that Luther and Wesley, Wlhitefield, McClintoc,
Kingsley, Scott and Cookman and Washington and Lincoln and Roose
velt were all their lifetime forming habits here to be set aside yonder?
I have no doubt they began there, where they left off here, with advan
tages for splendid achievements of which we have never dreamed.
Young men and women are being educated for eternity. In whose
service will they be found a thousand years hence? T11 whose service
do they delight now?
We adverted at the beginning to the ebb and flow of National pros
perity, as seen in Egypt, Greece and Rome, dependent on their knowing
and doing or the reverse; a"nd now may we inquire, in the language of
another, as we look at the splendid educational advantages of our Amer
ican youth, "What since the close of the World War is the outlook for this
American Republic? What is to be the destiny of this vigorous aggres
sive, self-governing Anglo-American race? How will the picture so
well begun be completed by the analysts of posterity? Is it the sad fate
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of humanity, after all its struggles, toils and sighing, to turn forever
round and round in the same beaten circle, climbing the long ascent from
the degradation of savage life to the heights of National renown, only to
descend again into the fenlands of despair? Is Lord Byron's gloomy
picture of the rise and fall of Nations indeed a true portrayal of the
order of the world?—see the picture,
"Here is the moral of all human tales,
'Tis but the same rehearsal of the past,
First freedom then glory—when that fails,
Wealth, vice, corruption, barbarism at last;
And history with all her volumes vast
Hath but one page."

Or has the human race, breaking the bonds of its servitude, and
escaping at last from its long imprisonment, struck out across the fields
of sublime possibility the promised pathway leading to the final triumph ?
It remains for each to know and do his part, and all will be well.
Wie need not argue the duty of Methodism, or speak of its origin at
Oxford, hut may ask:
What have we done?
What should we do?

CAUSE FOR HASTE.
As Tompkins was on his way home one night he collided with J enkins,
who was running as fast as his bulk would allow him.
"Why this hurry, Jenkins?" he inquired.
"I'm—going—for—the—police," said Jenkins, between pants.
"We've got a burglar in our house."
"But, surely, you haven't left your wife alone?"
"O, no ! She's holding the burglar!"

When a man takes his best1 girl to the theatre he considers it a priv
ilege, but after he's married a couple of years he looks on it as a favor.

The fellow who bought a store one day, had it robbed the next and
burned on the following day certainly got some quick action on his money.

Number 20.

WHAT HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED BY THE TEMPERANCE
REFORMATION ?
At the National W. C. T. U. Meeting, in Conway Temple, Philadelphia, Dec. 2,
1904, Dr. S. C. S. said in part.

The first historic record of the use of alcohol as a beverage, was
when Noah the husbandman, the second actual head of the human race,
became intoxicated. Probably by accident. He made a sorry exhibition
of himself, as have all grades of drunkards through all the intervening
four thousand years. From that remote period forty-two centuries ago,
one hundred and twenty generations of the human race have come and
gone, and probably through every one of them the use of alcohol as a
beverage has run like a burning, seething death-dealing sewer. It is not
to be wondered at, that the philosophic pessimist of our day, should close
his ears to our pleas for abstinence and prohibition, and answer back:
"As it was in the beginning, and ever hath been, and is now, so shall it
ever be.'' History shows that nearly every century has witnessed efforts to
reform the drunkards, to prevent the innocent from contracting the appe
tite, and to prohibit the traffic. Law, and literature, and philosophy are
filled with its staggering footprints.
The Vedas.^ind Moses; Heroditus and Xenophon; Homer, Aristotle,
and Plato; Ezekiel, David, Daniel, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Nahum, Hosea and
Habakkuk; John the forerunner and Jesus who followed, and Paul who
preached Him, and a thousand others, tell of the curse, the long-sought
cure, and out of Christ the dismal failure to find it. It has been reserved
for the Americans of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the descend
ants of the heroes of Bunker Hill, and Concord; of Lexington and Valley
borge; the descendants of the Moral giants who penned and signed the
immortal document declaring "all men born equal, with inalienable rights
to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness." It has been reserved for
us; to inaugurate, and prosecute, the longest, strongest, most determined
fight of the centuries for freedom from bondage to the Cup, and for
liberty from its law-enthroned despotism.
LIFE AND DEATH.

All history shows that abstainers like Daniel, Isaiah and John, like
the Rechabites, Essenes, Nazarites, Templars and Washingtonians were,
and are blessed; and all drinkers were, and are, accursed. Most of the
nations of antiquity went down largely through the drunkenness, first, of
voluptuous rulers, and then of the imitative people. The future of our
9
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own country, as of- France, England, and Germany, is likely to turn up,
or down with the tide of abstinence or drunkenness. We are slow to see
it, slower to accept it as truth, and slower still to profit by the truth;
but no man can place the signs of the times side by side with the chart
of history, and looking at them together, with eyes purged of lust, and
of covetousness, and purged of party spirit, and remain unconvinced and
unalarmed.
We cannot see just where we now are, in the conflict for sobriety
in this country, without a study of the road over which we have come.
The Colonists brought with them the drinking habits of the Old World.
License and revenue have ever since .gone hand in hand, ostensibly to
regulate and ultimately annihilate, but really to give dignity and pro
tection to, and secure the perpetuation of, this greatest curse of the
human race. If the governments, state and national, had left the traffic
to take its chances with other kinds of business, it would long since have
been convicted and condemned as a nuisance, and driven back to hell
whence it first came. But human cupidity which is only another name
for that "Covetousness which is idolatry;" has always been able to blind
the rulers and the ruled, to three indisputable facts. First: that taxation
implies protection, both to the business and to the man conducting the
business. Second: That, however high the tax put upon the business,
it costs the people to take care of its results many times more than the
revenue derived from such taxation; and, third: That there is no legiti
mate derriand for the business, growing out of any natural appetite, or
physical necessity, found in the individual; but on the contrary, this
law-protected business, creates and perpetuates the appetite, even through
heredity, "and hence creates the illegitimate demand for the traffic.
ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO.

I said we must look back at the road over which we have come.
And first, then, as to the individual and the general habits of the people.
We judge as to whether the tide on yonder beach is rising and falling
by its relative height at the end of hours and not of minutes. So, in
battling with a curse as old .as the race, decades and centuries are the
grade marks to be watched on the reform barometer. A hundred years
ago practically all farmers used liquor in their homes, now compara
tively few do so; though possibly one-third of them occasionally patronize
the bar or the saloon. Then sailors, soldiers and travelers used liquor
almost universally; now it is banished from the Navy, and though toler
ated in the army for a time, till it could reelect a President, it has at
least temporarily departed hence. Then, three-fourths of the clergy drank
habitually and, I state it on the authority of E. C. De Lavan, of New
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York, many clergymen died from its effects; now, not one-tenth drink
even occasionally, and then on the sly and under the ban of public opinion.
It is true nearly a hundred clergymen belong to a club in Philadelphia
where $45,000 worth of liquor is drank annually, but they find it warm
work to stem public indignation. Then the jigger-boss on public works
carried and dispensed whiskey at the expense of the employer. Now the
employer dismisses the regular drinker and distrusts the tippler,'and
800,000 of the 1,200,000 railroad employes are under prohibition. Then,
there was almost a universal belief in the healthfulness of liquors. Now
the schools everywhere except Professor Atwater, at a school bearing the
name of a pioneer abstainer named John Wiesley, and, perhaps a few
others; teach that it is detrimental to the health of the body, of the mind
and the morals. Then, it was a beverage par excellence, at ministerial
ordinations, at funerals, at weddings and at christenings; at barn raisings,
harvestings, apple-cuttings and corn huskings; now, it is almost uni
versally interdicted on these occasions. Then, the use of intoxicants as
a beverage was largely confined to the home, and the village tavern bar
rooms, the latter of which were few and far between. Now the principle
drinking is done in the saloons and clubs, which crowd business centers,
and the poorer-residence centres alike, and outnumber frequently the
churches, schools, and business houses combined.
THE MIDDLE CLASSES EXEMPT.

Among the great middle classes is found the largest percentage of
abstainers, while the spiritually dumb four hundred up-yonder, and the
morally slum ten thousand down-yonder, nearly monopolize the tippling,
and seem proud to have a corner on the drunkenness. This is only an
other evidence of the ethic, and esthetic kinship as well, of the self-as
sumed highest, and the generally conceded lowest stratas of society.
Mrs. Langtry's cock-tail concert at Sherry's in New York to raise money
for the soldiers of that empire on whose domains the sun never sets, but
011 whose armies the Boers did sometimes set; held, you remember several
years ago, is a case in point. Its malodorous promoter, and foul proceed
ings, were chaperoned by the Oelrichs, Havemeyers, Colebrooks, Westervelts, Harrimans and Cammacks. The rates were fifty cents a drink; and
these drinks had the same effect on the bejeweled gin suckers as does the
five cent stuff on the ragged prototypes down on the Bowery. The whole
blase performance could have been duplicated on the same night, in num
bers, intelligence, and moral vileness, though not in tinsel and glamour in
any aggregation of low concert halls in New York, Philadelphia, or
(Chicago. "How to save the millionaire scums, or cream of society, is
getting to be quite as serious a question in this country; as, "how to
reach and save the poverty-stricken slums."
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It could be demonstrated; that, notwithstanding the millions of total
abstainers now, as compared with the almost total absence of them a
hundred years ago, the amount of liquor per capita for the whole popula
tion is much greater now than then; and while beer has, to a large extent,
taken the place of ardent spirits, it has brought no improvement in the
items of disease, poverty, crime and death. The population of this country
has increased in one hundred years, to 1904, from five to probably eighty
millions, or fifteen fold. It is not capable of proof, but it is estimated by
statisticians that pauperism, insanity, imbecility, and crime, have increased
more than thirty fold, or nearly double the ratio of increase in population.
It is a matter of proof however that at least two-thirds of the poverty, in
sanity, imbecility and crime of the year 1900 was chargeable to strong
drink. Of the 7,386 prisoners charged with homicide in that year, 5,096
were drinkers and a large proportion of them were known drunkards.
The amount of liquor consumed in the United States in 1888 was
879,767,476 gallons. In 1898 it was 1,268,326,173 gallons, an increase of
nearly one-half, but the increase in population during that ten years was
less than one-fifth. The increase in pauperism, insanity and crime is
shown by the census of 1900 to have kept pace with the increase of drink
ing for they go hand in hand.
A DECLINE OE INTEREST IN OUR OWN BOYS.

In the matter of total abstinence instruction, the observer would con
clude that more was being done forty years ago than now, nor would he
be far wrong. Then and twenty years preceding and following i860 the
work of the Washingtonians, Sons of Temperance, Women's Christian
Temperance Union and the pledge Societies found in many churches and
Sunday schools told powerfully for total abstinence and prohibition.
These forces together with such movements as were those of John B.
Gough, and Francis Murphy, are now scarcely known, or imitated but
faintly. Now the fewest number of pastors preach statedly on the sub
ject, unless requested to do so; and then many of them only in a per
functory way; not following it up with the circulation of the pledge, as
we did then. The facts are, we raised a generation that, in so far as it
was related to church and Sunday school membership, was committed to
total abstinence and prohibition. And that generation having failed
through the chicanery of the politicians out of the Church, followed by
those in the Churches, to consummate its well begun work, caused political
prohibitionists to despair of a better result if another generation were
similarly educated. Ninety-five per cent, of the voting church member
ship have been led by the liquor sellers to believe, or to pretend to believe,
that the protection of the bloody shirt; protection of the black man; pro-
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tection of iron and wool and whiskey; protection of gold or silver dol
lars; protection of Cubans, Porto Ricans and Filipinos have all, and
each severally and collectively in their turn, been of more importance than
the protection of their own boys and girls.
If a larger number had believed that in a republican form of govern
ment, laws must be enacted by lawmakers elected for the purpose, and
that these lawmakers will enact such laws as they were elected to enact,
and in fact compelled to enact by the withheld support of their constituents;
and if they had believed too that when enacted, these laws would not be
executed unless men are elected who from principle are favorable to such
laws; and so believing had steadfastly voted for avowed prohibitionists
standing on prohibition platforms; the battle would now be over.
PARTY PERFIDY.

A large proportion of our voters have held, as we have shown, either
that there were more important issues; or that one of the old parties
when once firmly established in power, would from an innate tendency to
do right enact and execute prohibitory laws; or, that prohibition must be
accomplished by an omni-partisan or possibly a non-partisan movement.
They have voted accordingly, for men and parties favoring license, rather
than for men and parties favoring prohibition; and the whole country
has had what these voters voted for; namely, license, with all its horrors.
Statutory and constitutional prohibition have remained a dead-letter on
the statute book for lack of officials to execute them. Raws do not leap
from the statute book and execute themselves. And then we have been
taunted with the jeer "prohibition don't prohibit" which is aboiit as wise
as to say that "a rusty axe without a handle or a man to swing it don't
cut."
One strange and discouraging feature of the attempt to cure the
world of this government protected distemper, is the fact that each suc
ceeding generation, seems largely to fail to profit by, or improve upon the
mistaken methods of the generation that preceded; and the world must
needs go over the exploded theories of other years and other states or
nations again and again. Free whiskey, light wines and malt liquor in
nocence, low license, high license, local option, Gothenburg system, mulct
laws, and the stay in your own party, and vote for the best man theory,
must be met anew, and defeated again and again.
Speaking of the Republican party, I am thoroughly convinced that
it would have long since disintegrated, and its better elements have been
absorbed into some third party; one not living in the grave-yard of dead
issues, but for the fear entertained by the people of the dominancy of the
Democratic party. While the Democracy has embraced in its ranks some
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of the best of men; and is doubtless to-day, in the personal integrity of
its leadership, quite equal to its republican rival, yet its relations to
slavery, to the Civil War, to the negro, to education, finance, the liquor
problem, and general progress; has been such as to give potency to the war
cry of the republican leaders, "to keep the rascally democrats out." If
that party following the leadership of some of its strongest states, such
as Georgia for instance, would champion prohibition, as did the republican
party the cause of abolition, it would save itself from a long deserved
death, and he perpetuated in power for the next fifty years. But re
fusing to do this or to do anything, except object to what some other party
is doing, it will be likely to continue its precarious existence, on the crumbs
thrown to it by the Republican leaders, who prefer it as a rival to a
better party, that might be built upon its ruins. If it, I mean the Demo
cratic party, would either adopt some positive issue embracing a moral
element, or dash out its remaining modicum of brains, and get decently
buried, so as to release the thousands of good men now bound as with the
Cords of Mazzepa to its incapable but wildly dashing donkeyhood, this
would in turn release the hundreds of thousands of good men in the
Republican party, whose only excuse for staying there is to keep the
Democrats out. The Democratic party can never again hope to rival the
Republican party in obtaining the favor of the liquor traffic; or of the
trusts, syndicates, monopolies and stock gamblers.; for they are indissolubly joined. The devil himself officiated at the marriage, and has per
sonal supervision of the family affairs; assisted by Boss Brewers Cox,
Busch and Pabst, and chief distiller Greenhut, all under the general man
agement of men who believe in war, and Sherman says "War is hell."
Nor can the Democracy rival the satanic wisdom of the Republican bosses.
Nor equal their facilities for bribing voters, vitiating the registry, stuffing
ballot boxes, swearing falsely to returns and protecting the thieves, robbers
and perjurers who make party success easy. The Republican bosses have
not only the devil's help, but the help now of many of the Cardinals, Arch
bishops, Bishops, Priests, Rectors, Elders, Deacons and Preachers of many
religious denominations including the Methodist, to say nothing of many
editors of religious papers, and presidents and professors of colleges. It
forms a mighty organization; and, while the rank and file are honest, the
democracy can't touch it in the devilish smartness of its liquor dealing
leaders, and it might as well take Sam Jones' advice, and "quit its mean
ness." The only reason for the existence of either party is to beat the
other; the object is to capture for the leaders, the spoils of office. Neither
party has had an issue worthy the name for twenty-five years. The lead
ers of the two parties have changed places two or three times on some
trumped-up issues during that period; and many of them are always at a
loss to know just where they themselves are at.
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Why should Christian men having the capacity for, and holding the
position of captaincy in church and business affairs, and in philanthropic
achievements, so ally themselves with unprincipaled politicians as to be
lead by them, instead of they themselves being the leaders. Why?
*

INORGANIC UNION.

There always has been in this republic, and always will be, an in
organic union of Church and State, notwithstanding the loud cry of- the
political hucksters against it. Their object has been to frighten the re
ligious men who furnish a large proportion of the votes, and pay most of
the taxes into a state of political passivity in order that the hucksters may
furnish the issues, fill the offices, and pocket the emoluments. Has not the
time arrived for the hitherto silent religious partner to furnish at least a
part of the brains, and have some voice in the management of the old
party business; or dissolve the partnership ? Must the saloon tail forever
wag the Church dog?
The only hope of the success of the prohibition movement is in its
ability to enlist the hearty cooperation of the Christian men found in the
Christian Churches. If it cannot ultimately depend on them to do at the
polls, what they pray for in their devotions, it must die.
THE SILVER-LINED CLOUD.

Now while I have painted a dark picture yet it has a bright back
ground; and the cloud has a silver lining. Corporations are saying to
their employees "you must choose between drink and employment." Eife
insurance companies are making specially low rates for total abstainers.
Pure food authorities are prosecuting the venders of impure drinks; and
this if pushed will dry up many a fountain of iniquity. Voters are becom
ing disgusted with the rum subsidized politicians, and are breaking away
from the party thraldom. We seem to have had a ten years slump in the
prohibition movement. We have gone down into the trough of the sea.
We are again on the ascending wave. Every succeeding wave throws a
higher crest than the preceding. Let us trust in God and take courage.
But remember God will not do for us what we can do for ourselves. And
God will have to revise the usual order of things, if he gives this country
a great spiritual revival, before we grapple with the "sum of all villianies.
The foregoing was written and delivered in the year 1904. Liquorward matters grew steadily worse the world over, till—when Germany,
the greatest beer-brewing nation of the world; a large proportion of its
men, women and children being but liquor bloats, blindly inaugurated the
world-war, which continued for four years and resulted in the death of
more than nine millions of people, and a debt on the nations participating
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in the war of over two hundred billions of dollars. But thank God!
It also resulted in the death of the liquor traffic in America and pros
pectively in all the other nations participating in the great world slaughter.
We grieve over our noble dead, but rejoice at the open grave of the
downed liquor traffic. *

Large numbers of the most eminent people in America have signed
a protest to the Spanish government against punitive tariff measures in
tended to force the northern countries, especially Iceland and Finland, to
abandon their partial prohibition laws.
The death rate under one year of age in Cincinnati has fallen from 80
• in 1918 to 39 in 1921. In 1919 and 1920 the rate was 53 and 41, respec
tively.
With some people charity is merely a fad—but that kind is much
better than none at all.
You have a right to draw your own inferences, hut that doesn't
mean you should color them.
The law is the will of the majority.
foundation of free government.

If law goes, liberty goes also.

The will of the majority is the

Number 21.

HEROES.
The following is the substance of a speech on Heroes delivered by S. C. S.
before the National Prohibition Convention at Atlantic City, July 12, A. D. 1912.
Each State delegation designated one of their number as the States hero. Dr.
Swallow refused to go to the platform at first and when he surrendered said
in substance:

Mr. Chairman:
So this is Hero Night at The National Prohibition Convention, and
you propose to canonize a Prohibition hero from each State. On some
anonymous nomination I am to pose as a hero of the old Keystone.
It is a written as well as an unwritten law in judicial proceedings
that the prisoner at the bar should have ample opportunity to plead guilty
or not guilty to the indictment. I now demand sir, such opportunity for
a personal hearing. I don't want to be a hero. Why, there is nothing
in a name.
BILLY NO PROMISCUOUS KISSER.

Let me illustrate. This story is told in Harrisburg: More than a
half century ago, the Rev. Williams Barns was pastor of Grace Church,
Harrisburg. He was of Scotch-Irish antecedents and dialect. He was
familiarly known as "Billy Barns." Once at the session of his confer
ence, the secretary in the roll call, called William Barns three or four
times, but there was no answer, though Billy sat 011 the front seat. The
presiding bishop said: "Brother Barns, your name is being called, why
don't you answer?" "My name is not William, it is Billv." "Why," said
the bishop, "Billy is the name of a little boy," "And,' said Billy, "I
was a very little boy when me mother gave it to me.' He was a bigger
man as Billy than he would have been as William. It is not wise to
manufacture heroes to order. Billy was a theologian, a philanthropist, a
historian, a poet and, best of all, a prohibitionist worthy of being canon
ized as a hero. A woman in his congregation circulated the story that
he had wanted to kiss her. At the next week-day prayer meeting, Billy
arose with much dignity and said in his broad Scotch-Irish brogue: It
is reported that I wanted to kiss Sister J. Now I never did kiss Sister J.
I never tried to kiss Sister J. I never wanted to kiss Sister J. I never
will kiss, nor try to kiss, nor want to kiss Sister J.' Then Sister J.
bobbed up on a rear seat and squeaked out in falsetto stacatto: Then I
must be a liar." To which Billy responded: "That's just what you are,
Sister, and we'll pray for you. Let's pray."
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NO HERO.

And what has all this to do with the hero business. Why this, I
am not a hero, I never tried to be a hero, I never wanted to be a hero
and I never will try or want to be a hero.
Another illustration, personal to myself. I had the honor of per
forming the marriage ceremony for the Rev. Finley B. Riddle, now ten
years in heaven. He was one of the brainiest of men, one of the most
successful of revivalists, a man worthy to be canonized as a prohibition
hero. On the birth of the firstfruits
of the marriage he wrote me with
characteristic brevity and terseness, "It's a boy, we propose to give him
your name. If you have objections, now speak or for ever afterward
hold your peace."' I answered that I would esteem it a high honor to
have a son of Finley B. Riddle bear my name, but it is always a risk to
name a child for a living man, since no one can foresee what pranks the
godfather may cut up before he dies."
And what has this to do with hero-making?
WJiy this. There is no telling what pranks a proclaimed hero may
cut up to the discredit of the cause in which his heroism is alleged
to have been displayed.
AN EMERALD ISI.E'S IDEA.

It was when we had the state thieves on the run in Harrisburg in
1897, just after they had burned the capitol building, preparatory to the
six million steal, and while my case was pending in court that I was
one day sitting in my carriage in front of a store waiting for my wife,
when a broad shouldered, two-hundred-pound Irishman came along and
resting a foot on the hub of my carriage and his elbow on his knee, and
his chin in his palm, he looked up at me for a moment and then broke
out with "Ain't you Dochther Schwallow?" To which I assented. "Well,"
said he, "if you were in our Catholic Church we would canonize you.
We would make a saint of you. This country is coming to be
corrupt and nobody can save it but the praists and the preachers. Parkhurst in New York and you in Pennsylvania, and others elsewhere. The
business men are afraid to spake and the politicians don't want to spake,
and the clergy and praists must spake or pretty soon there'll be nothin'
to spake for sure." I asked his name, but with a wave of the hand he
repiled "Och that don't matter; I am one of the cowardly business men."
Well, I was not just ready to be canonized or made a saint at that
particular juncture of my fight with the state thieves, for only the dead
are canonized and then he must be beatified before he is canonized and it
must be shown that he had performed some miracle while living before
he is beatified when dead, and further that he has performed a miracle
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by his intercession after his death and after his beatification, before he
can be canonized.
NOT READY FOR CANONIZING.

Well, I was not ready to die till I had given a good sound drubbing
to those state thieves, which I did with your help under the direction of
that prince of men, Charles R. Jones, then Pennsylvania State Chairman,
and now for nearly eight years National Chairman of the Prohibition
Party. For did we not carry ten counties of the State for State Treasurer
on the straight prohibition ticket, polling 116,000 votes and did we not
lick the gang out of their boots before the State Superior Court? And
with your help did we not poll 132,000 votes for Governor in 1898?
No I was not ready to die in March, 1897, not ready to be canonized,
not ready to be even beatified.
Well, I am not ready to be heroized, nor heroidized nor heroified yet.
It's a dangerous thing to be a hero. A hero is as easily spoiled as is
goat's milk in August.
There was a long time ago a man by the name of Adam. He was
a great hero, but one day his wife offered him an apple, and the bottom
dropped out of the whole hero business.
BIBLE HEROES.

Then there was that great hero captain Aaron, first aide-de-camp to
General Moses, the greatest prohibition hero of any age. He gave to
the world ten prohibitions. We only one. And Aaron was a hero as
long as he held up Moses' hands. But the people became impatient wait
ing for Moses to come back with the prohibition law and they began to
clamor for local option. Captain Aaron yielded to the clamor and became
a local optionist too, and he took a collection in all the churches, and
when the people did'nt have money to give he took their jewelry and
melted it up and made a calf for the people to worship. And it was a
local option calf. You know the rest. Aaron ceased to be a hero and
his name has been the by-word of the ages, and he died at Mt. H'or.
But so far as I know there is not even a marker to say nothing of a
monument to mark the back-slidden prohibs grave.
Then there was Samson, you have all heard of him, strongest man
in the world, but he went to the barber, or rather the barberess, one day,
had his hair cut a la pickaninny and his heroism went out with his locks
before the barberess's broom.
And then there was Judas I., big I. It stood for Iscariot, which
may have been a perversion of "I carry it," referring to the bag. He
was the great financier hero of his age, a la Pierpont Morgan, got $20.00
one time for a kiss. His heroism evaporated and he busted like many
another financier.
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Then there was Napoleon Bonaparte the soldier's hero of his century.
Wellington Water-lood him one day as we hope to Waterloo the liquor
traffic and he died on St. Helena in bondage to his captors. Oh, its
dangerous to be a hero. Hosanna to-day may mean Crucify him to
morrow.
Then there was the hero Hobson of the Merrimac. A half dozen
giddy girls fell at him one day and kissed all the heroism out of him
in less than two minutes. But I hear that he has recouped his misfortune
by becoming a prohib.
ADMIRAL DEWEY.

Then there was Admiral Dewey, the greatest hero of them all and
he married a good looking woman as he had a right to do; and gave
her his house that had been presented to him by the American people
as-was his privilege to do, and the smiles and huzzahs of eighty millions
of admirers were turned to frowns and hisses.
And then there was Theodore the third. I mean the would be 3rd.
The very embodiment of heroism. He killed lions and tigers. Himself
a regular bull-moose, and you never heard of him that he did'nt feel
"bully," that is like a bull. A hero from his teeth to his toe nails. I
know he was a hero for he said so himself, and he was no Ananias,
unless his personal interests were involved. And this bull moose hero
jumped at one tremendous bound all the way to Chicago, and then had
to walk back like a dung-hill calf.
Say fellows I don't want to be a hero.
And then there was that great hero Champ Clark, the bosom com
panion of that drinking, swearing, smoking Illinois hero. Wfcll Champ's
dawg went to Baltimore head and tail up like a bed bug. A hollyhock in
each ear. And then some man from Nebraska yelled, "Get out, ye gold
standard, yaller dawg." And he trotted back to Washington between
two days, hollyhocks wilted, his tail between his legs, and everybody a
"kicking that dawg around."
Say, I don't want to be a hero. There's no hero good for anything
except a dead hero and I am not ready to die; till from the battlements
of heaven I can look down and see the legalized liquor traffic in hell
whence it came and whither it must go.
Say! I don't want to be a hero.
But friends: There is a Pennsylvania name that deserves to be
nailed to the masthead of our Prohibition Ship of State as the father of
the Prohibition party. More than forty years ago he joined others in
the organization of our party and became its first Presidential nominee.
I move that James Black of precious memory be canonized as our hero.

Number 22.

RELIGIOUS DENOMINATIONS.

SANE AND INSANE.

Delivered by S. C. S. at Ocean Grove.

During our Ministerial Association year last past, we had most ex
cellent addresses on what a few of the many denominations represent.
For the information of the newcomers we herewith present that program.
Dr. Lewis told us what the Baptists stand for; Dr. Weigle the Lutherans;
Dr. Kremer the Reformed; Dr. Dubs the Evangelical; Dr. J. Ritchie
Smith the Presbyterians; Dr. Forncrook the Church of God; Dr. Fox
the Methodists, and Dr. Brown of Lancaster, taking Dr. Sawyer's place,
the Protestant Episcopalians.
During these discussions I put myself in communication with Dr.
Francis Holt Wheeler who, as a representative of that most excellent
magazine Current Literature, now called Current Opinion, had published
a very pretentious octavo 1300-page volume of Facts, some of which re
lating to Church Statistics had been challenged in this Association as
incorrect. In a letter he wrote me in answer to one frotm me, he animad
verts somewhat unpleasantly on the impossibility of getting correct sta
tistics from the Churches. He accuses them of a disposition to make
their figures
larger than the facts would warrant, and intimates that
some of them keep their accounts so loosely that they themselves do not
know their own statistical status, and must needs guess at it, and that
some of them are unduly progressive in their guessing and very con
servative in making good their guesses when challenged, as to what
the different sub-divisions of their several churches stand for, and it is
barely possible they did not know, for I question very seriously whether
some of these factional leaders can trace any legible line of demarcation.
In fact I question whether there is any system of logarithms, or any
calculus deferential or integral or any transit or theodolite capable of
tracing the spider-web-like lines said to exist either in church doctrines
or polity between some of these 170 organizations.
" The survival of the fittest," involving also the growth of the fittest,
and the motives prompting the men and women who laid the foundations
of these various denominations, never found more apt or impressive
illustration than in the continued growth and spread of the denominations
for whose origin and continuance there was and is a real vital reason or
necessity. In other words the denominations whose foundations were
laid in great vital principles, growing out of the degeneracy or false
teaching, or the false living, or the formation of most other denonunations then existing, have had phenomenal growth, while others that hac
their origin in the personal ambition or pique, or rule or ruin disposition
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of their founders, have had a precarious existence, local in its character
rather than world-wide in its influence.
METHODIST BISHOP THIRST.

The Protestant Episcopal, Presbyterian, Lutheran, Reformed, Meth
odist, Friends, and some other churches are transplants from the old world,
and had their origin in a conscientious protest against, the false teachings
of Romanism, or the union of Church and State, or the formalism or
degeneracy or lack of spirituality of the denominations preceding them,
and their growth has been in proportion to their fidelity to the prin
ciples that gave them birth. For example early Methodism emphasized
the new birth, the witness of the Sp:ri1, and Christian love which came
to be known as Christian perfection, as love being the background of
the individual's thoughts, words and deeds. So long as it continued to
emphasize these, it outstripped in growth all other denominations, but when
it ceased to do so, its increase dwindled to one per cent per annum and
this mostly from missions, and its form of government being adapted
to political manipulations, there grew up a system of bossism that linked
the bishop with the presiding elder, with the pastor where susceptible,
and also with the local church boss, and there grew up an inordinate
ambition among its preachers to reach the position of bishop, the boss
of bosses, and its salary of $5,000 a year and half that or $2,500 when
retired, as against the average salary of the pastor of $407 annually and
half of that or $200 a year when he retires. The scramble for the
episcopacy or subordinate corinectional positions that lead to it, is now
the shame of Methodism.
VACANT PULPIT'S AND IDLE PREACHERS.

We might speak with equal plainness of the deteriorations of some
other denominations resulting in vacant pulpits and idle preachers, in
one case 2,000 of each, but forbear. Flow to reach the masses? Flow
to interest men as well as women in church work? Flow to make the
prayer meeting as popular as the club or lodge room. Flow to attract
church members from the pool room, the billiard hall, the bowling alley,
the nickelodeon, the vaudeville, the theater and the saloon have become
burning questions in most churches, and, alas! has found an answer in
a disposition to compete with these worldly attractions by means of church
clubs and church ball games and church theatricals, and church moving
picture shows and Boy Scouts and Boy Brigades bearing guns, swords
and spears to help on the world's peace under the Prince of Peace. But
. thus far the superior facilities of the world, the flesh, and the devil for
propagating and maintaining worldly amusements has made the church
not even a close second to the world in quality or attractiveness. Not
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even a close second to the efforts in the same direction to the Roman
Catholic Church, that by its superior inducements in worldly methods
directed from the Vatican is stealing our Protestant hoys and girls by
the score. Jesus, when on the earth, had only one answer to this whole
damned, I mean accursed, business. It was in the shape of a half dozen
short ropes with knots in the ends, these ropes tied to a stick forming
a whip of small cords, which in a fury of indignation fired by his love
for His Father and his house he lashed the worldlings out of the Church
of his day and overturned the machinery of their foolish and accursed
ecclesiastical commercialism and set to us the example of antagonism
to the established order of things though venerable with age and endorsed
by popular acclaim.
FASHIONABLE LESSONS IN THROAT EXERCISE.

Accuse me if you will of being a pessimist, a knocker, a kicker, but
truth is truth and I must out with it as I see it. It has come to pass
that stalwart able-bodied men. and tight-laced women, the latter wearing
one pant leg encasing two of flesh and blood will sit three afternoons of
a week in the broiling hot sun on the plea of taking exercise, a thousand
of them, five thousand, thirty thousand, and thus exercise their throats
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while eighteen sold professionals, sold as cattle and horses and dogs and
jackasses are sold; take all the exercise that any of the five thousand
get, except with their throats and with their peanut stuffed stomachs,
meanwhile gambling on the game by bets large and small is the curse
of many of the multitudes present, and in the aggregate the greater
multitudes at the hundreds of bulletin boards found in cities, town's,
villages, saloons, poolrooms and even in factories, yes and at the door
of some churches. In some cases church clubs participate in these games
and here give the boys of their Sunday schools their first lesson in loaf
ing, profanity and gambling and the church itself gives responsibility to
those things which the Bible and our church books of discipline condemn.
Men seem bent on making it appear that this life is a comedy, but it is
more a tragedy than a comedy, for all the actors in it for six thousand
years except the comparatively little handful "this generation are dead."
The world is one great sepulchre, cemetery, mausoleum and scarcely a
family now living that has not followed the sombre hearse and kept step
to the music of the dirge. Call life a serio-comedy if you will, but
remember that it is more of a tragedy than even that.
And where are the great merchants, or lawyers, or doctors, or
ministers, or manufacturers, or agriculturists, or artists, or musicians, or
authors that have been produced by these twenty-five years of gaming
and gambling in which the church has had so prominent a part ? Where
are the Lyman Beechers or Henry Ward Beechers, or Phillips Brooks or
Matthew Simpsons, where are the Astors, Vanderbilts, Morgans, Carnegies? Or where are the Websters, Clays, Calhouns, Lincolns, Greeleys
or Sewards. Where are the Lowells, the Wiendell Phillips, the Whittiers,
the Longfellows, the DeWitt Clintons, the Morses, or the Edisons of this
professionally amused generation?
THE PRODUCT IS LOAFERS.

THE DEMAND IS FOR WORKERS.

Oh yes, it has produced its Ty Cobbs, Connie Macks, its McGraws
and its Collins and its Bakers who receive more notoriety, more notice in
the papers, are more talked about than the wizard of the Panama Canal
or scientists like Edison, or the preachers like Ellis N. Kremer, J. Ritchie
Smith, or B. H. Hart. Well the best we can say of the whole gang of
professional amusers is, may a merciful God have mercy on their wasted
souls! We have found through a long life that the best possible exercise
or recreation is a change of work mixed in homeopathic proportions with
unprofessional athletics. There is real music in a hoe handle and scythe,
in a maul and wedges, in an ax and mattock; and Premier Gladstone
knew how to get that music out, and then suit it to the strains of
eloquence that charmed and swayed the British Parliament, and sent a
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stream of plenteous health into the thought currents of a busy world.
Lord Palmerton's echo to Gladstone is found in his terse sentence "The
outsides of a horse are good for the inside of a man." God made man
and gave him a miniature farm on which to make a living, and all went
well until he took to living on forbidden fruit and then he was made to
suffer the lacerations of the brambles and briars he himself had planted.
Lacerations not only of the flesh but of the mind and the soul. All other
vocations are man-made. Send the hundreds of thousands of professional
sporting loafers back to the soil and it would greatly reduce the high
cost of living and what is better at the same time reduce the cost of
high living which cannot be computed in dollars and cents, but in habits,
motives, conscience, souls and eternity. Ask one of these 5,000 howling
loafers sitting half the season on the bleachers and talking about it during
the other half of the season, to help the overworked farmer to hoe his
corn, or gather his harvest, or to chop firewood for an hour for some
poor widow, and he would give you a look of scorn and three chances
to one a curse. We are not opposed to a daily unbending of the mind
in healthful open air recreation. We like golf and tennis and croquet
and quoits and baseball and horseback riding. We have a system of
calisthenics which we practice every day. But what we object to is pro
fessional athletics, in which young men spend their lives in mere play,
and are encouraged in it by our colleges as an advertisement and by our
churches as a decoy. Oh beloved! I pity the man or woman who can
not find in communion with God a joy that outweighs all the joys of
earth. Who cannot find in a real life of useful employment, amusement,
recreation, comfort and consolation. And the moment the church gets
away from the insanity of amusing people, feeding people, clothing
people in order to save them, instead of saving them thoroughly, triumph
antly, gloriously in order to recreate them to amuse them and culture them
and teach them to feed themselves the sooner will we solve the question
of "How can we reach the masses?" Seek ye first the Kingdom of God,
viz: righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy Ghost and all else shall be
added." Yes health, culture, and competence for time and for eternity.
DIVISIONS. .

St. Paul said to the Corinthians "I hear that there be divisions among
you. And I partly believe it." We have improved somewhat in Paul's
credence, during these eighteen hundred years, for what he only 'partly
believed, we now fully believe. In fact we know that in this country
alone, there are, as we have said, jnore than one hundred and seventy
organizations that are known as denominations or Christians. It is true
that many of them are geographical, doctrinal or political subdivisions
of the larger bodies bearing their name with a qualifying prefix. The
10
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last time we counted there were 24 sorts of Lutherans, 15 of Methodists,
12 of Presbyterians, 16 of Baptists. Four bear the name of Catholics,
and another claims to be Catholic without the name. There are 4 Re
formed, 2 Episcopal, 2 Evangelicals, 2 United Brethren, 2 Moravians,
15 Mennonites, 2 Latter Day Saints, 4 Friends (sometimes called
Quakers), 4 Dunkards, 4 Brethren, 3 River Brethren, 1 Church of God
in North America, 1 Church of God and Saints in Christ, and 1 Church
of the Living God. Not to mention 50 or 60 others. Some of them not
yet old enough to be christened; though most of them have their teeth,
and have learned early from the older denomination the dual uses in
which these teeth may be employed. We have not mentioned several
other denominations, their names being so long that it requires more than
one breath to name each. Nor have I mentioned the Schwenkfelders, so
hard to pronounce, numbering 700 members, closely allied in doctrine
with the Methodists.
DIVERTING DIVISIONS.

The "diversions," as Paul expresses it, between some of these de
nominations are quite marked, while, as we have said, others are not so
serious; some believe in much baptismal water and immersion; others
want but little applied by pouring or sprinkling. Some believe in one
dip backward, others in three dips face down. Some believe in foot
washing and others who don't should. Some believe in lamib broth at
communion and others will have none of it. Some do not believe in
church edifices and expel any member who does. Some believe in "Once
in grace always in grace," while others like we Methodists advocate and
practice backsliding. And if our Episcopal Bishop is authority his
followers believe in backsliding as a daily exercise. Some observe the
first as rest day and others the Seventh Day. Some abstain from Friday
meat eating religiously and others because they can't get it. Some won't
travel on Sunday and others, since automobiles, motorcycles and airships
have come into fashion, travel only on Sunday, and seldom in the direction
of a church or Sunday school.
GASOLINE CHRISTIANS.

They have become gasoline Christians and they smell like it, and
so does their religion. They live and move and have their being not
in the God who made them, but in a by-product of the Standard Oil
Company. They are gasoline Christians. We rejoice in the introduc
tion and use of the automobile which the Chinaman characterizes as
"No pushee no pullee but runnee lik£ de devil." We believe in it be
cause it relieves the patient horse of much of his thankless drudgery and
wonderfully facilitates progressive commerce, but the naughty, haughty
mobile is the most dastard Sabbath desecrator of modern times, and the
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gasoline Sabbatarian is becoming all too numerous. Some of these other
denominations sing Psalms only and others confine themselves to ditties.
Some revel in solos so low you .can't hear them and some in an unknown
tongue; and some speak and pray only as the Holy Ghost moves them and
others have not so much heard that there is a Holy Ghost. Some kneel,
some stand, some sit, and some lie on their back in prayer; the latter pray
provided they don't get to sleep before they begin. Some wear plain
clothes of which they are proud and others the most ornamental purchas
able with corresponding increase in pride. Some kiss on meeting members
of the same sect and sex and others confine their osculatory exercises to
those of the opposite sex. Some think it a sinful extravagance to wear
buttons on their coats and ride in $3,000 automobiles; others, of the
gentler sex, cover their dry goods with buttons and sigh for more on
which to put them. Some churches teach their children to dance, play
cards and attend the theater, and others are content with bingo, checkers
and homemade church theatricals in celebration of Christ's birth or
resurrection. Some draw the line on instrumental music as their de
nominational specialty when in their formation state and then can't get
fiddles, trombones, cymbals and cornets enough when they are once
established. Some of these churches distinguish themselves, yes, and
nearly extinguish themselves, in a vain endeavor to prove to the world
that slavery is a divine institution and after splitting ofif from those who
denied the proposition and then spilling a fair share of their blood in an
angry endeavor to destroy those who opposed proprietorship in flesh and
blood and soul they settle down to work under the old Magna-Chartaself-evident principle that "all men are created equal, endowed by their
'Creator with the inalienable right to life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness." Some of these churches spread the table of the Eord before
members who are brewers, distillers, bartenders, saloon keepers and booze
guzzlers, and nearly all of them have been through these fifty years of
government profit-sharing partnership in the liquor business, so well
content with the existing order of things to leave it to their children to
set them the example of saying as the Christian Endeavor Society recently
said in National Convention. "Trusting in the Lord Jesus Christ for
strength no political candidate or party not declaring for the destruction
of the liquor traffic can have my support or vote." And if the churches
of this country had said that fifty years ago and stuck to it the traffic
would long since have been sent back to hell whence it came. Let it
not be forgotten that at the door of the American Church lies the responsi
bility for sending in these fifty years five millions of rum-bloated bodies
to drunkards' graves and an equal number of souls to the drunkards' hell.
There is some missionary work to do at home as well as in heathen lands,
and the instrument is a bit of paper called the ballot.
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NUMBERING ISRAEL.

According to the most reliable reports I have been able to secure, and
I can't vouch for their reliability, there are in this country 12,000,000
Catholics, including babies, I only give round figures, 15,000 priests, 800
members to each priest, average salaries of priests about $700.
Protestant Episcopal Church has 886,000; only 36 per cent, are males,
64 per cent, are females. It has over 5,000 ministers and pays them an
annual salary of $1,200.
The Presbyterian Church, in all its subdivisions including the Church
South, has 1,800,000 members, 72 per cent, female, 38 per cent, male,
13,000 ministers, or about 130 members to each minister. Average salary
per minister is $787.
The Eutheran Church has 2,112,000 members and 7,841 ministers,
or about 270 to each minister, whose salary averages $616.
The Reformed bodies, four in number, have about 450,000 communi
cants, 2,039 ministers, number of members per minister 220, average
salaries $902.
The Methodist Church Bodies have 5,750,000 members, 39,000 min
isters, 145 members per minister and pay $407 average salary.
The Baptist bodies aggregate 5,662,000 members, with 43,000 minis
ters, 129 members per minister. The average salaries paid being $333.
• The United Brethren organization has 296,000 communicants, 2,435
ministers, 122 members to a minister. The latter receives an average of
$122 annual salary.
The Churches of God in North America as distinguished from Church
of God and Saints of Christ, has 24,000 communicants, 482 ministers.
The number of members per minister being 51, and the average salary
being $372.
The Evangelical Association, two branches, numbers 175,000. It has
1,500 ministers whose average salaries are $595. The number of mem
bers per minister being 117.
The Congregationalists, an outgrowth of the Separatists of the Six
teenth Century in England, has 700,000 members, 66 per cent, being fe
male; they have 5,800 ministers, giving to each an average of 21 mem
bers; average salary is $1,042.
The Dunkards of German Baptists report 97,000 members, and 2,255
ministers or one to 43 members. Average salary $533. They are divided
into four branches, viz: "Conservatives," "Old Order," "Progressives,"
and "Seventh Day." Their government is Presbyterian. They have no
creed but are Trinitarian. Baptist is by trine forward immersion. They
do not bear arms, anoint with oil for sickness, wear plain attire, do not go
to law as a rule, receive members by the holy kiss, are total abstainers
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from the traffic or drinking of intoxicants, and practice foot washing as a
sacrament the sexes in separate places.
The Mennonites are divided into fifteen bodies all differing in some
particular, but orthodox according to Evangelical Standard. There is the
Bruederhof. The "Amish," "The Old Amish—" the Reformed. "The
General Conf."—"Church of God in Christ Mennonite"—"Old (Wisler)"
—"Defenceless"—"Mennonite Brethren,"—"The Krirnmer BruederGemeiside"—"The Schellenberger Bruder Gemiende"—"The Nebraskans"-—And last though not least in length of title is "The Bundee Conferenze Der Mennionivten Brueder Gamiende." They have altogether
55,000 members or to be exact just 3,666 members to each division. They
have 1,000 ministers or 54 members to a minister. The latter serving
without compensation. Their baptism is by pouring. They wash feet, and
are presbyterial in church government except that they have bishops as
well as deacons and elders.
The Moravians have two divisions, numbering 18,000 members, 128
ministers; 140 members to the minister. Average salary about $600.
Under the leadership of John Hus and Jerome Roague they opposed
Austrian intolerances and Roman Catholic intrigue.
The Latter Day Saints, two divisions usually called Mormons, be
cause not only the Bible but the book of Mormons are regarded as the
word of God. The latter takes its teachings from the Old Testament,
many of whose characters are polygamists. It was founded by Joseph
Smith, a Vermonter, in 1830. It reports 256,000 members, 1,774 ministers
called Apostles, Patriarchs, High Priests, Seventies and Elders. The
number of members per minister is 145. They believe in a continuous
revelation, the gift of tongues, the literal gathering of Israel and the
restoration of the ten tribes. The Zion will be built on this continent and
Christ reign personally on this earth.
The Jewish membership counts only the heads of families, and num
bers over 100,000 and over 1,000 Rabbis and Cantors, and their average
salaries are over $1,200.
It may be of interest to some of you to be reminded that the Universalists of this country claim to have 64,000 members and 724 ministers,
89 members to each minister, and they pay over $1,200 average salaries.
While they claim that universalism has a tremendously large following, it
is seen by their figures that comparatively few in these 130 years since it
was organized have had the courage to stand up and be counted by joining
the Universalis! Church. Horace Greeley, fifty years ago, claimed to be
one of them and hinted at it in his New York Tribune; but was quoted as
saying during the Civil War that if there is no hell there ought to be one
in which to put rebels against the government. He however, afterward
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condoned this offence by bailing Jeff Davis, running for President on the
Democratic ticket, and soliciting the vote of these same rebels.
The Society of Friends (sometimes called Quakers) is divided into
four denominations. The Orthodox rejects all outward sacraments or
ordinances such as baptism and the Lord's Supper and in law and war
are nonresidents. The Hicksite branch is Unitarian and Universalists.
The Wilberite branch emphasizes, as do not the others, "waiting" worship.
The Primitive branch maintain the ancient testimonies of the Society
more vehemently than do the other three branches. The four branches
have about 114,000 members, 1,479 ministers or 77 members to one minis
ter and pay an average ministerial salary of about $375.
The Church of Christ Scientist reports 85,000 members, 72 per cent,
females, 28 per cent, males. Sixty-seven members to each minister who is
simply a public reader of the Bible and of Mrs. Eddy's supposed comments
on it. The average salary for a reader is $234.
The Christian Church (sometimes called Disciple Church), the fol
lowers of Alexander Campbell, claim now 1,500,000 good ministers, 11,000
churches, a minister to every 187 members.
The Unitarians claim 70,000 members and 541 ministers, 130 members
to each minister, who receives an average salary of over $1,600. They
believe in salvation by service, in one God the Father not a trinity of
persons in the Godhead. They emphasize the dignity rather than the
depravity of human nature. Many Congregational churches have become
Unitarian.
But we must find a stopping place somewhere and so draw the line
at the Seven Adventists bodies with 92,000 members. The American, the
Bahais, the Brethren, and River Brethren, the Buddhists, the Christadelphians, the Churches of the New Jerusalem, Communistic Societies, the
Society. The five Christian Zion Church of Christ, German
Evangelical Protestant Bodies, two of them claiming 34,000, The Inde
pendent Churches, The Holiness Union, The NonSectarian Churches of
Bible Faith, Pentecostal Church of the Nazarenes emphasizing holiness.
The two Salvationist organizations claiming 25,000 members, The Social
Brethren, Society of Ethical Culture, Temple Society, Theoaphical So
cieties, The Vedanta Society, brought from India, and a half hundred
others thus far unnamed, and hard to describe.
DESIRE; AND MOTIVE EOR CHURCH UNION.

The intimation of Professor Charles Richard Henderson, head of the
Department of Sociology at the University of Chicago, recently returned
from the Orient, that orthodox Christians in America should abandon
belief in miracles, in the miraculous conception, and in resurrection, in
order that we may thus influence the heathen to also throw away their
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myth, and embrace a rationalistic Christianity, I think should have no
force with those who have for twenty-five years withstood the plottings
of the higher critics. What is more important, it occurs to me, is a uniting
of our forces as an example to the heathen world, even as several de
nominations are now doing in heathen lands, dividing territory, and the
weaker side withdrawing in favor of the stronger. And all should be
united in Spirit.
America is the greatest missionary ground in the world. Right here
at our very doors are millions of unsaved ones speaking every language
under the sun. They should be corralled for Jesus, but they are confused
by the presence of 170 different church organizations, and their little
sympathy and love of one for the other, will have a tendency to deter the
heathen from entering our open doors. In the fundamentals of Bible
teaching most of these denominations are a unit. Most of the divisions
are superficial, simply the whims of children of a larger growth whose
hearts beat in unison with the heart of our Common and Adorable Re
deemer, and in spiritual union with each other. That many of these divi
sion walls should be broken down goes without saying. That the denomin
ations should federate so as not to unnecessarily lap onto each others ter
ritory, and thus become competitors for the loaves and fishes, is quite
apparent to the thoughtful. And yet a friendly rivalry to excel all others
in being and doing good need not mar the religious life.
DANGER OF A STAGNANT POOL.

God forbid that these rippling, invigorating, music-making streams,
large and small, that now bring spiritual health to the individuals in form
suited to their natural or acquired idiosyncrasies, and also brings order to
the community, and the highest type of civilization to the state should ever
even in the name of Christian unity or charity be converted into one great
stagnant dead sea.
And now in the language of the lamented Lincoln let us, "With malice
toward none, with charity for all; with firmness in the right as God gives
us to see the right, strive to finish the work before us." And further be
able to say with him "I have said nothing but what I am willing to live by,
and if it be the pleasure of Almighty God to die by." And at last what
ever our Church name, be able to say with the immortal Paul "I have
fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the faith, hence
forth there is laid up for me a crown of righteousness, which the Lord
the righteous Judge shall give me in that day." And then remembering the
millions who belong to the artillery, or the cavalry, or the infantry in the
greatest conflict while we belong to some other branch of our Captains
service we may finish Paul's quotation with And not to me only but unto
them also that love His appearing." Amen!

Number 23.

ADDRESS TO INDEPENDENT VOTERS OF PENNSYLVANIA
COMMITTEE.
Delivered at fiochiel

Hotel, Harrisburg, March 30, 1898, by S. C. S.

Gentlemen of the Committee, Representing the Independent Voters of
Pennsylvania:
I must first of all heartily thank you for your tender of the independ
ent nomination for the high office of Governor of the State of Pennsylvania
a state whose population is larger to-day than was that of the twenty
states embraced in the entire Union ninety years ago.
Considerations of health which, to stand the strain implied in an ac
ceptance should be the best; considerations of personal reputation which,
however clean a candidate's personal character, must inevitably be smirch
ed by contact with the pool of politics made dirty by the quarter of a
century's accumulated filth of corrupt bosses and their henchmen; con
siderations of personal ease and comfort to which a candidate must bid
adieu, especially if successful, together with the promptings of some of
my best friends, all conspire to urge me to an immediate and unchangeable
refusal.
On the other hand, duty to the state of my birth and of my love, and
an earnest desire to please Him in whose hand is the destiny of states and
nations, restrain me from a too hasty decision of so important a question.
Like you, I have been the recipient almost daily since the November
election of telegrams, letters, petitions and verbal communications from
nearly all parts of the state, and from men. of every political and religious
creed, all looking towards my acceptance of an independent nomination.
Since Mr. Wianamaker's declaration that he had endorsed by an unscratched ballot all the corruption in both city and state which he so force
fully describes, and further that he will submit his case to the Republican
Convention, whose code of honor will, if defeated there, prevent his inde
pendent candidacy, these appeals to me have largely increased in number
and persistency.
A GENERIC PLATEORM.

It should be clear to all thinkers that in order to a successful effort
to overthrow the corruption—growing out of boss rule throughout the
state, and in its two principal cities, which has nearly wrecked our finances
and quite debauched the manhood of a large proportion of our voters,—
there must be largely an elimination from the state canvass of national
issues. The State must be treated as a great business concern, whose af152
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fairs must be administered by the most approved and most economical
business methods. In order to this the platform must be generic; subject
of course to such specific interpretation as the different partisans who
support it and its nominee may from their point of view see proper to give
it, but these specific interpretations must be held in abeyance to the ex
tent of not forcing them upon others.
Your single-plank platform, viz, "Honest Government," covers every
thing that any good citizen who desires the expulsion of the thieves more
than the triumph of any subordinate issue could ask.
Eet us be sure first of all that we the people and not a lot of pirates
own the ship of state, and settle the question afterward as to the color it
shall be painted and the height or shape of its newly constructed mast,
The platform once accepted, the right sort of a man to stand on it is
next in order. He should be one who is sought by, but does not seek, the
office. A man, all other things being equally favorable, I mean as to in
tegrity and capability, on whom the largest possible number of voters
irrespective of former party affiliations can and will concentrate, and
neither the offer nor his acceptance should be hastily consummated.
Honest Government in Pennsylvania, as I see it, implies -a reduction
of the taxes, state and municipal, to a point at least where it shall not, as
it now does, cost a non wage earner from one-third to one-half of his in
come to carry on the government.
It implies a new capitol, neither too cheap on the one hand, nor too
dear on the other, but one in which there should be a quid pro quo for
every dollar expended.
It implies an elimination of the great army of employes of the state
not essential to the proper conduct of its affairs, and a reduction of from
twenty-five to fifty per cent, of the salaries of those who remain, including
that of the governor, lieutenant-governor and heads of departments.
It implies, as soon as suitable legislation can be obtained, a restricting
of heads of departments and clerks to one salary each, and an elimination
of the fee system by which some of them , for very meagre service and
little responsibility, filch from the tax-payers annually in addition to their
salary an amount approximating one-half the salary paid the President of
the United States.
It implies a relegating to private life of those who by thefts attempted
or consummated, whether in salary grabs, Eexow committees, bribe taking
for legislation, purchasing of supplies, or in any of the score of other ways
now well known to our people, have shown themselves unworthy of public
confidence.
It implies the enforcement of the Constitution, in relieving the carry
ing corporations of the state from the necessity of securing what they
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consider just laws by issuing annual passes to thousands of officials of the
state and of its cities, counties, boroughs and townships.
It implies equality before the law of individuals and companies in
bearing the burden of government.
Good government implies indemnity to the taxpayer for assessments
laid on him for caring for the results of private or corporate business
which enriches the individual but impoverishes the State. It is a principle
of common law more venerable, more sacred and more binding than any
ntere statutory enactment, that one man must so enjoy his rights, or if
you please so conduct his business, as not to infringe on the rights of
others, or in case of such infringement, he must indemnify the loser.
The foreign syndicates that control most of the breweries and dis
tilleries of the state, and by means of mortgages most of the «saloons, each
of which in turn controls an average of ten votes, are enriching themselves
at the expense of our tax-payers. For every dollar they pay to the state
as license fee, it costs the state twenty dollars to care for the results of
their business as found in almshouses, prisons, insane asylums, hospitals
and criminal courts. Honest government implies that they should indem
nify the tax-payer, if they can do so, against this loss, which inures to
their own financial gain.
WHAT IMPLIED.

Honest government implies not only the legal but the legitimate hand
ling of state funds, so that the interest on moneys deposited in the banks
shall not be used by the bosses to buy elections, but shall appear in the
accounts of the banks, and of the state treasurer, as properly applied for
state purposes.
It may imply the retaining of some experienced employes of the state,
when those who help to elect the new governor think they should be dis
missed to make room for them, on the ground that "to the victors belong
the spoils."
It should imply the appointing of men to positions of trust best
qualified for the places to be filled, irrespective of former or present party
service or religious belief.
W)hile a governor is not in a position to guarantee all that the best
citizenship of the state could wish, he should stand steadfastly against all
comers for the highest type of citizenship and statecraft, in an honest and
persistent attempt to correct the wrongs that have grown strong, while
with corresponding ratio the morals of the State have grown weak and its
treasury has been made almost bankrupt. In doing this a governor will
learn in the most sorrowful way the meaning of "uneasy lies the head
that wears the crown."
A woman came to the World's King and asked for her sons high
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positions in the government which they supposed He was about to set up.
He told them they were ignorant of what they asked, for it implied the
drinking from His cup of sorrow, and the purifying suffering of His bap
tism, "and whosoever will be chief among you let him be your servant."
While the position you ask me to stand for is not to be sought as a
sinecure, neither is it one to be shunned from feelings of cowardice.
HONEST GOVERNMENT.

The committee has informed me of letters, now rapidly accumulating
at the office of your secretary, requesting me to permit the use of my name
as a candidate for the office of governor. I have already said that the
office should seek the man. If that large class of people concerning whom
Mr. Lincoln said, "God must love the common people because he has
made so many of them," embracing the laboring men, mechanics, artisans,
farmers and professional, shall request my candidacy in sufficiently large
numbers as to indicate the sentiment general, I shall interpret the vox
populi as vox Dei, but must withhold my consent for a few days, till the
popular wish now being daily recorded shall have had still better op
portunity for expression. I assure you, however, that your choice of an
other shall not be embarrassed by my delay in case I decline, for no
Providence preventing, I will give positive answer within the next few
days.
If I accept, it must be with the understanding that I may also accept
the nomination of other organizations if tendered, provided they are will
ing to risk my interpretation of the meaning of "honest government" as
applied to their political doctrines.

The great secret of success in life is to be ready when your op
portunity comes.—Disraeli.
My first wish is to see this plague of mankind, war, banished from
the earth.—George Washington.

Kindness is catching, and if you go around with a thoroughly de
veloped case, your neighbor will be sure to get it.
t

Whether doing, suffering or forbearing, you may do miracles by per
severing.—Burns.

Number 24.

ADDRESS DELIVERED AT A FOURTH OF JULY, 1900, CELE
BRATION BY S. C. S. ON THREE TESTS OF NATIONALITY.
First, ability to resist a foreign foe.
Second, ability to subdue rebellion.
Third, ability to withstand the enervating effects of material pros
perity.
Under the first head it is claimed by some that war is a necessary evil.
That is is an evil, none will deny. It embraces the final "arbitrament of
the sword." It embraces, too, the thought that "might makes right."
There have been what seemed to be j ustifiable wars that were by no means
justified. For instance, the Hague, the South African and the Philippine
Wars were all, as we see it, unjustifiable. They were based on coveteousness.
2. Our war of the Revolution was inevitable, if liberty, equality and
fraternity, were to be preserved in the earth. The circumstances that
led up to it are clearly shown in the Declaration of Independence, and can
be classed principally under five heads.
(1) Interfering with the making of laws by our legislatures, with
their proper interpretation by the courts, and their being executed by un
trammelled officers.
(2) Quartering troops on us at our expense.
(3) Cutting off our trade.
(4) Imposing taxation without representation.
(5) Attempting to coerce us by barbarous, rather than civilized war.
On June 7th, 1776, Richard Henry Lee of Virginia offered in the
Continental Congress several resolutions like the following:
1. That the united colonies are free and independent.
2. They are absolved from all allegiance to Great Britain.
3. All political connections antagonistic to nationality between the
colonies ought to be dissolved.
These were debated for nearly a month and adopted on July 3d. The
completed declaration was adopted and signed at 2 P. M., July 4th, 1776.
And then the bells rang! And rang!! And rang!!!
Now we are ashamed of some of the uses to which old liberty bell
is being put in this our day.
Then came the struggle for a constitution. A convention of fifty-five
delegates, twenty-nine of whom were college graduates, and twenty-six
not, referred the declaration to Congress to be referred in turn to the
people; please observe, not to be referred to state legislatures for ratifica156
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tion. This is, therefore, a government, not of state rights nor yet of
federal rights, but of all the people's rights. They alone can annul, dis
solve, disrupt.
Smaller states adopted the declaration first; equal representation in
the Senate prompted it. Delaware, New Jersey and New York fought it.
The Clintons, a powerful political ring, were opposed to it. Alexander
Hamilton advocated it, wrote many pamphlets to educate the people. He
was and still is one of the best authorities in the world on "the Philosophy
of Government " He carried his point against hired opponents and New
York adopted it by a small majority.
THE; COUNTRY'S SE;ED.
What was the character of the men who ceded this Country? for
seed is a prophesy of harvest.
I will give you an illustration of the independence that characterized
the fathers of our forefathers. Algernon Sidney, an English refugee in
France, was hunting. Louis XIV coveted his horse, and sent a messenger
to inquire the price. He answered "Not for sale." Louis sent a fair price;
Sidney drew his pistol and shot the horse through the head, saying: "My
horse was born a free creature, has served a free man, and shall not be
mastered by a King of Slaves."
One other illustration of independence: The event occurred in the
old Baltimore Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Bishop
Coke was in the Chair and a subject was being debated in which he was
interested. He was an Englishman with great reverence for the King.
In answering some of the debaters he said, "Do you men think yourselves
my equal?" to which one of the preachers answered, "Yes, and the equal
of your King."
SELF-SACRIFICE.

Now let me give you an example of the self-sacrificing patriotism of
the men who made the nation: Lafayette, conducting the siege of Yorktown, said to Thomas Nelson, Governor of Virginia, "To what particular
spot in the town would your Excellency suggest that we point the cannon ?"
"There," promptly replied the patriotic, noble-minded Nelson, "To that
house ; it is mine, and is the best one in town; and there you will be most
certain to find Lord Cornwallis and the British headquarters."
The second test of nationality is the ability to subdue rebellion. Wlell,
we had that test in 1861-65. Here are some of the steps in the bloody
journey began in 1862. The slayery controversy led to it, accompanied
and followed it; Equality of Senators, North and South; Missouri
Compromise; Extension of Mason and Dixon line; Dred Scott Decis-
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ion; New Territory Claime; Squatter Sovereignty; Election of Lincoln;
Secession of Southern States; Lincoln's slowness to act; Grant cut off,
South West; Sherman cut off Gulf States; Grant in Wilderness, no
retreat, break at four and march; Appomatox; Carpet Bag; Failure to
make qualified suffrage.
We said at the beginning there are three tests of nationality. Wfe
have noticed two.
THE THIRD TEST.

This is the ability of a nation to withstand the enervating effects of
material prosperity. Nations are but aggregations of individuals. The
latter give character to the former. One of the hardest things with which
human nature must contend is to remain as self-reliant, as honest, as open
and frank, as sympathetic with others' sorrows, as tolerant of their faults
and foibles, as generous in the distribution of charities and benevolences,
after one becomes rich as was the case when he was poor. The seemingly
inevitable, rather, I will say, general tendency of prosperity is to render
the individual unsympathetic, intolerant, self-indulgent, and too frequently
licentious. I speak of it in its generic sense. How few the people who
can stand prosperity. I presume this fact gave birth to the prayer of the
deacon for his pastor, "Oh Lord keep him humble and we will keep him
poor."
Well, now, as with the individual so with the nation. One of the
most troublesome fallacies with which a young vigorous, progressive
civilization like ours has to contend, is the belief that the material, and,
indeed, inevitable necessary, drift in morals and religion is from bad to
good; from good to better; from better to best. And that all we have
to do is to sit down to the accumulation of wealth, and some invisible
power will keep us moving morally ever onward and upward.
The tendency of great prosperity is to render men and nations blindly
optimistic. We define optimism as cream and pessimism as skim milk.
MATERIALISM DANGEROUS.

We argue by parallels and analogies that if soil is being improved,
mines developed, railroads, tractions and trolleys built, cities and towns
springing up as by magic, new states being formed, schools, colleges and
universities being built, and libraries established, that all this advancement
in material wealth, in science, art, and literature is an evidence of the divine
favor, or of moral as well as material growth. And then we talk learnedly
of girdling the earth, of having an empire like that of England, "on which
the sun never sets," of manifest destiny that we are to own and rule the
world.
Wje talk about our "eagle scream" being heard the wide world around
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with as much self-assurance as did old Rome boast of her eagles touching
wing tips over all civilizations.
Eove of country next to love for God is proper, commendable and de
sirable. A certain amount of national pride, or if you please to so name it,
national egotism, is not to be despised.
Breathes there a man with soul so dead,
As never to himself hath said
"This is my own, my Native land?"
EVOLUTION V S . DEVOLUTION.

But, we must not allow our marvelous resources, and unexampled
history in revolution and evolution to cause us to lapse into devolution,
if we may coin a word. Our past growth has been the wonder of the
nations and of the centuries. One hundred and twenty-six years ago
to-day we had a population of only about half of the present population
of Pennsylvania alone. Now we have seventy-five millions, and naturally
argue that at the close of the present century we will have three hundred
millions. We are prone to count on growth as we do on the growth of a
tree, or of a child as based on natural rather than on moral laws.
Dr. Bellows has wisely cautioned us against forgetting that while
we are Americans and glory in it, we are also men, and not angels.
Becoming Americans has not purged us of the strain of blood that flowed
in the veins of disobedient Adam, or tempting Eve, or drunken Noah, or
murderous Cain, or backsliding Peter, or treacherous Judas, and perse
cuting Saul of Tarsus. We are immediately descended from Queen
Mary as well as from good Queen Bess, from Arnold and Andre and Burr
as well as from Washington, Madison, Jefferson and Hamilton.
Though Americans, we have not been able to graduate out of the
race of Adam into a superior order of beings, with tendencies and apti
tudes upward rather than downward. We must still reckon with heredi
tary tendencies. To grow better means plodding, uphill work. Struggle!
It is still true that the price we must pay for liberty of conscience, liberty
from sin, liberty from crime, liberty from political competition, liberty
from all kinds of bondage is "vigilance." That is a word of great
meaning.
Not simply watchfulness but painstaking, perseverance: consecra
tion to our country's needs: devotion to her highest and best development.
"Eternal vigilance," is still the price we must pay for keeping this nation
what it was when our fathers bequeathed it to us, with foundations
cemented by their hearts' blood, and with archives steeped in their
scalding tears.

i6o
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A REMOTE NATIONAL HISTORY.

We must not get our mouths so wide open in self-adulation as a
nation, as to be impervious, and oblivious to the lessons of history.
Geology makes the six days of creative history each a possible million
of years. It is thinkable that on this so-called virgin soil of America,
great civilized nations strove for the mastery long before Columbus
dreamed of a western hemisphere. True it is that much of South Amer
ica gives evidence of a pre-historic civilization. We may argue that if
these nations lived and prospered and perished that the causes that pro
duced national decay in more recent years in all probability was the
canker worm that gnawed their vitals, and may be gnawing at our vitals
at this very hour.
Study the history of China and instead of a steady growth toward
divine ideals, in keeping with her self assumed name of the Celestial
Kingdom, you find a nation fixed, crystallized in many of the worst
features of national decadence. An illustration of Mongolian idiosyncra
sies gone to seed.
/Look at Spain and ask: What she was, what she is and whither
she is tending?
Look at Greece, in the days of Themistocles, the greatest of all the
earth. Athens was the eye of Greece and Greece the eye of the civilized
world. She was victorious on land and sea. Her victories were sung
in all the languages of earth and in none more sweetly than in her own
euphonious Greek. Who would have dared prophesy that the seeds of
national decay and death were germinating and were destined to produce
their full fruitage within a half century at the very time that Greece was
most celebrated for science, art, music, manly beauty, literature, eloquence,
poetry, and a plethora of luxury? And yet so it was. Who could have
believed that bats and owls would soon make their nests in the deserted
temples of the Acropolis? Yet so it was. What a crank would he have
been who would have dared to suggest that so soon murderous brigands
in sheep-skins would hide in the poison-smitten marshes in sight of the
Parthenon? But so it was.
Rome gave to Britain, to Germany, and to Gaul the very greatness
by means of which they have penned this same mighty Rome, "the
Mistress of the World," within her own seven hills.
Let it be settled in the minds of the American people once and
forever, that all history has at last established it as an axiom, a selfevident truth that human virtue, goodness, integrity, piety, morality—
(call it what you please,) righteousness, rightness, and not mere human
smartness is the great conservator of nations. "Righteousness exalted,"
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perpetuateth, if you please, "a nation while sin is a reproach to any
people."
And what is sin ? The transgression of the law! What law ? The
law of God as written in his word? Yes! As written in the volume of
nature? Yes! As written in the nature of man? Yes!
Not one law that God gave to Moses is simply an arbitrary thus
saith the Lord. Every one of them is for man's happiness in this life
and just exactly fits into his being.
By worshipping God only;
By obeying parents;
By keeping the Sabbath holy;
By abstaining from "Stealing;" from "Lying;" from "Killing;" from
"Coveting," and "Adultery," man is made the happier.
LUXURY AND DRY ROT.

Let it be remembered therefore that great farms, factories, rail
roads, schools, libraries, and even great churches, organs and congrega
tions, cannot atone for the dry rot of luxury that is eating the life out
of a Nation that has become infatuated with itself; that has become
intoxicated with its own greatness; and has in consequence thereof lost
its self-sacrifice, self-denial, sympathy for the suffering, and its taste for
simple enjoyments.
The nations that have made shipwreck were never more prosperous
in money making, thrift, material progress, music, art, science, oratory,
poetry, church building, than at the very moment they were struck with
hopeless death.
It has well been said that it was the decay of virtue, the triumph
of selfish over public tastes, the absence of self-denying men, the ener
vation of luxury, the pride of vain philosophy, the hypocrisy of religion
that overthrew Greece, Rome, and Carthage, and that threatens Spain,
France, England and America.
Laughter is said to be "the argument of fools," and he who has
the temerity to attempt to arouse the American people to the dangers that
menace our nation is met with derision.
Political competition runs riot; seats are bought and sold in senates,
legislatures and conventions; votes bought for beer. A politician and
officeholder who has greatly enriched himself at the expense of the
taxpayers told a friend of mine that it had cost him seventy-eight thousand
dollars to try to get the nomination for a high office for a friend of his,
and that he failed simply because the opposition had tens to spend where
his side had units, and the delegates he bought did not stay bought, but
sold themselves to the other side thus taking bribes from both sides,
ii
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Mr. Oliver, of Pittsburgh, says he was offered an appropriation of
$100,000 for a charitable institution, if he would give $10,000 of it to
the legislative lobby for securing it.
Alexander Simpson, Esq., junior president of the Pennsylvania Law
Association said a few days ago in a speech that, "it was the common
custom to rob the State through these charities." In 1897 your speaker
called attention to the same thing in connection with Soldiers' Orphan
Schools, and was sued for it, but was found "not guilty," or in other
words "he told the truth." Thus in municipal, state and national govern
ment is this greed working for the subversion of the republic. The love
of money is still the "root of all evil." Commercialism dominates the
church.
The greatest stronghold, the most potent factor, in the corrupting
of the people has been the legalized liquor traffic.
The foregoing was written in 1900.—What follows in 1921 has been
the liquor traffic's parent, its patron, its stronghold, its defender, as has
most other governments for these six thousand years, till now in this year
of grace 1921 the world war inaugurated by beer-drunk Germany has in
law eliminated the curse from America and promises to eliminate it from
the civilized world. Amen! "So let it be."

STOP—LOOK—LISTEN.
You people who are tampering with home-brew :
You people who talk of "my bootlegger:"
You little women who go about the living room shaking a cocktail
mixer:
You editors who are trying to make the law a lie by bringing back
wine and beer and the beer saloon:
You politicians who want the' old saloon back because you think you
need it in your business.
WICKEDNESS AS A FIRE.
Wickedness burnetii as a fire; it shall devour the briers and thorns.—

Isaiah, (): 18.

Number 25.

FAREWELL ADDRESS TO OUTGOING MISSIONARY.
An address at Miss Pardoe's farewell.

At Grace Church, Harrisburg, as she

leaves as a Missionary for a foreign field, delivered by S. C. S. August 26, 1888.

Most of the kind words of life are reserved for the dead. The
eye sees not our approving smile or tear of sympathy. The ear is deaf
to our words of love. Fearing to flatter we go to the opposite extreme
and give more time to the censure of life's mistakes than to the com
mendations of its virtues.
We gather this evening to make this farewell meeting the occasion
for receiving a new impetus in the great work of the world evangelization.
But our interest in those whom Sister Pardoe will go to enlighten need
not detract from the interest we feel in her.
She has endeared herself to a large circle of friends and acquaint
ances as preceptress for a long series of years in one of the leading
educational institutions of the state. She will go as a missionary to
Japan with the consciousness that she has set in motion circles of influence
that, like those of the air or water, will widen and extend till they touch
the boundless shores of eternity.
To my mind there is an infinite significance in this multiplied and
ever-progressive usefulness and power.
PLAN FOR A DEACONESS HOME.
A few days ago my wife received a letter from a sister in the
church, almost the exact copy of one received by this sister proposing
that she (that is my wife) become a member of a league whose object
should be the building of a deaconess house in Chicago. This was the
plan. Mrs. Swallow was to contribute ten cents to the fund and write
to each of three friends proposing that they each contribute ten cents,
and each write a similar letter to each of their three friends, etc., etc.
I said what a beautiful illustration of God's method of working in all
the realms of nature, of providence and of grace, and especially in the
work for which Sister Pardoe goes to Japan, namely to begin there what
she leaves off here. Those taught by her there will doubtless multiply
her effort when she is called to her heavenly home.
A BRIEF SURVEY OF THE JOURNEY.
Let 11s. for a moment, sketch the loving thought of our sister's
journey and what she will find at the end. She goes first to Chicago,
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miles, then to Omaha, Nebraska, 600 miles, thence to Odgen, 1,000
miles, thence to San Francisco, 700 miles, a total of 3,100 miles. Here
she boards a ship good and staunch. On shipboard she will realize that
she has before her a voyage of 5,000 miles, making a grand total of over
8,000 miles.
If it happens to be stormy the first day out, she would think the
vessel was going straightway to the bottom; and on about the second
day she will probably wish it had, if only she can find something solid,
a rest, a quietus. But we heartily wish her "bon voyageand many
prayers will go to the God of the storm for her safe arrival at Yokohama.
When there she is in a group of islands just east of Asia. All told they
have an area of about 150,000 square miles. A little more than three
times as large as is the Keystone State, but with a population of nearly
40,000,000, while in Pennsylvania, we have now but about four and a
half millions, multiplied by three, it would be thirteen and one-half mil
lions. That is, Japan is three times as thickly settled as is Pennsylvania.
In fact, only about ten millions less than the entire United States.
800

BALANCE; OF TRADE.
Japan is an empire. Its sovereign is called the "Mikado," or supreme
lord. That the people are far from! being barbarous is evident from
the fact that they raise as much wheat there in proportion to area as we
do in Pennsylvania, viz., 62,000,000 bushels. If we can boast of our
50,000,000 bushels of corn raised in a year, they can boast of 150,000,000
bushels of rice and 10,000,000 bushels of beans. They buy from foreign
countries $8,000,000 worth of goods less than they sell to others. The
balance of trade is always in their favor.
We pride ourselves on our almshouses, in lieu of which they give
nine bushels of rice yearly to each person unable to work who is over
fifteen and under seventy years of age. They only have about 10,000
paupers or about one to every 4,000 inhabitants.
They are in advance of us in making attendance of schools com
pulsory, from six to fourteen years of age. In ten years they have
built over 400 miles of railway, and 5>°°° miles of telegraph. They
have had post offices less than twenty years, but now have over 6,000
of them.
You may say, why try to better the condition of a people thus
equipped? My answer is, Alas they have not heard the name of Jesus.
They, are wholly ignorant of the philosophy of Him who taught "as
never man taught.' Their religion is Shintoism, or Buddhism, tinged
with Confucianism. And the isms have no knowledge of Him who
spake with man, yet spake as never man spake.
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Our sister will have her trials and triumphs. Let us pray for her
success under the divine inspiration along all lines of effort and achieve
ment, and hope at some future day to welcome her home and listen again
to her sweet voice as she recounts those trials and triumphs in this land
of her birth. The Lord speed her on her journey and speed us in sending
scores and even hundreds of other workers to aid her in the work of
world evangelization.

METHUSELAH'S CHANCE.
Joseph S. McCoy, a government actuary, has figured that if Methu
selah had invested one dollar, at six per cent, interest, when he was of age
and had allowed that dollar to work for him at compound interest, it would
have amounted to $977,157,900,000,000,000,000,000 at the age of 969, when
he died.
But that works two ways. If Methuselah had borrowed a dollar and
had to pay six per cent, interest during his lifetime, these figures give us
some idea of what it would have cost him.
There are two sides to this interest business.—Watchman.

A CHARACTER WITNESS, LIMITED.
"You say you have known the prisoner all your life," said the lawyer.
"Yes, sir," was the reply.
"Now, in your opinion, is he a man who is likely to have been guilty
of stealing this money?"
"Well," said the witness, thoughtfully, "how much was it?"

THE TWO INTELLIGENT MEN.
When you see two fellows nodding wisely at each other and then
looking pityingly on the rest of the crowd, you can guess that they've just
read Thomas Edison's statement that only two men in a hundred are in
telligent.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
FEELING, ALSO, IS BELIEVING.
Barber: "Do you know that if you see a razor through a microscope
that it looks just like a saw, it has so many teeth on it?"
Customer: "I don't have to see, I can feel it."—S1. C. Carniol.

Number 26.

ADDRESS IN PHILADELPHIA ACADEMY OF MUSIC.
The following is the outline of the Address delivered by Dr. S. in Philadelphia
Academy of Music.

The speaker said in substance that he was not here to discuss the
tariff, gold or silver, Bonanza, Eldorado or Klondyke. I believe in
protection, but would apply it to the boys and girls as well as to pig iron
and wool. I have more faith in the pure gold of a well cultured and
cemetrical human character as the foundation for national greatness,
than in all the gold and silver in the universe.
I am not here to abuse the liquor seller, for he belongs to a great
system of which every voter who votes with him is also a member. He
is made of about the same kind of clay as are we, and when the 70,000,000
of our population shall say at the ballot box to the 250,000 liquor sellers:
"You must quit and stay quit," they will obey him. Nor am I here
to abuse either capitalists or laborers; they are of one blood; their
interests are identical; the Golden Rule must be the charter of their
liberties. I will not abuse either Democrats or Republicans, since they
are adepts in abusing each other, and when not engaged in that amuse
ment, too frequently, by their misdeeds, in and out of the Legislature,
succeed all too well in abusing themselves.
There are three tests in national life:
First: The power to resist an invasion of the foreign foe.
we did at Bunker Hill, at Lexington and Concord.'

This

Second: Is ability to subdue internal dissension. The Fratricidal
War of thirty years ago settled that question, and to-day the blue and
gray mingle under the glad folds of the Stars and Stripes; and swearing
new allegiance to a redeemed country, join hands against a common foe.
We are now in the midst of the third great test and must demon
strate our ability to resist and overthrow political corruption which is the
product of material posterity, such as never before came to any people.
Strange is it not, that the very blessings of God should be perverted and
misinterpreted by us, since we have been taught that "By the mercies of
God we should present our bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto
God, which is our reasonable service." We disclaim being a pessimist,
for he thinks the world as bad as it can be; too bad in fact to be made
better. Nor is it our ambition to be an extreme optimist, for he thinks
the world as good as it can be, and hence no necessity for making it
better. We bold to the medium ground, that there are evils to be corrected.
166
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HENCE GOOD WILL TO ALL.

And that we must cooperate with God in bringing in the millennium
of "Good will to men."
From childhood we have been taught to pray for all men, but
especially for those who are in authority. We are loyal in every fibre
of our being to the thirteenth chapter of Romans: "That the powers
that be are ordained of God and that we should not resist the power;
but whenever Csesar by his resistance to divine authority and to the law
of the land ceases to be Ciesar, he can no longer claim exemption from
criticism from those over whom he exercises authority.
One of the causes of the hard times is the perversion of the law
of supply and demand. Through the efforts of the monopolists and
trusts of the country they employ the bosses to secure legislation in their
interests, and the bosses pay themselves liberally for hoodwinking the
people. They go farther and say what laws shall and shall not be
enacted. They determine who shall and shall not be candidates for public
office, from the lowest precinct to the presidency of the United States.
This is so because the people love to have it so. The bosses depend
largely on the forgetfulness of the people.
BE INTERESTED IN EVERY ELECTION.

We must learn that in securing a permament riddance of "Boss
Rule" eternal vigilance is the price of liberty. It will not do to take an
interest in this election and neglect the next. We must look after Munic
ipal, State and National Government. It is a heritage worth caring
for. W(e must not forget that the moral worth of the people is of more
value than material prosperity. Washington said: "Morality and religion
are indispensable to political prosperity. About us are those who indulge
the supposition that morality can be maintained without religion. We
must be as religious in the primaries, at the polls, in the legislative, and
in the judicial and executive departments of government, on the hustings
and on election day, as we are at the family altar, on prayer-meeting
night, or at the sacramental table.
Our public custodians must learn to be as conscientious in disbursing
from the accumulations of money that have come from millions of tax
payers as they would in handling the money of the private individual.
We must cease to count out God in the politics of the country. We
must cease to do evil and learn to do well.
PERVERSE TEACHING.

Every good citizen should make it his business to crush to powder
the awful teachings of Senator Ingalls, which, in practice, have been
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endorsed by every political boss in every state including our own. Ingalls
says: "The purification of politics is an irridescent dream. Government
is force. Politics is a battle for supremacy. Parties are the armiesf
The Decalogue and Golden Rule have no place in a political campaign.
The object is success. To defeat the antagonist and maintain or defeat
the party in power is the purpose. In war it is lawful to deceive the
adversary, to hire Hessians, to purchase mercenaries, to mutilate, to kill,
to destroy ?" Such teachings and practice have nearly ruined our country.
Our effort should be to redeem it from the grasp of the enemies of
God and men.
Briggs had been a member of the club for many years, but had never
been known to spend a penny.
"I say, Briggs," asked his friend Tomkins one day, "what do you do
with your money?"
"I'm saving up for a rainy day," was the reply.
"A rainy day," returned Tomkins, sarcastically. "I thought you were
saving up for a flood !"

"A right-handed man named Wright,
In writing 'write' always wrote 'rite,'
Where he meant to write right,
If he'd written 'right' right,
Wright would not have wrought rot writing 'rite.' ''
OUT OF BUSINESS.
Crookedness never pays in the long run. Look at the corkscrew.—
Burlington News.

YALE SAYS SO.
If flies are flies because they fly,
And fleas are fleas because they flee,
Then bees are bees because they be.
—Yale Record.
There's one thing the small town sport never gets away with success
fully—carrying a walking stick.

Number 27.

LETTER TO PHILADELPHIA PASTORS ON THE EVE OF
ELECTION.
Philadelphia, Penna., July, 1902.
REV. DR. SMITH :
Dear Sir and Brother: The ballot is the only recognized protest
against the deplorable corruption in politics, and against the devotion of
the two old parties to the liquor license crime now enthroned in our
state.
The Prohibition party of the state has nominated three able, honest,
clean men as candidates. Men who have wrought and suffered for our
cause. In personnel they are the equal in all respects, if not the superior,
of those of the old parties.
But, better still, they represent a clean party, with a strong plat
form, and having for its dominant issue the suppression of the liquor
traffic.
Ours is the only party that holds with the churches that "it cannot
be legalized without sin."
This traffic is the most formidable foe of the church. To vote for
the Republican or Democratic nominee is to vote for license. Can any
Christian man afford to do this?
The 250,000 saloon keepers in America claim to influence, each ten
votes and to cast two and a half million votes solid for those favoring
their business. Should not every gospel minister be able to influence
ten votes and cast them solid against license and its resultant poverty
and crime.
These votes added to the vote that comes to prohibition from other
causes, would form an aggregate that would probably force one of the
old parties at the election following to adopt our issue. While this might
result in eliminating the Prohibition party, which for thirty years has at
great cost and sacrifice to its members kept the issue before the people,
it would bring the result that we seek, and we care not as to the choice
of honest methods.
You may not like our candidates, or our platform, or you may
dislike both, but as a Christian you must endorse our purpose —the
overthrow of the greatest enemy of God and man, viz., The Governmentprotected Liquor Traffic, that annually sends to a hopeless perdition,
twenty times as many souls as perished in the Johnstown flood.
The Master says "He that is not for me is against me." "He that
gathereth not with me scattereth abroad.'
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This for many voters will be the last election day before the judg
ment day. Shall it be used to promote Republican candidates and high
license, or Democratic candidates and low license, or Prohibition candi
dates and no license. A vote for either of the two former is a vote for
death and destruction. A vote for the latter is a vote for life.
You are "your brother's keeper."
Permit us to respectfully request that you preach a sermon on some
phase of the legalized liquor problem on Sunday, Sept. 28th, and another
on Sunday, Nov. 2nd. We will send you literature for distribution on
application to 900 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE ONE THAT IS ENGAGED, OF COURSE.
Operator: "The number is engaged."
Subscriber: "What number is engaged ?"
Operator: "What number did you ask for?"

WHERE IGNORANCE IS SAFETY.
A Virginia man never saw an automobile until last Friday, his ninetyeighth birthday. That's one reason he's ninety-eight!—Schenectady
Gazette.

FIRST THINGS TO-DAY.
The first things some people want when they get a little money is a
car; then the first thing they want when they get a car is a little money.—
American Lumberman.

HEREDITY AGAIN.
"Late for reveille again, I see, O'Malley," snorted the irate captain.
"How do you account for this persistent tardiness?"
" 'Tis inherited, sir," answered Private O'Malley. "Me father was
the late Michael O'Malley."—The American Legion Weekly.

Teacher: Bessie, name one bird that is now extinct.
Little Bessie: Dick.
Teacher: What sort of a bird is that ?
Little Bessie: Our canary. The cat extincted him.—Kind Words.
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A CHAPTER FOR THE CREDIT OF RELATIVES ON MA
TERIAL THINGS.
Contributed and Dedicated in the Name of Our Parents by S. C. and R. L. S.

Our fathers and mothers were strenuous in their teachings both by
precept and example to their children of the commandment to "honor
thy father and thy mother that thy days may be long upon the land
which the Lord, thy God, giveth thee."
Our father George Cooper Swallow used to say, "I expect to live
to a ripe old age, for I have always honored my father and mother."
And he lived to be 87 years old, but was young to the last. "Nor for
this alone," he would continue, "But because it is my duty to honor
them, and to me it is a great pleasure."
All four of the parents of both Rev. and Mrs. S. passed their three
score and ten and three of them passed their four score.
THOUGH DEAD, YET LIVING.

What to them was a pleasure has been to us even a greater pleasure,
while they lived, and a continued and constant pleasure since their happy
souls winged their flight to the realms of Him who gave them in creation
a part of His life, and in their redemption His whole life upon the cross.
We think of them as still interested in the affairs of earth; in the
trials and triumphs of their earthly friends; and as far more active for
God and humanity since they shook off the encumbering clay, than when
they struggled amid the entanglements of this lower life.
We have sought to honor these parents by placing the aggregate
of the $15,000 that came to us from the two estates into suitable memorials
bearing their names. Memorials that have been doing service for large
numbers of individuals while we live, and will probably continue to serve
them and their children long after we have departed, to join these
parents in the eternal home.
TITHING.

Not to boast but as an encouragement to the reader to practice tithing,
permit us to state that in affectionate obedience to some ten scriptures,
wife and self have through the years practiced contributing annually a
tenth of our income to religious, charitable, or benevolent purposes, and
can heartily recommend obedience to the tithing command given to
Malachi 3:10. Yes! Yes! "Give and it shall be given you." Not only
in kind but from "the open windows of heaven a blessing that there shall
not be room enough to receive it." Yes, overflowing blessings.
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THE SWALLOW—ROBINS GROUP.
Parents A, B, C, and D; Nephews and Nieces, Grandnephews, and Grandnieces, Great—grandnephews and
Great-grandnieces, residing in ten States, of

SILAS COMFORT SWALLOW AND REBECCA LOUISE (ROBINS)

(Residing in Harrisburg, Pa.). December 1, 1919 A. D.
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SWALLOWS.

A. George Swallow.
C. Sarah Swallow.
E. Silas C. Swallow.
1. Howard A. Swallow.
2. Richard H. Swallow.
3. Barbara N. Swallow.
4. George A. Swallow Jr.
5. Mrs. George Swallow.
6. Mabel L. Swallow.
7. Mildred I. Swallow.
8. Marie Swallow.
9. Richard Swallow.
10. Elizabeth G. Swallow.
11. Mabel Bragg.
12. Benjamin Bragg.
13. Nellie E. Swallow.
14. Rebecca M. Swallow.
15. Walter Cal. Swallow.
i5//2- Walter Cal. Swallow, Jr.
16. Nellie M. Wilson.
17. Joseph H. Wilson.
18. Geneive Wilson.
19. Carrol E. Wilson.
20. Dorothy Wilson.
21. Sallie A. Wilson.
22. Thomas D. Wilson.
23 Thelma M. Wilson.
24. Lona M. Wilson.
25. William Max Copeland.
27. Mrs. W. M. Copeland.
28. George Copeland.
29. Mrs. George Copeland.
30. David K. Copeland.
31. Howard McWilliams.
32. Louise B. McWilliams.
33. Catherine McWilliams.
34. Ralph Swallow.
35. Morley Swallow.
36. Mrs. Morley Swallow.
37. Dorris Swallow.
38. James Swallow.
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ROBINS.

B. Dr. Joseph Robins.
D. Mrs. Leah Robins.
F. Reb. Lon (Robins) Swallow.
1. Dr. Joseph E. Robins Jr.
2. Mrs. Dr. Robins.
3. Joseph Robins Jr.
4. Hugh Robins.
5. Margaret Littlepage.
6. B. Ramp Littlepage.
7. Samuel D. Littlepage.
8. William Young.
9. Frank A Robins.
10. Edna Kershner.
ir. Francis Kershner.
12. Harold S. Bingaman.
13. Bessie Bingaman.
14. Lorenzo C. Robins.
15. Raber Robins.
16. Raber Robins Jr.
17. Frances D. Robins.
18. Ella S. Brice.
19. Louise Scringer.
20. Josephine Robins.
21. Leonora S. Haas.
22. Edward B. Haas.
23. Mrs. Edward Haas.
24. Clark E. Lee.
25. Natalie Lee.
26. Edward Lee.
27.' Robert A. Lee.
28. Margh Robins.
29. Harvey E. Robins.
30. Charles Robins Jr.
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THE DRINKING FOUNTAIN.

It has been a great pleasure for us to sit on our front porch at
Camp Hill, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, and during the heated
tertn for each of several years see the men, women and children as well
as the horses, canines, and birds slake their thirst at the flowing fountain
just in front of us, that was described in the following dedicatory
service, conducted by S. C. S. and R. L. S. which occurred in the pres
ence of scores of guests several years ago.
THE WHEREFORE AND THE THEREFORE OF THE CAMP HILL DRINKING
FOUNTAIN.
"Inasmuch as there is not between Harrisburg and Mechanicsburg,
a distance approximately of ten miles, a place where God's only beverage,
pure water, is served free and conveniently to man and beast, therefore
the undersigned have provided and endowed perpetually this one at the
corner of Market and Long Streets, Camp Hill, Pa.
. "We dedicate this fountain to the memory of our fathers and
mothers, George Cooper and Sarah Thompson Swallow, and Dr. Joseph
G. and Leah S. Robins; religious, hospitable, industrious and most
worthy people of both the old and new schools.
"We dedicate it to the free use of men, women and children, regard
less of nationality, creed, color, or political affiliations.
"We dedicate it to the use of the faithful and much abused horse,
rapidly being supplanted by the Naughty-Mobile, but worthy of being
canonized as man's noblest and most useful anihial friend, and the most
potent factor in the world's civilization.
"We dedicate it to the use of all dogs—not carried in woman's
arms in place of babies—Yes, to Blanche, Tray, and Sweetheart, and
even to the little yellow wandering dogs that nobody owns and every
body kicks.
We dedicate it to the use of the birds, a dozen or more varieties
of which charm us with their beauty and inspire us daily with their songs.
"P. S. Special invitation to Swallows and Robins.
"(Signed)

SILAS C. SWALLOW,
"REBECCA L. (ROBINS) SWALLOW."

LEAH ROBINS MEMORIAL CHURCH.
It has been a pleasure for us to worship from time to time for
nearly five years with the congregation at Summerdale, across the river
and north from Harrisburg, gathered in the Leah Robins Memorial
Methodist Church, and feel that the spirit of our Mother Robins, whose
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name it bears, rejoices in the good being accomplished by the money her
industry and economy gathered more than a half century ago.
THE; SUPERANNUATES COTTAGE.
It has been a pleasure to build on a large lot the Swallow-Robins
Conference Cottage Home at Camp Hill for retired ministers of our
annual conference, because it gives pleasure to them and their families,
and may give pleasure to other homeless, but eminently deserving ones,
when we the donors shall be homed in one of the many mansions of our
Father's house. Rev. Mr. W. W. Reese and family has occupied it for
several years.
THE SWALEOW-ROBINS DORMITORY AT TAYEOR UNIVERSITY.
It also gives us pleasure now, which we believe will be intensified
in the hereafter, to witness the nearly fifty young lady students at Taylor
University at Upland, Indiana, as with light step, and happy faces, they
go in and out of the "Swallow-Robins Memorial Ladies' Dormitory
a beautiful light brick marble-trimmed building, as they seek a prepara
tion for life's sterner duties, and all of them like nine-tenths of their
gentlemen associate students, enjoying the possession in their souls of
the "pearl of greatest price." The building bears the motto, "We believe
in the Bible the word of the Lord, in holiness unto the Lord, and in
the national prohibition of the liquor traffic. Our faculty and students
vote as they pray."
THE VICTROEA.
That daily furnishes cheering music to the hundreds of young women
clerks who dine and rest in the rooms of the Young Women's Christian
Association at the corner of Fourth and Walnut Streets, Harrisburg,
was placed there by the children of Mrs. Sarah Thompson Swallow, as
shown by the silver plate, as a memorial to our mother, Mrs. Sarah
Swallow, wife of father George Swallow.
THE LIBRARY BOOK CASE.
Filled with choice books adapted to lady readers that finds a place
in the reception room in the ladies' dormitory of laylor University, is
also a memorial to Mrs. Sarah (Thompson) Swallow, mother of S. C. S.
She was one of God's choicest floble women; concerning whom Prof.
George F. Comfort of Syracuse University once wrote referring to the
experiences of the early forties as follows:
"I especially recall Mrs. Swallow as a very interesting little blonde
woman, with large, soulful eyes, a lovable, melodious voice, very reli-
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gious, and her heart deeply moved by the anti-slavery issues of that day,
viz: A. D. 1842, 43 and 44, in which my father, (Dr. Silas Comfort,
after whom Dr. S. C. Swallow is named,) was an important factor in
Missouri, as also in the events leading up to the north and south division
by the General Conference of 1844."
And now, in conclusion we would emphasize to youth everywhere,
the Divine Command to "Honor thy father and thy mother, that thy
days may be long in the land which the Lord thy God giveth thee."
S. C. and R. L. S.

THE UNPSYCHOLOGICAL BABY.
AFTER DR. IIOLEAND.

Who can tell what the baby thinks
When its warm and sugared pap it drinks.
Gurgles and sprawls and stares and blinks,
Works its fingers and eke its toes,
While mamma wipes its small snub nose;
Gums on its ring and drules on its bib
And falls on its head from the open crib;
Raises a bump on its cartilage bald
And goes to sleep when enough it has squalled?
•—Henry Augustin Beers.
Be sure of this, that no such exercise will disturb the realities of your
faith and life. What you have experienced—that abides. And, to the
Christian, the supreme facts of his own experience are so many conclusive
proofs of the foundation doctrines of his faith.
Only he who has based his religious life on guesses, second-hand
theories and misunderstood opinions need have any fear. And for him,
as for the man unknowingly in the grip of a subtle disease, the only hope
is in facing the facts and submitting to a major operation if it is called for.
Otherwise, all sorts of mortification is likely to set in.

AN AGE FOR EXTRAVAGANCE.
Professor of History: "What do you know of the age of Elizabeth,
Mr. Jones?"
Jones (dreamily) : "She'll be nineteen next week."

Number 29.

WOMAN SUFFRAGE.
(On a subject so delicate as is Woman Suffrage and so easily misunderstood, and
so easily misrepresented too, I must be excused if I have reduced to writing in
this year of Grace 1912 to you men of the Steelton Y. M. C. A. my short lecture.)

I may have several texts before I get through with this lecture,
and if so, I will leave it to you to decide which was my particular text
and which were the texts I preached from, that is, preached far away
from, as we preachers sometimes do. I will start with Genesis 2:18,
"And the Lord God said it is not good that man should be alone. I will
make a helpmeet for him." All history shows that it is not good for man
to be alone and that woman should have an equal chance side by side
with man in all the multiform privileges, duties, vocations, avocations,
opportunities and responsibilities of this multiform life.
Of course, we have no patience for those who prate for or practice
the coarse art of polygamy for in matters matrimonial two is company,
more than two is a crowd and a mob. And we hold with Jim Bronson,
the poet friend of my boyhood days, that
"Had the Good One thus intended,
That man's life should be encumbered
With a regiment of women,
Adam would have found on waiting,
That his ribs had all departed,
And that Eden was the heroine.
Would have found, instead of one, at least
Two dozen Eves before him.
But because he would not stand it,
Would not stand the operation,
And the tribulation after;
He was left in the possession
Of the most important portion
Of his anatomic structure."

WOMAN'S SPHERE;.

Nor am I on the other hand disposed to unduly magnify woman's
sphere, and correspondingly minify man's importance, in solving the
intricate problems of life. I am in hearty accord with the sentiments of
a character in John G. Holland's "Bitter Sweet." As Grace looks into
the face of her "cradled and sleeping baby boy and remembers all she has
suffered at the hands of his drunken father, her husband, she sighs and
wipes her eyes and groans out this plaint; "He is my all; and yet it
sickens me to think he will grow to be a man. Oh, if he were only
12
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not a boy!" And then her sister Mary sitting near; takes up the plaint
and says, "Were not a boy," and answers it by showing what men have
done for our great world, and closes with the sentence, " 'Tis a great
thing, I think, to be a man."
YES, AND A GREAT THING TO BE A WOMAN.

Well, it is rapidly being demonstrated to the world that it is an
equally great thing to be a woman. And that all that man has done^
women can do and do it equally well, if she only be given the oppor
tunity uninterrupted by the superior impudence of the sterner sex and
by this I would not have you understand that the sexes do not have their
respective spheres, in each of which it is a specialist, but that which
either sex can do well alone, it can do infinitely better with the coopera
tion of the other, so that if it is "not good that man should be alone"
it is equally true that it is not good that woman should be alone.
WOMAN

SUFFRAGE.

It is somewhat difficult to discuss the specific question of female
suffrage, without impinging on the generic question of woknan's rights
in general. There are thousands of men who profess to believe in
woman's rights that have a very queer way of expressing it. Like that
colored man, who was brought before the court, to answer the charge
of nonsupport of his wife. He most indignantly and emphatically denied
the charge, declaring, "I got my wife three washings to do jes' last week,
in course, I 'port my wife."
A white wife complained when walking for a mile or two with her
free and easy, unburdened tobacco-chewing husband, that it tired her very
much to carry the basketful of groceries on one arm, and their fifteenpound baby on the other arm. The kind husband did not offer to take
either, but respectfully suggested, "Why, Mollie, you might let the baby
carry the basket." And, of course, you can all see how that would ease the
wife's burdens, if she carried the baby and let the baby carry the basket.
The laws in some states are very liberal. Yes, exceedingly generous
towards the husband, for under the law in those states even the wife's
clothes, work clothes, Sunday clothes, holiday clothes, yes, all her clothes
belong to the husband, including shoes and hats. Now, it must detract
very much from the wife's Sabbath devotions, when on starting for
church she remembers that she is wearing her husband's clothes.
EAW DEFECTIVE AS TO WOMAN'S PROPERTY RIGHTS.

We have never been able to understand the philosophy of the law,
that deeds real estate bought by the joint labor of husband and wife
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alike, to the husband alone. Nor yet do we understand that other law
that gives at the husband's death to the wife the interest on but one-third
of the real estade which their joint labors and economy and sacrifice
have secured. And on her death the premises to revert to the children.
Mr. Earl Barnes, in the Atlantic Monthly asks, "Why should not a
wife's wages be one-half of what her husband earns?" Why should
not the law be such that when two people establish a family, putting
into it all they have,-—and anything less than this is not a family?"
Why should they not pay out of their joint income the necessary family
expenses, and then divide all else between the partners ? That is, between
the husband and the wife. "No man," he continues, "should be content
with a wife who is not worth to him half of what he makes and the
same holds true of the husband."
WOMAN RIGHTS, AND MRS. ADAMS.

The question of woman suffrage is, by no means, a new one; nor
one of slow growth. As far back as 1776, nearly 140 years ago, Mrs.
Abigail Adams wrote to her husband, John Adams, in the Continental
Congress, as follows: "I long to hear that you have declared an inde
pendency; and, by the way, in the new code of laws, which I suppose
it will be necessary for you to make, I desire that you would remember
the ladies, and be more generous and favorable to them than were your
ancestors." (She might have said your English ancestors.) "Do not
put such unlimited power in the hands of husbands. Remember that
all men would be tyrants, if they could," and she might have added all
women, too. And then she shows her English blood, and at that early
date set the pace for the fighting English suffragettes of to-day, for she
wrote, "If particular care and attention are not paid to the ladies, we
are determined to foment a rebellion, and will not hold ourselves bound
to obey any laws in which we have no voice or representation. In other
words which we have not helped to enact." And even before that early
date, viz., 1776, as far back as 1780, that is, 225 years ago, women voted
in Massachusetts under the old provincial charter. But when Massa
chusetts adopted a constitution, it excluded women's votes for governor
and members of the legislature, but admitted them for other offices.
WOMEN IN CHRISTIAN LANDS.

One of the chief marks of the higher civilization among nations is
the growing equity between man and wife. Among the barbarous nations
the inequality is emphasized by the wife doing the field work, carrying
the burdens when husband and wife are on a journey; she literally
supporting the husband in idleness and frequently in dissipation, as well
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as caring for his hut, hovel, cave, or wigwam, and bearing and raising
his children at the same time.
The higher the type of civilization, the more pronounced the equality
before the law, as well as in the uncoimpelled treatment of husband to
wife. The countries that veil their women, that compel them to remain
in perpetual obscurity away from the gaze of men, that pile upon them
the toils and burdens that minister to man's love of ease and self-in
dulgence; I say such countries grow fewer and more obscure with each
passing decade.
The man of Nazareth, of Bethlehem and of Calvary, set an example
in the treatment of Mary and Martha, of the woman of Cana, of the
Salmaritan woman, and of the woman condemned to death by stoning by
those more guilty than was she, yes, following an example Jesus set,
that has gradually leavened the thought of the world and of the centuries,
till the equality of the sexes is rapidly becoming everywhere recognized.
IN SOME RESPECTS WOMAN IS MAN'S SUPERIOR.

Physically it has not been proven that she may not with equal
opportunity compete with man, yes, even in physical strength. She out
rivals him in physical endurance, under perplexing and enervating nervous
strain. If any man doubts it, let him exchange places with his wife for
a week. Let her handle the plow, she can do it for thousands are doing
it; also the hay-rake, the handsaw, or the paint-brush; and let him
cook, wash, scrub, mend, run errands, nurse the sick members of the
family, govern, educate, doctor and train the children, through the day
light and through the all night, year in and year out, and then see which
first cries, "Hold! Enough!" I once, in the absence of domestic help,
cooked the simplest possible meal for my sick wife and myself, but
announced to her on the third day that I must needs go to the store.
"For what?" she inquired. I answered, "For a new set of dishes: Those
we have are all soiled." I drew the line on washing dishes, but alas,
the wife cannot.
But some say, "The bearing of arms in case of war is the accom
paniment of the right to vote and women are incapable of that test."
Ah! of course, say the objectors "she could not fight with her feet tied
together, wearing only one pant, instead of a pair, and with tightened
hoops of steel or bone encasing lungs, heart, liver and digestive apparatus.
Of course, a three-feet hat rim would prevent her from getting close
enough to the enemy for a sword-thrust. Of course, four inches of
leather under her heels, and only a quarter inch under her toes would
precipitate a retreat when she was ordered to charge bayonets, or pos-
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sibly cause her to fall into the arms of the enemy when she should be
flying towards the rear.
But let us not forget that this unwieldy uniform is begotten of her
desire to be attractive to men who have no time for an out-of-date
woman. The objector says, "She is the weaker vessel." If a weaker
vessel, it is-"for lack of outdoor life, air, sunshine, exercise and contact
with the world. It is because she has been a prisoner, a slave in the
home. Men have not yet gotten away from the barbarian theory that
"they must hold the female in duress in the home, secluded from the
too numerous males prowling without, for man and not woman has always
and everywhere been the pursuing enemy, whose motive power is too
often greed or lust or both combined. If woman is a butterfly, as some
men do affirm, it is because men are fond of butterflies and she is
intent on furnishing what he likes.
But in answer to the objector's plea of woman's incapacity for war,
we refer you to the valiant and heroic French deliverer, Jeannie D'Arck,
or Wan D'Ark, or Joan of Arc, if you choose to so pronounce it, and
to hundreds of others who in man's attire have incognito fought and
marched, and bivouacked, shoulder to shoulder with man, and rivalled
him in all the tests of physical endurance and prowess. But the bearing
of arms is not the logical sequence of the right to cast a ballot. There
are other spheres of duty in connection with warfare, both offensive and
defensive as important, nay more important, than fighting at the front.
The farmer, the sailor, the mechanic, the railroader, and a score of
others are indispensable adjuncts of successful warfare.
CONSERVING THE HOME.

The home is the unit of national greatness; and to conserve the
homes of the country while a simall fraction of its yeomanry, possibly
one-fiftieth, are absent on the tented or blood-stained field, is as im
portant, nay in some respects, more important than duty at the front.
(Here relate the predictions of the London Times of the demoralization
that would enthrall the nation through the disbandment of a million of
citizen soldiery and the facts that letters from our home have held our
soldiers morally intact and thus the home saves the nation.)
As Lieutenant of Company E, 18th Regiment, Pennsylvania Emer
gency Men, I saw the soldiers get their messages of affection from the
mails. I saw them brush away the tears, as they read of the sacrifices
of wives and children and I wept with them.
Woman's mental or intellectual inferiority is sometimes urged by
some people as a barrier to the elective franchise. But the numerous
tests made through the centuries have not proved this allegation true.
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On the other hand, give her equal facilities for knowing and she is at
least the intellectual peer of the dominant sex. WJiat will you do with
this irrefragable fact, namely, that in 1910, out of the 12,600, who in
that year took the degree of Bachelor of Arts in our colleges and uni
versities, 5,557 were women, nearly, one-half. Only 20 men took the
degree of Master of Letters, and 14 women. Out of 1,6/7, who took
the degree of Master of Arts, 465 were women. Out of 1,365, who took
the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy, 524 were women. Out of 880, who
took the degree of Bachelor of Letters, 452 were women and only 428
were men. It is a bad showing for us men when there are more
bachelors among the women than among the men. Out of the 52, who
took the degree of Bachelor of Music, only 8 were men and 44 were
women. And 39 men and exactly 39 women in the colleges in these
United States that year took the degree of Bachelor of Pedagogy. In
that year 37 different kinds of college degrees were distributed among
25,209 students, and of these the womlen took 8,022, or within a fraction
of one-third of all the degrees conferred.
And then, when you remember that there were all told in this
country, but 132 female colleges and universities, as compared with
528 men's colleges and universities, from which till quite recent years,
women were, and in most of them still are excluded, we are constrained
as men to look to our laurels lest the women shall soon tell us to "go
way back and sit down."
All things considered, it behooves the biped animal known as man,
to quickly get a move on, educationward, or soon women will carry off
all the college honors and leave our young men to the questionable occu
pation of football, baseball, poolplaying, cigar-selling, saloon-loafing, and
theatrical performance; and better than all hewers of wood and drawers
of water.
WOMAN AS A CITIZEN.

Now, what need we say of woman's moral qualification to handle
the ballot and wield the ruler's scepter? The fact that two-thirds of
the membership of all the churches in America are women; and that she
far excels her liege lords in missionary, philanthropic and eleemosynary
work, determines her place in determining our political destiny, if she
is pefimiitted to have a voice in our government.
What need we say, of her promptness to act for the general weal?
Of her energy, her perseverance, of her industry, and her influence
when placed in position to exert it? Yes, what can we say? A govern
ment official, whose duties relate to sewerage, sanitation, a healthy milk
supply, decent alleys, clean streets, and the like, recently declared that
"Suffrage and sanitation go hand in hand." The alliteration seemed
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better than the logic and so he explained: "When I go to a town I nose
around to find- if there is a vigorous, effective, serious woman suffrage
organization. If there is, I look up some of the leaders and tell them
that a good many things about this community need cleaning up. I say
to them that I find the stores in bad condition, the school houses ill-lighted
and ill-ventilated; the saloons in the hands of a bad class, (well they are
always that, for at the best it is a bad business;) the town getting doubt
ful milk and needing better sewers. I tell my trouble to the suffragist
leaders, leave them some literature, explain specific details of reform
locally needed and move on.
"Presently I learn that the town is being ripped wide open. There is a
crusade on. They who, after all spend the money of our boycotting
people who do not clean up. The sewer question has been raised and
there is an agitation for better sewers. The dairyman whose stables
looked bad to me are in trouble. The women are busy, and believe me,
they have ways of getting action in such affairs that the men never
dreamed of. They never fail to produce results when they get interested
in cleaning up a town; and the suffrage organizations are the centres of
such activity."
A PROPHECY.

Also when they have carried through the necessary improvements,
the public-spirited women never fail to observe that, "that is how things
would be run all the time, if we only had the ballot." And we have
no reason to doubt their word. These beneficent activities simply rein
force the abstract justice of the suffragists' demand.
It is true, that suffragists have sometimes been inveigled into endors
ing for public office the candidates of parties whose platform on the
liquor problem are as silent as the grave. Parties indeed whose campaign
funds come largely from the brewery, the distillery, the saloon and the
brothel, but nevertheless we have faith to believe that, after more mature
deliberation, if women are granted the ballot, they will see that their
endorsement is never worthily bestowed except upon candidates who are
openly pledged in advance of election; pledged too in both their person
and their platform to favor the enactment and execution of laws looking
to the absolute annihilation of the liquor traffic in which the general
government has been, for fifty years, a profit sharing partner.
AMERICA AND RUSSIA.

We have one universal sneer for semi-barbarous Russia, because
forsooth, she assassinates her rulers. And yet, Christian America has
witnessed the slaying of three of her presidents in fifty years, and an
attempt recently on the life of an ex-president by assassins, every one of
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whom, namely, Booth, Guiteau, Czolgosz and Schrank got their inspiration
from the saloon in which the government is a profit-sharing partner. And
further, only one of the five candidates for the presidency recently in the
field dared to open his mouth against the liquor traffic, lest he lose the
two and a half million votes controlled by the liquor league and going as
a flying unit to the party and candidate that will give the highest bid to
favor the greatest crime and poverty producer of the century. Only one
platform among the five has a word for equal suffrage and that platform
has for forty years had woman suffrage in it. It is beyond our belief that
the fair women of America, if entrusted with the ballot, would do other
wise than fight king alcohol to the death. Not simply as the enemy of the
individual home, or neighborhood, or county or state, in which she might
happen to reside, but fight him as the great national enemy entrenched be
hind the national government that overrides state, county, ward and home
prohibition and protection, and thrusts its crime-making poison into places
where it has been voted out. Oh, it is a great national question. It is
neither local nor optional, though the churches are said to be contributing
a million dollars a year to make it such.
To a woman, Mrs. James Black, of Lancaster, now deceased, belongs
forever the credit of having suggested to her husband the basal fact that
in overthrowing the liquor traffic, what was needed was not so much more
law, but rather officials pledged before their election, both in person and in
platform, to fight the traffic to its death. In other words, not constitutional
amendments, not statutory laws, but live men elected to office pledged to
the work. That is, not law, but the administration of law.
And the last three years have demonstrated the wisdom of the sug
gestion, for in three or four counties of this old, rum-cursed Keystone
State, operating under the accursed Brooks High License Law, judges,
justices and constables have joined hands to destroy the rum traffic and
have measurably succeeded. And it was done largely through the in
fluence of the Women's Christian Temperance Union, and the Prohibition
Party organizations that never get collections from the churches while
another organization gets a million a year. Surely woman is entitled to the
ballot as a reward for civic fidelity.
WOMAN SUFFRAGIJ.
And yet we are frequently met by the objectors to woman suffrage
with the statement that "Woman's sensitive, delicate nature would be
sadly out of place at the polls where rough men with rougher methods do
congregate and where drunkenness, profanity, obscenity and bribery reign.
True it is, and it is likewise true that the sensitive, delicate nature of a
gentleman as well as of a lady is just as much out of place amid such sur-
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roundings, and here we find one cause for the habitual absence from the
polls of hundreds of thousands of our best male citizens. The politics of
this country are, and have been for lo, these many years, largely in the
hands of the country's toughs. And there is no sight more humiliating
to an American patriot than the crowds that dominate our polling places
on election day. And the better a man gets acquainted with the general
character of many of these crowds the higher estimate will he place on
the society of his dog. When a peddler of dirty stories, in preparation for
telling one, inquired of a company in which General U. S. Grant was a
guest, "Are there any ladies in hearing?" Grant replied, "No, sir; but
there are gentlemen present." One of the strongest arguments for equal
suffrage is found in the necessity for the presence at the polls of the
women; the nation's natural and historic house cleaners. They and they
alone can render our elections a fit place for the presence of gentlemen.
If after these forty years of battle for women suffrage by the Prohibition
Party, we should finally be victorious, let them bring their scrub-brooms
and their scrub-brushes and plenty of soap, and clean up. Let them bring
their electric suckers to neutralize the impudence of the gin, brandy, beer
and whiskey suckers who these drinks do congregate. Let them bring
their concentrated lye with which to burn up the variegated, multitudinous,
tumultuous, political lies, that ever harm each polling place. Nor should
they forget their pots of odorous, pungent disinfectants, with which to
clarify the atmosphere, and render innocuous the moral miasma that for
a half century has been poisoning the most sacred place in a republic; viz.,
the polls where men as citizens register their moral as well as their political
convictions, unaccompanied by the self-sacrificing women.
WOMEN MENTALLY AND PHYSICALLY CAPABLE.

It is objected that women for physical reasons, are, between the ages
of 45 and 60, incapacitated for the nervous strain incident to man's work
and worry, and especially for the exigences of political life. The con
tradiction to this fiction is found in the fact, that in this country according
to the last census, nearly a half million, or to be more accurate, 485,767
women are successfully conducting their own business enterprises, some
of them on a large scale. Some as agriculturists, others as manufactur
ers, merchants, and other still in trade and transportation enterprises.
And further, there are over five millions of them at work outside of house
keeping, but as wage-earners and bread-winners, and as a rule most ex
cellent and responsible work are they doing, and that too with out the aid
of a doctor or pharmacist.
In that most comprehensive address at Gettysburg, which has be
come a classic in the universities of.the old world, Abraham Lincoln
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closed with this sentence: "It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the
great task remaining before us—that from these honored dead, we take
increased devotion to that cause for which they here gave the full last
measure of devotion—that we here highly resolve that these dead shall
not have died in vain, that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth
of freedom, and that government of the people, by the people, and for
the people shall not perish from the earth."
THIS IS NOT A GOVERNMENT OE THE PEOPLE.

But is our government a government of the people when less than half
the people are doing the governing? and the other half who bear equal
burdens with the men are proscribed and thus classed with the insane, the
criminal classes, and the fools? The Standard Dictionary defines people
as "the whole body of persons composing a state or nation." Is a woman
a person? When that "Dear Old Maid" Benjamin F. Butler took his
seat as Governor of Massachusetts, he found an educational board com
posed of four men and one woman, and he said: "The law requires that
this Board shall consist of five persons, and the woman must get off, and
a man be put on in her stead." She said : "I won't!" and he said : "You
shall!" And I need not tell you that after it had gone up and down
through the courts the woman staid on that board, for she, too, it was de
cided was a "person." I have always been glad it was so decided. For,
my mother was a woman, and a good woman, and my sisters, and my
wife are women, and good women, and it is very gratifying to know that
they are persons. But if people are persons, why of course persons must
be people, but these people that wear long skirts and crimp the hair have
no vote, though they are people, and hence this is not a "government of the
people," nor "for the people," nor "by the people," but for less than half
of the people, by less than half of the people.
A SUCCESS.

Finally—woman suffrage has worked well whenever fairly tried.
And now settle this question which I am about to propound and you settle
the righteousness, the equity, and the expediency of woman suffrage; viz.,
Is human efficiency increased by participation of the sexes upon an equal
basis in the world's work? The affirmative answer to that question as
history gives it, settles forever the suffrage question and every other
question. Queensland, since 1905, has answered yes ! Finland, since 1906,
has answered yes! Australia and New South Wales, since 1902, have
answered yes! Municipal equal suffrage in Norway, since 1901, answers
yes! Washington state, since 1909; California, since 1910; Colorado,
since 1877; all answer yes! Wyoming, Utah and Idaho all answer yes!
yes!! yes!!! Human efficiency is increased by participation of the sexes
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upon an equal basis in the world's work, including politics as the science
of government.
PAUL CONVERTED TO SUEERAGE.

That dear old batchelor saint called Paul, writing to the Corinthian
church, said: "Let your women keep silent in the churches." He did not
say in the hustings or at the polls. Now it may be that they had monopol
ized the talkings there in the churches where they had done most of the
work, so that Paul, Barnabas, Timothy and the other preachers could not
get a word in edgewise. And he had to resort to heroic methods to pre
serve order. For you know that a half dozen women can all talk at the
same time and each go out and repeat correctly what each and every one.
said. Be that as it may, some four or five years afterward, Paul's spirit
seemed to change, and soften, possibly caused by his experiences in the
prison dungeon at Rome. It sometimes requires very severe chastening
to level up men's minds. From this dungeon, we find hiro writing to the
church at Philippi, "And I entreat thee also true yoke—fellows, help those
women, who labored with me in the gospel." I think they must have been
filling some of his preaching appointments for him. "Help those women
who labored with me in the gospel." Help them!
Well, the injunction comes down through these nineteen hundred years
to us. There is an army of women battling for their rights in these United
States who need your help. Here in Steelton is a heroic band of worthy
women who need your help. Not simply as scavengers to clean your linen
and your shirts, but your morals. Let the men organize a male band of
co-workers and soon the problem of women's suffrage will.be solved. And,
husband and wife will walk to the polls together, and a government of
the people, for the people and of the whole people will be enthroned, and
our country rescued from the despoiler. Yes, "help those women!"
Their consecration and diligence have been leading factors from Christ's
ministry till now, in labors, in the gospel, and it is now meet that we per
mit them to have their rights under the law, as well as their labors in the
gospel. When courting that woman, you would have promised to let her
vote early and often if necessary to get her. And now, since you have her,
be as generous as you would have been to get her. Say, brother, Help
those women."
It has become very fashionable for the man to have his club where he
spends much of every twenty-four hours that properly belongs to his
family. And, equally fashionable for the woman to have her club where
she spends hours which properly belong to the husband and children.
Now clubs are sometimes used to knock the life out of behgerants, and
these clubs are being used to beat to the death family life, family religion,
and family happiness. Let me, in closing, beseech you, young and old,
male and female, to avoid the clubs and the clubbings, and the clubbeis.

Number 30.

TEMPERANCE.
Address delivered by S. C. S. in Y. M. C. A. Hall, Harrisburg, Pa., three years
before Prohibition was incorporated in the U. S. Constitution. Reader choose
your text from the following; viz., "Wine is a mocker," Prov. 20: 1; or,
"Who hath woe?" P.rov. 23:29; or, "Be not drunk with wine," F,ph. 5:
18; or, "Be not among winebibbers," Prov. 23:20.

We hear much of reform. The papers are full of it every day, every
week, every month, every year. What is it all about? If you were to em
ploy an alliteration you might answer, "Oh, it is a melancholic medley of
'rum and ruin'beer and brutality'liquor and lewd women'brandy
and big heads;' 'whiskey and whoredom;' of 'punch bowls and punched
eyes;' of 'gin cocktails and drunken jamborees!' " Yes, a melancholy
medley of license and lewdness; of saloons and sodomy; of distilleries
and death; of breweries and burnings; of wetness and worthlessness; of
temperance and temptation; of personal liberty and personal debauchery;
of local option and lying; of riots and lynchings; of prohibition, and peace
and prosperity; of drink and drunkenness; and revealings, and riots, and_
ribaldry; of quarrels, and separations, and divorces ; of assaults and bat
tery and arrests, and trials and commitments, and suicides and lynchings,
and insanity, and poverty! of crowded almshouses, and police courts and
jails and penitentiaries! of a hundred thousand miserable deaths annually,
and an over-fed hell.
Oh! what is it all about ? Ah! all this melancholy melange or med
ley is produced by the manufacture, sale, and use of a volatile, inflammable
(in its pure state), colorless liquid, of a penetrating odor and burning taste,
found diluted in fermented sugar or starchy substances from which it is
obtained by the application of heat. It is the product of rotted grains,
fruits, roots, or other vegetables, and is called alcohol. It is the product of
rottenness. It is a rank poison, said by some physicians to be of use in
small quantities as a medicine, and said by four-fifths of the physicians of
America to be hurtful, only hurtful, and always hurtful when taken in
wardly and in whatever quantities. It is of a nature to preserve dead tissue
from decay, but deadens live tissue as found in the stomach, brain, nerves,
bones and muscles of the living animal.
NOT A NEW CURSE.

It is no new invention or discovery, for with almost infinite variation
this melancholy medley has been ripe among the inhabitants of the earth
for one, two, three, yes at least four thousand years! for the oldest history
188
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tells of a man by the name of Noah who lived 4300 years ago, who got
drunk and disgraced himself and his family, and the whole race of man to
which he belonged, and of which he was a historic representative. And
such has been the history of this rotted substance through the ages. There
is no record of any person ever having been permanently benefited by its
use as a beverage. But there is irrefragible evidence of its having injured
the bodies, minds, and souls of millions of human beings, and of having
sent millions to premature graves and to an endless perdition. Yes, five
millions in 50 years in America alone.
It acts on the human system first as a stimulant, by arousing all the
energies of the body in an attempt to expel the enemy. And, if taken in
sufficient quantities it afterward acts as a narcotic, bringing a stupor
similar in appearance to death itself. So that the expression "Dead
Drunk," is a familiar one. Its first effect is to most persons pleasing.
Stimulating thought of doubtful quality, even as does opium, cocaine,
absinthe and possibly other drugs, "but at the last it biteth like a serpent
and stingeth like an adder."
A BODY-WRECKING APPETITE.

Its temporary use even in small quantities quickly begets in the system
what is familiarly called the alcohol habit, which is simply an adjusting
by nature of the functions of the body, including not simply the palate
that seems to be the centre of taste, but the nerves, and muscles, and blood
and brain and magnetic currents, all crying out for "more!" "more!"
"more!" until the victim dies either in delirium, or in convulsion, or in a
stupor, the symbol of death itself; and more than a hundred thousand
thus die in this country every year. In fact, reputable medical men now
affirm that the number of deaths from alcoholism in this country now
reaches nearer three hundred thousand than one hundred thousand.
Eight hundred and twenty-two funerals a day; 103 every hour, for eight
hours a day, more than one a minute.
The poor, of course, suffer more than do the rich, since the latter have
the pull with the courts by which they drive the saloon from the neighbor
hood of their own palatial residences, to the slums where frequently every
third or fourth building is a saloon.
RICH AND POOR UNDER THE CURSE.

But this by no means protects the rich, for they too contract the ap
petite and frequently the most gifted go down in the common ruin. We
might here describe three governor s deaths from alcoholism in 40 years in
Pennsylvania, and three Presidents assassinated by habitues of the saloon,
or refer to over twenty members of so-called first families of Ilarrisburg
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who have died from drink in 23 years since I came to this city—but we
forbear.
•

CROSS IGNORANCE;.

Two or three facts render it almost impossible to secure a thoughtful
hearing on this subject. Familiarity with the depredations of this awful
monster has seared the consciences of our people. It has blunted their
moral sensibilities. It has rendered them blind as the result of seeing so
much, and deaf as the result of hearing so much, and calouS as the re
sult of feeling so much, and not acting up to their convictions. It is the
old, old story of
"Vice being a monster of such frightful mein
As to be hated, needs only to be seen,
But seen too oft, familiar with her face,
We first endure, then pity, then embrace." •

Another obstacle to a thoughtful hearing first, is the gross ignorance of the
mass of even good people concerning the soul desolating, family wrecking,
nation cursing enormity of this whole wretched business. Scarcely
five persons in a hundred have studied the subject in all its bearings, or
seem to have a desire to study it. Introduce the subject and they will at
once show their ignorance combined with their selfishness by telling you
frankly that "We never drink and none of our family ever drink and so
I am not interested!" They belong to the same order of beings as did
that man who invariably prayed, "Oh Lord bless me and my wife, my son
John and his wife, us four and no more. Amen!" They see scarcely
beyond the ends of their own noses. They read only the papers of the
political party to which they belong. Belong, too, in the same sense in
which a dog belongs to its master. Or, if they go beyond that, it is to
read the organ of the opposing dominant party and ninety-nine of all
these old party papers are owned by or subsidized by, or at least control
led by the liquor traffic, and will publish little or nothing on the subject, or
if they do, it is in the interest of the liquor dealers or their friends. And
thus the masses "grow by what they feed upon." And becoming preju
diced against the few who have studied the situation, turn a deaf ear to
anything that may be said on the subject. Secondly, it is difficult to make
them believe that the destruction of the liquor traffic is by all odds the
largest question financially, economically, socially, industrially, politically,
morally, religiously, and nationally that is now, or ever has been, before the
American people. Greater than was the slavery question, or the gold vs.
the silver question, or the tariff question, or good roads, or initiative and
referendum, or the conservation of the national resources, or international
arbitration, or anti-Cannonism, or even anti-Penroseism, or anti-Guffeyism. Yes, greater in every way than all these combined. And permit
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me to say that it is my humble judgment, that so long as the American
people, or a large proportion of them fail to reach the profound convic
tion that this is the dominant issue in American policies and politics, in
its jurisprudence and Church life, and that it outclasses and outmeasures
and outweighs all other questions, will the great national curse continue
to stultify the American conscience, rot the fibre of our manhood, defy
the laws of God and man, and rush us onward as a nation toward that
maelstrom of national corruption in which other nations have most miser
ably perished.
A PROBLEM.

The practical question of the hour is: "What shall we do with the
lawless liquor traffic?" But those who have not studied the situation
will ask "is it lawless?" W]e answer this question with affirmative
emphasis, and it is lawless in a triple sense; yes, in a threefold sense.
ist. It is itself a criminal, chronic lawbreaker, everywhere and
always. Unless watched and compelled to obey, it sells its poison on
Sunday, and on election days, and when ordered closed for the public
safetv during a riot: and it sells to habitual drunkards, and to minors.
It allows and encourages and participates in gambling, and is allied with
the brothel wherever possible. The national government hires men to
watch the distillers and brewers lest they cheat the government.
2. Where the traffic is prohibited by law, it, if possible, defies the
law, and continues to manufacture and sell the poison, and then boldly
proclaims that "prohibition don't prohibit." 1 rue of Maine, Kansas, the
Dakotas, Oklahoma and elsewhere.
3. It is not a mere estimate, but a carefully asceitained fact, that
the use of the goods, or rather poisons, which the traffic manufactures
and sells, produces three-fourths of all the criminal lawlessness of the
country. Yes, three-fourths of all the profanity, larceny, perjury, rapes,
assaults, desertions of families, divorces, riots, lynchings, and murders.
Courts, judges, lawyers, juries, justices, constables, aldermen, mayors,
burgesses policemen and sheriffs employ a large proportion of their time
in a vain endeavor to take care of the human, or rather inhuman product
of the distillery, the brewery, and the saloon. And the taxpayers must
foot the bills.
,
.
Tails, prisons, penitentiaries, inebriate asylums, sanifonums, hospitals,
insane asylums and almshouses are crowded with the inhuman product
of the traffic. And again, the taxpayers must foot the bills.
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO ABOUT IT?

Yes what will you do with the lawless liquor traffic ? V ou are the
King, the sovereign voter, every voter is the sovereign in a republic, or
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you can influence a vote if you happen to belong to the female persuasion,
and are thus classed with idiots and criminals as not entitled to an expres
sion of an opinion at the ballot box. It is your business to think it out
carefully, and then tell us what you propose to do with this question.
A very large class of people say by their conduct "let it alone!"
Well if the eighty millions of our men, women and children in this year
of grace, 1914, "touched not, tasted not, handled not the unclean thing,"
that of course would solve the problem, on the principle enunciated by
the Quaker woman in meeting, who could not see "why boys should club
the apples, since if left alone long enough they would fall without clubing." Nor why men should go to war and get killed, since all men, and
women too die ultimately, and don't need to be killed. Or why boys
go to see the girls, since if left alone long enough the girls will go to
see the boys. If no one drank, the traffic would die and need not be
killed. That is true. But alas! millions cannot let it alone, the awful
power of heredity coming down to us from a hundred generations of
tipplers and drunkards has rotted the physical, mental and moral fibre
of a large proportion of our 80 millions. The sins of both the fathers
and mothers are by heredity visited upon their children from more than
the third and a fourth generation. Now add to the force of inherited or
if you please, genital appetite that other potential and to wills weakened
by parents' sins that almost irresistible force, known as environment;
and that environment sanctioned by the court, dignified by the govern
ment, and enforced by public opinion and public usage, and a large pro
portion of our 80 millions of people, are as helpless as the victim of the
roaring cataract or the whirlpool rapids. Said a poor weak victim
struggling with his overpowering passion for strong drink, "I can pass
four saloons on my way to work but the fifth one generally fetches me."
Well the masses do let it alone in the sense of not openly fighting
it. The dry-goods merchant, grocer, coal merchant, miller, iron manu
facturer, lawyer, editor, doctor, and politician may be opposed to the
traffic, but they fear the boycott of the liquor sellers and their patrons
in the community, and they whimper and dodge and whisper and push
their wives and children to the front in the fight, or rather permit them
to go to the front, only when they cannot prevent it, and thus two hundred
and fifty thousand liquor dealers, only a quarter of a million, by standing
together as a unit, frighten and bullbear, commonly called bulldoze,
eighty millions or 320 times as many people as they themselves number,
into a cowardly submission to the worst gang of cutthroats that ever
raided a bank or scuttled a ship. And so they let it alone, or content
themselves with praying against it where none but God can hear, and
where even He shuts his ears to their hypocritical whimper, telling them
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that the traffic did not come in on prayers, but on votes and that it will
not go out on prayers but on heroic deeds at the ballot box.
LET IT ALONE.
Oh yes, "just let it alone," say some people and it won't hurt you.
And Oh! again, what an infamous lie! I have let it alone so far as
drinking the vile stuff is concerned for well nigh 72 years and yet it has
hurt me every year and every month, and every day of all those years.
It has made widows and orphans and paupers, and maniacs and murderers
of some of my dearest friends and relations. It has sent to premature,
yes, to drunkard's graves, and a drunkard's hell, a multitude of those
whom I have known and loved and labored for and suffered for. I have
"let it alone," so far as indulging goes, but that did not prevent a
drunken man driving madly against my carriage and breaking it, and
endangering the lives of my wife and myself. I did "let it alone," but
that did not prevent a drunken teamster from driving into and breaking
my street water fountain, where he was permitted at my expense to give
drink to his thirsty horses. I did "let it alone," but have helped for
nearly forty years to help support the children of drunken relatives.
Yes! Yes! That wife in Philadelphia "let it alone, but that did not
prevent the husband coming home in a maudlin condition, and shooting
that wife and two children to death.
Every day the papers groan under their burden of similar horrors
in every State of the Union, till we are sickened at the recital and cry
out in our misery: "How long? Oh Lord, how long?' The best people
of Springfield, 111., and Springfield, Ohio, and of Newark, Ohio, and a
hundred other places, "let it alone," but that did not prevent the traffic
from visiting a holocaust of fire and blood and death on those cities.
Jefferson Davis, fifty years ago when in rebellion, trying to divide
this union and establish on its ruins a slave oligarchy, pleaded to be
"just let alone." The burglar, the horse-thief, the murderer, the outlaw,'
just wants to be "left alone." And the liquor seller who is doing more
to wreck lives, fortunes, character, society, states and nations, simp y
wants to be "let alone" in his hell deserving purposes and work.
SMITE THE CURSE!
I am satisfied for one that it is no part of a good man's policy to
let it alone, but that it is his duty to smite the liquor traffic, hip and
thigh, and never cease to smite it till it is dead and buried face downward, so that the harder it scratches for a resuirection, the eeper it
will go toward the infernal regions whence it came.
But what will you do with the lawless liquor business.
13
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Thousands answer, "License it, curtail its power by compelling it
to pay a part of the profits of the business into the national, state, and
municipal treasury, and thus lighten my taxes, and thus, too, give me
some compensation for that boy of mine, that the business debauched
and murdered and damned." Oh, yes! I am willing to sell my boy's
soul for money! Yes, you say, "license it, and make the license fee so
high that only half as many men can afford to carry on the business as
are in it now." "High license," you say, "is my remedy." Our answer is
1. The principle of license is immoral provided the business licensed
is immoral, and should never be advocated by people who want to be
right and do right. If, as some churches have said in their resolutions,
"it cannot be licensed without sin," then the government that sells the
permit called license is a sinner; and the people who consent to it are
sinners; and the man who buys the permit is a sinner and the man
who votes to continue it, is a' sinner, and the Church that don't fight
license is a sinner, and the preacher who is silent on the subject is not
only a sinner but an abominable fraud.
2. The license fee is simply a bribe to the public conscience, and
renders the government, which in a republic means the people, a profitsharing partner in poisoning the souls and bodies of men. A profit-shar
ing partner in manufacturing paupers and criminals, the former of
whom it must support in their poverty, and the latter of whom, that is
the criminals, this same government must confine in prisons, or kill by
law if murderers, in order to protect society from the insane violence of
these things, whom this same government has helped to create for a
price.
TAXATION IMPLIES PROTECTION.

3. The taxation of any business implies an obligation on the part
of the government to protect that business, and those engaged in it.
And that is what government is doing, so that they who would pursue
and slay the business as a common nuisance cannot. Taxation gives dig
nity and a flavor of respectability to the business it would not otherwise
enjoy, enabling the man who pays the tax to pose as a patriot, because
foresooth he supports the government with his money which he pays as
a license tax on his business. Ah! the liquor sellers knew they were
doing a smart thing for themselves from the standpoint of public pirates,
when in July, 1862, the country being in the throes of civil war, and
scarcely knowing from whence it was to get funds with which to carry
on that war, these liquor sellers came to the politicians in Washington
and proposed that the government should tax their business. After a
long parley Mr. Lincoln, then President, a total abstainer and prohibi
tionist, yes, a prohibitionist: in proof of which take one sentence from
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an hour's temperance address. Yes, total abstinence if you please, and
prohibition address, delivered by Mr. Lincoln before the Springfield, 111.,
Washington Temperance Society on Feb. 22,- 1842. He said: "And when
the victory shall be complete—when there shall be neither a slave nor a
drunkard on the earth—how proud the title of that Land, which may
truly claim to be the birthplace and the cradle of both those revolutions,
that shall have ended in that victory." Yes it is true that Mr. Lincoln
yielded to the arguments of the politicians, on their promise to repeal
the law taxing liquors just as soon as the emergency of the war was
over. But for nearly fifty-four years both political parties, when domi
nant at Washington, have exacted the largest possible revenue, and
granted to the nation's poisoners the largest possible privileges. So that
now, in 191o, the government not only taxes liquor so much a gallon,
amounting to over two hundred millions of dollars revenue, but in addi
tion thereto, sells dealers for a paltry $25 the privilege of shipping liquor
in original packages into states where a majority of the people have
voted no license; or the legislature has enacted State-wide prohibition.
So that in fact there is not to-day a foot of actually dry territory on
this great Continent. Even State prohibition laws are overridden.
What Shall We Do with the Lawless Liquor Traffic? I come back
at you with the old question.
4. The high license advocate answers "make the tax a thousand
dollars a year. Tax the saloon out of existence." We answer: The
Brooks high-license law in Pennsylvania, which was enacted not only
with the consent but through the manipulation of eminent Christian
men, who were as blind on that subject then, as many of the same class
of men are on the local option question now, has demonstrated the crass
foolishness of their insane folly for more than a decade. The higher
the license the smaller the number of licensed places and the larger their
profits, and the more expensive and more enticing their equipment, and
the larger the license the larger the number of speakeasies, liquor drink
ing clubs, and liquor drinking lodges. Ten persons at one bar will drink
much more rum than one person at each of ten bars. The gilded dens
enjoying a high license monopoly entice and debauch the flower of our
young manhood, and graduate them downward through the speakeasies
to the gutter, and to perdition. High license is one of the most subtle
devices of the enemy of the race. But again
What Shall We Do with the Lawless Liquor Traffic?
5. To which our brother the Socialist comes with his answer. It
is this: "Let the traffic be shorn of its profits and it will die." How
shorn ? "Let the State own the liquor and dispense it under strict regula
tions and at cost." That is just what South Carolina tried to do for ten
years under the guiding hand of United States Senatoi Ben il man,
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and the sufficient answer to our Socialist friend is this: It was a dismal
railure from start to finish, as it deserved to be. What right has the
State to engage in a business forbidden of God. "Woe unto him that
giveth his neighbor drink." If a sin and crime for the individual, it is
no less, but rather a greater crime for the aggregation of individuals,
the State, which is supposed to stand for law, order, equity and high
moral standards.

What Shall We Do zuith the Lawless Liquor Traffic?
6. Our Local Option friends say "Leave it to a majority vote of
the borough, ward, township, or county. If a majority of the voting
men want liquor sold let it be sold, no matter what the disfranchised
women and children want."
Now I have often wished that I could conscientiously favor local
option, for it is much easier to go with the crowd, with the multitude,
than to go against it. To swim with the current than against the current.
I was a local optionist in 1872 and '73—that was 43 years ago. I stood
at the polls in my ward in Williamsport, Pa., and worked with voters all
the long day, and it was one of the most disagreeable days as to weather
conditions that I ever experienced. We succeeded in carrying our ward
for no license, under the local option law that we had by earnest effort
secured from the Pennsylvania Legislature a few months before. In
fact a large number of the counties of the State, possibly a majority
of them in that election voted "no license." The bill was repealed by
the legislature before the two years or three years had elapsed, when
under the provisions of the bill the State electors were to vote on it
again, and the localities that had voted liquor out were to be permitted if
they could, to vote it in again. Yes, the bill was repealed before it had
a chance for a fair trial. It was said at the time "that the liquor sellers
of the State bribed to vote against the passage of the local option law, a
large number of legislators but not enough to defeat the bill, and that
they used not less than one hundred thousand dollars in securing enough
legislative votes to repeal it." I have been a student of this local option
proposition since that time, and while I have great respect for the views
and feelings of those who now favor local option, as I had forty years
yet this does not prevent me from dissenting from their views nor
from stating my reasons for my position, and doing it too without fear
or favor.
Prohibitionists teach that a candidate cannot be honest and do better
than the platform on which he was nominated; better than the known
policy of his party; better than its political custom on the liquor question,
which has become party law. And that for a Republican legislator to
vote for any phase of prohibition is treachery to his party platform, to
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his party policy, to the liquor sellers who contribute to his party's support,
and to his party's well-known traditions.
W\e hold that it is wrong to petition these rum party legislators to
violate their party obligations by voting for local option. Prohibitionists
teach that such petitioners become particeps criminis to the party treach
ery they thus invite and encourage. And further, that morals are not
optional. If a thing is wrong a majority vote cannot make it right. To
petition the legislature for such a law is a tacit agreement on the part
of the petitioners to abide by the decision of the majority, which in morals
no conscientious man can do any more than could Noah in his controversy
with the antediluvians, or than could Moses in his fight with the goldencalf-worshipful optionists of his day, or than could jesus the Christ yield
to the majority clamorers of his day. Nor will he thus agree and then
violate his tacit agreement by fighting that majority if, in any locality, it
decides in favor of license.
The Prohibitionist quotes in justification of his position God's "woe
to him," viz: the individual, the community, the state or the nation, that
"giveth his neighbor any drink" that produces drunkenness, whether
under license law, or a majority vote law, or state control law, or any
other. He cites further God's destruction of Aaron s local option calf
and its thousands of worshipers at the edge of the prohibition Levites
sword, and the predominance then, and ever since, of Moses prohibitions
with penalties attached for violations. And further still he cites Lincoln s
refusal of Douglas' proposition to leave to a majority vote the introduc
tion of slavery into the new territories, saying, "If wrong a majority
cannot make it right." Also our government's refusal to leave to a ma
jority vote the Louisiana lottery gamble, and the Utah polygamy crime,
on the ground that a majority vote could not make right that which is
wrong. Last month in Ohio, the home of local option as applied to the
liquor traffic, both branches of the State legislature passed a law, which
await the Governor's signature, making Sunday base ball a local option
question. This shows the moral trend of such influence among the poli
ticians, and the churches as well, in Ohio.
ENCOURAGEMENT.

But while there is much to discourage, there is also much to en
courage. We must count progress at the end of decades an centur e ,
and not single years, just as we count the incoming tide not at t ie en
of minutes but of hours. There was more liquor sold last year in us
country than in any previous year of its history, ut muc o 1 w
sold in violation of law, and the next step is to elect men to office w
favor the enactment, and execution of prohibitory aws.
lere is ag
tion everywhere, and agitation means education, and education of con-
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science means moral renovation and elevation. Railroads, factories, in
surance companies, employees responsibility laws, combine with Church
resolutions to point toward the destruction of the six thousand year old
curse.
The Church of Jesus Christ in America has votes enough to wipe
out the liquor traffic curse in a decade, yes, in a single year. Will she
make it the dominant issue now, or will she wait till some great national
or possibly international calamity such as pestilence or famine or a
world war shall obliterate the world-wide curse known as the liquor
traffic.
I have ceased to be a prophet. I used to prophesy, but now I know
only my individual personal duty. I decline even the intimation of rela
tionship to that dear old lady whose horse ran away with her, and when
asked what she did replied, "I trusted in the Lord till the brichen broke,
and then I did not know what to do."
I have learned to trust in the Lord as though I could do nothing,
but work meanwhile as though there were no God in whom to trust.
The liquor traffic is doomed or our country is doomed, and the voters
must decide which it shall be.
ADDENDA, JANUARY IO, I922.
And now, eight years after the foregoing was written and spoken,
and three years after the close of the world war, the greatest perhaps
in the history of the world resulting in the death of nine millions of
soldiers and the squandering of over two hundred and twenty billions of
money, we have national prohibition and the prospects of its world-wide
extension. Thank God! Thank God!!!

THE STAMP OF LEARNING.
"Pa, what's a postgraduate?"
"A fellow who graduates from one of those correspondence schools,
I suppose."—Boston Transcript.

A parish church was being beautified with a stained glass window.
The old sexton was watching the work. The rector, seeing him thus intent,
remarked, "Well, John, and what is your opinion of the window?"
"Weel," was the reply, "in ma opeenion they micht hae been content wi'
the gless as God made it."—London Toum.Topics.

Number 31.

"M'R. JONNEMACHER'S MACHINE"
(Read before the Dauphin County Historical Society, May 8, 1913, by S. C. S.)

This is the name of a paper-covered volume of over 250 pages. It
is divided into thirty-five chapters. Its secondary title is "The Port to
which we drifted," by Lord Prime, Esq., Librarian to the State Library
of Pennsylvania, A. D. 2016. That places it 100 years in advance of outday. It claims to have been published by the Knickerbacher Book Com
pany of Philadelphia, and its fashion is that of Belamys "looking back
ward." It was really published in 1898.
Coming home from one of my lecture tours in the autumn of that
year, I found a volume on my office table in the Methodist Publishing
House, of which I was superintendent, in the northwest corner of Market
Square, and carried it home for further examination, but did not dis
cover till a month or two afterwards that I was made to figure largely
in its pages reaching to some thirty-five to forty times.
The first chapter is laid in the Civic Reform Club, which included
among its large membership as designated in the book, the Hon. YY ahn
Jonnemacher, (John Wanamaker,) McHugh Stannan Pay, (Matthew
Stanly Tuay,) Bon. David Marplot, (Martin,) .Hon. Bois Penknife,
(Penrose,) Hon. Israel DeHamrn, (Durham,) Hon. Wade Inveigh,
(Wiayne WcVey,) Hubert Walsh, (Herbert Welsh,) Frances Grieves,
(Reeves,) Peter Floyd, (Lloyd,) Clinton R. Roughwood, Thomas Robindale, Iludolf Plankenshad, (Rudolph Blankenburg,) Justus C. Haybridge,
(Strawbridge,) and the Rev. Dr. Silas C. Gulp—the latter an abbrevia
tion of Swallow "of the capitol of Pennsylvania."
There was a fierce contest on between Jonnemacher and McHugh
Stannan Pey for political supremacy. According to the book the former
was intent on purging the political party, to which he and Pey oti
belonged, and in order to accomplish this party purification was bent on
getting possession of the political machine which he claime
ey lac
corrupted.
The Rev. Dr. Gulp had frequent interviews with Jonnemacher in
vain endeavors to secure his allegiance to a new organization embodying
in its platform the prohibition of the liquor traffic; in the belief that
the old one was hopelessly corrupt.
The whole story takes the form of a romance, with one, Walton
Guernsey, a clerk in Jonnemacher's store, as the suitor of the hand
Constance Dewes. He has invented a machine that, it is claimed, will
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make woolen cloth with the attendance of just one unskilled man; the
wool being put in at one end of the machine, and the finished cloth taken
out at the other end of the machine by its one attendant. Gulp is made
to argue with jonnemacher against the multiplication of machinery,
because he alleges it tends to the scarcity of labor, and the further im
poverishment of the poor, and hence promotes the industrial disturb
ances, and the conflict between labor and capital that are threatening
the life of the nation. Constance Dewes is in sympathy with Dr. Gulp's
idea and argues with Guernsey, her lover, against the perfecting of the
machine, even with as much or more fervor than does the Rev. Dr. Gulp
contend with Jonnemacher along the same line.
Jonnemacher is intent on becoming owner of this wonderful machine,
as he seems to have a large share in the ownership of his clerk, Walton
Guernsey, the inventor of the machine, by virtue of being his employer;
and sets himself to work to build factories in which to operate the
machine and store its products and crude material on which its rapacious
jaws are supposed to feed.
Suddenly Walton Guernsey, the inventor, disappears. Search is
made by Mr. Jonnemacher, Constance Dewes, and other friends running
through days and nights and even weeks. The model of the great ma
chine had been tampered with and possibly its secret stolen; but Mr.
Jonnemacher gets from Constance the drawings of the machine, and
pushes its completion and use, resulting in the idleness of thousands of
factory operatives, whose hatred for capital is augmented, and whose
hunger renders them a menace to the peace of society, if not the very
existence of the government. Mr. Pey seeks to control the discontent
for political gain by striving to push through the United States Senate
a bill limiting the use of machinery to a small fraction of each day, and
thus becomes popular with the wage-earners of the country. Constance
Dewes devotes herself to charity; mostly to feeding the hungry and to
clothing the naked with the cheap clothes manufactured by the Jonne
macher machine. Her grief for the kidnapped Guernsey held a prisoner
in the dormer attic of the City Hall is simply inconsolable, though neither
she nor Jonnemacher, nor yet Guernsey himself know the place of his
concealment, since he was carried thither bound, gagged and blindfolded
by Israel DeHamm, as instructed by McHugh Stannan Pey. Guernsey's
jailer or attendant is a physically powerful deaf mute whose name was
Turgott.
As the weeks flow on what to do with the inventor prisoner, Walton
Guernsey, becomes the next problem with Pey and DeHamm. If re
leased, he becomes a witness against Pey, DeHamm, and Bois Penknife.
Fear of penalties prevents DeHamm from consenting to Guernsey's
assassination by the giant deaf mute keeper, and it is decided to give him
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the choice of death, or taking his chances of life in a hand to hand fight
with the powerful Turgott for the amusement of the hundreds of
thousands who gather annually in the great amphitheatre and in the air
ships that hover over it, to witness the bouts, and the jousts, and the
exciting tournaments, which in that remote period have succeeded the
football, baseball, sprinting, pooling, golfing, and boxing matches of our
day. The spectators being in every case the jury to decide by popular
clamor whether the life of the vanquished was to be taken or spared by
the victor. Guernsey, the stripling, consents to fight Turgott, the giant,
in the tournament, and daily practices athletics in preparation. All this
was unknown to Gulp, to Constance and to Jonnemacher, in whose aerial
carriage Gulp had a seat to witness under the protest of his Puritan
conscience, the games of the closing day of the tournament. At last to
the surprise of Jonnemacher, Constance and Gulp, Walton Guernsey and
his keeper Turgott appear in an air race and Guernsey is the winner.
In the wrestle that follows, Turgott's heel is finally upon the neck of
the prostrate Guernsey and, being deaf, he did not hear the demand for
mercy for the fallen man, and would have killed him, but for the physical
interference of the Governor's guard; Constance having fainted and
fallen as she saw the imminent danger of her lover has been gradually
restored. In the dual with swords that followed, Guernsey s foot finally
rested on the chest of Turgott, and the multitude, slow to clamor foi
the life of the victim, yet did so, mingled with shouts of applause only
to be followed by a clamor for Guernsey's life by the idol and hungered
populace as they recognized the name of him whose invention of the
Jonnemacher machine had, in .their estimation, left them idle and starv
ing. But Constance, who had been an angel to the hungered, threw herself
into the breach and saved the life of her imperilled lover.
McHugh Stannan Pey was in a towering rage, conveniently sup
pressed as was his wont for prudential reasons; and the object of that
rage was Turgott for not having finished Guernsey as he had ordered him
to do. He sent his own air vessel home, secured another aerial carriage,
commanded Israel DeHamm to bring Turgott into it, and sailed away
over a lake of liquid air which everywhere had become the motive power
of the country, carried as it was in tubes to all industries.
At the critical moment he seized Turgott in a wild attempt to thrus
him from the car and into the lake, which, if successful, meant ins an
death by instantaneous freezing. But Turgott seized Pey an it
tussel that followed, both were submerged in the liquu an an were
instantly crystallized, the head of Pey breaking f 10111 his ,0 y
upturned face having the appearance of polished marble.
Shortly after the clamor of the Commune, 01 hungers as ^ eJ
called, was renewed with still greater force. It was the cry of
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blood!" "Bread or blood!" Riots, assassinations, murders, larceny,
arson, blocks of burning buildings were too common to elicit surprise.
In the midst of it, Jonnemacher became a victim. Finally government
took control of all public utilities, and stock owned by corporations, order
was restored, prosperity reigned, and "Peace on earth and good will to
men" seemed to reign supreme over all the nations.
The book is more curious than either consistent or useful and was
evidently written in the interest of Socialism.
It is hardly necessary to say that the last heard of Walton Guernsey
and Constance Dewes, she had changed her name and they were enjoying
together their well-earned honeymoon entirely exempt from either goverment control or government ownership.

THE EESSER EVIL.
Following a recent earthquake in a region that shall be nameless, fiveyear-old Jimmy was sent by his fond parents to a distant uncle's home.
Three days later they received this wire : "Am returning your boy. Send
me the earthquake."—Literary Digest.
Uncle Jethro sat fishing on the banks of a tiny rivulet when a stranger
stopped beside him and said, "Is it possible that there are any fish in such
a small stream as that?" "No, there ain't none," Uncle Jeth grunted.
"But you're fishing!"
"Yep," said Uncle Jeth. "What, then, is your
object?" "My object," said Uncle Jeth, "is to show my wife I ain't got no
time to sift the ashes."—New York Times.

FEMININE PUNCTUATION.
Returning from school the other afternoon, a little girl proudly in
formed her mother that she had learned to "punchtate."
"You see, mother," explained the child, "when you write 'Hark!'
you put a hatpin after it, and when you ask a question you put a button
hook !"—Ladies Home Journal.
A GOOD WORD FOR MR. AVERAGE MAN.
Hyde Park Orator: "It's knowledge we want! Ask the av'ridge man
when Magna Charta was King of England—and 'e carn't tell yer!"—
Methodist Times.

Number 32.

OUR COMMONWEALTH.
(Address delivered at a banquet tendered S. C. S. by Philadelphia ladies in 1898.)

I did not choose this subject. It was assigned to me. My free moral
agency was thus abridged where Adam's was; at a banquet offered by
the Eves. There are at least two sides to my subject, the upper and the
under; the pessimistic and the optimistic. We shall retain the latter
till later.
"Our Commonwealth." It is a large subject, having an area, if I
remember my geography of 45,000 square miles. My subject is about
300 miles long; but then, I have the night before me. It is about 175
miles broad; entirely too broad for what some call "a narrow prohibi
tionist." My subject reaches from the Genesees on the north to Mason's
and Dixon's line on the south, and from just beyond the tribe of Christo
pher on the west to the tribe of David on the east, both of whom are
great warriors. They excel in the scalp dance. Our subject embraces
Yankee land on the north, Dutch land on the south, and every land on
the east and west. Its chief products in hard times are Monongahela
whiskey, Reading lager, bubbling Lancaster beer, delirium tremens,
cramps, unpaid grocers' bills and broken banks. Its principal places of
interest to many taxpayers, are license courts, breweries, distilleries and
saloons, and their auxiliaries, viz., the jails, penitentiaries, almshouses,
insane asylums, police courts, criminal docks, hang-man's day and grave
yards.
ONE IN: TWENTY OUT.

For every dollar we get from license fees, we pay twenty dollars to
take care of the results. But then, those engaged in the business are our
agents and partners, patriots, every one, raising revenue to carry on the
government.
My subject, like some stock, has a water surface; of 230 square
miles, but the scarcest thing in it is pure water. We use our rivers for
garbage conduits and then pump the fetid mixture into our houses for
bathing and drinking. This in the interests of the doctors' business
such "as the treatment of diphtheria, scarlet fever, typhoid fever, ant
cerebro-spinal meningitis. It is also a great comfort to the doctor w o
diagnosticates, the druggist who medicates, the preacher who consolates,
the sexton who excavates, the undertaker who relegates, and the torn
stone maker who commemorates.
It is still a matter of dispute whether Pittsburgh, Harnsburg or
Philadelphia water has in it the largest percentage of nourishment.
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ANIMALS V S . BOYS.

The most important animals in my subject—I mean those indigenous
to the soil—are mules and dogs, both protected by the law from cruelty.
Boys come next, being allowed to protect themselves from drunken
fathers and open saloon doors, if they can. Women come last, since they
have no votes to sell, either present or prospective. It was an unmarried
lady of uncertain age who said "If a married woman dies, another one
can be married, while if a mule dies, another mule must be bought."
It is a fact, that women are not as well protected as are pig iron, porcu
pines, poodle-dogs, partridges, pumpkins, and pest-making pelicans. But
these in some thirty states with larger landed territory than ours, but
much fewer with larger populations, and none with so heterogeneous,
world-wide originals are found in the old Keystone.
W|hat would the other states do without this Keystone. It holds
the others together. It did so in Franklin's time, in William Penn's time
and in the times of rebellion in I86I-'65. Long live the old Keystone!
DAD'S AWFUL FIX.
A tiny maid, held up to hear her father's voice on the telephone, burst
into tears. "What are you crying for?" asked her mother.
"Oh, mamma," sobbed the child, "how ever can we get dadda out of
that little hole?"—Morning Post.
THE REALIST.
Little Freddy came home one night with his clothes full of holes.
"What in the world has happened to you?" cried his mother.
"Oh, we've just been playin' grocery store and everybody was some
thing," replied Freddy. '"And I was the cheese."—The American Legion
Weekly.

Number 33.

"FLYING A KITE BY THE TAIL."
(Or suggestions of S. C. S. to our bishops in this year of grace 1890.)
The adage that heads this article, said to he derived from the Spanish,
is a synonym for attempting to control things through their baser or
weaker elements. Family government relegated to the children is "flying
a kite by the tail." A mercantile house left to the mercy of clerks; a
farm directed by the most ignorant employee; a government in the hands
of hoodlums; a church attempting to preserve its purity and maintain
its power despite the questionable conduct of its officers, are all examples
of "flying a kite by tbe tail." It is only another way of saying "Pouring
in at the bung and wasting at the spigot;" or "Penny wise and pound
foolish."
For a hundred years the Methodist Episcopal Church has been a
light to the world, not only as professing more than others, but as actually
possessing a higher type of spiritual life. She has outluthered Luther in
emphasizing "justification by faith." and made still more important that
other long-forgotten Bible doctrine of the "witness of the spirit, to the
judicial act. The wicked world has had a clear conception of the moral
character of those bearing the name of Methodists, and stood ready to
challenge them at the jury panel, where drunkenness, falsehood, theft,
gambling, and licentiousness with their cognate vices, feared the impartial
verdict and the just sentence.
PURITY AND PEACE.

"Holiness unto the Lord," was the battle cry that, for a century,
shook the Gibraltars of infidelity and corruption, the pillar of fire guid
ing other churches out of the wilderness of effete forms, to the promise
land of purity and peace.
.
The formulas of doctrines to be believed, and rules to be obeyed,
as drawn from the Bible have been embodied in our book of iscip me,
which is the creature of the legislative department of our church an
hence comes to us with the force of law, bearing the superscription
our bishops who say to us over their signatures, "Far from wishing you
to be ignorant of any of our doctrines or any part of our discip 1 ,
desire you to read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest the w o e.
ought, next to the Holy Scriptures, to understand the artic es o
and the rules of the church to which you belong.
Now, among these rules are those against the love of mon y, g
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gambling, drinking intoxicants, attending or encouraging theatres or
dances, inveighing against the doctrines of our church and the like.
NO EVASION.

A'ny evasion of these rules by our bishops will, because of their
exalted position, be seen from afar, and do more to destroy the law and
endanger the church than would the most flagrant violations of the law
by whole regiments of private members.
Let a man secure his election to the episcopacy by soliciting compli
mentary votes, and then after amassing a fortune refuse to pay his
subscription made to struggling churches; or, let another receiving a
salary together with perquisites five times as large as the average of his
brethren in the ministry, habitually charge or accept $100 or $200 for
his services at church dedications; or, let it be generally known that by
hobnobbing with one of the leading stock gamblers of the country, a
large amount of his booty has been obtained by a bishop for the endow
ment of a school of the prophets—said school to bear the gambler's name
forever, and more will have been done to stimulate a desire for stock
gambling than can be counteracted by the faithful rank and file in a
generation. Let the secular papers flaunt the name of a bishop's wife as
having received a large sum of money from the owner of a theatre with
which to endow a Methodist charity; and all over the country our mem
bers will argue that is a good thing to make money in theatres and give
it to the churches, and if so, to patronize theatres, "for every little helps."
After that any attempt to enforce discipline in the local churches along
these lines will be "flying a kite by the tail."
Let a bishop alight from a railroad train on God's day, and railroad
officials and employees will unite with infidels and devils in arguing the
necessity of Sunday trains, and hence of Sunday repairs, and hence of no
Sunday, and the pastor of the local church, and his little band of humble
but faithful helpers, who have been contending with the tide of worldliness, and especially that of Sabbath desecration, will thenceforth find his
efforts like "flying a kite by the tail."
Let a bishop and his family accept an invitation to a great public feast
where dancing or winebibbing rules the night, and let his name be bulle
tined on the morrow from Maine to Florida by the Associated Press as
having been present without protest,—and his nama be mixed in reports
with "Chablis," "Sherry," "Claret," "Champagne," "Burgundy,"
"Brandy," and liquors in general, though he may not drink, and the cause
of temperance will have received a stab that will make its friends mourn
and its enemies rejoice. No one need wonder after that, if the attempt to
exercise discipline against drunkenness by the 20,000 Methodist preachers
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of the land and against its drinkers, signers of license bonds, and those
who dance, or attend dancing parties, should seem much like "flying a
kite by the tail."
A .BISHOP'S SUGGESTED ADDRESS.

If a bishop, or any other man of prominence in the churches, finds
himself unexpectedly thus environed, as I have described; how gloriously
he might serve his Master and his generation by standing erect and saying
in substance, "Gentlemen: I am present as your guest, ignorant till this
moment of the character of this entertainment. Had I known that the
cause of intemperance, which is to-day the greatest curse of the world,
was at this gathering to receive aid and comfort, and that my presence
would be interpreted as a tacit endorsement of this wrongdoing, I cer
tainly should not have come. On behalf of many other guests and in the
interests of temperance and virtue, we respectfully request that the in
toxicants be removed and that the banquet cease. If this cannot be done,
then I ask you to excuse myself and family, and we will at once return to
our home; for 'As for me and my house, we will serve the Lord.'' Words
like these would send a thrill along the line of Christian endeavor that
would raise a shout louder than the seven thunders and make itself felt
through the corridors of eternity.
SPOTEESS, BUT SPOTTED.

We write these suggestions fully aware that he who raises the alarm
must risk being branded as a "crank," "pessimist,' 'croaker, or sore
head." These failing to silence a "disturber in Israel," other measures
may be resorted to. We will see.
It may be said that all abuses or irregularities can be reached through
the committee on Episcopacy in the General Conference. But this is not
true! It is possible for a bishop to publish a book, the effect of which is,
to unbalance every young person, and especially every young preacher,
concerning "the resurrection of the body," compelling them to say I hat
book has so confused me that I have not been able to preach on the resur
rection since I read it." A paper of inquiry may be presented to the
General Conference, and referred to the committee on Episcopacy, then
to a sub-committee. It comes back at a later hour to the conference, and
with a hundred other reports and resolutions may be referred to a com
mittee consisting of bishops and chairmen of the standing committees with
instructions to bring forward the most important business But it may
turn out that in their judgment a bishop's questionable conduct is not to
be questioned. And any attempt thereafter to enforce Methodist discip
line on the rank and file of Methodism would be much like flying a kite
by the tail."

Number 34.

DEDICATION OF MACLAY SCHOOL BUILDING.
An address at the dedication of the Maclay School Building about the year 1888

by S. C. S.

No ordinary event brings us together to-day. It is the formal open
ing or, if you please, dedication; using that word in its generic sense of a
hall of learning. Not such as Sparta under direction of Licurgus, opened
for the physical culture and the military training for her sons; not such
as Athens, the eye of Greece, dedicated to her youth, for Athens was the
city of aestheticism, of beauty, but not of utility. Nor yet such as Rome
boasted; where only the patricians and such plebeians as had property
could enter in.
AN UNCOMMON COMMON SCIIOOX,.

This is a common, yet uncommon school building. It is to stand
through coming generations as a monument to the common school system
of which Thaddeus Stevens, our old-time bachelor friend of our own
state, was the initiator and the champion. Its object is the education of
girls as well as of boys. Of the mind and morals, as well as of the body.
While its teachers will not lose sight of the aesthetic, yet how to render
these boys and girls useful and happy will be of primary importance.
Yes, the plebeian, the poorest work-girl found in these alleys, may claim
the same privileges under the law as does the child of the millionaire, or
the patrician.
PROFESSOR EOOSE.

First of all, I extend congratulations to Professor Foose, the able and
efficient superintendent of common schools; whose devotion and energy
coupled with his wide executive and administrative ability find such laud
able expression in this hall of learning. Congratulations also to the
directors whose unremunerative toil and care in providing for the popula
tion gathering in this part of the city, challenges the appreciation and
gratitude of the fathers and mothers, as also of the sons and daughters.
Yes, congratulations to the teachers for whom such ample facilities are
here provided for disciplining these pupils in intelligence and virtue.
Ah, yes, and congratulations to the residents of this ward, who thus
have brought to their very doors the opportunities, if improved, for a
culture so broad as to place their sons and daughters on the highway to
useful citizenship, which in a republic is only another name for sovereignty.
The city, the state, the continent, the world should be the better for
the establishment of this school; for out of its lecture room should go
young men and women better equipped than they otherwise could be to
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do well the work of life. The world should have better housekeepers,
better teachers, farmers, railroad operators, merchants and mechanics,
and, let us hope, better preachers too, because of the instruction here given.
Nay, more, heaven should be the richer through eternity; for while body
and intellect are here cultured for time; the eternal interests of the soul
should not be forgotten.
CONTRASTS.

I believe I would take the risk of betraying my age by telling you
that this is a much better building than the old-fashioned, uncouth, unornamental, unattractive, uncomfortable, MM, MM, MM everything from
which I graduated before several of you who are here this afternoon were
born. While I love the memory of those happy days that antedate my
twelfth year, and find great delight in recalling those early conflicts in
the search of truth, I do not forget that we boys searched also for bumble
bees' nests, and hens' eggs and may-apples, as well as other things too
numerous to mention.
While with tears mingled with smiles I sit in the evening twilight and
call the roll from the book of memory of the Johns and Toms and Sams,
the Zachariahs and the Obadiahs, yes and the Sallies and Marthas, the
Susan Janes and Jemima Anns, with whom I studied, recited, ran races,
and played mumble-ty-peg in that far-off period; yet, I have a vivid recol
lection of some things that brings the tears without the smiles. The cobwebbed window through which I had to look twice or thrice in order to
get a coveted glimpse of Tom Saxe playing truant, and going skating,
while I had to study. I also recall the dark hole in the trap door leading
into the wasp nest they call a garret, and through which my tow-head
was more than once pushed with a threat that the next offense would shut
me up there all night. I also recall the sharp pin with point bent at right
angle to the head, and left by Alvin Ford by the merest accident just on
the seat where I by some unexplained ordering of Providence, yes, I was
fore-ordained to sit. Nor do I forget the unpainted, splintered, knotty
knarled, yet beautifully hand carved desk reaching the whole length from
fore to aft of that imposing school room; yes, that is the name, imposing
school room, for it was an imposition on every little Whig and Democrat
of the period Yes, that desk on which rested our slate and spelling book
and elbows and sometimes, our heads, when "nature's sweet restorer came
to knit the ravelled sleeve of care;" yes, that desk lives in memory to-day.
And now, I think of that bench made with an ax and a two-inch
auger, made of a white pine slab, the round side down and the flat side up,
with four prongs driven from the under-side for legs which legs were a
foot longer than they should have been; or on the other hand our legs
were a foot shorter than they should have been, a question in philosophy,
14
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or psychology, which we at that early day, were unable to settle, though
we have settled it since.
AB ABS AND EB EBS.

Nor have I forgotten how we responded to the call of the teacher to
say our A. B. C.'s or abs, or ebs. I can still remember the triumph of
those who reached the sublime height of intellectual attainment of being
able to spell d-i-n-n-e-r, dinner, s-u-p-p-e-r, supper, b-a-k-e-r, baker, but
for the insatiable appetite of farmer youth the painful process was enough
to have caused us to lose relish for dinner, supper and breakfast and to
look upon the baker as the enemy of childhood.
How changed our surroundings now, Here is a magnificent building
on a commanding site, with ample playground, broad halls, elegant reci
tation rooms, easy seats, blackboards, charts, maps, and books ad libitum;
more than all and better than all, teachers thoroughly disciplined in their
art, governing their scholars by the power of love, rather than the fear of
the rod and the dungeon. Oh! happy childhood of this happy period,
great is thy opportunity and great will be thy responsibility.
HOME ! SWEET HOME !!

I sometimes fear that our danger as a people is in the disposition to
lay too much stress on the school, the church, the society, and not enough
on the home. Six'hours a day for eight months of the year of good in
fluence, cannot neutralize the eighteen hours and the twelve months in the
year of pernicious influence of a vicious home, or of the street and the
saloon. Henry Ward Beecher, when once asked what were the laws of
health?, said: "First, select a good mother." And he or some one else
has said, "In order to properly train a child, begin twenty years before he
is born," which is only another way of saying that the parents' character
largely determines that of the child; far more largely than does the
character of the teacher.
I am pained every day at the indifference so-manifest upon the part
of parents as to whether their children shall be educated, or ignorant.
Jonathan Edwards' mother declared her willingness to walk from Maine
to Oregon and carry her babe in her arms, if thereby she could secure the
education of her children, and provided it could not be otherwise ac
complished.
THE COUNTRY SUPPLY OP MANHOOD.

This parental indifference is more apparent in the city and town than
in the country. The result is that the country is called upon constantly
to supply to a great extent the mental and moral as well as the material
weight of the city. To supply not only the beef and mutton, the vegetables
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and butter, but largely the brains of the city. In a city of 22,000 inhab
itants of which I have knowledge, four-fifths of the lawyers, two-thirds
of the doctors, an equal proportion of the preachers and all of the editors
were farmers' sons; while the leaders in all departments of business ex
cept merchandizing had begun their life, and received their first instruct
ions on the farm, or amid the provincialism of village life. In saying this,
I do not lose sight of the equipoise of cost and compensation found in the
fact that the city supplies the waste of the country in manufactured
articles. Our advancing civilization should develop a genius equal to the
task of discovering some method by which the superior educational ad
vantages of the city should not be so largely neutralized by the large
foreign population there gathered; nor by the liquor traffic as represented
by the saloon; nor by the vicious classes in whom are produced "hideous
congestions of vice"; nor by the many attractive but sadly demoralizing
cases of resort and of entertainment as well as vicious places of amuse
ment which everywhere abound; nor by the mental absorption incident to
the pursuit of wealth; nor by the potent forces of social segregation.
Another name here for individual selfishness.
WOMEN GRADUATES.

Another thought. You have wondered, as have I, at the small
number of young men graduating in our city high schools as compared
with the young women. The proportion is about one to four. Nor can
it be wholly accounted for in the large number of boys who make use of
the city schools to prepare for college, but take their diplomas elsewhere,
but rather in the disposition to encourage to begin as early as possible to
earn money, and by so doing push them for life into the already over
crowded ranks of the discontented, unskilled laborers. The parents who
do this are guilty of a crime against their own offspring.
GRADUATION ONLY THE START.

A word of caution is always in order against the too general dispo
sition to make graduation the goal, instead of the starting place in the
pursuit of knowledge. The school is to teach youth how to read. The
reading should go on through life.
_
America has fought the battles thrust upon her in the past with a
heroism that has been the wonder of the nations and the admiration o
the ages. Our people have subdued to purposes of beauty and utility the
rugged nature that here confronted them. Forest and plain mountain
and valley, prairie and river, air, earth and water, have been laid under
contribution to an ever increasing prosperity Not only have these natura
barriers been made to maintain friendly relation with man, but fore g
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invaders and domestic insurrectionists have in turn been conquered and a
lasting peace established. But the problem of self-government has not
yet been fully solved. It is one thing to project the grandest civilization
of the world and another thing to protect and perpetuate it. We are in
the midst of the greatest experiment of the ages; viz., that of self-govern
ment. We are attempting to demonstrate to ourselves and to the world
that "a government of the people, by the people and for the people" cannot
only prosper for a time, but can succeed through the unnumbered centuries.
Let us make no mistakes. The eyes of the world are upon us; and this
schoolroom is an important factor in the great problem.

A SMALL ANACHRONIST.
The youngster who asked his father why God hadn't given the zebra
stars as well as stripes has a match in the little girl who wrote this descrip
tion of the ark:
"Overhead was a gorgeous rainbow and beneath it the little ark rode
proudly over the waters, with smoke pouring from her smokestack and the
United States flag flying at the bow."—Boston Transcript.

A CALIFORNIA MAID.
A lady stopping at a hotel on the Pacific Coast rang the bell the first
morning of her arrival, and was very much surprised when a Japanese boy
opened the door and came in.
"I pushed the button three times for a maid," she said sternly, as she
dived under the covers.
"Yes," the little fellow replied, "me she."—San Francisco Chronicle.

SATISFIED ANYWAY.
Speaking of optimists, Dr. L. F. Curl, of Paris, 111., was telling about
a farmer patient of his who came in after selling a load of hogs.
Dr. Curl: "How did you come out on the deal ?"
Farmer: "O! They didn't weigh as much as I thought they would
but I didn't think they would."—The Osteopathic Physician.

Number 35.

RECIPROCITY.
Delivered Frequently by S. C. S. in the year 1911.

The horrors that some people have of being called a "pessimist,"
or "knocker," or "kicker," leads them to lie, by telling half truths. I
have as much pity for an extreme optimist who pretends to believe that
everything in this world is as good as it can be, and hence "nothing
doing," as I have for the extreme pessimist, who talks as though every
thing in this world is as bad as it can be, and cannot be made any better,
and hence "nothing doing." The one calls skim milk cream, and the other
calls cream skim milk, and there you have it. There is nothing for the
optimist to do in this world, but to fold his arms, and feed out the taffy
on which he himself lives, and nothing for the pessimist to do, but to
fold his arms and snarl out his miserable life. There is room for the
pesso-optimist, who recognizes the evil and honestly tries to strangle it,
and recognizes the good and seeks to cultivate it. I choose the role of
the pesso-optimist.
"MEMBERS, ONE OE ANOTHER."

If I were going to take a text to-day, and try to stick to it, I think
it would be either Paul's declaration to the Romans, viz: "And every
one members one of another;" or, Cain's inquiry after the murder of
his brother Abel, viz: "Am I my brother's keeper?" But texts used
simply in an accomodational way, sometimes become quite cumbersome
if announced and then unused, and hence better not be announced.
My subject is "Reciprocity," which means simply, mutual help.
The long continued tangle over reciprocal tariff relations with Canada,
is all too recent to require more than passing notice. 1 resident 1 aft
wanted less duty on certain commodities which we sell to Canada, and
was willing that Canada in turn should sell to Americans free of duty,
or with greatly reduced duty, commodities which Canada wants to sell to
the United States, so a reciprocal treaty was proposed. Congress failed
to pass it, and an extra Session was called by the President. It was
passed, and on September 21 Canada by popular vote decided by a large
majority against it. The most cruel thing lately heard of, is the announce
ment now made that it was defeated largely by the use of one of Presi
dent Taft's speeches in which he squinted at reciprocity as the entering
wedge to not only a closer commercial alliance with our neighbor on the
other side of the falls; but as an entering wedge to a political alliance
alien to Great Britain.
,
This aroused all the Anglican pride of our noble Canucks, and they
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said "If that be your scheming for graft, none of it in ours Mr. Taft,"
and they snowed it under on a warm day in September. Pity to see a
man, and especially a President, "hoist by his own petard." But so
it was, and our smiling William the III; 1 guess he is our 3rd, yes,
William Henry Harrison, William McKinley and William Howard Taft,
yes our smiling William's war cry, planned to be thirteen thousand miles
long, is changed to a weeping jeremiad, bordering on apologetics, mingled
with a little homoletics, seasoned with not a few exegetics.
''How vain are all things here below,
How false and yet how fair."

I was heartily in favor of President Taft's particular brand of
reciprocity, as I am also of every other brand; except One. I like to
see the walls tumble between nations and States and communities; and
also between families and individuals. But never should there be reciprosity between good and evil so long as God lives.
THE GREATEST YELLOW PERIL.

When a boy I shouted myself hoarse over the achievements of
Anson Burlingame when as our minister plenipotentiary to China, he by
kindness and tact made a breach in the great 1200 mile wall that had
stood for over two thousand years, and came home as China's representa
tive to us, waving triumphantly the treaty they had signed by which our
missionaries could carry to China the gospel of our Lord, and our
merchants could exchange with theirs the products of our soil, our mines,
and our factories. I was humiliated when England forced upon them
opium, and American vessels carried them rum, and I groaned in spirit
when our Congress passed a law prohibiting the landing of Chinamen
on our shores, and that too though they are among the most industrious,
the most economical, and the most sober of all the nationalities that find
asylum in America. We then built up an American wall and labelled it
Christian, higher, and stronger than was the heathen wall broken down by
our God and our Anson Burlingame, more than a half century ago. And
we did it under the hoodoo, bugaboo cry of "The yellow peril." That
is; a fear that so many Mongolians would crowd our shores as to crowd
out or cheapen American labor.
There is a greater yellow peril than that. And this is no Iiobsonian
alarm. It is this) to teach them under the guise of Christianity the
lesson of revenge, by forbidding them entrance, and by clubing on our
streets Chinamen already here, and at the same time teaching them the
aits of war, and selling to them, to satisfy our greed for gold the most
deadly weapons of warfare, and American whiskey to craze them, and
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selling to them also armor plated vessels in which to carry the munitions
of war and the most fearless warriors on earth to use them; and then
daring the vengeance of these four hundred millions of warriors by
international insults, and by treason to existing treaties, till they crowd
our shores in tumult of war; and teach us at the edge of the sword what
we have failed to learn at the feet of Jesus; viz: that we "all be members
one of another," whatever our nationality, color, language, or "previous
condition of servitude."
GOOD AND EVIL NOT RECIPROCAL.

I made one exception to the application of the principle of reciprocity.
There should be no attempt at reciprocity between truth and error, light
and darkness, right and wrong, good and evil; between heaven and hell,
between drunkenness and sobriety; between the liquor traffic and prohi
bition. And when Mr. Wilson, Mr. Taft's Secretary of Agriculture
consented a few months ago to preside at the Brewer's International
Convention, to meet this month in Chicago; and when the Honorless
Philander C. Knox sent a letter over his signature,.as Mr. Taft's Secre
tary of State, to our consuls at foreign courts, urging them to call the
attention of the countries to which they are accredited, to this Brewers
Congress and urge attendance upon it. And when Mr. Taft though
appealed to by a multitude of Church, civic, and Temperance Societies
to call off his Cabinet Members from official recognition and support of
the greatest crime and poverty producer of the ages, and he failed to
take any cognizance of these indignant protests of an insulted people; I
said "maybe the wrath of an offended God can find some way in which
to bridle the unholy ambition of the partners of sin," and I think he is
doing it. Shame on the reciprocity existing between our National, state
and municipal governments, and the men who for greed of gold are
filling with the victims of their poison-traffic our jails, penitentiaries,
almshouses, insane asylums, police courts, and a yearly assessment of a
hundred thousand dishonored graves. And shame on Christian men if
they continue to support such officials with their ballots.
EX -GOVERNOR HANLY'S NEW CRUSADE.

It may have been this unholy alliance between the world's brewers
and the Taft Administration, to which, in part at least, the Hon. J. Frank
Hanly Ex-Republican Governor of Indiana, referred, in a scathing speech
delivered by him before the Indiana Methodist Conference only two
weeks ago/and that, too, in the presence of many of his old political
chums. He said in part:
_
..
"To-day my party in this State stands in the valley of indecision;
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doubting and uncertain. Last year it failed in its duty. It sought not
right, but expediency; the expediency of silence. It turned its back
upon a work more worthy than it had wrought in this commonwealth in
the third of a century. As a result of its perfidy it was defeated. Its
defeat was sad, but sadder far was the fact that it deserved defeat. That
fact stained its nation-wide fame with shame. To-day "the lip of its
honor" lies low in the dust.
"Those who brought it there may silence their consciences for the
hour, and for the moment justify their act, but before the jury time
empanels, they will stand condemned through all eternity. It is better
to deserve to win, and lose, then to win, and deserve to lose. Victory
unmerited is worse than defeat undeserved. The fruits of such a victory
turn to ashes on the lips. No party can afford to sacrifice truth or
principle on the altar of expediency. The idea of duty or of service can
no more be ignored by a party than by an individual. The truest ex
pediency either for an individual or for a party, is the expediency of
right.
ONE WAY TO SURVIVE.

"Neither men nor parties can afford to strike a balance between
civic duty and criminal policy. To survive, there must be full acceptance
of the first, and complete repudiation of the latter.
"To fail again next year will involve severer cost. There can be
no victory with another surrender to a traffic loaded with the curse of
God and man. The ill that befell us before will grow, and deepen, until
we sink beneath its shame, and the people's gathered wrath. To thought
ful, sincere and upright men, the conflict between duty and surrender is,
and will continue to be, irreconcilable. If there is further surrender,
pleas for party harmony and party loyalty will not avail. They will be
less efficacious than they were before, and they were ineffectual then.
Harmony cannot be built upon false pretenses made and intended only
to deceive, nor can party loyalty be founded on the surrender of that
which has become a deep and .mighty truth to thousands of stalwart,
purposeful men. Such men can go to defeat, but they cannot surrender.
"Speaking for myself, and meaning the things I speak, I say unto
you, that if my party fails in this behalf next year, either in platform
or in ticket, I will not champion its broken faith. I will not share its
blood stained hire. I will not help it bear its million-fingered shame.
I will not bring my conscience to another brewers' mart. I cannot stay
and keep my own hands clean. I cannot stand forever before the truth and
mock it with a lie. And, I will not go in silence, for in such case, silence
would be crime.
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WILE NOT GO ALONE.

"Deep as my love for my party has been, and is—and it has been,
and is deep and abiding—my hate of that which wrought its shame is,
and shall be deeper still. If it betrays its trust again, I will drag into
the light its sin. I will paint its crime and folly. There shall be no
padlock upon my lips, and in such case, I will not go alone. There will
be others—thousands of others—and together, rising above the crime and
folly of an evil time, we will wash our hands of its sin, and shame,
and curse.
"We will lift this great cause up until a common love shall fuse our
hearts in one. And our prayer-nursed purpose shall find a tongue; and
the dead in sin shall hear, and hearing be convinced.
"We will appeal anew to the consciences of men. We will proclaim
a new crusade with a prayer-forged zeal that will not be denied. Planted
upon the adamant of a righteous cause, we'll put nerve into our task.
We'll hew down the opposition. We will strike home as Christians this
monster wrong, strike home until the blows we deal shall be felt the wide
world through."
In commenting on this speech, the American Advance says truly,
"It may have been brave indeed,—we doubt not that he thought it was—
for Ex-Governor Hanly to pour the vials of his eloquent anti-liquor
wrath upon the heads of brother Methodists, including some "Brother"
Republicans at the Hoosier Conference last week. But all the golden
tipped adjectives of fire, which Indiana's famous former Executive could
muster from ten thousand dictionaries would never send such a cold chill
down the spinal column of the liquor advocates, as a single clean white
prohibition ballot cast on election day, for candidates of whatever party
or of no party, openly pledged to do all in their power to throttle the
liquor demon."
Brethren: The millennium is not far off; when two National leaders
like Bryan and Hanly espouse our cause, and it s time for you to climb
onto the band wagon. I mean the water wagon.
LOCAL OPTION V S . RECIPROCITY.

Governor Hanly has evidently gotten beyond the plan of applying
the principal of Reciprocity or Local Option to the liquor traffic. Iheie
is no option in morals and no local application of them either. God says
"Woe unto him that giveth his neighbor drink." It applies to the indi
vidual; and as well, to the community, the County, the State, and the
Nation. Yes woe to this nation for its guilty partnership with the present
"sum of all villainies," the liquor traffic. Its two hundred and twenty-
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five millions annual revenues therefrom, unless abandoned will become
the Achan wedge of gold that will defeat its armies and destroy its
nationality. The Churches say "It cannot be legalized without sin," nor
cannot be legalized without sinners, in the legislature, in Congress, on
the judges bench, in the Presidents', the Governors' and the Mayors'
chairs; and back of all in the voters booth. What a multitude of sinners,
and if the devil don't get a lot of them, what's the use of having a devil ?
THE BIGGEST SINNER.

And by no means the littlest sinner among all the sinners is the
men who agree in the name of Jesus Christ to leave it to a majority
vote whether liquor selling shall be licensed or prohibited. In Noah's
time one family with God was a majority, and in Aaron's time the multi
tude clamored for a calf to worship and got it. It was strictly a local
option calf, but by Divine Command was burned to ashes, and its wor
shipers slain by the sword.
THE BALEOT IN

A REPUBLIC.

THE ONLY WAY OE ASKING' EOR WHAT
YOU WANT.

God's laws against sin, and vice and crime, are all prohibitive with
a penalty. He says "Thou shalt not swear, break the Sabbath, perjure,
steal, commit adultery or murder." Human laws saying the same thing
and placing a penalty for violation are enacted by legislators, applied by
Judges, and executed by officers elected by the people, because pledged
in advance of election to make and execute such laws.
If you want tariff or free trade, or a gold basis, or reciprocity, you
elect men committed for or against, as they did in Canada and as we do
in the United States. If you want prohibition, vote for men pledged to
it, and then prohibition will prohibit. Just as an axe or a scythe will cut
if stalwart arms and strong hands swing them. It is claimed by the
advocates of local option that forty millions of our people and over half
our territory are under prohibition, of the local option brand; and yet,
more liquor was sold in this country last year, than ever before in its
history.
Millions have been collected by the advocates of local option, and
pocketed largely as salaries. The politicians of the dominant party in
the North and of the dominant party in the South, and those people in the
Churches they can influence, pay most of this money as so much hire to
the local option propagandists for advising voters to "Stay in their own
party and vote for the best man," when they know that prohibition-ward,
there is no "best man" in those parties, since they can't be honest and be
different from the platforms on which they are running, and these are
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as silent as the grave on this greatest moral, political, financial and
economical question that ever interested an intelligent people.
A local option State Secretary was asked to cast his influence for a
candidate for the State Senate committed to prohibition. ITis answer
was "Oh I can't do that, for Mr. P. our (Republican) State Senator
has contributed Fifty dollars to our cause." and yet Senator Blank was
conveniently absent when any vote was taken touching the liquor question.
NONPARTISAN ONLY IN

NAME.

And thus it has been going for fifteen years. And by how much
it has been so going; by so much has the prohibition cause been hindered
and delayed. That type of Reciprocity called Local option is one of the
greatest systems of graft ever invented and applied. And it is all done
in the name of Jesus Christ. The mass of its victims and even workers
don't understand it; but the dozen or less chief manipulators, who, off of
it, have come from poverty to riches in a single decade, do understand it.
And some of them, if as intent as they should be would not be devoting
their energies to pulpit efforts to keep voters in line for candidates com
mitted to liquor interests. As well consent to be governed by a majority
vote to license or prohibit swearing, perjury, theft, adultery and murder
as to so vote on a traffic that produces two-thirds of all these crimes.
If you want prohibition vote for men pledged to it as you do, if you want
tariff or free trade. If you want to be fooled vote for Local Option.
Two hundred and fifty thousand liquor dealers by controlling each ten
votes making two and one-half millions claim to be able to carry any
and every election involving in the liquor business. Have the two hundred
and every election involving the liquor business. Have the two hundred
and fifty thousand preachers less or more influence with the voters, or
are they more interested in tariff, gold standard and party success than
in morals ? They must answer in time or in eternity.
RECIPROCITY IN THE HOME.

Failure to recognize the fact that we are everyone members one
of another," has gone far toward destroying the homes of our Country.
And men are writing essays on "The Historic American Home," because
speaking and writing of something that was, as distinguished from some
thing that is.
One has said "Tis home where ere the heart is." Another that
"The three sweetest words in the English language are Mother, Home
and Heaven." True it is, that they are inseparably linked, and equally
true that the heavenly home is the only one that has that element of
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permanence that intensifies values. John Howard Payne though himself
homeless, yet could write eloquently and tenderly of "Home, sweet, sweet
home; be it .ever so humble, there's no place like home." I do not
wonder that he closed his pathetic refrain with that tearful adieu,
"Farewell peaceful cottage! farewell happy home,
Forever I'm doomed a poor exile to roam;
This poor aching heart must be laid in the tomb,
Ere I cease to regret the endearments of home."

Well, it means much every way to perpetuate the home, and re
ciprocal relations between all its members, alone can do it. And possibly
the mother is the most potential factor in home making, and home keep
ing. As some one has sung—
"Nobody knows the work it makes
To keep the home together,
Nobody knows of the steps it takes,
Nobody knows, but mother."

Young, in his Night Thoughts says, "The first sure symptoms of a
mind in health, is rest of heart and pleasure felt at home."
THE; UNIT OF STRENGTH.

The home is the unit of strength, in the municipality, the State,
the Nation, the World. Maintain the sanctity of the Christian home
and Patriotism, Commerce, Art, Education, Morals and every other
desirable thing will be conserved.
A London Times editorial during our very uncivil, but so called
Civil war, predicted with Anglican certainty, that even if our Union
should be preserved by force of arms, yet the country would be doomed,
as the result of turning loose from Military restraint a million of men,
demoralized and rendered semi-irresponsible, by army life. But the
London Times accustomed to standing armies and the demoralization of
homeless soldiers, because always in service; had not counted among
America's conserving assets, the American home, with all its hallowed
and sanctifying associations.
HOME LETTERS.

The soldier-fathers, husbands, brothers and sons were reminded
almost weekly of their homes,—when they could be reached,—by the
tender missives that crowded the camp mails from children, wives, sisters
and sweethearts, breathing prayers for their preservation, recounting
the prayers offered for them at the family altar, and by the pastors of
their families in their pulpit ministrations. It was not an unusual occur-
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rence to see soldiers by hundreds waiting for the mails, pressing to their
hearts the flag decorated letters, and each hurrying off to a secluded
nook, there to peruse them in sanctified and often tearful and sometimes
prayerful silence. And then see them emerging from that trysting place,
with eyes red with weeping, the result of hearts made tender by the
memories of home.
A RELIGIOUS CENTRE.

The historic American Home was also the home of religious instruc
tion, of Bible study and of the family altar. No duties of kitchen or
drawing room, of farm or store or counting house, or even of the schoc.
room, were too pressing to prevent the calling together of the entire family
including workmen and servants, to hear a portion of the Word read and
the fervently offered prayer.
We are reluctant to admit it, but this is all changed now. Dr.
afterward Bishop, Randolph Foster, a devoted and widely read educator,
stated, nearly twenty years ago, that after a careful investigation he was
convinced that not more than fifteen per cent, of the nominally Christian
families of this country maintain the family altar. It is a question
whether five per cent, of those calling themselves Protestant Christians do.
so now with any regularity, in this year of grace 1911.
WHY?

WHY?

Why has the home deteriorated as a moral and mental training school?
The reasons are multiform. Prof. Thuring argues that individual in
dependence resulting from the liberation of individual conscience accounts
for it. In other words, that when the reformation shook off the domina
tion of the Church in its relation to the individual conscience, with it
went also the domination of family authority and responsibility, but we
question his alleged premises and hence question also his conclusions.
COMMERCIAL AND ELECTRIC AGE.

•We must remember that this is distinctively a commercial age and
country, and our natural resources have made us a singularly prosperous
country. And individual prosperity naturally begets individual independ
ence This is also the electric as well as the eclectic age; though the
science is only in its infancy. We are on a rush to keep up with the
lightning flash. It moves our cars, our naughty-mobiles and our air ships.
Warms us, cools us, lights us, develops our muscles, stimulates and dilates
our nerves, heals our diseases, mines our coal, quarries our stone, gar
nishes our rooms, cooks our food, paints our pictures a thousand miles
away, makes our music, carries our voices round the world, or cans those
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voices for reproduction, with all their individual idiosyncrasies, a thousand
years after we are dead. Who shall say that this may not be God's method
of reproducing in the great day of reckoning every word and every act of
our lives. This universe may be one great graphaphone.
Would we go back to the anti-electric age? By no means. But while
the discovery and application of electricity is designed as is all other dis
coveries, inventions and improvements to make life easier; nevertheless,
it, as do they, at some point or points renders it harder, because the
machinery into which we must hitch our individuality as one of its multi
tudinous wheels, thus becomes more intricate, and the harmonious mesh
ing of wheels, sensate and insensate, intellectual and material, becomes
more and more difficult even to the climax of exasperation.
HURRY HURTS HOME.

We live so fast, that multitudes of children must be bread winners,
and day is turned into night and night into day; and it requires a special
and hazardous effort for wives and husbands, for parents and children
to find time to get acquainted; and still less time have we, to read our
Bibles and say our prayers.
That was a thoughtful child who was sure "his father would not get
to heaven because he could not find time to leave the store." "Doubtless
he was a Cousin German to that little girl, who inquired of her mother
whether there were any men in heaven, because foresooth she had never
seen the picture of an angel with whiskers. And, that was a discriminating
mother who answered, "Oh yes my child I think a few men get there;
but it is by a very close shave."
One pretends to deny that the average American home has greatly
deteriorated in these sixty years past, and sustains his allegation by arguing
that there is as much family government now as aforetime; with this
difference, that then the parents governed, while now the children govern ;
and that under the new system there is rather more than less family
government. If that be true it is an example of reciprocity with a ven
geance.
THE LIFE CLUBBED OUT OF TILE HOME.

I he Modern Club also challenges so much of the attention of parents
and children, as to render home development of precarious tenure. Well,
there are clubs, and there are clubs; clubs good, clubs bad, Clubs indiffer
ent. h es Clubs for men, women and children; old, young and middle
aged ; white, black and yellow. They have their use if properly conducted,
in furnishing homes, for otherwise homeless men and women, but as per
haps three-fourths of them are conducted, they are not only useless but
a curse.
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Those having facilities for knowing, declare that there are now in this
year of grace A. D. 1911 twenty-six clubs in my City of Harrisburg,
where intoxicating liquors can be secured seven days in the week; and I
am told that Scranton is not far behind, and that the principal use to
which some of these club rooms are put, is as drunk hostelries where the
members may sleep off their midnight booze. Sure it is, that many of
these clubs are wielded, as are other clubs, to beat the very life out of the
home.
LACK OF DOMESTIC HELP.
Another reason assigned for the deterioration of the home, and for
lack of reciprocity in it, has been the difficulty experienced in securing
domestic help. And this in turn has been accounted for in some quarters
by the stigma placed upon "the hired girl," by a large proportion of those
who hire them; though there are honorable exceptions. True it is, that
so called polite society has no place for the servant, except in service; no
matter though she be superior in intellect and accomplishments. True too,
is it, that this stigma has been one of the most forceful elements in driving
the hired girl from the kitchen, the home laundry, and the chamber, to
the clerkship in store and office, or to become operatives in factories. And
thus too, as a result of the girls nearly monopolizing the natural employ
ment of the boys, have far too many of the latter been driven to the
loafers lodge, called the saloon, the pool room, or the smoke joint. Alas!
many go there without being driven, and the girls must do their work, or
it remains undone.
UNQUALIFIED FOR MARRIAGE.
In none of these girl-chosen positions, can they successfully learn the
difficult art of £bod housekeeping, which necessarily underlies the still
more difficult art of home making. This does not however eradicate the
divinely implanted desire for married life; and when married, their ig
norance of domestic economy becomes a source of irritation between the
wife and the booze-club enamored husband; and then follows applications
for divorce; sixty at a single term of court in one county, and over forty
thousand in the Courts of the country at large in a single year; and thus
are homes being perverted into earth-hells, or totally destroyed • In ad
dition to this, the dearth in domestic help has rendered the flat, the board ing house, and the hotel at once the mecca of overwrought mammas, and
too often the grave of family life and home devotion.
THE UBIQUITOUS LODGE.
The lodge rooms, over three hundred different kinds of them in
America, some adapted to men and some to women, have been important
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centers attracting the papas and mammas to homelessness. The "jiners"
have so greatly multiplied, that it is becoming difficult to find euphonic
names even among the lower animals with which to distinguish them.
There are now Masons, and Odd Fellows, Pythians and Pompians, Heptasophs, Mystic Chains, Royal Arcanums, Mechanics, Fliberians, Woodmen
and Eog-Rollers, Maltas, and Macabees, Lambs and Lions, Coons and
Tigers, Red Men and Brownies, Eagles and Owls, Moose and Elk and so
on to the end.
That woman seemed to have a good case, who applied to court for
divorce on the plea that her husband had become a "chronic jiner." That
he had "jined" ten lodges, and was knocking for admission into four more.
He thus had abandoned home life and was a purjurer so far as "clinging
only to his wife so long as they both should live," was concerned. He
was so intent on passing all the chairs of all the lodges, that he actually
did literally, pass and not occupy every chair in his own home, except the
one on which he sat in stoic silence to gulp his ten minute dinner. And
he generally passe[d his bed as well, till the small hours of the morning
were well worn. And he is a sample of thousands of other men, and many
women, equally intent on keeping their marriage vows inviolate.
GARDEN OF EDEN THE FIRST RODGE.
After Greeley and Seward had been fighting masonry politically for
ten years, Greeley's Tribune was suddenly silent. Asked why ? he answer
ed : "If men want to put feathers in their hats, swords on their thighs and
raw heads and bloody bones as charms on their watch guards, and strut
around, imagining that they are knights of several hundred years standing,
why, it is innocent amusement for the children, and I will Jet 'em." Greeley
was no alarmist. Fie once said it may come to pass that men will give
preference to the binding character of their secret oath over their open
oath as citizens and then farewell to justice in trials to jury.
A Dutchman when asked what was the origin of secret societies ?
answered, "Vonce dere vas a garten, and in it a man whose name was
Atam, and a voman whose name vas Eve, unt a pig snake. Unt dat
snake, sait to de voman you eat some of dis apple and den you knows
someting, and she did eat, and she sait to Atam, you eat some of dis apple
und you knows someting, and he did eat. Den dey vas ashamed und dey
made fig leaf aprons und dat vas der regalia. Den dey hided, unt'when
de owner called Atam ! Atam ! vere ye vas ? Eve whispered 'Atam dont
tell' unt Atam didn't tell. Unt dat vas de first secret society."
If a man discharges faithfully his duty to his family, to his business,
to his church and to his country, it will so absorb his attention as to leave
no time for grips and pass' words and for memorizing crudely invented
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secrets. And especially so, if he remember the Sabbath day to keep it
holy. Six days shall thou labor, etc. We must exercise reciprocity
toward God as well as toward man. He has given us six days and re
served a seventh. The Sabbath was made for man, etc.
All honor to the multitudes of men and women who are religiously
intent on making and keeping the home what God intended it should be;
the conservator of the Sabbath, the abode of piety, order, decorum, af
fection, industry and joy. May the number of such increase, till America
shall be invincible to all those corrupting influences that rot the national
fiber, by rotting the national heart, which is only another name for the
home life of the nation, for such is the nations heart.
When parents, to shirk parental responsibility turn their children over
to the care of the teacher, secular or sacred; or of the Scoutmaster, with
a vow upon the part of the boy to "obey all the orders of his scoutmaster,
without a question, and to act as a soldier, or a sailor," and this latter too,
despite the teachings of The Hague Peace Congress, or Mr. Taft's treaties
of peace between America, England and France, the home loses its con
serving force. . I am in favor of universal peace through all time, but
will not complain if it be deferred till the unspeakable Turk gets the
drubbing he has deserved for a hundred years but never got.
NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE PARENT.

Excuse the deversion, I was about to say that.if parents turn their
sons over to the Young Men's Christian Association, or to the pastor, or
to any teacher sacred or secular, in the sense of these taking the place of
the parent, in the rearing of the child, they .cease to be the prophets, priests
and kings of the home, which is God's first and best Kingdom, indis
pensable in its rule,, to discipline in obedience to authority, in all other
realms.
Or if doting mammas place their children under the care of servants,
that these mammas may bestow their caresses, and as I have seen them,
their kisses too, on poodle dogs, or English bull dogs, or Italian grey
hounds, they are trifling with the solemn responsibilities of the home life,
and thus render it not only possible but probable, that their children shall
become the dogs of society from the force of association.
WHO TO CARE FOR THE BABIES ?

Many male electors are just now greatly exercised lest their homes
shall be broken up by their wives insisting on political reciprocity y
exercising the same right to express at the polls their views of govern
mental policy, as do their liege lords, and as do the former African slaves
familiarly known as "Negroes" in the North and as Niggers in the
IS
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South; though North and South seem to have equal facilities for burning
them alive. Yes the sisters want to vote, as do many of our quickly en
franchised brethren who have come to us from the slums of the effete
civilizations of the old world. "Who," inquire these male electors, "will
take care of the babies if women go to vote?" The answer is easy. Let
the same person take care of the babies when women go to vote, as cares
for them when women go to pay their taxes, or to lead home their drunken
husbands.
THE GOLDEN RULE V S . THE RULE OE GOLD.

I have no sympathy with the philosophy of David Harum, viz: "Do
the other fellow, as he would do you; and do him fust." I am a pro
found believer in the philosophy of the Nazarene, viz: "Do unto others
as ye would that they should do unto you." That is true reciprocity.
I question whether there is in this world any purely disinterested
benevolence: Reciprocity is the corner stone, the whole foundation and
the superstructure of human activity everywhere and through all time.
The motive that prompts men in all the avenues of life, is the question
crudely put, "What can I get out of it ?" in money, in fame, in public ap
plause, in honor, while living, or when dead; in the approval of a good
conscience; or, in the "well done good and faithful servant" of the Master,
amid the grandeur of the general judgment. Why, even Jesus, in whom
was no guile "for the joy that was set before him, endured the cross and
despised the shame." True, it was the joy of saving a lost world, and
man's greatest joy to-day comes from saving lost souls. There is no
greater luxury this side of heaven then that of soul saving. And rightly
understood, there is no greater curse can come to man, than is connected
with damning human souls, as does the liquor seller, the politician who
screens him, and the voter back of all who so casts his ballot as to per
petuate the crime; or, so as to show his indifference to it by voting for
candidates and platforms that have entered into a conspiracy of silence.
CAPITAL AND LABOR.

If reciprocal relations should exist anywhere it is between the capital
ist and the laborer. They be twin brethren and "members one of another."
No more can either say to the other, "I have no need of thee," than can
the hand say to the foot, or the eye to the ear, "I have no need of thee."That labor is not getting its proper share in its partnership with capital,
I am convinced. The most valuable material thing in this world is work,
and yet man as the result of sin is naturally a lazy animal, and looks upon
work as a curse. A pound of iron in the ore in the mountain mine may be
worth one tenth of a cent. Labor puts it on the car and into the smelter
and it is worth two cents; worked into nails it is worth four, five, eight,
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ten cents, or into hair springs for watches it is worth ten thousand dollars.
Work so disciplines will, reason, memory, imagination, as that a pound of
brain worth only a dollar a day comes to be worth $50,000 a year. Work
took Tom Edson, with the accent on the E pronounced long, from his
mediocre standing in the country school, and made of him the Bon.
Thomas A. Edison the Mechanic, Chemist, Electrician, Philosopher and
world wide work-a-day philanthropist. Work made of the long limbed,
gangling, homely, humble, retiring rail splitter and flat boatman known as
old Abe, the nation's host and the world's guest and idol.
Jesus said "Son go work to-day in my vineyard." And again "My
Father worketh hitherto, and I work." And he never ceased to work till
those hands of blessing, those feet that had run on errands of mercy, that
brain that had planned for human weal, that heart that had pulsated for
thirty-three years with love and sympathy and compassion, were all
pierced and paralyzed by the nails and thorns and spears of human malevol
ence, and he died crying "Father forgive them they know not what they
do."
Work makes character by its reflex influence on the worker. And
in estimating man's worth we count as his principal asset what he has
done, or can do, or has tried to do, since God counts effort as well as
achievement. And hence in that beautiful dialogue between Grace and
Mary in John G. Hollond's "Bitter Sweet," Mary makes man's achieve
ments the basis of her profoundest admiration. Grace looking into the
half closed eyes of her slumbering babe, and remembering the base perfidy,
the lack of reciprocal affection of its father, her husband, exclaimed: "Oh!
if he were only not a boy." To which Mary responded:
"Were not a Boy?
That wakens other thoughts, thank God for that!
To be a man if aught is privilege
Precious and peerless. While I bide content
The modest lot of woman, all my soul
Gives truest manhood humblest reverence.
'Tis a great and God-like thing to do!
'Tis a great thing I think to be a man.
Man fells the forests, plows and tills the fields,
And heaps the granaries that feed the world.
At his behest swift commerce spreads her wings,
And tires the sinewy sea-bird as she flies,
Fanfling the solitude from clime to clime.
Smoke creasted cities, rise beneath his hand,
And roar through ages with the din of trade.
Steam is the fleet winged herald of his will,
Joining the angel of the Apocalypse.
'Mid sound and smoke and wondrous circumstance.
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And with one foot upon the conquered sea,
And one upon the subject land proclaim
That space shall be no more. The lightnings veil
Their fiery forms to wait upon his thought,
And give it wing, as unseen Spirits pause
To bear to God the burden of his prayer.
God crowns him with the gift of eloquence,
And puts a harp into his tuneful hands,
And makes him both his prophet and his priest.
'Twas in his form the great Immanuel
Revealed himself: the Apostolic twelve,
Like those who since have ministered the Word
Were men. Tis a great thing to be a man."

And he only is the highest type of man who believes in, and practices
genuine "Reciprocity." For all peoples in all the earth "are members
one of another." Amen! And Amen! which means "And so mote it be."

IT IS DOUBTFUL.
The drama was a thrilling one, but a talkative young man had seen
it before. In an audible voice he announced what was coming next, and
described how funny it would be when it did come. He had a pretty girl
with him, and he was trying to amuse her.
At length he said: "Did you ever try listening to a play with your
eyes shut? You've no idea how queer it seems."
A middle-aged man sat just in front. lie twisted himself in his seat
and glared.
"Young man," he said, "did you ever try listening to a play with your
mouth shut?"

THE ASCENDING SCALE.
A local society gave a banquet to the members of a certain regiment
noted for gallant conduct during the war.
The president of the society was a bit flustered when called upon to
give a toast, and said: "Here's to the gallant 18th—last on the field and
the first to leave it."
Roars of laughter greeted this sally. The secretary arose.
"Ladies and gentlemen," he began. "Our president never could give
a toast. You must excuse him. Now, I'll give a toast. 'Here's to the
gallant 18th—equal to none.' "
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ADDRESS OF S. C. S. AT THE METHODIST ASSEMBLY AT
PEN MAR, JULY 2ist, A. D. 1887.
The speakers of to-day have the advantage, inasmuch as if they fail
we have other representatives for to-morrow from our conference.
The Central Pennsylvania Conference comes to this banquet as the
child of the East Baltimore Conference. The mother, as a true vicar,
ceased to be, that the child might live. We claim the Baltimore Confer
ence as our grandmother. We are the youngest child among the some
what numerous and vigorous progeny. The baby is generally the
privileged character. We, therefore, claim to-day your special considera
tion. Bishop Simpson in addressing a class of young preachers said:
"We delight in the broken sentences, the incoherent utterances, of the
babe and pat him proudly on the head; if, however, he continues when
he reaches his majority to lisp and stammer, the world pats him; but
not on the head." So of the preacher. I am happy to report the Central
Pennsylvania Conference has passed the period of incoherent utterances.
ANALOGY AND CONTRAST.

When you sent us away, it was not as the prodigal, though there are
points of analogy and contrast. We did not petulantly demand "our
portion ;" you generously gave us. We did not go into a "far country,"
but settled down on a piece of the old farm, the southern line of which
had been established by Gentlemen Mason and Dixon so far back as 1763*
We did not spend our substance in riotous living, but like the good
and faithful servant increased our talents. We did not need to "come
to ourselves," for we were never "beside ourselves." We were never
estranged from Mother Baltimore for she came to us at the Chambersburg
session, to see how we succeeded in keeping house alone and she com
mended our method. We never have gotten so low as "to feed swine"
but sometimes in winter we designedly fed on em; or to feed on husks,
yet we relish in autumn the inners of these husks. We come back to-day
in the conference reunion, not asking to be made a hired servant, but
still finding the welcome of a son. Yes, here is "the fatted calf" and
"well filled wardrobe," and sound of rejoicing.
No dark-browed elder brother stands afar and mutters "Ye never
made merry for me!" For here on the heights of "my Maryland" are
gathered in the loving embrace of old Mother Baltimore, the church
south; the Protestant Methodist; the Independent Methodist; and last,
but not least, in our own esteem, we of the Central Pennsylvania claiming
to be the centre of the arch we all make merry.
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WHAT ACCOMPLISHED?

Do you ask, "What have you accomplished in your nineteen years of
separation?" Listen and you shall know if perchance you can remember.
Then, 1887, we had 128 preachers, now, in the year 1921, (we here change
to present date and figures) we have on the same territory 333. Then
we had 22,481 members; now, 93,260. Then we had 321 churches valued
. at $741,400; now, 619 churches, valued at $5,120,200. Then we had
133 parsonages valued at $292,696; now we have 247 parsonages valued
at $890,100. Then we had 385 Sunday Schools; now, 512. Then we
had 36,000 officers, teachers, and scholars; now, 113,515- Then we
raised annually for benevolences, including missions, $20,660; now
we raise $374,000, plus.
Our bearings and distances now are about the same as then; except
that we found Harrisburg something of a "stranger" and the Philadelphia
Conference claims that we kindly "took her in." We still cultivate as
best we can that part of Emmanuel's land embraced in the counties of
York, Adams, Franklin, Bedford, Fulton, Cumberland, Huntington, Blair,
Juniata, Mifflin, Snyder, Northumberland, Union, Centre, Clinton, Mon
tour, Columbia, Perry and Lycoming. Large parts of Clearfield, Luzerne,
Elk and Cameron, and small parts of Sullivan, Tioga, Schuylkill and
Carbon. Our territory embraces all nationalities. If there are excellencies
in a composite people, we have them. Our material interests are not
less varied; they combine in exquisite harmony the agricultural, commer
cial, mining and manufacturing.
We have no seaport, nor navy yard; nor have we large cities with
capacious maws for great preachers and eloquent preaching; and hence
our supply of preachers—such as we are—is quite equal to the demand.
For be it known that the country, as twenty years ago, must furnish
not only bread, meat and potatoes for the city, but also in the main
its doctors, lawyers, scientists and preachers. Wte have one county whose
sole products are said to be buckwheat flour and Methodist preachers;
and the Yankee always mentions the buckwheat flour first.
Cities at these tfrnes exhaust themselves in producing politicians.
This remark about cities does not, of course, apply to our dear old Mother
Baltimore or her Sister Philadelphia. Don't forget, however, that we
of the Central Pennsylvania have the state capitol. If its streets are
crooked, its lines oblique and its angles acute or obtuse, yet the people
are straight. Except every second year, beginning on the first Tuesday
in January, and in this Methodism is not straightened.
I he masses of our population who were to the manor born were
of Scotch-Irish or Dutch antecedents. 'I he former believe in "the perse
verance of the saints" and, hence, make good Methodists. Of the latter
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Bishop Harris is said to have once remarked that ""They don't know
enough to backslide," but he was in error, as we have abundantly proved.
We have not, in these nearly twenty years, been demoralized by the
waywardness of the Norsemen. We still kneel in prayer, stand and open
our mouths when we sing; and have an amen corner, though the latter
is not often crowded nor very boisterous.
A GOOD MOTHER.

Now all this boasting is "water on your wheel." Some one asked
Henry Ward Beecher to advise him as to the laws of Health. He
answered, "First select the right kind of a mother." We had the East
Baltimore Conference for our mother; better still we emulated the ex
ample of Timothy, whose grandmother, Eois, did so much for him, we
selected the old Baltimore Conference for our grandmother. We salute
her to-day as the "mither of us all." Though hoary with age, her eye is
not dim, nor her natural force abated." W|ith unwrinkled brow and
elastic step she strides into her second century, with a new endowment
of power, and hence a new guarantee of immortality. May the grand
achievements of her past be but the indices of the more magnificent
history she shall make in the future.
Forty-two, or nearly one-third of those who constituted our confer
ence at the separation, have gone to claim their crown. Our Gere and
Reese and Earnshaw have clasped glad hands with your Slicer, Daugherty
and. Deal.

"One family we dwell in Him,
One church above, beneath;
Though now divided by the stream,
The narrow stream of death."

Oh make thou us, through centuries long
In peace secure, in justice strong.
Around our gift of freedom draw
The safeguards of thy righteous law;
And cast in some diviner mould,
Let the new cycle shame the old.

Between the great things we cannot tlo and the small things we will
no. do tie danger is that we shall do nothing.
-Tkooic Mo**.

How rare.it is to find a soul still enough to hear God speak!
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CHRIST THE CURE OF PUBLIC ILLS.
A Sermon by Rev. Silas C. Swallow, D.D.
TEXT: Mai. 4:2—"But unto you that fear my name shall the Sun of righteous

ness arise with healing in his wings."

The artists have painted Jesus as most beautiful—a babe with a halo
around his head; but if such he had been in real life, lierod would have
found him without having to kill all the children of his age. When grown
to manhood, his murderers would not have needed the kiss of Judas in
order to pick him out from among a dozen other plebeians, fishermen and
common folk. Have the artists done the cause of the Master a real
service by painting him in colors which he never assumed? Have his
torians helped or hindered his progress among men, by riding all booted
and spurred into the holy of holies of Christ's motives and methods, in
their attempt to render him acceptable to the natural man, to polite so
ciety? To ask these questions is to answer them.
THE BEAUTY OE JESUS.

When Albert Durer painted Jesus as the Man of Sorrows, with face
downcast and head turned aside, the worshiping world said "Not so; he
was beautiful!" which is an argument that if he was homely in appear
ance the worshiping world of to-day would no more have received him
than did the Jews, or than they now receive Durer's picture of him;' yet
Isaiah, seven hundred and fifty years before he came, declared "That
when men shall see him, there is no beauty in him that will render him
desirable to them." That is, no beauty to the sight. Beauty of soul, of life,
of service, of self-sacrifice, of courage, of devotion to the Father's business,
of death for enemies? Oh, yes, beauty there was; but not of the skin-deep
sort." As Sam Jones would say, "Despised and rejected of men, a man
of sorrows and acquainted with grief, and we hid our faces from him."
"His visage, his face was so marred more than that of any man, and his
form more than the sons of men." It is no wonder that kings shut their
mouths at him, or made faces at him, "for that which had not been told
them, they saw." And if we could to-day see the Jesus of history, instead
of the Jesus of art, of music, of poetry, of imagination, it is a problem
as to how we would answer that most important queston of the ages,
viz., "What think ye of Jesus?"
Yet this is the man whose Gospel is able to cure all our public ills.
1 his stable-born, carpenter-shop-bred, despised, hated murdered man,
who was so poor that he had to have a borrowed grave, so despised he
was mobbed when in the ministry but three short years, and died a felon's
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death between two thieves, with sour vinegar and bitter herbs pressed to
his lips, instead of the cooling draught, when in his dying thirst he asked
for a drink. Can this man of riven side and thorn-pierced brow and nailpierced hands and feet, who has been dead nearly two thousand years,
and was buried nearly ten thousand miles away, can he cure public ills
in this land of ours, or anywhere else on the face of this sin-cursed earth?
THE INFLUENCE OF JESUS.

One of the best evidences of his deity, as well as of his wisdom, is
found in the examples of his government, as seen in Christian nations,
and when contrasted with the governments dominated by heathenism.
The highest and best types of civilization have always been found among
the peoples that looked for the coming Shiloh, or those that believe in
and worship the Saviour who has come. Here, education, the sciences,
the arts are cultivated and flourish.
There, ignorance, or at best-a refined
superstition, prevails. Here, invention abounds and the beautiful and
useful "children of the brain" of genius bless men. There, barrenness,
antiquated methods, and the absence of labor-saving machinery abound.
Here, eleemosynary institutions, such as hospitals, infirmaries, orphan
ages and reformatories find congenial soil and diligent cultivation. There,
they kill the aged, neglect the sick, abandon the helpless, and think they
do God's service. It all depends on the kind of god they worship. The
motive power among Christian souls is the love of God which constraineth" men, lifting them out of and above self and selfishness; while among
the heathen, the fear of their gods dominates all their actions. Now
and ever, Christianity is the mother of civilization; never is Christianity
the product of civilization.
As the centuries proceed, Jesus is demonstrating by object lessons
among the nations that among the kings who have lived arfd reigned he
is not simply the peer, but the peerless One—the King not only of the
people, but "the King of kings." His sceptre dominates all other sceptres.
Those'nations where, because of man's depravity and stubborn resistance,
Tesus Christ is permitted to reign, though only partially, and where t le
resplendent ethics of his philosophy are only imperfectly applied, to-day
dominate all other nations. The Christian nations grow stronger and
more enduring, while the opposing nations grow weaker and are num
bered among the effete civilizations.
*
The Church is the bride, the companion, the representative of Christ
among men, is yet to be a living, transforming force in the jurisprudence,
the statemanship, the diplomacy of the nations. As Dr. Campbell Mor
gan has well said, "Strength of spiritual life always issues in the mani
festation through the Church to the world, of the facts of the Kingship
of God in Christ, and the power of Jesus Christ to deal with all the
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things in human life that are contrary to the mind and will of God.
The Church is to be aggressive, capturing men"—as well as women and
children—"fighting against wrong, urging everywhere and always the
claims of Jesus Christ ; and this she can only be as within her own
borders there is realized the purpose of God." That purpose is the answer
of the Christ-inspired prayer, "Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done in
earth as it is in heaven," a fulfilment of the prophecy and promise that
"the kingdoms of this world shall become the kingdom of our Lord and
his Christ."
HIS INTEREST IN HUMANITY.

Jesus Christ was no mere superficial observer of men and things.
He was no mere optimist, satisfied with things in the world as they are.
He was a pessi-optimist, recognizing the good there is in the world and
encouraging, cultivating and conserving it; but also recognizing the evil,
the predominating evil in a world not as God made it when he pronounced
it good, but as the devil has spoiled it. Hence Jesus became the reformer
of the ages. He had neither time nor disposition to deal with personal
squabbles over the trivialities of his day, such as the proper width of
phylacteries, nor yet over the division of property among children, the
fruit of covetousness or avarice, nor with the time to wash hands, whether
before or after meals, nor the time of rising or retiring, nor with the
observance of holidays, or with the multitude of quibbles about non
essentials with which the Pharisees, the churchmen, and especially the
scribes—the lawyers of his day—sought to divert him from, the great
work of his life. He was capable of becoming deeply aroused, indignant,
"angry without sin," over the great wrongs that afflicted and harassed
society, and his chief contention was against the leading churchmen of
his day. Though himself "the Prince of peace" and the "giver of peace
not as the world gives," yet he declared, "I came not to send peace on
earth; I came to send a sword." "I am come to send fire on earth, and it
is already kindled." "Woe unto you, tithers of- mint and herbs, that
neglect justice and love." "Woe unto you, washers of the outside while
ye neglect the inner washing." "Woe unto you, fools neglecting to feed
the hungry, and therefore having foul hearts, however clean your hands
may be." "Woe unto you, garnishers of the graves and memories of the
prophets, whom your fathers killed, thus wasting time and strength on
issues dead and buried, instead of addressing yourselves to the live issues
that mar or make the present and the future." Jesus did not pitch his
tent in the graveyard of dead issues.
JESUS THE REFORMER.

His denunciations reached their climax when he made a whip of
short ropes, with knots tied in the ends, and went through the temple,
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striking right and left at the fleeing brokers of his period, who were
using the sacred place for secular purposes. It would be a very un
dignified procedure for a preacher of our day, and it would be the pre
cursor of a declaration by presbytery of a vacant pulpit, or by the bishop
of a change of pastors. It must have been a withering look that he gave
them, when he said, "Ye have made the house of prayer a den of thieves."
It goes without saying that if the Holy Ghost, received on the day
of Pentecost, and destined to abide here, should actually find a permanent
and universal residence in its only abiding-place on earth, viz., in men's
hearts, there would be no public ills, for they would all be either prevented
or cured. There would then be little if any necessity for standing armies,
or a constabulary force. The panacea for all human ills is found in that
one word "obedience." Had man obeyed, he had not fallen; and obedi
ence is the ladder on which he must climb back to his forfeited heritage.
"If any man will do His will, he shall know of the doctrine." Unfor
tunately, we have not yet reached that perfection of Christian character
or conduct that renders it safe to abrogate forms of law and the equip
ments of government. And public ills have been and are, and probably
will continue to be, a menace to individual and the collective happiness
until "all shall know the Lord," from the poorest laborer to the millionaire.
THE PANACEA FOR AEE IEES.

Jesus took cognizance of the public ills of his day.
Rendei unto
Csesar the things that are Caesar's, and unto God the things that are God s '
did not imply a blind, unreasoning compliance with the demands of either
God or government, but a thoughtful discrimination of the claims of both,
and in the action of the individual, a harmonious and just division of
both tithes and taxes. It implied a study of what justly belongs to Caesar,
and not a blind compliance with all of Caesar's claims. Obedience to
human laws that are clearly in contravention of divine law, is no mark
of either a devout Christian, a high-bred citizen, or a wise statesman,
[esus dealt largely with abstract principles as applied to human behavior,
but he gave enough of concrete application to enable the way-faring man,
though a fool, to regulate his personal conduct.
One simple rule given by Jesus, if applied to human conduct every
where, would cure practically all public ills, viz, "All things whatsoever
ye would that men should do unto you, do ye even so unto them
li e
laborer would then give good measure of serv.ee both
quality; the employer would share generously the profit on labor with e
laborer; the farmer would not put the large potatoes on top of the
basket' the merchant would use a measure thirty-six inches Ion. an
Steli cotton for all-wool, yard-wide fabric. No man would be found
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mean enough to sell his neighbor a liquid poison that would undermine
his health, rob him of reason, beggar his family and send his soul to
perdition.
WHAT TRUE CHRISTIANITY WOULD MEAN.

Taxpayers would not be mulcted, as now, into paying thirteen millions
for a seven million dollar State House. Doctors would not overdose,
nor overcharge, their patients; nor would patients wait till Sunday to
get sick, and call the doctor from his bed in order to save daylight time
for business or pleasure. There would be fewer lawyers, and more money
in ex-client's pockets. The preacher would not hunt the largest salary,
but rather the largest opportunity; nor would any ecclesiastical shepherd
steal his neighbor's sheep, or plagiarize another's sermons. There would
be no sand in the sugar, no peanut shells in pepper, no excess of water in
milk, nor in stocks; no thieving policemen, no drunken mayors, no sub
sidized editors, no plum-tree olives, no beeless honey, no long-fingered
conductors, nor long-tongued or long-eared Christians; no hasty mar
riages, nor gatling-gun divorce courts, nor wives in the third person
plural number. Children would obey and love their parents, and parents
would tenderly guard their children. There would be no tight-laced
bodies, nor corn-raising toes, nor tobacco-scented breaths; no occasion
for societies to prevent cruelty to animals, or to protest against vivisection.
No conventional hugging matches called dances, nor patronizing of Sab
bath-desecrating public conveyances by ministers or laymen, by which
a million people are compelled to shorten life by working seven days in
the week and fifty-two weeks in the year. In short, if that one plank in
the Shiloh platform were in every man's platform, there would be few
private ills and fewer public ills.
Jesus taught the impossibility of neutrality on moral questions when
he said "He that gathereth not with me, scattereth abroad." "He that
is not for me is against me." Nor did he leave moral questions to a
decision of the majority. All of that moral code which Jesus says he
"came not to destroy, but to fulfil," is prohibitive in its character, and
never even conditionally permissive. "Thou shalt not! thou shalt not!
thou shalt not!" rings out in trumpet tones from the heights of Sinai, and
finds an echo in the legislation of the world. An optional morality,
locally applied, must be an abomination to the King of kings. Majorities
do not make wrong right, or black white, or that which is essentially
evil essentially good. "Woe unto him that putteth the bottle to his
neighbor s lips and maketh him drunken also." Woe to the individual
who does it. Woe to the municipality, to the State, to the nation, to
the legislature, to the voter who elects such candidates to office.
It is claimed that forty millions of our people are now under prohi-
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bition laws, and yet the revenue reports show more liquor sold in this
country last year than ever before in its history. Why? Because the
prohibitory laws were secured by the secret ballot, by men willing that,
in morals, the majority shall rule, and the prohibition laws have been left
as foundlings on the steps of the State Houses, with no one to father or
mother, or even wet-nurse them, and their opponents ring the changes
on "prohibition doesn't prohibit." And it doesn't prohibit, for the same
reason that a scythe hung in the apple tree doesn't cut. It requires that
it should be taken down and swung through the grass by calloused hands
hung on brawny arms, with a stalwart frame behind them. Law does
not execute itself. Men must be elected to the legislative, judicial and
executive departments of government openly pledged in platform and
speech to the enactment and execution of laws, not simply permitting
the majority to rule on moral questions, but committed to the prohibition
of the evil; with suitable penalties attached. There is no royal road, no
"reform made easy" in this conflict. It means stern, heroic, self-sacri
ficing effort.
As Garfield said, from the Custom House steps in New York, as
the mob surged around him on that darkest day of the dark days of the
Civil War, "God is not dead." "God still lives," and while there is little
cause for congratulation by the extreme optimist, there is less cause than
aforetime for the unreasoning despondency of the extreme pessimist, and
there is ground for hope and Jin encouraged effort on the part of the
reasoning pessi-optimist, who sees the good and conserves it, and seeing
the evil heroically grapples with it.

'Twas only a glad "Good Morning,"
As he passed along the way,
But it shed the morning glory
Over the livelong day.

The responsibility is entirely upon the professing Christians of the
United States. If another war like the last one should come, they will be
responsible for every drop of blood that will be shed and for every dollar
wastefully expended.—General Tasker N. Bliss.

As for war, I call it murder.
There you hev it plain an' flat;
I don't want to go no furder,
Than my Testyment fer that.

Number 38.

A CARD THAT EXPLAINS ITSELF.
The victory came sooner than many of us (expected.

To WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Some months ago, while the undersigned was both muzzled and
gagged in the tooth-maker's, chair, having some repairs on my molars,
which are also my motors, my genial friend, Dr. Galen Hiain, Chairman
of the Board of Trade Committee for increasing the membership, poured
into my muzzled ear his desire that I should "jine." I told him that I
had been a member years ago, but had "quit," when the young men of
the city began to be debauched by the introduction of intoxicants at the
Board of Trade banquets.
Assuring me that the barbarous age had passed, and that all hands
were desirous, of growing to an even thousand members by January first,
I consented more for his gratification, than from my own desire, to
increase the number by one.
I had forgotten the incident until a few days ago when with a
tremulous voice, the good dental surgeon called my attention to a letter
from our friend the Secretary and Manager of The Board of Trade, a
copy of which follows:
THE HARRISBURG BOARD OF TRADE.
Wm. Jennings, Pres.
W. L. Gorgas, Treas.
James A. Bell, Sec. and Manager.
November 13, 1907.
DR. GAEEN MAIN, Chairman,
Membership Committee,
Third & State Streets, City.
Dear Doctor Hain:—I found some objections raised to the name of
Dr. Swallow, and in order that the same may not become public, I took
the liberty to withdraw his application and not present the same at the
meeting last night. I am quite sure that you would not wish a friend
humiliated by a refusal, and I think'it better to defer the application at
this time. Trusting my action in this matter will meet your approval,
I am,
Very truly yours,
JAMES A. BEEE, Manager.
O11 inquiry I learned that the "objections raised" were inspired,
though not presented, by the liquor dealers in the board, led on by two
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members whose attempt to "graft" several thousand dollars from the
State Treasury I exposed and- prevented in part nearly ten years ago,
and another whose selling of worthless stock we interfered with in the
interests of the people.
And now. this card- is issued for the purpose of saying in the plainest
way possible, that I shall consider it the crowning compliment of my life
to be black-balled under such conditions and by such men, whether it
be by the constitutional number of five, or twenty times five. In fact the
higher the number of black-balls, the more highly will I esteem the
compliment. And to give emphasis to my anticipated pleasure, and that
they may share it with me, I hereby, in advance of the ballot, extend to
the black-ballers, whether few or many, a most pressing invitation to
a banquet to be spread at my residence, No. '816 North Sixth Street, on
the night of, and after the black-balling, if they will give me timely notice
of the number, and the average capacity, and the names of the black
legion to be provided for, they shall have the very best of the season,
washed down with generous potations of the beverage to them perhaps
a "Fluidus Incognito," but known to Chemists as "Aqua pura" and to
common folk as "Adam's Ale." The tendency of this will be to "Clean
'em up" on the inside, and if prohibition sentiment continues to travel
at its present rate of speed, we hope to give them an outside bath within
the next two years.
My name must on no account be withdrawn, and if black-balled
there will be no "humiliation," north of the Board of Trade Building.
"And yet! And yet! We must not forget," that the liquor seller
is an angel compared with the voter,
"Who on Sunday prays "Thy Kingdom Come
And on Tuesday goes and votes for rum."

I send by to-day's mail to all of my liquor selling friends and their
three tools an appropriate New Year's remembrance, with my best wishes
mingled with pity for each personally, and for their families. The re
membrance contains in part my address in their defense delivered in a
recent debate on the benefit of national prohibition. I also send to eat 1
a bird button relic of the Prohibition Presidential Campaign of 1904,
which they may desire to hand down to their children s children as a
memento of the strenuous times, when their ancestors were on the wrong
WHtMfigrregard for the worthy purpose for which the Board of
Trade exists, and for the many splendid men who as a rule,-to whic
SldC

there are diabolical exceptions,—compose the Board,
I beg to remain, yours for the war, or for , e

Number 39.

THE BEAUTIES OF THE BIBLE.
Had I selected a theme, it would be of a different character from the
one which heads this paper. I confess that, after many years' study, my
knowledge of the Word is still too limited to write a dissertation that
would do justice to this subject, or interest or instruct those, who may
listen. The imagery of a Headley; the research of a Newton; and the
logic of a Watson would here find material for their combined diligence.
Beauty, abstractly, appeals solely to the senses. The beauty of the
Bible, like everything which God has given, and unlike everything with
which man has tampered, is the beauty of utility. Hence, the sensualist
becomes ecstatic over the pages of Homer, Virgil, Dickens, Byron or
Moore, while to him the inspired volume is a dry statement of generalities.
A man can see no beauty in that which strangles him. The spiritual ap
plication of the beauties of the Bible are so powerful that the sensualist
dare not examine them with care, lest he become a convert to their teach
ing, and a devotee of their doctrine. He dislikes to have his sensual ap
petite stranded.
Where is there such history as that written by the author of the
Pentateuch? Where such poetry as that penned by the Psalmist? Or
which fell from the lips of an afflicted Job? Where such sublime con
ceptions as those uttered by the Prophets? Where such a simple yet
comprehensive narration of facts as those given by the Evangelists?
Where such convincing logic and such bold flights of rhetorical skill as
was given by the great Epistolizer and Preacher of Tarsus ? Where such
magnificent and soul-stirring descriptions as are furnished by the Revelator? or where such a condensed, comprehensive, and practical thesis on
humanity; its temperament, objects, end, aims and interests and inter
course, as are delivered by Solomon? Well and truly did he declare,
"There is nothing new under the sun." And I believe it.
Are you a lover of science ? Go to the Bible and trace, if you choose,
the heavenly chart as mapped and marked by the Eternal Astronomer.
Orion, Arcturus, Mazeroth and Pleiades shall be your lesson. Ask the
pioneer of American genius on letters where he found the nucleus of his
success ? And when he conceived the idea of bridling and harnessing to
the iron thread the brightness of heaven? He will answer, "Canst thou
send the lightning, that they may go and say unto thee? Here we are."
And here is a Bible question. I am indebted to it for the idea.
Here the zoologist delights to dwell, for he finds a stimulus to his in
quiries, as he reads the habits of the wild goats and the hinds; the fury
of the unicorn; the peculiarities of the ostrich and the peacock, or the
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wisdom and instinct of the hawk and eagle; . behemoth in his majesty;
the horse and his strength; leviathan and his nature, are all things upon
which it discourses. "It digs and delves the solid earth, and from the
strata there brings forth a record of things both new and old, shut up
since God spoke light from darkness, and earth from chaos."
The beauty of the Bible! It is a theme inexhaustible. For, engaging
in generalities, we might, had we the ability, write a volume upon each
chapter,, and then, particularizing we might pen a separate discourse upon
each paragraph; and after that grind out an exegesis of startling length
upon each and every word from the announcement of creation, as the
exordium of the Pentateuch to the closing benediction of the hero of
Patmos. And then hurling back in despair our well-worn pen by a young
genius, its finder, we might with propriety exclaim, "Why did we attempt
this? Can man understand the mystery of God? Can the finite measure
the Infinite? Can minds depraved fathom the beauties of a transcript of
the Eternal Mind? No! No!! For with a style majestic and divine,
It speaks no less than God in every line:
Commanding words; whose force is still the same,
As the first fiat that produced our frame.
"Most wondrous book! Bright candle of the soul!
Star of eternity! The only star
By which the bark of man could navigate
The sea of life, and gain the coast of bliss
Securely; Only star which rose on time
And on its dark and troubled billows, Still
As generation, drifting swiftly by,
Succeeded generation, through a ray
Of Heaven's own light, and to the hills of God
The everlasting hills, pointed the sinner's eye."

The beauties of the Bible! Shall I compare it to human composition ?
Shall I place its history side by side with the pages of Zenophon? And
contrast their relative merits? This I might do to a certain extent, I might
inquire into the antiquity of each; but to go further and examine their
relative accuracy, beauty of style, and so forth, would be an insinuation
against the Divine author, which is sacrilege for a Christian; and pre
sumption for a heathen.
_
.
., ,
Should I hold up the poetry of the Bible? in comparison with
Georgica or Aeneid of Virgil, the Don Juan, Child Harold, or Mazeppa
of Byron? Where is the Christian man or woman that would not excla ^
"Sacrilege' Hold; Tread softly, Bow the head in reverent silence bow.
We are bewildered when we attempt a survey of the beaut.es of the
Bible "Now we see through a glass darkly, but my rien s, 1 w
faithful to tie teachings of this, this book, God's Book! which is now
unfolded to us in characters, figures, metaphors and allegories, but par ,a
16
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ly understood; we will finally behold written upon the golden pavements
and upon the crystal rotunda of the everlasting dome of the temple of our
God, in characters of lifting light; angels our companions, Christ our
commentator, God our Father, Heaven, our home.

"Then pealed the bells more loud and deep:
God is not dead; nor doth He sleep!
The wrong shall fail,
The right prevail,
With peace on earth, good will to men!"

—Longfellow.

Pleasure comes through toil and not by self indulgence and indo
lence. When one gets to love work, his life is a happy one.—Ruskin.

When thou hast shut thy door and darkened thy room, say not to
thyself that thou art alone. God is in thy room.—Bpictetus.

Oh, when shall all men's good be each man's rule, and universal
peace lie like a shaft of light across the land!—Tennyson.

If my soldiers would really think, not one of them would remain in
the ranks.—Frederick the Great of Prussia.

He who has the truth in his heart need never fear the want of per
suasion on his tongue.—Ruskin.

What I aspired to be and what was not, comforts me.—Browning.

Number 40.

A FINAL WORD.
In the exuburant ambition of childhood, when our parents had
company, we children sometimes became too loud in our "hearthstone
play," and received a look from father or mother, or both; equivalent to
a polite invitation to "step back a little, my dear! and sit down and be
quiet," and we always found it both convenient and advantageous to ac
cept the invitation.
Hut alas! Sometimes our obedience was somewhat evanescent, and
the invitation had to be repeated, accompanied with a healthy display of
parental muscular vigor for which we showed more respect than affection.
These dear, indulgent, loving parents, on both sides, have been in their
heavenly homes for many years, but we, their children, are still here, at
respectively eighty-three and seventy-eight, and now find the parental in
vitation given then to "Sit Down"! far from uncongenial to our some
what ripening years.
But as our bodies weaken, there comes an increased activity of the
soul-powers; and a more enticing prospect of the glad reunion with the
home-gone dear ones; and we sing with ever increasing fervor, as we
sang then when the voices of our loved ones mingled with ours, or rather
ours with theirs:
"There's a land that is fairer than day;
And by faith we can see it afar;
For the Father waits over the way,
To prepare us a dwelling place there.
In the sweet by and by,
In the sweet by and by,
We shall meet on that beautiful shore."
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WHEN THE YEAR IS OLD.
The following poem by our friend William Grant Brooks of Saco, Maine,
properly precedes the closing picture.
When the year is old,
And the days wax cold,
The searching North winds blow;
When earth is white—
All glistening bright
With Winter's drifting snow;
Ah 1 then we think of those happy hours,
When the air was fragrant with scented flowers;
When lily blooms nodded in sunshine and rain,
And verdant blue valley and orchard and lane,
The world, to our vision, glowed pleasant and fair,
While a wonderful charm seemed to hover in air.
Those were the days when the year was young;
And Winter's low dirge
As yet unsung.
Now the passing clouds are dull and gray,
And ever the chilling breeze
Is chanting a solemn, mournful lay,
In the boughs of the leafless trees.
And over and over,
The whole day long,
I hear the refrain of its sad, sad song.
"The year is old,
And bleak and cold
Is his chill and icy breath;
His step is slow,
He must soon lie low
In the waiting arms of Death!
And "Echo's" soft murmur steals over the snow,
"Yes, the year is fading
And sinking low."
But listen! a sweeter, more hopeful refrain
Is wafted o'er hilltop and snow-mantled plain!
And this is the song that greets the ear,
Dispelling the gloom of the dying year.
"Ho! After the Winter days are o'er,
There will come brighter hours to earth once more;
All hearts will be made to rejoice and sing,
As they zvelcome again the return of Spring."
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When the heart grows old,
And life's tale is told,
The frost of Age appears;
When the hair is white,
And dimmed the sight,
In the passing of the years;
How the mind goes back to those joyous hours,
When "Youth's" happy pathway was strewn with flowers;
Through the mists of past years, to life's glad Spring-time,
When Hopes Golden Bells rang their merriest chime;
And free as the birds that were flitting in air,
Was the bosom of "Childhood from sorrow and care.
But those were the days
When the heart was young;
t
And the song of Age
Was as yet unsung.
Dow*n the western sky, o'er the mountains gray,
Life's sun is sinking fast;
A soul sits waiting, at the close of day,
'Till twilight hours are passed.
And amid the shadows
Deep and long,
The night winds whisper a sad, sad song.
"A heart has grown old,
Life's Story is told;
Weaker each fleeting breath.
Feeble and slow,
It must soon lie low
In the waiting arms of Death."
And "Echo" repeats the mournful lay,
"A soul faint and weary
Is passing away."
•

Ever joyous and hopeful, again, yet again,
From Heaven there comes a sweet tender refram;
And this is the song that greets the ear,
Dispelling the gloom of Death's dark fear;
"O mortal, rejoice! Grim Death cannot hold thee!
Omnipotent Arms will forever enfold thee!
Though through the Dark Valley, Death's pinions may take you,
Still Christ standeth near, He will never forsake you;
His Spirit leads on, past the gates of the tomb,
To where Eden's sweet flowers eternally bloom;
The soul wakes to new Life, on that far, Viewless Shore,
Passing over the stars, into "Rest" evermore!

t
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January 30, A. D. 1922, numbered 56 years that the Swallow—83—and
Robin—78—flew together ;—not in combat,—but in affectionate cooperation.
They have witnessed, and been permitted to humbly aid in extinguishing the
National crimes of Lottery, Poligamv, Slavery, and the legalized Liquor
Traffic. Also the quarter century ago State thievery, then so disgracefully
rampant.
Mrs. Browning was right
Free Folks freely work:
Whoever fears God, fears to sit at ease.
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WELL DID LONGFELLOW SING:
"Tell us not in mournful numbers,
Life is but an empty dream !
For the soul is dead that slumbers,
And things are not what they seem.
Life is real! Life is earnest!
And the grave is not its goal;
Dust thou art, to dust returnest,
Was not spoken of the soul."
T HE BEGINNING CALLED BY SOME AUTHORS TIIE END.

